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Foreword 

This is a fourth edition of a work first published in 1983. It 
contains the same number of chapters as the third edition, published 
in 1990. However, it has a substantial amount of new material. 
Major changes in warehousing in the last seven years have caused 
appropriate changes in the content of this text. 

Nearly three decades have passed since our first published 
writing about warehousing. The goal of our early writing was to 
develop a better understanding between the third-party warehouse 
operator and the user of these services. Today the emphasis has 
changed to a work that provides the tools that every warehouse 
manager needs. This book intends to be a comprehensive handbook 
consisting of everything we know that would help the manager 
of warehouses. Much of the information is based upon materials 
previously used in Warehousing Forum, our monthly subscription 
newsletter. 

While the work is designed primarily as a handbook for manag
ers, it also serves as a guide for students. It is based upon my 
experience, both as a warehousing manager and executive, and later 
as a management advisor. The work is designed as a management 
reference for anyone involved in operating, using, constructing, or 
trading in industrial warehouses. 
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Part I 
BACKGROUND OF THE WAREHOUSE 
INDUSTRY 



1 

THE EVOLVING ROLE 
OF WAREHOUSING 

History 

No understanding of the changing role of warehousing can be 
complete without considering the unusual history of the development 
of warehousing as an economic function. As George Santayana said: 
"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." 

Our civilization has passed through three major periods, the 
third of which began within the memory of most of us. The first 
was the Age of Agriculture, which lasted from the dawn of recorded 
history until two or three centuries ago. The second great period 
was the Industrial Era and it is linked with the development of 
improved transportation, steam power, and mechanical inventions 
that facilitated mass production. The newest period is the Age of 
Information. The utilization of computers and radio frequency termi
nals as common warehousing tools has taken place only in the last 
three decades. 

Warehousing was initially linked to the Age of Agriculture. 
The description in Genesis of the use of granaries to store food and 
thus prevent famine in Egypt emphasizes the social benefit and 
commercial utility of warehousing. While a casual reading might 
suggest that Joseph's idea of constructing granaries was nothing 
more than an ancient social welfare program, the Egyptian monarch 
realized a commercial gain from this project. 

The Renaissance saw the birth of the Industrial Era with the 
development of transportation systems to move spices from the 
Orient. The use of both transport and warehousing was also related 
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to the Age of Agriculture. Before refrigeration, oriental spices were 
the only means of preserving meat and vegetables. Marco Polo and 
other Italian explorers went to the Orient to trade for spices and 
they gained a new awareness of the commercial practices of China. 
It was the Chinese who taught the Europeans that bank notes could 
replace gold and silver as a common currency. Under the same 
principle, a negotiable warehouse receipt could be bought and sold 
in place of goods stored in a warehouse. This negotiable receipt 
was called a Lombard, named after the northern Italian province of 
Lombardy. Beyond warehousing, most of the logistical activities of 
that time were centered on a search for new sources of spices. This 
was the principal motive for the financing of many 15th century 
explorers, the most notable of whom was Christopher Columbus. 

The connection between third-party warehousing and agricul
ture remains strong today. At a convention of third-party warehouse 
operators in Cartagena, Colombia, the keynote speaker was the 
Minister of Agriculture. A significant portion of goods found in 
general deposit warehouses in Latin America is agricultural com-

Figure 1-1. Industry History 
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modi ties, and the modem adaptation of the Lombard remains today 
in the deposit bonds of Latin American warehouses. 

Warehousing in the Industrial Era 

Warehousing was recognized as a useful reservoir for mass pro
duction as we entered the Industrial Era. When actual demand was 
unknown, it was prudent for the home appliance manufacturer to build 
a stock of finished goods so that the customer who wanted a yellow 
refrigerator could find it without delay. When capital was cheap and 
"just-in-time" (JIT) was unknown, the philosophy of marketing was 
to ensure that no sale was lost because of lack of inventory. 

The Industrial Era was accompanied by major changes in trans
port. Warehousing has a "ham and eggs" relationship with transport, 
and warehouse design is influenced by the predominant transporta
tion available. Storehouses constructed at piers served as a consolida
tion and distribution point for goods moving by ship. With railroad
ing, warehouses constructed at rail centers were referred to as 
"terminal warehouses." The railroad industry developed "storage in 
transit" which allowed the user to move goods on a through rate 
from origin to destination with no extra transportation charge if the 
goods were held in an intermediate warehouse for up to one year. 
In the middle decades of the 20th century, extensive use of storage 
in transit created heavy use of both private and third-party warehous
ing in railroad junction towns in many inland states. The prime 
function of these transit warehouses was to provide a temporary 
holding point for goods at a point between origin and destination. 

In the United States, the development of railroads led 
to monopolistic practices which caused concern for farmers and 
small businessmen. The Interstate Commerce Act, passed in the 
1880s, was the first pro-consumer legislation in the United States. 
The purpose of this legislation was to prevent the railroads from 
using discriminatory pricing practices, and it required the carriers 
to publish standard tariffs and to seek the approval of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission for any changes in pricing. In the 1890s, 
a group of small businessmen who owned public warehousing firms 
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formed an association and lobbied successfully for legislation to 
prevent the railroads from offering free warehousing services. The 
American Warehouse Association, one of the oldest trade associa
tions in the United States, spent its early years challenging abusive 
practices from railroad operators. 

As the Industrial Era created new modes of transportation, the 
need for government intervention no longer existed. The result was 
the deregulation that occurred in the 1980s, which was soon extended 
to every mode of freight transportation. With deregulation, common 
carriers diversified into third-party warehousing, and many of the 
major carriers today offer warehousing as part of a package of 
logistics services. 

With changes in transportation, facility design changed as well. 
The multistory terminal warehouse became obsolete when the wide
spread use of forklifts after World War II permitted efficient high 
bay storage in sprawling single-floor buildings. Warehousing moved 
from the railroad yards to the suburbs as operators looked for low
priced land. Until the 1970s most warehouse operators would not 
consider a facility that did not have rail service. As boxcar use 
for packaged goods continued to decline, newer warehouses were 
developed that can be served only by truck. 

Air freight carriers recognized that the hub and spoke concept 
of transportation creates an opportunity for effective warehousing 
at the air freight hub. Positioning of inventory at the hub allows the 
shipper to have a cutoff point for dispatching deliveries that is 
several hours later than if the warehouse were not located at the hub. 

With the growing efficiency of transportation, warehous.e users 
who formerly needed up to 100 regional warehouses to serve the 
marketplace could drastically reduce the number of locations needed 
to provide customer satisfaction. This reduction of locations is 
closely tied to the faster delivery times available from air and mo
tor transport. 

Warehousing in the Age of Information 

The modem Age of Information continues to change the way 
warehousing is performed. Handheld terminals are used today to 
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read bar codes and transmit the information by radio to a processing 
center. The scanning of bar codes with a handheld machine elimi
nates the possibility of error in reading a lengthy product code. 
Transmission of this information by radio allows a shipment to be 
deducted from stock instantaneously, thus eliminating the need to 
wait for paper to be processed in the warehouse office. 

Until recently, the cost and size of computer equipment limited 
its use in warehousing. Today, personal computers have the process
ing capability to handle all but the largest of warehousing informa
tion systems. Very few warehouses today need a mainframe com
puter. "Never trust a computer that you cannot lift" was once a 
controversial statement, but is an accepted fact in warehousing today. 

Logistics scholars such as Professor B.1. La Londe at The Ohio 
State University recognized that information could be substituted 
for materials movement. That recognition has turned to reality. A 
pharmaceutical manufacturer can use the computer to substitute for 
physical quarantine. Product moving off the assembly line must be 
held until quality checks are completed. At one time, the quarantine 
involved double handling in and out of a special storage area. Today, 
this is accomplished by locking the storage location on the computer 
so that it cannot be shipped until the testing and release process 
is complete. 

Information systems for chain store warehouses allow goods 
to be moved directly from receiving to shipping docks when certain 
items are urgently needed in the stores. Before such systems were 
developed, every item at the receiving dock moved to a storage 
area. Effective use of information thus has eliminated some ware
housing and the double handling of merchandise. 

The Changing Role of 
Human Resources Management 

Until a few years ago, a high percentage of warehousing activi
ties in the United States were unionized. The prime emphasis in 
personnel management was to achieve a satisfactory contract and 
relationship with a union. Once this was accomplished, the union 
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grievance procedure and the contract were the primary methods 
of dealing with hourly workers. Health benefits, retirement, and 
promotion were all specifically described and governed by a typical 
labor contract. 

This high degree of unionization was the result of the close 
association of warehousing with transportation. Transportation in 
all modes was highly unionized by some of the most militant labor 
organizations, and those same unions organized most warehous
ing operations. 

At one time the American Warehouse Association maintained 
a union contract file and warehouse operators who wanted to learn 
about labor costs in other cities were able to reference that file to 
compare their own costs for wages and benefits with those negotiated 
by operators in other cities. Today an ever smaller percentage of 
warehouse operations is organized by unions. 

The turning point for trade unions was the unsuccessful strike 
against the Federal government by PA TCO, the union representing 
air traffic controllers. This 1981-82 strike was the most important 
labor dispute in American history. It was the final confirmation of 
the proclamation made by Massachusetts Governor Calvin Coolidge 
during the Boston police strike of 1919: "There is no right to strike 
against the public safety by anybody, anywhere, anytime." It was 
Reagan rather than Coolidge who demonstrated that fact to organized 
labor and the nation by breaking the P A TCO strike. The air traffic 
controllers learned that neither the government nor the public had 
sympathy for their position, and labor relations in the United States 
have not been the same ever since. Most of the newer corporations 
engaged in providing logistics services, both transportation and 
warehousing, are either non-union companies or firms that have 
labor agreements that emphasize flexibility. 

Union-free status creates new challenges, since management 
now bears sole responsibility for the handling of grievances, compen
sation, and health care. 

Continued emphasis on controlling costs of warehousing has 
caused management to monitor and improve the effectiveness of 
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workers. In the 1990s, computer software replaced the stopwatch 
and clipboard as a means to measure the work accomplished. 

Unlike the factory, the warehouse has no assembly line in which 
inspectors can be positioned to measure quality. Given the difficulty 
of line supervision, it was natural that warehousing would be in
cluded in those activities in which supervisors were eliminated 
through the use of a "self-directed work team." A flat organization 
with few layers between chief executive and hourly worker has been 
adopted in warehouses as well as other businesses. Only a few 
distribution centers today are managed with self-directed work 
teams, but the concept is being tested in more warehouses. 

The different lifestyles in the past few decades have created 
new problems in managing people. One of these is the control of 
workplace substance abuse. This problem is aggravated in ware
houses, because the population is younger, and more experimental in 
lifestyles. Second, just as close supervision is difficult in a sprawling 
distribution center, control of substance abuse is equally hard to 
accomplish. A growing number of companies have at least created 
a policy to handle such abuses when they are discovered. These 
policies usually recognize the difference in diligence between work
ers who may arrive at work under the influence as compared to 
those who consume prohibited substances on the job. The most 
severe punishment is reserved for those who sell such substances 
in the warehouse. 

A major challenge in today's society is the ability to hire 
workers with sufficient skill to read and count the cargo handled in 
the warehouse. One result of our public education problems is the 
shortage of people with these basic skills. 

Hanging over all of these personnel challenges is the threat of 
unions returning. Many in organized labor look for the chance to re
gain the members they once had in warehousing. Failure of manage
ment to handle the personnel challenges of today could result in a 
return to unionization. Since few managers want to see this happen, 
we will see increasing emphasis on successful management of the 
special people problems associated with the warehouse workplace. 
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Warehousing as Part of a Logistics System 

The concept of business logistics is relatively new. The profes
sional society for logistics managers was founded less than four 
decades ago. Cynics claim that the logistics manager is nothing more 
than yesterday's traffic manager looking for more organizational 
prestige. Regardless of motive, it seems clear that the concept of 
logistics has had a major influence on corporate organizations. 

The role of logistics is mentioned in many business articles 
about competitive strategy. Logistics becomes the centerpiece of a 
new business strategy featuring time-based competition and core 
competencies. Using time-based competition, the winner in the logis
tics game will be the company that provides the fastest product 
delivery and the shortest order cycle time. The theory of core compe
tencies prescribes that a manufacturer with demonstrated skills in 
assembling widgets should not dilute those skills by also operat
ing warehouses. 

Those who advocate core competencies would usually suggest 
that a third party should be retained to manage warehouses, and 
development of this idea is likely to extend the percentage of business 
that is managed by third-party warehousing companies. 

As the time-based competition concept is implemented, there 
will be more use of cross docking and less placement of goods in 
long-term storage. Velocity of inventory movement has grown.each 
year. With this increase in velocity, the warehousing function empha
sizes materials handling rather than storage. 

Globalization of Warehousing 

Not long ago, most public warehouse operators in the United 
States conducted their work in only one city, frequently with just 
one building. Gradually the larger ones became regional operators, 
managing a number of facilities in several communities in one 
state or a group of neighboring states. A truly national third party 
warehousing supplier has become available only within the past 
few years. 

The next step is international coverage of warehousing services 
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Figure 1-2. A Blending Process 

from a worldwide organization. The move toward globalization is 
stimulated by a dropping of national barriers to trade. The European 
Community (EC) has effectively removed border inspections of 
freight vehicles. NAFT A has created the largest trading block in 
the world by removing tariff barriers between Canada, Mexico, and 
the United States. We are now seeing the beginnings of multinational 
warehousing organizations. Japanese third-party warehouse compa
nies now operate in the United States as well as other countries in 
the Western Hemisphere. An Australian firm operates throughout 
the Americas. A few foreign warehousing firms now operate in 
Mexico. One of the largest third-party warehouses in the United 
States is a British organization, and several of the major refrigerated 
warehouses are European companies. 

As warehousing goes international, United States firms may 
have some advantages. Third-party warehousing in the United States 
has had less government regulation and more entrepreneurial spirit 
than found in other countries. It was these characteristics that caused 
Mexican warehouse users to invite foreign companies into the mar-
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ketplace. As our economy becomes more international, we are likely 
to see a growing number of warehousing organizations that offer 
multinational coverage. 

A Profile of Tomorrow's Warehouse 

The warehouse of tomorrow will emphasize fast movement 
rather than efficient storage. Order pick lines will be designed with 
an ergonomic layout, one that places the fast moving items in those 
locations where they can be picked with the least amount of effort 
or risk of personal injury. Above all, the layout will be designed to 
facilitate change. Warehouse managers will plan to rearrange the 
warehouse layout every three to six months, to adapt to new products 
and new demands. 

The warehouse of tomorrow will have no office, since improved 
information transmission capabilities will have already eliminated 
the need for office workers to be at the same location where the 
cargo is handled. 

Tomorrow's warehouse will be a flow-through structure with 
layout, equipment, and people who emphasize flexibility and capac
ity to accommodate quick and frequent change. 

figure 1-3. A Delicate Balance 
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2 

THE FUNCTIONS 
OF WAREHOUSING 

To evaluate the use of warehousing in your business, you need 
to understand ways in which warehousing functions to add value 
to products. In essence, warehousing provides time and place utility 
for any product, through efficient management of space and time. 

Functions of Warehousing 

Ultimately, the use of warehousing in commercial activity is 
related to its function in the business cycle. The following common 
functions of warehousing will be considered: 

• Stockpiling 

• Product mixing 

• Consolidation 

• Distribution 

• Customer Satisfaction 

Stockpiling is the use of the warehouse as a reservoir to handle 
production overflow. Such overflow reservoirs are needed in two 
situations-one involves seasonal production and level demand, and 
the other arises from level production and seasonal demand. For 
example, the canner of tomato products builds a warehouse inventory 
at harvest time, while customer demand for the product is fairly 
level through the year. For the toy manufacturer, the highest demand 
comes at certain seasons or holidays, but the manufacturer may 
need to stockpile in order to accommodate seasonal demand. In 
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either case, the warehouse is the reservoir used to balance supply 
and demand. 

A manufacturer who has product-oriented factories in different 
locations also has the opportunity to use a product mixing warehouse 
to combine the items in the entire line. For example, one food 
manufacturer has factories in several communities, with each factory 
producing a distinct line of products. To satisfy customers who wish 
to order full carloads or truckloads containing a mixture of the 
entire line, warehousing points are selected at locations that permit 
economical mixing of the product. 

Some manufacturers need to stockpile semi finished products, 
and this function is called production logistics. One use of warehous
ing in production logistics is the principle of "just-in-time" (JIT) 
which requires either closely coordinated manufacturing or well
organized warehousing. It also requires precise loading of vehicles 
so that, for example, the blue auto seat is unloaded in precisely 
the right sequence to meet the designated blue automobile on the 
assembly line. 

Consolidation is the use of warehousing to gather goods that 
are to be shipped to final destination. Warehousing costs are justified 
by savings in outbound shipping costs achieved through volume 
loads. In one case, a fast-food company uses consolidation ware
houses to serve clusters of retail stores, thereby reducing costs and 
frequency of small shipments to the stores. Suppliers of the food 
company are instructed to place volume loads of their products in 
these consolidation centers. This enables the fast-food company to 
cut its transportation costs by moving its supplies closer to its food
serving outlets. At the same time, the food retailer reduces inventory 
costs by arranging for its suppliers to retain title to these inventories 
until they are shipped from the consolidation center. 

Distribution is the reverse of consolidation. Like consolidation, 
it is justified primarily by the freight savings achieved in higher 
volume shipments. Distribution involves the push of finished prod
ucts by the manufacturer to the market, whereas consolidation in
volves the pull of supplies by the customer. 

In one case, a food manufacturer uses distribution warehouses 
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to position products at locations convenient to customers. Fifteen 
distribution centers at strategic locations allow the pet food canner 
to achieve overnight service to major customers in the continental 
United States. 

Both consolidation and distribution provide service improve
ments by positioning merchandise at a convenient location. Both 
involve cost tradeoffs that balance warehousing expense against 
transportation savings. Both provide improved time and place utility 
for inventories. 

At times, improvement in customer satisfaction is the only 
motive for establishing an inventory. The five warehousing functions 
considered earlier all relate to production, marketing, and transporta
tion costs. Yet, at times a warehouse stock is justified only by the 
demands of the customer, which may be far from frivolous. 

A southern manufacturer of toilet seats persuaded a chemical 
supplier to place a warehouse stock of raw plastics in Cincinnati. 
The motive for this request was the need for backhaul freight for 
the manufacturer's private truck fleet. By establishing a raw material 
inventory in Cincinnati, the manufacturer is able to move finished 
goods into Ohio and then return his trucks with backhaul cargoes 
of plastics. The supplier positioned this inventory in Ohio to satisfy 
the manufacturer. 

Warehousing Alternatives 

The three types of distribution centers are differentiated by the 
extent of user control. These are the private warehouse, the public 
warehouse, and the contract or dedicated warehouse. Many compa
nies use a combination of the three methods. 

The private warehouse is operated by the user, and it offers the 
advantage of total control. If the user is distributing pharmaceutical 
products in which the penalty for a shipping error could be loss of 
life, such total control is often the only acceptable alternative. Where 
storage volume is large and handling volume is constant, the private 
warehouse is often the most economical means of handling the job. 
Yet, the private warehouse carries the burden of fixed costs and total 
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exposure in the event of labor disruptions, and requires management. 
Though labor costs can be controlled through layoffs of unnecessary 
workers, many warehouse operators are reluctant to release skilled 
people who may be needed in the next few days or weeks. During 
a strike, the union can picket and impede shipments from a private 
warehouse. Warehousing clearly has its own required management 
skills, and the private warehouse operator must attract and maintain 
such skills in his management team. 

The public warehouseman is an independent contractor who 
offers services to more than one user. The public operator does not 
own the merchandise that is stored, and usually the warehouse 
company is independent from the firms owning the inventory. By 
serving a number of customers, the warehouseman is able to balance 
the variations of inventory, or of handling the workload, and, there
fore, develops relatively level demands for storage space and person
nel. As an independent contractor, t.he public warehouseman is im
mune to involvement in the labor disputes of any clients. 

Contract or dedicated warehousing is a combination of public 
and private services. Unlike the public warehouse, which offers a 
month-to-month agreement, the contract warehouse usually has a 
long-term arrangement. This contract may be used to govern supple
mental warehousing services such as packaging, assembly, or other 
extraordinary activities. In such cases, the contract provides an 
element of stability in procuring services. 

As an example, a machine manufacturer needed a pmts supply 
depot but was unable to compile the specifications necessary for 
public warehouse rates. It was desirable to have the same workers 
handle this merchandise on a regular basis. A long-term lease was 
developed for the space in a public warehouse, and workers and lift 
trucks were hired at a fixed fee per week. In this instance, the 
warehousing contract included elements of both public and private 
warehousing. 

Cost Structure 

Figures 2-1 to 2-3 illustrate the cost structures found in third
party warehousing. All warehousing costs are a mixture of fixed and 
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Cost Structures in Third-Party Warehousing 
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variable costs. The fixed costs in a warehousing operation account for 
more than half of the overall costs in that operation. Figure 2-1 
shows how fixed and variable costs vary when volume increases. 

To these costs the third-party operator must add a profit. How
ever, in making rates, the public warehouseman must decide what 
level of unit throughput will be used to establish the rate. 

The warehouse user may have negotiated a rate to pay $1 per 
unit to move merchandise through the warehouse. But what happens 
to the operator if activity is reduced? Figure 2-2 illustrates what 
happens. The vertical line in the middle of the chart shows the 
projected level of warehouse throughput. At that level, the warehouse 
contractor makes the profit that was planned. When throughput 
falls below that level, profit rapidly drops and moves to a loss. 
As throughput moves to the lower left comer of the chart, the 
warehouseman is unable to recover fixed costs. In contrast, when 
the throughput level moves ahead of projection, the gain turns from 
planned profit to windfall profit (which the operator keeps to protect 
against the rainy day when volume falls below projections). Much 
of the risk in traditional public warehousing is connected with the 
losses occurring when throughput is below projection, which are 
balanced by windfall profits when volumes are ahead of predicted 
levels. 

The Balance Between Risk and Costs 

When both parties to the contract understand the impact of the 
fixed and variable costs just described, and when both determine 
that they are going to have a long-term contractual relationship, 
they then have an opportunity to reduce these risks. A long-term 
relationship may also give them a chance to look at capital invest
ments aimed at increasing handling efficiency, investments that 
might be too risky in a typical warehousing arrangement. 

Figure 2-3 suggests a rate structure that controls these risks. 
Instead of a fixed per-unit rate, the user pays a level minimum fee 
that is designed to cover fixed costs and profit for the operator. That 
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fee is represented by the solid horizontal line-a cost of $1,000 per 
month. In addition to this monthly fee, the user will pay a variable 
per-unit rate when throughput levels exceed the projection repre
sented by the left vertical axis, in this case 1,000 units. If fewer 
than 1,000 units are moved, the minimum charge of $1,000 still 
applies. When volume doubles, fixed costs and profits stay the same, 
and the variable cost of moving the extra units is applied. 

In choosing among the three warehousing alternatives, the user 
must measure the degree of risk involved in the decision. One 
may determine that the risk of public warehousing is unacceptable 
because of high penalties for service failure. However, this risk may 
be moderated by choosing the contract warehousing alternative with 
the user's own supervision to increase control over the warehousing 
function. A third alternative is to control the risk by having a 
private warehouse. 

The Changing Values of Warehousing 

In the current business environment, the ways in which ware
housing can add value have been changed by structural changes in 
business logistics. 

Today's logistics manager may be dealing with a system that 
manages tradeoffs among purchasing, manufacturing, transportation, 
and warehousing. For example, purchasing decisions can be altered 
to provide a balanced two-way trucking route. Purchasing and distri
bution managers may work together to position warehousing in a 
location that helps to create this balance. When multinational opera
tions are developed, the warehousing job becomes much more 
complex. 

To the extent that capital remains scarce, the logistics manager 
will continue to work at reducing inventory. Slow movers will be 
purged from the product line, and every effort will be made to speed 

From an article by W. G. Sheehan, The Griffin Group, Volume 4, No.3, Warehous
ing Forum, Ackerman Company. 
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turnover in warehouses. Getting the most out of inventory assets 
has become a key job for the logistics manager. 

Elements of Warehousing: Space, 
Equipment, and People 

Warehouse space is a commodity, and like any other, its price 
can show great volatility with changes in demand. At times, this 
commodity can become so scarce that the acquisition of additional 
space seems nearly impossible. Scarcity or high cost of space can 
be alleviated through changes in use or specifications of the other 
two warehousing components-people and equipment. On the other 
hand, when space is relatively cheap, people and equipment are 
used in a totally different fashion. 

In different parts of the world, utilization of warehouse space 
is the product of cultural influences. In countries long accustomed 
to crowded living conditions, warehouses are designed to utilize 
space to the utmost. In contrast, part of the American frontier tradi
tion is a general disregard for the value of both land and interior 
space. 

Equipment consists of materials handling devices-racks, con
veyors, and all of the hardware and software used to make a ware
house function. Some equipment is especially designed to save 
space, although it may also require greater amounts of labor. Obvi
ously, different kinds of equipment will be used when space is 
cheap, when there are low ceilings, or when there is an unusual 
environment such as refrigeration. 

The useful life of most warehousing equipment is substantially 
shorter than the useful life of the building. On the other hand, 
warehouse equipment depreciates in value, while warehouses often 
increase in value over time. 

The most critical component in warehousing is people. The 
personal performance of warehouse workers often makes the differ
ence between high- and low-quality warehousing. By comparison, 
the variations in quality of buildings and equipment are typically 
small. 
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It is possible to design warehousing systems that waste space 
and equipment, but reduce the cost of labor. An example would be 
a warehouse in which all freight was stacked just one pallet high 
and could be handled quickly, but space would be grossly wasted. 

Space, equipment, and people are the three components of 
warehousing. At all times, consider the tradeoffs among the major 
components, and that judicious employment of anyone of them can 
affect the performance or cost of the other two. 
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THE PROS AND CONS 
OF CONTRACT 
WAREHOUSING 

Contract warehousing is a relatively new variation of commer
cial warehousing. In recent years, contract warehousing has been 
identified with growth and progress in the warehousing field. In the 
minds of many users and operators, contract warehousing is good, 
but the older format of public warehousing is bad. 

Professor Thomas W. Speh of Miami University defines con
tract warehousing as "a long-term mutually beneficial arrangement 
which provides unique and specially tailored warehousing and logis
tics services exclusively to one client, where vendor and client share 
the risks associated with the operation." In listing principles, Speh 
notes a "focus on productivity, service and efficiency, not the fee 
and rate structure itself." 

Language like this stimulates the love affair for contract ware
housing which seems to promise greater stability and simplicity in 
the relationship between the third-party warehouse provider and the 
user of such services. 

It has become increasingly apparent that such arguments in 
favor of contract warehousing miss the most important stimulus to 
this newer kind of service-the continuing scarcity of real estate 
financing. Those who advocate contract warehousing also ignore 
the fact that some contracts allow just as much price bargaining as 
the traditional public warehousing arrangement. While some con
tracts may build trust, others can destroy it. 
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The Historical Perspective 

The concept of contract or dedicated warehousing reached great 
popularity during the past few decades. One early user of contract 
warehousing was a chemical manufacturer who sought to establish 
large third-party warehouse operations in very small towns in the 
southeastern United States. The manufacturer had established pro
duction plants in that region, and substantial amounts of warehousing 
were needed at or near the plant sites to provide an overflow storage 
capability and balance production with demand. The manufacturer 
had a strong desire to use a third party, primarily to avoid risks of 
unionization. As the search for a supplier proceeded, it became 
increasingly obvious that nobody in the public warehouse industry 
had the capability of financing construction of large new buildings 
in tiny towns in Tennessee and Kentucky. Traditional lenders were 
afraid of the risk, and third-party warehouse operators were equally 
concerned about owning a big building in a small community. The 
manufacturer solved the problem by offering a long-term contract 
designed to induce public warehouse operators to construct these 
specialized facilities. When the first arrangements were successful, 
the same manufacturer extended contract warehouse operations to 
many other locations, and the warehouse operators recognized a 
good thing when they saw it. Word spread about this new kind of 
warehousing, and the idea was imitated by many users and operators. 

One experience with contract warehousing came about in order 
to solve a pricing problem. An office equipment manufacturer needed 
a new warehouse to handle spare parts, but no one had any specifica
tions to allow the development of a conventional public warehousing 
proposal. The manufacturer did not have reliable data on product 
weights and dimensions, size of inventory, or average order size. 
Lacking such essential information, the operator suggested a contract 
arrangement in which the manufacturer paid a fixed rent for the 
space and purchased labor on an hourly rate. In effect, the risk of 
losing money was eliminated by making the arrangement a "time 
and material" contract. Many contract warehouse arrangements are 
still done on this basis, even when user and supplier are well able 
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to calculate the warehousing cost on a per-unit basis. Some call this 
the "evergreen" contract because the supplier has a guaranteed profit. 
Is it any wonder that this approach is so popular with suppliers of 
third-party warehousing services? 

Is the Contract Primarily for Lending Institutions? 

From the end of World War II through the middle of the 1980s, 
the growth of third-party warehousing was facilitated by a very 
favorable real estate market. After the war, public warehouse opera
tors needed to replace their multistory buildings with modern facili
ties, and private warehouse operators were doing the same thing. As 
a result, new suburban industrial parks grew rapidly, and commercial 
lenders handled many transactions to finance the real estate in the 
new industrial parks. A prime source of debt financing for new 
warehouses was the life insurance industry, accompanied by banks 
and S&Ls. Third-party operators with a decent track record had 
little difficulty in finding the money to finance construction of new 
space. While most bankers never really understood public warehous
ing, they were willing to back plant modernization. Leonard Sahling 
of Merrill Lynch describes the situation this way: 

"When inflation peaked early in the '80s, the commercial 
property markets were all in short supply, and property values 
were soaring far in excess of the rate of inflation. If a property 
owner ran into problems in meeting the principal and interest 
payments on his mortgage, it was easy for him to sell the 
property, re-pay his debts, and probably still pocket a tidy 
profit. Defaults on commercial mortgages were negligible, 
while the fees and interest rate spreads were generously 
ample. " 

Even though the lender did not understand third-party warehousing, 
this overall environment made it easy to be comfortable with ware
house expansion. Sahling observes that the Tax Act of 1981 liberal
ized tax treatment of commercial real estate and encouraged tax 
shelter driven syndications. While the resulting boom influenced 
warehousing much less than office properties, the influx of credit 
that flooded commercial property markets undoubtedly spurred 
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warehouse construction as well. Sahling observes that commercial 
mortgages in the United States more than doubled in six years, 
moving from $408 billion in 1982 to $907 billion in 1988. 

Everybody knows what happened next-the worst real estate 
down-tum since the Great Depression of the 1930s. In his research, 
Sahling describes how this influenced the three major lenders of 
warehouse properties. Between 1980 and 1991, the life insurance 
industry reduced its percentage of assets devoted to commercial 
mortgages from 21% to 15%. Between 1985 and 1991, the thrifts 
reduced the percentage from nearly 17% to a little over 13%. The 
banks were the last to reduce real estate lending, and that reduction 
is still taking place. Commercial mortgages peaked in United States 
commercial banks in 1989 at a little below 11 %, and the percentage is 
still trending downward. The regulatory rules governing commercial 
property lending have been tightened for the thrifts, banks, and 
life insurance companies. More importantly, management in these 
lending institutions is more pessimistic about real estate loans today 
than it was years ago. The result is that debt refinancing for new 
warehouses is tougher to find today. 

The "Evergreen" Contract 

As contract warehousing has become more popular, users have 
recognized that the "evergreen" contract impedes innovation and 
improvement. A growing number of users have cut down the ever
green and replaced it with operating agreements that specify continu
ous improvement. This is accomplished first by separating the real 
estate from the operating contract. To finance new facilities, the 
user may need to make a long-term commitment to real estate to 
satisfy lender demands. However, the operating agreement can be 
separated from the real estate, thus giving the user the ability to 
change operators without moving the inventory. This also allows 
the commitment for space to be long term, but that for labor and 
management can be of much shorter term. Furthermore, most ware
house contracts today contain a clause that permits the user to 
dismiss the supplier if there is any failure in service. Service failures 
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are not easily defined from a practical standpoint. As a result, the 
divorce of supplier from user is just as common today as it was 
twenty years ago when the traditional public warehouse arrangement 
existed. The repeated bargaining of the old arrangement is replaced 
by newer language such as "continuous improvement." The effect 
is the same. The ruthless customer can hammer his supplier just as 
effectively with a contract warehouse as he could with the older 
public warehouse arrangement. 

The Pricing Challenge in Contracts 

Pricing of warehouse services is just as complex as developing 
the price for building a house. I If you ask a builder to develop the 
price to build a house based on a rough sketch that you made on 
the back of an envelope, it would be amazing if the final cost agreed 
with the price developed from an inadequate set of plans. Yet users 
of warehouse services frequently give a similarly vague specification 
to the operator, and they are surprised and distressed when the price 
varies from the original estimate. 

The Request for Proposal (RFP) sets the parameters from which 
the warehouse price will be prepared. If the RFP is wrong, the bid 
will be wrong as well. When it is wrong, what caused the error? 
There are six ways in which the pricing process can go wrong: 

1. The RFP is not accurate because critical information about 
manufacturing and marketing forecasts was not included. 

2. The warehouse operation is a startup with no history on 
which data can be based. 

3. The outsourcing of warehousing is a secret. 
4. The purchasing department designed an RFP with a goal of 

achieving simplicity. 
5. The RFP contains projected growth forecasts that are not re

alistic. 
6. Startup problems have not been considered. 

There are answers to deal with each of the six pricing problems 
shown earlier. 
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1. When the buyer lacks information to create an accurate 
profile, the fairest way to start the operation is to manage pricing 
on a trial basis. The warehouse operator stipulates assumptions and 
then the prices themselves are based on those assumptions. Both 
buyer and seller sign a document that certifies that they agree on 
the assumptions that were used in making the prices. The contract 
stipulates that there will be a review and adjustment every ninety 
days for at least the first year of the contract. Each adjustment should 
be retroactive to the first day of the quarter under review. Most 
importantly, it should be understood that adjustments can go either 
way, with prices either raised or lowered depending on how actual 
conditions vary from the assumptions. While this approach may 
create some pricing uncertainty, it does ensure that the numbers are 
an accurate reflection of the cost of getting the job done. 

2. When the operation is a startup with no data available, the 
same approach described earlier is the most accurate way to maintain 
per-unit pricing. However, buyer and seller may agree to handle the 
startup on a time and material basis, with a fee per square foot for 
space used and a handling fee based on a cost per hour. This cost 
plus approach removes the risk from the operator, but it is best 
used for a short period of time until an accurate per-unit price can 
be developed. 

3. When the move is done in secret, the buyer may reduce the 
risk by a careful choice of suppliers. By considering only warehouse 
companies that have extensive background with the same commod
ity, the buyer will narrow the risk of major price variances because 
every bidder approaches the price development process with substan
tial and recent experience in handling similar products under compa
rable conditions. 

4. When the purchasing department demands simplicity, the 
vendor will probably feel compelled to comply. However, the vendor 
should recite in his bid response a summary of the assumptions on 
which the prices were developed. Included in the price quotation 
should be this statement: The assumptions listed above were the 
basis for calculating the prices shown in this proposal. Should these 
assumptions prove to be inaccurate, the above prices are subject 
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to an adjustment that will be related to the degree of change in 
warehousing specifications. A quote prepared in this manner satisfies 
the purchasing department's desire for simplicity and still protects 
the warehouse operator from the possibility that the RFP does not 
accurately reflect operating conditions. 

5. When the RFP is based upon growth projections, the operator 
can hedge against the future by developing multilevel rates. A certain 
price may be developed for startup levels, with stipulated discounts 
when volumes are higher. Some warehouse prices may be adjusted 
based on level of inventory turns, with a predetermined increase or 
decrease when turns are slower or faster than projected. 

6. Start-up costs are a factor in every new warehouse operation, 
and many third-party warehouse contracts stipulate extra costs that 
are intended to cover these one-time expenses involved in a ware
house startup and then seek to recover that loss with a rate adjustment 
that is unreasonably high. Since startup costs are typically a one
time expense, they should be handled as a separate and nonrepeti
tive payment. 

Contracts and Stability 

Which third-party operator is more stable? Company A has ten 
major customers. Nine of the ten are public warehouse customers 
operating under the traditional thirty-day agreement. Of those nine 
customers, six have been with the company for more than twenty 
years, two have been there for over ten years, and one for about 
five. Company B has ten major customers, all of which are under 
contract. However, none of the contracts is more than three years 
old. When you look at it this way, clearly Company A has greater 
stability than Company B, even though contract warehousing is 
considered a long-term arrangement. 

The real stimulus for contract warehousing has been the inability 
to expand third-party warehousing in any other manner. Both users 
and suppliers have recognized that additional space could not be 
constructed without a contract from the user, simply because the 
lender would not provide the money otherwise. If the warehouse 
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provider could find an existing building, he might also find friendly 
financing from the owner of that building. Otherwise, the contract 
was an absolute necessity to allow the warehouse provider to obtain 
the space. 

Enormous growth in recent years has turned contract warehous
ing into a corporate buzzword. As both users and providers focus 
on the simplicity and apparent attractiveness of contract warehous
ing, they may overlook some of the less obvious faults of the concept. 
The overwhelming stimulus for growth of contract warehousing has 
been scarcity of debt financing, and the contract in itself offers no 
guarantee of a stable relationship between buyer and seller. 
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4 

WAREHOUSING AND 
CORPORATE STRATEGY 

Strategy is a military term, and it refers to the planning and 
directing of military movements and operations. Like other military 
concepts, strategy has moved into the corporate world. In business, 
strategy typically includes the development of a corporate mission 
and 6bjectives. Healthy companies plan to grow, and the question 
of how to grow is the most critical part of a corporate strategy. 

Warehousing organizations deal with three primary assets: peo
ple, real estate, and equipment. The way in which these assets are 
managed is likely to be influenced by corporate strategy. 

A Mission Statement for Warehousing 

A mission statement is typically a brief description of the com
pany's goals. One third-party warehousing company developed the 
following mission statement: 

We define our business as providing customers with ware
housing and related services designed to offer 48-hour deliv
ery time to any significant market in the continental United 
States. We will build, own, and operate a chain of public 
distribution centers consistent with this objective. This will 
ensure the availability of efficient operating facilities at a 
real estate cost substantially below appraised value. We will 
aim to fill a unique role in warehousing. We will constantly 
seek innovative techniques in storage, handling, warehouse 
design, and construction. We will also seek to provide periph
eral services, such as packaging and freight consolidation, 
to enhance our capabilities in warehousing and the service 
package offered to our customers. 
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We will become the most competent, rather than the 
largest, company in our industry. 

Objectives are the additional detail that follows the mission 
statement. Here are some typical ones that could affect warehousing: 

• We aim to be the largest firm in our industry. 

• Our objective is to have the highest quality rather than the 
largest size. 

• We plan to be the lowest cost provider in our industry. We 
will not be undersold. 

If your company plans to be the largest in its industry, your 
warehousing job must be geared toward constant expansion. If your 
company plans to emphasize quality, you would naturally look for 
ways to both measure and improve the quality of the work done in 
your warehouses. When your company aims to be the low-cost 
provider, your prime emphasis will be to reduce warehousing costs. 
In each case, the mission and objectives of your company will 
influence the way in which warehousing is performed. 

The Make or Buy Decision 

If you are a logistics manager who uses warehousing services, 
the traditional "make or buy" decision should be periodically re
viewed. Perhaps your current practice is to do all warehousing in 
your own facilities with your own people. As a logistics manager, 
your management expects you to explore the question of outsourcing. 
If you do the warehousing within your own shop, why was this 
decision made? Was it fear of being exploited by opportunistic 
suppliers? Was it a firm belief that you could run the warehouse 
for less money? Was it a fear that outsourcing would involve loss 
of control of a vital customer service function? Whatever the reasons, 
are they still valid in 1997? 

"Make or buy?" has been a classic business strategy question 
for many years. Those who try to answer it usually start by listing 
priorities. If your first priority is to improve control, will you lose 
this capability if you buy warehousing from a third party rather than 
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manage it yourself? Labor relations will influence the decision. If 
your first priority is to be union free, subcontracting warehousing 
may be important for you. Is ownership of real estate part of your 
corporate plan? This too would influence the way you approach the 
make or buy decision in warehousing. 

Dealing with Growth 

Let's assume that your company's goal is to be the biggest tree 
in the forest within a few years. Consider the fact that there are 
many ways to implement this goal. A classic strategy question is 
diversification versus specialization. The specialist will grow by 
making more of the same products produced today. The diversified 
firm will seek growth from new products, some of which may be 
radically different from anything handled today. Business strategists 
have debated the relative merits of specialization and diversification 
for decades. The implications for a warehouse are significant. If 
you are committed to diversification, specialized materials handling 
equipment that is not flexible enough to handle packages with a 
substantial variance in size and weight would not be a sensible 
investment. On the other hand, if your firm is a committed specialist, 
you may justify investment in highly automated equipment that is not 
very flexible. One of the most successful stacker crane warehouses 
handles a product that has not changed significantly in size and 
weight during the past several decades. 

What about the diversification issue? A third-party warehouse 
company may choose to diversify into related activities such as 
transportation, packaging, warehouse construction, or industrial land 
development. Wholesalers or manufacturers might diversify into 
third-party warehousing by utilizing management skills that are 
already present in the organization. 

Another strategic question regarding growth is "green field" 
expansion versus acquisition. Will your company grow by acquiring 
other corporations, or will you grow simply by buying or building 
new warehouses to support increased sales? 

In the third-party warehousing industry, there have been a 
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number of acquisitions during the past decade. Yet some of our 
largest third-party warehousing firms have grown primarily through 
"green field" expansion, or the development of new warehouse 
buildings to meet a growing market. Why buy something that can 
be grown and developed? There is no one correct answer to this 
question, since warehouse operators clearly find good reasons to 
decide to grow through acquisition rather than through green field 
expansion. 

As you look at your warehousing program, you need to under
stand whether your company is committed to growth, and how that 
growth is likely to take place. If "green field" expansion is part of 
the program, do you have sufficient knowledge about site develop
ment and construction of new warehouse facilities? If acquisition 
is the preferred strategy, how much do you know about the compa
nies that compete with you? 

Consider the possibility that the strategy is not to grow, but 
rather to make the company attractive enough to be profitably sold. 
Senior management reaching this decision will not publicize it, 
because common knowledge of such a strategy would impede mar
keting and internal morale. However, it is very important for you 
to understand what the strategy is, so you can adapt to it successfully. 

What Business Are You in-Or, 
Should Form Follow Function? 

We are in the business of trading information for inventory. 
Today, we have a real opportunity to do so. Traditional electronic 
data interchange (EDI) got us thinking about it and efficient con
sumer response (ECR) has really caught our attention. The next step 
will be true integration with all of the players in the supply chain
one that is transparent and merges into a true Supply Chain Manage
ment (SCM) system-a new class of software technology. SCM 
will let warehouse operators, suppliers, and manufacturers better 
integrate their operations. For example, a single purchase decision 
in a retail store can generate a virtually instantaneous series of 
domino-like responses all the way through the supply chain. Your 
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goal is to be able to replace inventory-manufacturers', suppliers', 
and customers', wherever it may be-with information. To do this, 
all of us "touching" this inventory and its related information need 
to have integrated time-phased inventory management software in 
place. 

SCM is, in effect, just one great big distributed application 
spanning across several firms, each with its own computer working in 
concert in the supply chain. It includes manufacturing and production 
systems; marketing and sales systems; order entry and product con
figuration systems; traditional logistics-including warehouse man
agement systems; customer service; invoicing for customers; ac
counts payable and receivable; vendor relations; electronic 
commerce systems and communications; and integration, backup, 
security, and overall management of all of the data created by all 
of these systems. 

Essentially, warehousing service is a commodity that is usually 
bought at the cheapest price. It is the relationship that you have 
with your customer that can change the game into a vital service that 
can demand a premium value. The ideal warehousing information 
system needs to provide the best in operations support, but it has 
to do that "next thing." Quality, value, and the timeliness of service 
have to be a given. To prosper, indeed survive, in tomorrow's 
business climate, you should step back, better understand what 
business you are in; understand what the driving forces behind the 
changes in your customer's industry and therefore your own industry, 
are; and anticipate where you need to be to meet those customer 
needs for tomorrow. Customers can be notoriously lacking in fore
sight. Twenty years ago, how many of us were asking for cellular 
telephones, fax machines, home copiers, mini-vans, compact disk 
players, or personal computers? 

Motives for Contracting Out 

There are many reasons for outsourcing, and these vary by 
industry and firm. There are several identifiable advantages to con
tract logistics arrangements. 
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First, the outsourcing of logistics functions allows the user 
firm to improve its return on assets. By reducing investments in 
warehouse facilities, materials handling, and transportation equip
ment, the return can be improved significantly. In the process, cash 
is preserved to invest in the core business. 

Second, utilization of personnel can be more effective. By 
emphasizing the core business, the productivity of personnel is 
enhanced. With the intense competitive pressures in today's market
place, streamlining and downsizing are virtual necessities; contract 
logistics affords a convenient and cost-effective vehicle for doing 
so. As market characteristics change, logistics needs change as well, 
and the use of an outside firm greatly reduces the risk of misplaced 
of outdated facilities and equipment. 

One of the most important reasons for outsourcing is the change 
in the contract logistics companies themselves. No longer is the 
industry characterized by small, family-managed companies. The 
integrated logistic provider of the 1990s is a sophisticated firm, 
utilizing a combination of systems, facilities, transportation equip
ment, and materials handling techniques. It is managed and staffed 
with logistics professionals. More often than not, it is better qualified 
than its clients to perform the product distribution function. 
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5 

COMMUNICATIONS AND 
ELECTRONIC DATA 
INTERCHANGE 

Because the warehouse is part of a larger logistics system, 
communications to and from it assume critical importance. Some
times the warehouse serves as a buffer between manufacturer and 
customer, sometimes between manufacturer and supplier, and some
times between wholesaler and retailer. It is always a place where 
accurate and timely communication is vital. 

In essence, the most critical communications with a warehouse 
are those designed to answer five questions: 

1. What has been or is to be received? 
2. What has been or is to be shipped? 
3. On what date and at what time was the customer's ship

ment delivered? 
4. What is the correct amount of money due to each common 

carrier for transportation services? 
5. What remains in inventory? 

There are four general groups of people who will need answers to 
these and related questions: the operators of the warehouse, outside 
users of the warehouse, suppliers of transportation, and the ultimate 
consignees of shipments from the warehouse. 

Nonroutine problems also must be handled in the communica
tions procedure. These include quarantine holds on inventory, credit 
clearance, damage, and emergency shipping procedures. 

The warehouse manager must frequently accept communica-
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tions in a variety of forms, some of which may be easy to handle, 
some not. This chapter focuses on third-party warehouse communi
cations. Because of the speed of computer development, methods 
of communicating are changing so rapidly that any attempt to de
scribe them becomes obsolete even before the ink is dry. However, 
certain principles are more permanent. 

Warehousing Forms 

The warehousing industry uses serveral forms, that, while not 
strictly standardized, have only slight variances as they are employed 
throughout the country. Some forms will contain preprinted legal 
clauses, such as those customarily shown on a common carrier bill 
of lading. Figures 5-1 through 5-3 show sample public warehouse 
forms. 

Receiving goods at the warehouse involves three different 
forms: the advance shipping notice, the warehouse receiving tally, 
and a non-negotiable warehouse receipt. The receipt normally has 
some clauses describing the responsibilities of the public warehouse. 

The purpose of the advance notice is to give the shipper a 
listing of goods shipped before the inbound vehicle gets to the 
warehouse. The advance notice also identifies the trailer or box car 
number on which the product was shipped. Careful use of advance 
notice information can provide opportunities for savings in materials 
handling. For example, if goods contained on the inbound shipment 
are urgently needed to fill orders, those critical items can be kept 
on the dock for immediate shipment, thus avoiding a wasted round
trip to a storage slot. 

A receiving tally is the warehouse receiver's independent listing 
of the goods that came off the inbound vehicle. This tally should 
be prepared "blind." The warehouseman filling it out should not 
know what the shipment is supposed to contain. The tally can then 
be compared with the advance notice, with an immediate recheck 
to resolve any discrepancies. 

The purpose of the non-negotiable warehouse receipt is to 
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provide legal certification that the goods listed on it are now in the 
custody of the public warehouse. 

Public warehouses usually provide a stock-status form at the 
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end of each month that also includes inventory levels. Some of these 
reports will show a beginning balance, a summary of receipts and 
shipments, and an ending balance. This provides a means of checking 
the public warehouse records against the user's records. 
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between shipper and carrier. It provides proof that the merchandise 
was transferred from shipper to carrier, and that the can'ier has 
assumed responsibility for the cargo until he can prove it was de
livered. 
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Damages 

Sometimes a common carrier shipment to a warehouse will 
either have damaged freight or a discrepancy in the count. Such 
exceptions are reported on a report known as the "OS&D," which 
stands for over, short, and damaged. This document, prepared by 
the warehouse operator, is the basis for settlement of a claim between 
the shipper and the common carrier. 

Stock Status Information 

The purpose of a stock-status report is to allow the warehouse 
operator and the user to compare notes on the quantity of merchan
dise availability in inventory. If user and operator do not agree on 
balances, they must find the source of the error. 

The stock reporting system should have a means of reflecting 
errors that are identified but not yet adjusted. By adding a variance 
column to the stock-status report, the user is informed of the exis
tence of these unresolved errors. Typical of such mistakes is an 
inventory crossover, in which a shortage of one model is balanced 
by an overage of another. This happens because the wrong item 
was shipped. The variance column provides an interim report that 
an error exists. When a physical inventory adjustment is made, the 
variance disappears. 

Communications regarding warehouse releases or shipments 
must be precisely controlled. The warehouse user must determine 
which parties have the power to release merchandise, and how and 
when credit authorization will be handled. Some warehouse users 
have salesmen or brokers, and the power of these people to make 
warehouse releases must be carefully documented. 

The bill of lading provides proof that goods moved from ware
house to common carrier. However, information about when and in 
what condition goods are received by the consignee can be obtained 
only through the carrier's freight bill. 

Communications and Order Picking 

The format of order pick sheets affords a labor-saving opportu
nity in order selection. Ability to sequence line items by location 
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and to process orders for zone picking can greatly improve the 
effectiveness of the warehouse order pickers. If goods are arranged 
in a fixed location, the order-picking document should list merchan
dise in the same order in which it is located on the line. 

One of the most common communications breakdowns in ware
housing is confusion as to whether an order is in cases or units. 
Some orders may call for full cases and individual packages from 
broken cases. If the order is not clear as to whether cases or packages 
are involved, there can be substantial errors. 

Another symptom of poor communication is error in transcrip
tion of orders. With today's information handling techniques, manual 
copying of information should be prevented, thus reducing opportu
nities to make errors. 

Dealing with Complaints 

Any busy operator will inevitably experience complaints. How
ever, complaints should be looked upon as an opportunity for im
provement. When they are handled properly, a faulty procedure may 
be identified. Logging complaints can be a means of comparing the 
relative efficiency of various distribution centers. But, to do this 
fairly, the number of complaints must be related to the number 
of transactions. 

Developing a Standard Procedure 

Both the user and the operator of the warehouse should provide 
written procedures to describe how each job is to be performed. No 
warehouse is too small to have written procedures, and the presence 
of such procedures provides a basis for training new people and 
maintaining quality control over existing operations. Misunderstand
ings about the best way to get a job done usually occur when there 
is no agreed upon procedure. Written procedures frequently no 
longer exist in mature companies where employees have been on 
the job for many years and are performing their jobs from memory. 
Unwritten procedures frequently become erratic. 

For example, grocery product warehousing uses "tie and high" 
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instructions. This is a written pallet pattern to be used when floor
loaded goods are received at the warehouse. In the absence of 
specific instructions, the delivering truck driver may use an ineffec
tive storage pattern on the pallet, or even worse, he may use a 
pattern that makes it easy to conceal a product shortage by leaving 
voids in the center of loaded pallets. Precise description of stacking 
pallet patterns is essential when floor-loaded case goods are received. 

EDI-How It looks from the Warehouse 

The concept of electronic data interchange, popularly known 
as EDI, has been around for decades. Most warehouse managers 
have few options about whether or not they will use EDI, but many 
have questions about when and how they will use it. As the function 
of the warehouse has changed from a storage depot to a distribution 
center to today's cross-dock facility, the owner of the merchandise 
has used available technology to track inventory status as it moves 
through the supply chain. The warehouse operator, like every other 
link in the chain, must cooperate in providing the visibility that the 
owner of the inventory demands. EDI is the mechanical way in 
which this visibility or control in maintained. 

Justification for EDI 

As long ago as 1976, The Transportation Data Coordinating 
Committee (TDCC) was formed to develop standard format for 
carriers in the different transport modes. Soon thereafter, the grocery 
industry started a search for a way to achieve uniformity in communi
cations between the various links in the supply chain. Industry gurus 
pointed out that EDI was just around the corner, and it would soon 
have a major impact on warehousing. 

If EDI was just around the corner, it was one of the biggest 
corners ever seen. One answer from a manager asked about this is 
"We haven't implemented EDI 100%, but we are on our way." 
Some cynics believe that manager will be saying the same thing 10 
years from now. However, there is far more evidence that EDI is 
finally making its mark in business logistics and warehousing. 
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There are two incentives to adopt ED!. The first is to improve 
cycle time and accuracy. The second and more common reason why 
companies adopt EDI is that they are virtually forced into it by a 
major customer. 

Is EDI a fad or a megatrend? After languishing for many years, 
what finally brought EDI out of the closet? Who will lead and who 
will lag in EDI development? What forces will spur the growth of 
EDI in the future? 

Those who accused EDI of being a fad are clearly mistaken. 
While formats are not yet standardized and there may be some future 
changes, the concept is here to stay. 

How Does it Work? 

Electronic data interchange in the third-party warehouse in
cludes at least 15 standard transactions. The table describes a typical 
transactions format. Additional management reports allow the track
ing of productivity, measurement of product velocity, and warehouse 

PROTOCOLS FOR EDI 

Receipts 
Enroute Receipts-Warehouse Ship Advice (Inbound) 
Enroute Receipts from Principal (Inbound) 
Receipt Confirmations (Outbound) 

Orders 
Shipping Schedule 
Confirmation 
Order Load (Inbound) 
Order Change (Outbound) 
Order Confirmations (Outbound) 

Inventory 
Inventory Status (Outbound) 
Inventory Adjustments (Outbound) 

Master File Updates 
Product Master File Add/Update (Inbound) 
Product Information Request (Outbound) 

Carrier Communications 
Electronic Load Notices/Advance Load Notices 
Appointment Notification 
Del ivery Notification 
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locations. While the goals from the beginning has been to develop 
a standard protocol, that goal is far from being reached. Very few 
EDI users have adopted all 15 of the protocols listed in the table, 
and the format used will differ between users. Third-party warehouse 
users report that they frequently must modify their system to meet 
the needs of a particular client. 

The large users show the greatest savings reductions from 
EDI-a reduction of clerical costs to one-third of former levels. 
Error reduction is higher among the large users, though the smaller 
companies also show significant reductions. The large users are 
driving their trading partners into ED!. This confirms information 
received from third-party warehouse sources that indicates that EDI 
is a necessary part of the service package required by many clients. 

Professor Margaret Emmelhainz at the University of North 
Florida cites inventory management as a contribution to growth of 
ED!.l Logistics managers today face pressure to reduce inventory 
without compromising service to customers. They are being asked 
to change inventory turns from between six and seven turns a year 
to ten and eleven turns within the next few years. One way to 
achieve improvement in inventory turns is through better matching 
of actual production with actual demand. EDI improves the accuracy 
and speed of the information needed to manage inventory more effec
tively. 

The global economy is also a stimulus to ED!. When language 
is a barrier, a standard format for transmitting information is one 
way to ease the communication problem. 

It is not easy to point to any specific circumstance that -caused 
EDI to flourish in recent years. Presumably its growth is related to 
the increasing power of retail chains, and to the fact that such 
organizations have embraced information technology as a means of 
improving profits. 

Today, the leaders in EDI have been large companies, primarily 
but not exclusively in consumer goods. It is natural for smaller 
companies to lag, because they lack time and money for implementa
tion and because their customers have not asked them to adopt ED!. 
Eventually, many of those who lag will get on board because major 
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customers force them to do so. EDI will continue to grow in the 
future as a growing number of large users press for standardization 
of procedure by all of their suppliers. It seems clear that EDI is 
here to stay because it offers significant cost reductions and because 
a number of large companies have pushed their customers and 
suppliers to use it. 

The sudden and relatively recent growth of EDI could well be 
compared to the development of standard pallets over thirty years 
ago. Early in the 1960s, the conventional wisdom said that a standard 
pallet could never be adopted because grocery chains and other 
major warehouse operators each had racking systems designed for 
different sizes of pallets, and a standard pallet would cause many 
warehouses to reconfigure expensive storage rack installations. Then 
General Foods introduced its standard pallet and began to pressure 
customers and suppliers to use the same specification in order to 
exchange pallets at the dock. As one of the most powerful companies 
in the grocery industry, General Foods was successful in persuading 
a trade group to adopt the same standard for use by all of its members. 
Grocery Manufacturers of America introduced the same pallet design 
and with amazing speed all of the people who said that standard 
pallets were impossible began to adopt the standard design. 

How Widely Has EDI Been Accepted? 

Although a minority of users of third-party warehousing are 
actually implementing EDI, that minority is made up of leading 
consumer products manufacturers. Most of these are the largest 
customers in the warehouse. For example, one company reported 
that only 12% to 15% of its customers are using EDI, but their order 
volume represents over 50% of the total. Third-party warehouse 
operators are "pushing" EDI as a concept that will save money 
both for them and for their customers, and will improve speed and 
accuracy. EDI must therefore continue to grow. 

The Future of EDI 

EDI is growing rapidly because a relatively small number of 
highly influential companies are demanding that EDI be used in the 
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warehouse. Because EDI can speed freight payments, major carriers 
have joined the pressures to implement EDI in all aspects of logistics 
management. EDI has significant advantages, but the most important 
is the reduction in total cycle time. Other advantages include reduc
tion of clerical error rate, faster access to data, and improved cus
tomer service. 

Some have said that information is power. In the warehouse 
of 1997, information is the price of entry. Computer programs and 
information are available to everyone who has a warehouse. How 
the information is used is the key to success in warehousing, just 
as it is in most other industries. 

Access to information is no longer a competitive advantage. The 
advantage lies in how that information is integrated into management 
processes and management decision making. EDI is one method 
of transmitting and integrating that information, and success in 
utilization of EDI could well separate the winners from the losers. 

Emmelhainz predicts that some firms will actually use the infor
mation available from EDI transactions to run decision making 
software. Information will be used to better manage the entire supply 
chain and to make your company more competitive. 

Other potential new developments are a form of real time EDI, 
or the use of the Internet as a means of handling EDI transactions. 

While adoption of EDI is not cheap, it has clearly proven its 
value for major users. Therefore EDI is destined to continue its 
rapid growth in the future. As a warehouse manager, it would be 
foolish for you to neglect continual review of developments in 
electronic data interchange. EDI is destined to continue its rapid 
growth in the future. 
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6 

PACKAGING AND 
IDENTIFICATION 

Warehousemen in the United States receive, store, handle, and 
ship a broad range of products. All products (with the exception of 
some bulk commodities) are packaged in some way. A food packag
ing system may consist of a primary package that touches the prod
uct, an intermediate or secondary package such as a folding carton 
showing the advertising message, and a distribution container that 
identifies and carries multiples of the secondary package. The ware
houseman receives, stores, and handles the distribution container 
but must deal with it according to the size and strength of the 
total package. 

Functions of a Package 

A packaging system has four functions: (1) protection, (2) 
containment, (3) information, and (4) utility. 

The package should provide protection against the common 
hazards of warehousing and distribution. These include stacking 
compression; shock and vibration in transit and handling; and protec
tion against temperature extremes and changes, moisture, and infes
tation. The containment quality of a package is its ability to resist 
leakage and spilling, and containment methods will vary with the 
type of product. The information on packaging may consist of adver
tising messages, as well as a listing of ingredients. For the ware
houseman, the most important information is that which enables the 

The packaging section of this chapter was adapted from an article by Paul L. 
Peoples, School of Packaging. Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. 
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materials handler to identify the package correctly. Utility of the 
package itself involves its convenience of opening and closing. In 
warehousing, utility is usually the ease and efficiency of handling 
the unit in storage. 

The manufacturer naturally seeks a minimum cost for these 
functions, but logistics people must be concerned about the normal 
stresses involved in warehousing and transportation of the product. 
Clearly, packaging represents a compromise between the minimum 
cost desired by the manufacturer and the minimum strength needed 
to protect the product as it moves through the various channels of 
transportation and warehousing. 

Ideally, the package designer provides sufficient packaging so 
that the package, when coupled with the inherent strength and charac
teristics of the product, is equal to its environment at every stage. 
Less than adequate packaging leads to damage. Excessive packaging 
leads to excessive costs. The variables in this equation are, of course, 
constantly changing and are seldom precisely known. The transporta
tion environment varies in different regions of the country. It also 
varies between modes, and even between different trucks and high
ways. The storage environment and other potential hazards can also 
vary. The use of new packaging materials can cause major variations 
in package performance. The net effect is that even the best of 
packages can become a poor performer owing to unforeseen changes 
in its environment. 

How the Package Affects Warehousing 

Most warehousing operations deal with the distribution pack
age, and the strength and dimensions of this package have a direct 
effect on handling and storage efficiencies. The weight of the individ
ual unit affects handling and order picking efficiency. The compres
sive strength of the package and product affects the stacking heights 
and thereby the storage efficiency of the system. The height of the 
package affects the utilization of individual rack spaces; its length 
and width influence the stacking pattern and the effective use of 
space on the pallet, as well as the use of overlapping packages to 
make firm pallet loads. 
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Quite frequently, the dimensions and performance of the pack
age-product combination are accepted without challenge by the 
warehouse operator. It is assumed (falsely in many cases) that 
changes are not possible. In reality, changes are possible and can 
yield large benefits in warehouse utilization and efficiency. Very 
minor dimensional changes of the distribution package can yield 
large increases in rack efficiency, pallet cube utilization, and use of 
trailers. If the distribution carton itself cannot be altered, the sizes 
of the interior package should be investigated. Minor reductions in 
height that do not affect product weights and volume, or changes 
in height with compensating increases in diameter, could permit the 
required changes in the distribution container. The need for such 
an investigation will be readily apparent if the cubic space occupied 
by cases of the product is compared with the cube required to store 
a pallet load of the product. In a similar manner, the number of 
units within the distribution package also can be changed to affect 
container dimensions and improve its storage. 

The sizing of a container for interior packaging to achieve the 
most efficient pallet pattern, height, and good trailer utilization 
involves a multitude of variables. Computer programs have been 
developed to analyze palletization, case count and arrangement, 
package sizing, and truck/rail car loading. 

Effect on Stacking 

In recent years, the shift from metal and glass containers to 
plastic containers for many liquid products has resulted in significant 
decreases in stacking height for these products. The metal and glass 
containers provided the necessary strength to withstand four-pallet
high stacking. The thinner and weaker walls of the plastic container 
often reduce maximum stacking height to two pallets. Although the 
use of dividers and heavier container materials can improve plastic 
container stacking heights slightly, they often will not permit the 
stacking heights of glass and metal containers. Warehousemen can 
look forward to further increase in the use of plastic containers for 
food and liquid products. 
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In addition, many food products now in cans and jars will soon 
be marketed in packages formed from composites of plastic film, 
foil, and paperboard. It is quite probable that stack heights for these 
commodities will be reduced. The sidewalls of these containers are 
flexible and bulging containers will be more prevalent. The prudent 
warehouseman concerned with maximum utilization of warehouse 
space should be looking at alternative storage methods to include 
drive-in and drive-through racks, as well as other methods for im
proving warehouse cube utilization. 

Most distribution containers in the United States are constructed 
from corrugated board. The strength of the total packaging system 
is a combination of the product and the container. Some products, 
by their nature, are inherently load sustaining. Examples are metal 
cans, glass jars, and industrial products with rigid cushioning, block
ing, and bracing systems. Products in nonrigid containers, such as 
paper products and loose food products, cannot contribute to the 
stacking and compressive strength of the container-product system. 
Accordingly, the stacking capabilities of such systems are totally 
dependent on the strength of the fiberboard container. 

By its nature, fiberboard is a hygroscopic (water-absorbent) 
material. As moisture is absorbed by the fibers, they swell and the 
bond between them begins to weaken. At a temperature of 73°F 
and relative humidity of 50%, fiberboard has a moisture content of 
about 8%. If the temperature remains constant and the relative 
humidity is increased to 90%, the moisture content of the fiberboard 
increases to 20%. This increase in moisture content lowers the 
compression strength of fiberboard box by nearly 50%. Another 
characteristic of corrugated fiberboard is its tendency to creep and 
lose strength when subjected to a steady load, as in a storage stack. 
The rate at which this creep and strength loss occurs is based on 
many factors, including the support provided by the product, and 
stacking misalignment. 

For best use of space with minimum risk of stack failure, 
the warehouseman should work closely with available packaging 
specialists to verify stacking capabilities under various temperature, 
humidity, and storage duration situations. 
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Packaging for Unitization 

Packaging can save labor at the distribution center through 
unitization, which is simply the consolidating of smaller boxes into 
a larger single unit in order to reduce the number of pieces handled. 
There are several ways to unitize packages, the most common being 
palletization. A pallet load of small packages may be glued together 
with nonslip adhesive. Such an adhesive has a high shear (side-to
side) strength and low tensile strength. This prevents the packages 
from sliding off the pallet, while enabling them to be easily removed 
by lifting. 

Pallet loads also can be unitized with shrink film. This is a 
plastic film that is wrapped around the load and then heated to shrink 
and form a tight outer shell around the pallet, offering protection as 
well as load integrity. Strapping or tape also may be used to stabilize 
a unit load. A disadvantage of unitization occurs when one of the 
cartons in the unit is damaged, and the entire load must be rehandled. 

Identification 

There are three hidden costs resulting from poor package identi
fication: 

1. Labor cost involved in extra searching during order selection. 
2. Cost of correcting shipping errors resulting from identifica

tion problems. 
3. Customer dissatisfaction created by shipping errors. 

One cause of poor identification is package advertising that 
obscures the identification code. Another is complicated marking 
systems that are difficult to read, understand, or recall. Some number
ing systems are conducive to numerical transposition. An example 
is quantity-oriented coding, such as 12/24 ounce and 24112 ounce. 
These numbers describe the quantity and size of the inner packages, 
but are easily reversed or transposed. 

The packaging department, in conjunction with marketing, de
termines the system used for identifying products-often without 
considering the problems of order selection in the warehouse. Small 
numbers, combinations of alphanumeric identifiers, poor lighting, 
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and poor color contrast will inevitably lead to mistakes in order 
picking and shipping errors. Warehouse operators should insist on 
product identification systems that are legible in the warehouse 
storage environment and use only the minimum number of letter 
and number combinations necessary for identification. 

When the product moves in fewer than truckload quantities, 
the carriers normally require that each container be stenciled with 
the appropriate address. Container printing should allow space for 
the stencil or label. 

Effective identification has certain characteristics. One is the 
use of large and bold marks with adequate background contrast. 
Another is marking on two or more sides of the container. A third 
is the use of color. 

Increasingly, package identification systems are equipped with 
bar-code printing designed for reading by scanners. More about 
scanner technology will be found in Chapter 50. 

Container Handling 
Many products are picked and shipped in fewer than pallet 

quantities. Order picking and handling costs are typically developed 
around the cost-per-container. Each of the units within the container 
carries a portion of that handling cost. By increasing the number 
of units within each container, the handling cost per unit can be 
dramatically reduced as can the material costs for containers. By 
tradition, many products are sold at the retail and wholesale level 
in some multiple of six, twelve, and ten. This is often perpetuated 
by sales order blanks that identify only those multiples. But when 
the wholesaler or retailer is purchasing in quantities of 96, 100, or 
several hundred, there is no need to package the product in smaller 
multiples. The use of master cartons that approximate the quantity 
typically purchased, or the most economic order quantity, can reduce 
a number of case handlings and thereby the handling cost per unit. 

Package Design 
Product packaging should be designed with consideration for 

all of the transportation and handling operations involved. If the 
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package is designed to save on handling and transportation costs as 
well as provide protection, it may be different from one designed 
solely to minimize costs. A tradeoff calculation will demonstrate 
whether additional packaging expense is justified. 

Increased packaging costs may be offset by savings in handling 
or transportation. Unitized handling with a carton-clamp truck can 
provide substantial labor savings in the warehouse, but the strength 
of the package must be sufficient to protect the product during 
carton-clamp handling. The extra protection built into the package 
to allow clamp handling also will provide a margin of product 
protection throughout the distribution cycle. 

There are also cost tradeoffs in improved storage capability. 
Most newer warehouses have a clear pile height of 20 feet or more. 
Unfortunately, there are many products that cannot withstand a stack 
height of 20 feet so the overhead space is likely to be wasted. While 
the addition of steel storage racks will improve space utilization, it 
is costly to equip a warehouse with racks. Moreover, the storage 
height gained by racking is frequently offset by the lateral space 
that is lost for aisles. For this reason, storage racks are not always an 
economical investment. Furthermore, insurance underwriters have 
expressed concern as to whether normal fire protection systems can 
control fires in storage racks. 

Any distribution manager with products now limited to less 
than 20 feet of free standing pile height would be wise to evaluate 
packaging that would allow increased stacking height. 

Package design must also afford protection from damage, so 
the designer must understand the causes of damage in physical 
distribution. In storage, carton compression is a potential problem 
in the stacking of merchandise. When a stack falls in a warehouse, 
the causes of the collapse should be studied. In many geographic 
areas, humidity is the most serious environmental problem because 
most packages will be weakened by high moisture absorption. 

The packaging engineer also must consider risks of mishandling 
of his product throughout the distribution system. He must know 
what happens to the package and to the product when it is abused. 
For example, one appliance manufacturer discovered that a cartoned 
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washing machine could be dropped from a height of 15 feet; if it 
landed squarely on the floor, the package would show no evidence of 
damage. Yet, inside the package, the machine itself was a total loss. 

The responsibility for such concealed damage usually cannot 
be determined. Frequently the damage is not discovered until the 
product reaches the consumer. Sometimes it is not discovered until 
the product is actually put to use. An ideal package is one designed 
to reveal all damage, thus eliminating the problem of assigning 
responsibility for concealed damage. 

In planning a package for distribution, the designer must con
sider the value of the product to be packaged and the length of time 
the product will be in the package. "Overpackaging" is the popular 
term for a carton stronger than it needs to be. Overpackaging may 
be an economical investment for a product of critical value. Over
packaging also is desirable for an item likely to be in the distribution 
channels for a long period of time, or subjected to an unusual 
environment or to extensive transportation or rehandling. 

Choosing a Contract Packager 

Each year, manufacturers spend an increasing amount of money 
on value packs, displays, couponing, and other forms of specialized 
packaging. Increasingly, for a variety of reasons, they choose an 
outside contractor to perform these services. As a result, contract 
packaging has become one of the newly popular third-party logis
tics specialties. 

There are several product/customer/facility/equipment con
straints that can be eased by the use of contractors. A few of these are: 
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• Packaging for military and export markets (materials, meth
ods, marking, and testing requirements often differ markedly 
from the domestic) 

• Packaging of hazardous materials 

• Short production runs and regional marketing tests 

• Seasonal products (antifreeze, suntan lotion, etc.) 
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Packaging can add substantially to product weight and cube 
and thus escalate shipping and warehousing costs. Therefore, some 
firms defer the packaging operation by shipping products in bulk 
to a downstream distribution center. Final packaging and labeling 
is then performed as a part of the warehousing/order picking func
tion. A similar procedure is used when the same product is sold 
under different labels and markings. 

At least one United States computer manufacturer ships units 
in bulk to an European distribution center where country/language 
specific packaging and markings are applied. 

Similarly, United States firms import flashlights, batteries, auto 
parts, and bike parts loose, in large boxes. They are then packaged 
singly or in kits with United States logos for sale in the United 
States market. 

Consider these guidelines for choosing a vendor: 

• Precise Specifications: Develop a complete description of 
the service or package desired-materials, color, graphics, 
marking, performance, etc. This could be performed by your 
own people, by consultants, or with advice from potential 
vendors. Once agreement is reached, this specification be
comes your primary means of measuring vendor capability 
and subsequent performance. 

• Location: A contract packager should be conveniently lo
cated relative to your manufacturing or distribution facilities. 
This will save valuable time in delivery and lower freight 
charges that might impact the total cost of the project. 

• Experience: No two packaging projects are exactly alike. 
Go with a company that has performed contract packaging 
services for other companies with similar product lines and 
packaging needs. 

• High Standards: Does your prospective supplier have a clean 
facility? Are there training safety programs? Is there a good 
inventory control and planning system? And is it up to 
your standards? 
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• Organizational Capability: Many contract packagers are ca
pable of producing the package but may not have the control 
systems and records necessary to satisfy your internal quality 
control requirements. This is particularly true with foods 
and pharmaceuticals. If your packaging includes detailed 
paperwork and controls, make sure the vendor you select 
understands your requirements and has the capability to 
perform. 

• Quality: No matter how good a contract packager is, the 
group should always be striving to get better. Find out if 
your candidate has a quality improvement program in place 
and if it's functioning. 

• Experienced Personnel: A key to successful contract packag
ing is understanding good manufacturing practices and hav
ing an experienced staff capable of solving problems and 
implementing solutions. Check their credentials. 

• Other Capabilities: Although some companies focus solely 
on contract packaging, there are many that offer additional 
services such as transportation and warehousing. Using a 
vendor like this is a smart move, because it can help you 
avoid double handling, reduce costs of freight and administra
tion, and cut delivery times. 

• Your Own Needs: Even if your candidate passes all of these 
tests with flying colors, he still may not be the right contract 
packager for you. Don't go with any vendor unless you feel 
comfortable and confident he can do the job. If something 
tells you to keep looking, trust that instinct. Exercise your 
right to choose until you're confident that your packaging 
needs are all wrapped up. 

A Series of Compromises 

The design of packaging and packaging identification always 
represents compromises between the desire of the manufacturer, 
packaging engineer, warehousemen, and customer. The package 
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must be designed for various available handling methods in the 
distribution cycle. Warehouse operators naturally hope that the pack
ages they handle will be as strong as possible. Users of those ware
houses must suffer with the economic limitations of packaging. The 
fire underwriter wants all packaging to be perfectly safe. The final 
result is always a compromise between the desires of the various 
people handling the package. 
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TRANSPORTATION 

In some companies, warehouse managers are responsible only 
for operations within the warehouse. 2 Perhaps the most important 
thing those in this position need to know is the right person to talk 
to in their transportation department when they need help! 

If there is no corporate transportation department, or you don't 
have.confidence in that department, use these seven steps in manag
ing transportation from your warehouse: 

1. Carrier selection 
2. The bill of lading 
3. Shipper's load and count 
4. Released valuation 
5. Terms of sale-F.O.B. 
6. Claims 
7. Hazardous materials regulations 

Carrier Selection 

How do you find a reliable motor carrier? If you do the selection 
job, your sources may come from directories, advertisements, or 
personal contacts. Directories are found in many places. The most 
common is the Yellow Pages of the telephone directory. Trade 
associations have member lists, and you may find carriers through 
these lists. The trade magazines have advertisements and some have 
directories. There are also directories designed for carriers of each 
mode. Other sources of contact are direct mail advertising or personal 
contact from vendors who call you or who may be known from 
other sources. 
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As you consider whether or not to use a carrier, there are six 
points to be checked out: 

• Operating authority 

• Financial stability 

• Insurance certificate 

• Claims ratio history 

• References 

• Service requirements 

It would be extremely rare for any carrier to solicit or handle 
freight without the legal authority to make the delivery you need, 
but it has happened. You should ask the carrier to prove that operating 
authority exists to cover the move involved. Common carriers, like 
other suppliers, include companies that are financially stable and 
others that are not. Therefore, your request for evidence of financial 
stability is a reasonable safeguard. If the carrier publishes an annual 
report, you should have a current copy in your files. Common carriers 
must usually publish an operating ratio. The lower the ratio, the 
more profitable the carrier. There are also standard reference sources 
on financial stability, including Carrier Report and Dun and Brad
street. 

Unlike public warehouses, common carriers have common law 
responsibility for all merchandise in their custody. Ample insurance 
coverage is therefore of great importance to you as a shipper. Ask 
for evidence of such coverage, and if you are in doubt get the details. 

The relationship between the number of claims filed and the 
total number of shipments handled is called claims ratio. The lower 
the ratio number, the better the carrier. Every carrier has a salvage 
policy for damaged goods. Depending on the product you ship, you 
mayor may not want damaged merchandise to be left in the hands 
of the carrier. 

Ask about salvage policy, and get it in writing. If you intend 
to have a salvage allowance, establish this before you make the 
first shipment. 

Reference checking is no different for carriers than for any 
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other kind of supplier. Comparing notes with other shippers in your 
industry or in related industries may help you learn more about the 
reputation of carriers. 

Be sure you define your service requirements in detail, then be 
sure that the carrier is able to meet them. 

In outlining the six points above, why didn't we say anything 
about prices? Obviously a favorable price is important, but in an 
industry noted for price competition and "low ball" rates, checking 
on the quality features mentioned earlier becomes even more import
ant. When you ask for a rate quotation, get it in writing and be sure 
that the price has been filed with the ICC or any other appropriate 
regulatory authorities. Then look out for the fine print, including 
accessorial charges, liability limits, and other limitations listed in 
the carrier's "rules" tariff. 

The Bill of Lading 

The legal contract governing your relationship with a common 
carrier is a bill of lading. The short fonn is most commonly used, 
and you want to check to be certain that there are no unusual 
exceptions. Bills of lading are covered by a law that dates back to 
1916, and one section of that law gives the carrier the right to limit 
liability for damage caused by improper loading or non-receipt or 
mis-description of the goods in the bill of lading. If there are any 
variations from the standard short form, be sure you understand 
why they are there and how they will affect your operation. 

Shipper's Load and Count 

In motor freight, the standard practice is for a truck driver to 
count and sign for the freight receipt. This act of signing the bill 
of lading makes the carrier responsible for any irregularities that 
occur after the bill is signed. However, sometimes carrier and shipper 
agree to change this responsibility by pennitting "shippers load and 
count" (commonly abbreviated as SL&C). This change transfers 
responsibility for count and condition of freight from the catTier to 
the shipper. However, SL&C does not mean that the shipper loses 
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the right to make a claim against the carrier. However, to do so the 
shipper must satisfy three burdens of proof. 

• Prove count and condition at origin. 

• Prove count and condition at destination. 

• Measure of damage. 

There have been cases when a carrier tried to impose SL&C unilater
ally. Be sure that you are aware of your rights in this area. 

Released Valuation 

Either party to the transportation contract can negotiate a maxi
mum value for the goods being shipped, based on a declared "cents 
per pound." Sometimes shipper and carrier agree to a reasonably 
low value in exchange for a favorable freight rate. 

Terms of Sale-F.O.R. 

In any shipping situation, one party is responsible for the mer
chandise at any given time. F.O.B. is an abbreviation for "free on 
board" which indicates the point at which title to the goods transfers 
from seller to buyer. A starting point on any claims situation is to 
determine who is responsible, and sales and shipping terms are part 
of that determination. 

There are several variations in sales and shipping terms. There 
are nine questions that are answered by the terms governing ship
ments from your warehouse: 

1. When and where is title and control of the merchandise to 
be transferred? 

2. How is the total cost to be determined? 
3. Who pays the freight? 
4. When is payment due? 
5. Who is to bear the risk of transportation? 
6. Who is to select and make any necessary special arrange

ments with the carrier? 
7. Who absorbs cost of loading into the carrier's equipment? 
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8. Where is the point of shipment? 
9. Where is delivery to be made? 

Be sure you know what terms govern every shipment made from 
your warehouse. 

Dealing with Claims 
A freight claim is a shipper's legal recourse against the carrier 

to recover the value of losses and damages to goods occurring while 
in the carrier's possession. 

There are five exceptions to the carrier's liability and they are 
the following: 

• Act of God 

• Public enemy 

• Act of the shipper 

• Public authority 

• Inherent nature of the goods 

There are three types of freight claims. An apparent shortage or 
damage is something that appears at the time of delivery. Concealed 
shortage or damage is a situation that was not apparent at the 
time of delivery, either because unitizing of freight or packaging 
concealed the problem. Non-delivery refers to shortage or disappear
ance of an entire shipment. 

A most important point about claims is the fact that the clock 
is ticking. You have only nine months from date of delivery to file 
a claim in nearly every shipping situation. 

There are three documents required to file a claim against a 
common carrier. The first is a delivery receipt which contains accu
rate notation of the problem. Second, you should request and receive 
an inspection report signed by the carrier, or a letter that waives 
such inspection. Finally, be sure you produce copies of the bill of 
lading, invoice, photos of damage, and any appropriate correspon
dence covering the situation. Documentation requirements are 
slightly different when you are dealing with United Parcel Service 
(UPS) or other parcel carriers. 
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Figure 7-1 shows the format for a loss and damage claim. 
For more detail on freight claims, you should review National 

Motor Freight Classification lOO-R, referred to as Principles and 
Practices for the Investigation and Disposition of Freight Claims. 

Claim No. Claim No. 

PRESENTATION O. LOSS AND DAMAGE CLAIM 

Claim Presented To: CARRIER CODE 

CARRIER NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY. STATE. ZIP 

Claim Presented By: 

COMPANY NAME 
DEPARTMENT 
ADDRESS 
CITY. STATE. ZIP 

Acknowledgement ~ 
Action Date 

Forward All Correspondence and 
Payment To Above Address 

Consignor Location: 

COMPANY WIME 
CITY. STATE. ZIP 

Consignee: 

General Claim Information: 

Claim If 
Invoice 
Pro No. 
Shipper 
Comments: 

Fi le Date 
Ship Date / / 
Ship Pieces 0 
Ship Weight. 0 

Max Liabi li ty 
Pieces 0 Claimed @ 
Credit Amount ( 
Additional Charges 
Freight Charges 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00) 
0.00 
0.00 

Total Claim Amount Due =====> 0.00 

:L: : Product: 
~D~ Qtv. Code :UH: 

Note: L~Lo$a. D=Damage 

Product 
DescriPtion 

~ Unit: Full !Release! Line : 
:Weight: Value: Value !Extenaion : 

INDEMNITY AGREEMENT: Th~ claimant agrees to protect th~ carrier and its 
~onnections against any lose from non_surrender of the Original Freight Bill. 
Iriginal Bill of Lading. or Both. 

Ie following documents are submitted _ Bill of Lading _ Freight Bill 
n support of this claim: ~ Invoice/Certified COpy _ Other _____ _ 

The foregoing statement of facts is herebv certified to be correct: 

Claim Prepared By 

SOURCE: Penny Weber. V.P .• Genco. Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8. No.7. © Ackerman 
Co.; Columbus. Ohio. 

Figure 7-1. Format for a Loss and Damage Claim 
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This publication includes eight pages of details concerning freight 
claims. 

The Special Problem of Hazardous Materials 

The definition of what materials are hazardous changes almost 
daily. Be sure you know whether any of the materials that you ship 
from your warehouse could be considered as hazardous materials, 
and then be sure you follow all of the required steps for identifying 
and controlling those shipments. Because the rules are changing so 
fast, familiarity with the latest regulations is of critical importance. 

In the old days of regulation, transportation management was 
considered to be a mysterious and highly specialized practice. Today, 
common sense and good business practices are at least as important 
as any aspect of the technical side of transportation management. 
The seven points we have explored cover the technical side of the 
job. Decisions involving common sense or judgment are no different 
than any other purchasing decisions in industry. 

Integrated Logistics 

Integrated logistics is the effective combination of two or more 
of the logistics functions that are typically included in moving goods 
from sources to users.3 The two that are most frequently integrated 
are warehousing and trucking. When a warehouse operator moves 
into integrated logistics, customer service is extended from merely 
doing things right at the warehouse and shipping the product in a 
timely manner. The integrated logistics supplier assumes responsi
bility for the product until it has been delivered at the customer's 
door. Therefore the monitoring of service quality is extended to the 
delivery function as well as the warehousing function. In some cases, 
the integrated supplier also monitors and controls transportation from 
the manufacturing plant to the warehouse, so that in-bound as well 
as out-bound transportation becomes the warehouse operator's re
sponsibility. In this situation, it is critical for the operator to control 
the in-bound moves in a way that will eliminate, or at least minimize, 
out-of-stock conditions in the warehouse. 
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Effective consolidation requires teamwork with the consignee. 
For example, if your warehouse is shipping over a million pounds 
a week to a grocery chain, you must work closely with that company 
to move that freight in a manner that saves money for them and for 
you. One of the ways to do this is to consolidate many small 
shipments on the same vehicle. But this concept is not limited 
to local delivery-it also works over fairly long distances. Such 
consolidation can be done with outside truckers, but usually it works 
more effectively when you do it yourself. Freight consolidation 
means savings-savings for the shipper and for the receiver. It also 
requires very good planning and control. 
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ACCOUNTABILITY 

Under common business law and practice, someone is account
able for goods at all times. In distribution, goods change hands from 
manufacturer to carrier, to distribution center, then on to another 
carrier, and finally to the customer. In these exchanges, the responsi
bility limits of each handler of the goods must be clearly defined. 

Accountability in distribution covers the following: title to 
goods and inventory responsibility. Inventory responsibility includes 
overages, shortages, damages, product liability, insurance, and 
claims. 

An "identifiable party," in the legal term, must be held account
able for the care of merchandise at each point in the distribution 
channel. Accountability does not become a problem until there are 
claims or losses. However, since claims are inevitable in distribution, 
accountability must be carefully defined. 

The definition of accountability can be less rigid for a private 
warehouse, since the warehouse inventory is the property of the 
operator. In contrast, the third-party warehouseman is handling mer
chandise that belongs to others, and must deal with freight carriers 
who also handle goods belonging to others. 

Title 

As the goods move through the distribution system, transfers 
of title occur. The precise point at which a transfer occurs is very 
important. Traditional selling terms for freight shipments define the 
owner of in-transit goods at different points in its movement. Various 
selling terms are used. When sales terms are "F.O.B.," the buyer 
assumes title to the goods from the time they leave the seller's 
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premises. The seller retains title to the goods while in transit if the 
transaction is "F.O.B. Destination." 

The responsibility of the public warehouse is based on the 
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) which is law in every state except 
Louisiana. Most third-party warehouses use standard contracts de
veloped by the AWA based on that code. Under the UCC, carriers 
are legally liable for nearly all losses to their cargo, but warehouse
men are not. Therefore, a loss that takes place at the warehouse is 
frequently handled differently from a loss of cargo held by a common 
carrier. The warehousemen's liability for goods is limited to "reason
able care," defined in Section 7-204-1 of the UCC as follows: 
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A warehouseman is liable for damages or loss or injury to 
the goods caused by his failure to exercise such care in 

Terms of sale: F.O.B. ORIGIN, FREIGHT COLLECT 

Buyer - Pays freight charges 
Buyer - Bears freight charges 
Buyer - Owns goods in transit 
Buyer - Files claims (if any) 

Terms of sale: F.O.B. ORIGIN, FREIGHT PREPAID 

BUYER 

Seller - Pays freight char!!es 
Seller - Bears freight charges 
Buyer - Owns goods in transit 
Buyer - Files claims (if any) 

Terms of sale: F.O.B. ORIGIN, FREIGHT PREPAID AND CHARGED BACK 

• IL-_B"TU_YE_R--I 

I 
then collected from buyer 
by adding amount to invoice 

Seller - Pays freight charges 
Buyer - Bears freight charges 
Buyer - Owns goods in transit 
Buyer - Files claims (if any) 

From The Traffic Manager in Physical Distribution Management, by Bruce J. Riggs, Transportation & 
Distribution Management, June 1968. 
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regard to them as a reasonably careful man would exercise 
under like circumstances, but unless otherwise agreed he is 
not liable for damages that could not have been avoided by 
the exercise of such care. 

Where and when the public warehouseman's responsibility for goods 
begins and ends is not always clear. The point of transfer of responsi
bility may vary with different operations. For example, if the ware
houseman operates delivery trucks, he retains custody of the cargo 
until it is delivered. If goods are received by rail, responsibility may 
begin when the rail car enters the warehouseman's property, even 
though he may not have broken the seal to open the car. A question 
may arise concerning freight that is still on common carrier trucks 
when those trucks are parked on the warehouse company's property. 

Terms of sale: F.O.B. DESTINATION, FREIGHT COLLECT 

SELLER 

Freight charges 
paid by buyer 

Buyer - Pays freight charges 
Buyer - Bears freight charges 
Seller - Owns goods in transit 
Seller - Files claims (if any) 

Terms of sale: F.O.B. DESTINATION, FREIGHT PREPAID 

Figure 8-1 

Seller - Pays freight charges 
Seller - Bears freight charges 
Seller - Owns goods in transit 
Seller - Files claims (if any) 

Buyer-Pays freight charges 
Seller-Bears freight charges 
Seller-Owns goods in transit 
Seller-Files claims (if any) 

.. then charged 
by deducting amount from 
invoice 
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The creation of a public warehouse receipt is a legal acknowledgment 
of responsibility for care of those goods. The signing of a bill of 
lading transfers responsibility from the public warehouse to the 
carrier. 

Goods consigned to a public warehouse should always be ad
dressed to the owner of the goods in care of the warehouse company. 
This is the legal way to show that title to the goods remains with 
the owner, and that the public warehouse is acting as his agent. 

The "reasonably careful man" theory is as old as English com
mon law, though standards of what is "reasonably careful" are 
changing. 

For example, standards of fire protection have been upgraded 
in recent years. Advertising a "fireproof warehouse" is almost never 
seen today, though it was once common practice. Because contents 
are nearly always flammable, there is no such thing as a fireproof 
warehouse. Claims to the contrary are misleading and could be 
considered an assumption of additional liability. 

Protection standards against theft and vandalism also have be
come more stringent. Increases in national crime rates have affected 
warehousing practices as much as they have other aspects of life. 
Burglary protection systems believed adequate in the past must be 
constantly reevaluated by warehouse management. 

Effective security against fire and theft is partially a matter of 
attitude. The finest systems in the world are worthless if a conscien
tious interest in loss prevention has not been instilled in all distribu
tion center personnel. 

Inventory Responsibility 

Accurate maintenance of records is the keystone of any inven
tory responsibility system. The correctness of the book inventory 
must be checked by physical counts. A complete physical inventory 
should be made at least once a year. Cyclical inventory checks, the 
counting of a few line items each period until the entire stock has 
been counted, should be used as a backup. 

Since book inventory records often have clerical errors, one 
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way to ensure accuracy of warehouse inventories is to maintain two 
book inventory systems-one posted by the warehouse user and 
one by the warehouse operator. When the two book inventories are 
not in balance, they can be compared for omitted, duplicate, or 
incorrect entries. 

Inventory discrepancies also result from errors in shipping and 
receiving. If the wrong item is shipped, but the correct item is posted 
to the book inventory, a compensating overage and shortage (a 
crossover) will show up when a physical count is taken. 

The warehouse user should develop a policy for handling over
ages and shortages or the warehouse operator will be constantly 
penalized for declaring overages. To hold the warehouseman is 
responsible for all shortages, without giving credit for overages is 
considered a violation of the "reasonable care" standard outlined in 
the Uniform Commercial Code. 

An occasional shipping error is normal in any warehousing 
operation. If the warehouseman must pay for the shortage without 
receiving credit for the overage, the owner of the merchandise 
"realizes a monetary benefit that ordinarily would not be gained in 
the conduct of business," as the lawyers would say. Most public 
warehouse users today recognize that inventory responsibility is best 
maintained through policies that deal reasonably with a predictable 
percentage of errors. 

Product Liability 

Some kinds of losses may result from the nature of the product 
itself or damage that occurs through use of the wrong product, 
resulting from an identification error in shipment. An extreme exam
ple would be two similarly marked products in an inventory-one 
a food ingredient, the other a highly poisonous compound. If the 
items are confused in shipment, the results could be disastrous. 

The manufacturer must specify the conditions necessary for 
protecting such products. He should determine whether his product 
would be damaged by temperature and humidity variations, or by 
cross-contamination through odor transmission or leakage. Infesta-
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Figure 8-2. The "Crossover" 

tion may also be a product liability risk, because rodents and insects 
are attracted to some products, but not to others. 

Regardless of efforts to foresee them, unexpected product liabil
ity situations will occur. For example, an appliance manufacturer 
discovered by accident that his product's white enamel finish turned 
pink when stored near tires. Any manufacturer, carrier, or ware
houseman who discovers a risk due to the nature of a product should 
share this information with others handling the product. 

Insurance 

The major risks in accountability in distribution are usually 
covered through insurance. In private warehouses, broad insurance 
policies cover factory and warehouse alike. 

When third-party warehousing is used, the insurance contract 
must be more precisely defined. Fire and extended coverage insur
ance for goods in storage normally is carried by the warehouse user, 
since he owns the goods. 

The public warehouse operator insures only his building, not 
the goods stored within it. However, the user's cost of coverage 
depends on the insurance rate established for the warehouse. The 
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building rate represents an assessment of risks made by the insurer. 
Obviously, a warehouse with a relatively high insurance rate is one 
considered unsafe for one reason or another. 

Unlike common carriers the public warehouse operator is not 
legally liable for cargo casualty losses, except for losses resulting 
from failure to exercise ordinary care. 

The Uniform Commercial Code allows the public warehouse 
operator to limit liability for loss or damage. For example, a public 
warehouse operator may limit claims to an amount not to exceed 
200 times the monthly storage rate for each item. Thus, if the storage 
rate is 50 cents per case, claims are limited to $100 per case. 

Most public warehouse operators carry insurance to protect 
themselves against legal liability claims. However, such insurance 
policies include a clause that may cancel the policy if the warehouse 
operator signs any contract extending responsibility beyond the 
standard set forth in the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). For 
this reason, most public warehousemen will not sign any agreement 
drafted by their customers without first securing approval from their 
own insurance company. A customer's contract that cancels the 
warehouseman's insurance coverage would obviously remove legal 
liability insurance protection for the warehouse user in the event of 
a major loss. 

Insurance protection through fidelity bonds covers the risk of 
dishonesty of warehouse employees. It is carried by most public 
warehouses, and the user should request proof of coverage. 

Summary of Claims Procedures 

The distribution center user should set up procedures for han
dling claims. Claims will inevitably occur, and without procedures, 
the necessary supporting documents may be lost. 

Procedures for handling overages, shortages, and warehouse 
damage are good business practice and the distribution center user 
must determine whether he will provide an allowance for this 
damage. 

A procedure to appraise damage claims must be developed. If 
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an insurance company is required to pay the claim, there must be 
proof that the claim is fair and reasonable. 

Prompt handling of carrier damage claims is important. Some 
carriers are notoriously poor in handling damage claims, and delay 
in submitting the claim will only aggravate the problem of prompt 
settlement. In today's deregulated environment, negotiation may be 
as important as documentation in settling carrier damage claims. 

Repackaging is often possible when the product is not totally 
destroyed. A high percentage of some types of damaged products 
can be salvaged by repackaging. But this action, known as recooper
age, could result in contamination. If recooperage is not handled 
carefully, a damaged product may reach a customer in a new carton. 
Training and inspection will help prevent improper recooperage at 
the warehouse. 

Other methods of handling carrier damage include scrapping 
all damaged merchandise, with costs of the product and its scrapping 
paid by the responsible party. Damaged merchandise may be dis
posed of through a sale handled by the owner, the warehouseman, 
or the carrier. 

Accountability is essentially the assigning of responsibility. 
When a disaster occurs, emotions frequently cloud the process. 
Both the user and the operator of a distribution center must clearly 
understand the assignment of responsibility for property stored. The 
points at which responsibility passes from one party to another 
must be defined. Accountability covers title to goods, inventory 
responsibility, product liability, and claims. Insurance is a means 
of controlling the risks. Since someone must be responsible for 
goods in distribution at all times, these responsibilities should be 
clearly defined before something goes wrong. 
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STARTING-UP OR MOVING A 
WAREHOUSE OPERATION 

Reasons for Finding Another Warehouse 

When people who say they want to replace their present ware-
house, they almost always list one of these eight reasons: 

• Wrong size 

• Operating problems 

• Policy change 

• Market changes 

• Transportation changes 

• Taxes 

• Technical changes 

• As a symbol of progress 

The most common reason most people give for replacing a ware
house is that the present one is the wrong size. When it is too small, 
expansion may be expensive or impractical. When it is too large, 
renting excess space to other users may be difficult or impractical. 

The second most mentioned change is operating problems. A 
frequently mentioned problem is labor-either an expensive labor 
market or union problems. 

Policy change sometimes stimulates the search for another 
warehouse. This could either be a decision to move from third-party 
warehousing to private warehousing, or the reverse. 

With the passage of time, market changes with either suppliers 
or customers can create the need to change the warehouse location. 
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If your customers or your suppliers are no longer in the same 
locations, moving the warehouse could cut costs or improve service. 
A shoe company designed a distribution center in the right place to 
receive products from its resources in New England. When its 
sources of supply moved from New England to Asia, the company 
moved its warehousing from Ohio to east and west coast ports 
of entry. 

Transportation changes also make an existing facility obsolete. 
Many warehouses constructed before the 1980s were equipped to 
handle high-volume boxcar shipments. These buildings were conve
nient to a rail switching yard and contained extensive indoor loading 
platforms. Today's operator usually will not need rail services, and 
the design of the older facility may no longer serve current needs. 

Changes in taxes can also diminish the value of an existing 
building. A newly developing community may create tax incentives 
that did not exist when your present warehouse was established. 

The search for a new warehouse is sometimes stimulated by 
technical changes. An older building may not be high enough to 
handle the stack heights that are easily available with today's materi
als handling equipment. Other older buildings may have inadequate 
sprinkler systems and therefore create an unnecessary fire risk. In 
either case, the move to a new building may allow a warehouse to 
operate more economically or more effectively. 

Another reason for moving is strictly qualitative, and that is 
the hope that a better warehouse will be seen as a symbol of progress. 
While a move for this reason may be the least tangible motive to 
find another warehouse, there is ample evidence that this is a power
ful drive for change in some organizations. 

Options for Your Next Warehouse 

Finding a new warehouse begins with the review of several 
options. Consider whether to own or lease the real estate, with a 
third option of using public warehousing. 

Another choice is whether to construct a new building or to 
buy or lease an existing one. There are times when a building can 
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be purchased with the assumption of a mortgage at a favorable 
interest rate. Attractive financing is often a prime reason for buying 
an existing property. For many corporate warehouse users, the ques
tion of whether to own or lease is quickly answered by a company 
policy that tends to discourage capital investment in industrial build
ings in order to preserve capital for necessary investments in inven
tory and production equipment. 

Requirements Definition 

The search for another building should begin with a manage
ment meeting designed to reach consensus on a definition of what 
the next warehouse must be. This requirements definition should 
state the maximum and minimum size warehouse that would be 
considered. It should define any limits that exist on location. For 
example, if your management has a strong feeling that the next 
warehouse must be east of the Mississippi, this would be part of 
the definition. It should define any other priorities that exist with 
respect to technical features, transportation, or any other aspect 
of warehouse operations. Before beginning the search, a careful 
definition of your requirements should be negotiated with every 
manager who will be involved in the final decision. When agreement 
is reached, the requirements definition should be put in writing and 
formally approved by those who will be making a decision on 
the project. 

Finding the Best Location 

Once you know that you will have a new warehouse, you need 
to decide where it should be located. If your only reason for making 
the change is that the existing warehouse is too big or too small, 
you will want to find a new facility that is as close as possible to 
the existing location. This would allow you to retain a maximum 
number of the present employees who understand the operation and 
have been doing a good job. On the other hand, if the move is 
dictated by problems with the labor force, the user may require that 
the new location be far enough from the present plant to reduce the 
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possibility of a labor disturbance from the laid off workers in the 
existing warehouse. 

Just as changes in transportation have made some older ware
houses obsolescent, present and future changes in this field must be 
considered in finding a location. If your company is increasing its 
use of air cargo, you may want to look at the proximity of major 
airports. Consider each available mode of transportation and calcu
late the possibility of switching modes. Then look at distances to 
appropriate terminals for rail, motor freight, or marine transportation. 

Taxes and tariffs continue to be a critical element in the choice 
of warehouse location. Competition among states has tended to 
diminish differences in state inventory taxation policy, but a newer 
battleground has been the development of free trade zones that offer 
shelter not only from customs tariffs but also from state taxation. 
While the free trade zone legislation was originally designed to 
facilitate imports, many users have now recognized that it offers a 
shelter from state inventory taxes as well. Other tax shelters are 
found in tax abatement zones. 

Traditionally, warehousing has been a labor-intensive business. 
Increasing mechanization has reduced the labor demand for some 
operations, but for warehouses dedicated to packaging, less than 
full case shipments, or fulfillment, the labor content remains high. 
If your operation is one in which labor content is high, the quality 
of the labor market can be a defining factor in selecting a location. 
Look beyond the mere availability of workers and consider crime 
rates, educational systems, and the experience of other users with 
local problems involving theft or substance abuse. In earlier years, 
industries tended to move south to exploit the availability of cheap 
labor. In more recent years, labor cost differentials have substantially 
narrowed. Furthermore, in some situations, productivity differences 
will allow a higher priced labor area to produce lower unit handling 
costs than a cheap labor area. The warehouse user with high labor 
content should emphasize quality rather than cost and availability 
of warehouse workers. 

Utilities can be a key factor in selecting the location. The most 
important of these is the water necessary to power a sprinkler system. 
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New sprinkler designs require substantially more water at higher 
pressure than the older sprinkler systems. While the pressure can 
be increased through pumps, the supply cannot. Therefore the avail
ability of ample amounts of water may be a determining factor in 
choosing between several available warehouses or construction sites. 
In considering other utilities, the next most important consideration 
is telephone communications. Growing use of EDI (electronic data 
interchange) and fax machines has required substantial increase in 
the number of available telephone lines. 

As warehouse users have expanded beyond national borders 
into third world countries, the quality as well as quantity of telephone 
lines must be considered. In some parts of the world, the telephone 
infrastructure is seriously deficient in quality, and in some regions 
there are significant delays in providing additional phone lines. 
While electricity use is low in most warehouse operations, the de
pendability of the source is critical both for computerized offices 
and for electric materials handling equipment. While quantity and 
quality of electrical sources may be taken for granted in your own 
country or region, overseas operations may require far more attention 
to the dependability of electricity. In some cases, backup sources 
in the form of an internal combustion engine generator may be 
a necessity. 

Architectural Features 

Whether you are buying or building your next warehouse, 
always remember that the most important feature is the floor. Other 
construction deficiencies can usually be corrected, but it is sometimes 
not practical to repair an unstable floor. Occasionally warehouses 
are actually abandoned for this reason. For an existing building, 
quality problems with the floor are usually apparent when the build
ing is inspected. With a new building, test borings are the only way 
to determine the strength and stability of the subsoil. If you discover 
an existing building with floor problems, both structural engineering 
experts and test borings of adjacent land should be employed to 
determine whether the floor can be repaired economically. 
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Next in importance is the quality of the roof. A warehouse that 
is chronically subject to leaks is an obvious problem, and some roof 
systems are more easily repaired than others. For this reason, the 
best time to inspect existing buildings is on a very rainy day or 
shortly after a hard rain. Stains on the interior or exterior of walls 
are a good sign that a building has had leak problems in the past. 

Whether the building is new or used, measure the cost and 
feasibility of adding additional dock areas in the future. Construction 
of truck docks will be enhanced or limited by availability of land 
and the depth of the foundations on each warehouse wall. Many 
warehouse buildings will design one long wall of the warehouse 
with a deep foundation to facilitate addition of more dock doors at 
any position on that wall. 

Estimating the Cost of Moving 

After setting the target date, make an assessment of the inven
tory to be on hand at that date. The simplest approach to this is to 
forecast the future date's inventory levels as a percentage of the 
present inventory levels. 

Remember that it's always possible to plan the moving date to 
coincide with a lower inventory level period or a period of lesser 
shipping activity-as long as the new building is ready! 

After estimating the level of on-hand inventory, determine the 
number of transfer loads currently on hand. You can do this by 
counting the full and partial pallet loads and pallet equivalents on 
hand, and then dividing the number of anticipated pallets per transfer 
load into the total currently on hand. 

For example, assume the current inventory level consists of 
3,500 full and partially loaded pallets and pallet equivalents. (Pallet 
equivalents are items, not palletized, that equal a pallet in space and 
cube requirements.) Anticipate 26 pallets per transfer load. The 
number of loads of inventory to be transferred may be calculated as: 

3,500 pallets/26 pallets per load = 134.6 loads 

A total of 134.6 current inventory loads adjusted by a 92% factor 
to compensate for reduced inventory levels at the move date yields: 
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134.6 x 92% = 123.8 loads of inventory to be transferred 
on the targeted move date 

Experience has shown that, for a short-distance move, floor 
loads (goods stacked just one pallet high) allow for quicker turn
around of transfer vehicles and are more efficient; for longer moves, 
fully loaded vehicles are more economical. When the trucks used 
to move the inventory can be turned around quickly by using a floor 
load, you will reduce driver waiting time. 

Cost of Transferring Each Load 

The cost of each load to be transferred can be calculated by 
totaling the following costs: 

• Transfer vehicle operating cost, or vehicle rental cost plus 
driver labor and fuel, per round-trip 

• Outloading manpower and machine cost per load 

• Unloading and "put away" manpower and machine cost 
per load 

• A small additional allowance for damage, extra clerical labor, 
and contingency costs 

The sum of these costs is an indicator of the cost per load and, 
when applied to the number of loads to be transferred, will yield 
the total cost of transferring the inventory. 

Example: 
Truck cost: 20 miles/round trip @ $1.80/mile ......... 36.00 
Outloading cost: 0.3 hourslload @ $22.00/hr........... 6.60 
Unloading/putaway cost: 0.25 hours @ $22.00/hr ... 5.50 

Subtotal 
Overtime allowance @ 25% x labor cost.. ............... 3.03 
Damage/clerical/contingency allowance................... 1.44 

Total cost per transfer load ..................................... $52.57 
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In addition to relocating the inventory, the warehouse "busi
ness" must itself be moved. So the following costs should be added 
to our example: 

• Cost of relocating the office operation 

• Cost of relocating the warehouse maintenance shop and re
couping operation 

• Cost of transferring the materials handling equipment 

• Cost of disassembling, transferring, reassembling and lagging 
down storage racks and other equipment 

These can be costed by estimating the number of transfer loads 
involved, multiplied by the cost per load previously calculated, and 
then adding additional estimated labor costs such as rack relocation 
and lag-down labor. 

How Long Will It Take? 

The following is an example of how to calculate the number 
of days that will be required to make the move: 

Assumptions: 
Inventory loads to be transferred ....................... 124 loads 
Additional loads to move the office equipment 

and files ............................................................... 5 loads 
Total loads to be transferred ...................... 129 loads 

Further assumptions: 
Truck travel time, one way loaded .................. 25 minutes 
Return trip time, one way not loaded .............. 25 minutes 
Outloading time, one lift operator. ................... 18 minutes 
Unloading and putaway time, one lift 

operator ......................................................... 15 minutes 
Total round trip cycle time ............................... 83 minutes 

Time available, one shift operation 
Available truck time, 7.5 hours ..................... .450 minutes 
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Minus allowance for delays/interruptions, 
10% ............................................................... 45 minutes 

Minutes available per truck per shifL .......... .405 minutes 

405 minutes available per truck per shift @ 83 minutes per 
round trip cycle = 4.9 loads/truck/shift. 

With moderate overtime or extra efficiency, five loads may be 
achieved per shift per truckload with one lift operator loading and 
another unloading. 

The 129 total loads to be moved will require: 
12910ads/5 per day = 25.8 days with one truck, two lift operators 

on one shift 
129/10 = 12.9 days with two trucks 
129/15 = 8.6 days with three trucks4 

Communications 

Customer communications have top priority in a warehouse 
move. Customers need to be sold on the benefits of the proposed 
move. All customers must be informed well in advance of the move, 
and then provided with progress reports. An overinformed customer 
seldom complains. Points that must be covered in communications 
with customers include: 

• Out of service dates, if the warehouse is to suspend operations 
during the move. Also provide for emergency service require
ments, which will surely arise. 

• Date and time of transfer of each class of inventory. This is 
needed to coordinate delivery and pick-up carriers. It requires 
daily, even hourly, contact. 

• Phone number and address changes and their effective dates. 

• Dates and times when data communications will be out of 
service. These breaks in service should be held to an abso
lute minimum. 

• Directions to the new location for users to provide to their 
carriers and customers for pick-up and delivery. 
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• New hours of service, if these are to be changed temporarily 
or permanently. 

• Changes in service charges or standards of service should 
be announced and explained. 

Other Communications 

Customer communications have top priority, but carriers, em
ployees, suppliers, the phone company, and letter carriers need to 
have timely notice of the move. 

Employees should hear about the relocation well in advance; 
if you don't inform them, the grapevine will. Employees should be 
informed-in the early stages of planning-what is happening, why, 
and what to expect at the new site. Employees should be given 
regular information updates. It is especially important that they tour 
the future facility while it is in the later stages of preparation. A 
complete walk-around, explanation of the location system, and any 
needed training in the use of new or different equipment will pay 
off in higher employee morale and a more favorable employee 
learning curve at the new site. 

Bear in mind that union organizers will take advantage of any 
uncertainty-such as a move-to play on employee concerns. Good 
communications will help you avoid this. 

Carriers also need to be informed, even though they may already 
know about the move from industry contacts or your warehouse 
employees. This is a good time to look at any special arrangements 
with carriers. 

Opening the Relocated Warehouse 

Relocating a warehouse inventory or opening a new warehouse 
is a major undertaking. Before making the "go" decision, anticipate 
all the costs and be sure there are ample benefits to offset these costs. 
Moving or opening a new center involves planning, communications, 
planning, and more communications. You cannot possibly have too 
much of either. Checklists are always an important part of planning. 
Shown as Figure 9-1 is a checklist to find your next warehouse. 
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Figure 9-1 
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10 

AUDITING WAREHOUSE 
PERFORMANCE 

How well am I doing in managing my warehouse? How well 
are each of the managers who report to me doing in managing their 
warehouse operations? Which of our warehouses is doing the best 
job, and what changes would bring the others up to that standard? 
How well are each of my foremen doing? How effective is my 
warehouse crew, and what can I do to upgrade the performance of 
these people? 

All of these questions are asked regularly by people at various 
levels in warehouse management. Senior managers are concerned 
about the entire warehouse network. Distribution center managers 
are concerned about the facility that they manage. Warehouse super
visors want to evaluate their own performance and that of their 
crew. It is easier to ask the above questions than to answer them. 
Absence of standards or benchmarks is a common complaint in the 
industry, and the difficulty of developing an audit causes many to 
throw up their hands and abandon any effort to measure. 

There is no single set of benchmarks that would apply to every 
warehouse operation. A framework for auditing performance will 
enable you to design your own procedure. Based on this framework, 
you can create a detailed audit format based on history, projection, 
and reasonable goals. 

A first step is to separate those performance items that are 
quantitative from those that are qualitative. On the quantitative side, 
every warehouse manager has control over three prime elements of 
warehousing: space, equipment, and people. Simple ratios can be 
used to compare the actual versus maximum utilization of warehouse 
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space and materials handling equipment. The quantitative output of 
people who work both in the warehouse and in the warehouse office 
can be compared to established benchmarks. 

Quality measures may be just as important as the quantitative 
items. First on the list is customer satisfaction-how well has man
agement met the expectations of the customers who are served from 
that warehouse? Another qualitative measure is human relations. 
How successful is management in recruiting and maintaining a 
harmonious workforce? Overages, shortages, damage, and errors 
are referred to as "claims." They are a barometer of management's 
success in preserving the inventory. Safety is another measure of 
quality in warehousing. 

With an organized effort, you can develop an audit format for 
all of these areas. Consider the steps involved in developing the audit. 

Quantifying Warehouse Space 

Every warehouse has a measurable capacity, typically measured 
either in square feet, cubic feet, or their metric equivalents. From 
the theoretical capacity we arrive at a practical capacity by deducting 
space dedicated to aisles, staging, and support activities. Since the 
amount of such lost space is controllable by management, the sim
plest way to measure capacity is to compare actual utilization to 
theoretical capacity. 

Suppose you are in charge of a warehouse containing 100,000 
square feet of high ceiling space, and it is your job to store pallets 
containing grocery products. The pallets are all standard size 48" x 
40" pallets, each of which occupies 13.33 square feet, which we 
round to 14 square feet to allow for overhang on the pallets. The 
product you are storing can be stacked 3 pallets high. By dividing 
100,000 square feet by 14 square feet per pallet, we find that a little 
over 7,000 pallets could be stacked on the floor, and at three pallets 
high the theoretical capacity of the warehouse is 21,428 pallets. 
Obviously the theoretical capacity can never be reached, but a mea
sure of your success as a space manager is to compare actual capacity 
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to theoretical capacity. If there were actually 10,000 pallets in the 
warehouse on the first day of January, your utilization would be 
calculated as 47% of theoretical capacity (10,000 + 21,428 = 47), 
and 47 would be your score for storage. By maintaining such ratings 
over time, you can develop a history and a comparison between a 
chain of warehouses. 

But what if the inventory is more complex? Not every ware
house is filled only with products that go on standard sized pallets. 
Where different kinds of cargo are involved, divide the operation into 
departments. One department will be palletized freight on standard 
pallets, and another might be spare parts stored in bins, major 
appliances, bulk containers, or other categories of products that have 
different storage characteristics. Once the categories are divided 
into departments, you can develop an individual rating for each 
department and then convert these into a composite rating for the 
entire warehouse. 

400' 
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Quantifying Equipment Utilization 

Every powered lift truck can and should be equipped with an 
hour meter that shows the time that the engine was running. For a 
one-shift operation, the theoretical maximum is 2,080 hours per 
year, based on 52 five-day weeks at 8 hours per shift. Therefore a 
utilization ratio for each truck might be calculated by dividing the 
hours actually shown on the meter by the theoretical number of 
hours available for use of the truck. Then an overall fleet utilization 
can be determined by adding the individual results. Consider lift 
truck number 103 which was used 1,000 hours in 1996. Divide 
1,000 by 2,080 to calculate a utilization of 48%. The same calculation 
is done for each truck. Admittedly, a score of 100 is practically 
impossible, but the important thing is relative progress rather than 
actual scoring. Management has the ability to move actual closer to 
theoretical capacity and to identify underutilized vehicles in the fleet. 

Quantifying Productivity of People 

Measuring the productivity of people is more difficult than 
calculating space or equipment utilization. Benchmarks are rarer 
and less reliable. One way to start might be from history. In 1997, 
our 100,000 square foot warehouse handling palletized products 
moved 72,800 pallets through the facility during the year. Five fu11-
time people were employed, which means that each worker handled 
14,560 pallets. Dividing this by the number of work hours in the 
year (2,080) we find that in 1997 the average productivity was 7 
pallets per hour. If this number 7 is used as a benchmark, perfor
mance in 1998 can be compared with 7 pallets per hour and at 
least management will know whether productivity is improving or 
slipping backwards. Figure 10-2 shows a way to track productivity. 
For warehouses with different kinds of cargo, separate benchmarks 
will be established for palletized products, single case order picking, 
binned parts, and other specialized cargo. Just as storage was depart
mentalized, materials handling hours are separated by the various de
partments. 

By utilizing the scoring system described above for space, 
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Productivity Record in Pallets per Hour 

Figure 10-2. People Productivity Summary 

materials handling equipment, and people, each warehouse manager 
can be given a score for progress in controlling the three essential 
elements of warehousing. Improvements in productivity can be eval
uated and estimated before the change takes place, and then appraised 
after the change is implemented. By comparing results to theoretical 
capacity rather than practical capacity, the guesswork involved in 
rules of thumb for aisle loss, equipment maintenance, and lost time 
can be eliminated. 

Qualitative Measures 

Since most warehouses exist to provide dependable delivery 
for the end user or customer, the most important qualitative measure 
for any warehouse is the degree to which customer satisfaction 
was delivered. 

The best measure of customer satisfaction is presence or absence 
of complaints. Therefore one quality audit approach would be to 
measure the number of customer complaints received for each ware
house during each month and compare the results over time. The 
accuracy of such an approach must be questioned because not every 
customer will issue a complaint when bad service is received. 

Another way to measure customer satisfaction is to log the 
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number of times that orders are shipped behind schedule, or the 
number of times they are delivered at a later time than was promised. 
If detailed records of shipping and delivery are maintained, this 
measure will at least be reasonably accurate. However, some custom
ers are not as concerned about on-time delivery as we think they are. 
Therefore, this measure of on-time performance may not accurately 
reflect customer satisfaction. 

If both measurements are considered, management will have 
two ways of detecting improvements or slippage in customer service. 

Warehouse claims are made up of known shipping errors, dam
age caused both by transportation and warehousing, and inventory 
discrepancies which include both overages and shortages. By logging 
the number of claims discovered each month, and by comparing 
these incidents with the number of actual shipments made during 
the month, you can develop a barometer of inventory accuracy. If 
there were 23 claims last month out of a total of 7,000 shipments, 
inventory accuracy is calculated at 0.9967. 

Safety is a measurable qualitative goal. Most companies know 
the number of work days that pass without a lost time accident. 

Since the task of a warehouse operator is to protect the products 
as well as the people, another measurement might be a ratio between 
the number of products damaged and those that move through the 
facility without damage. The result is a ratio of damage-free move
ment that is over 99%, which means that far less than 1 % of the 
product is lost or damaged. 

The last qualitative measurement is in the human side of ware
housing. How can you measure a manager's success in human 
relations? In a union environment, logging the number of grievances 
filed might be considered. Both union and non-union operations 
should measure the longevity of service of their workers. A happy 
person stays on the job, and high turnover is typically seen as a 
sign of weak management. Therefore, perhaps the most universal 
method of measuring success in human relations would be to calcu
late the longevity of service throughout the workforce, possibly 
separating the categories of warehouse worker, warehouse supervi
sor, and office worker. 
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Consider a warehouse that has fourteen employees-seven day 
shift warehouse workers, three on the night shift, and four people 
in the office. During 1997, two of these people were replaced, 
which provides a retention rate of 86%. However, when we look 
at departments, we find that the two who were replaced were both 
in the office, which means that the office has a retention rate of 
only 50%, and each of the two shifts in the warehouse has a rate 
of 100%. Clearly the quality problem in human relations is in the 
office, which is where management's attention should be centered. 

Figure 10-3 shows a measurement of retention (turnover) and 
health claims. 

Tracking Accuracy 

A multicity warehouse operator should try to compare the ser
vice performance of the different cities where warehouses are lo
cated. The most obvious way to track service performance is to 
count the number of reported errors. However, those errors should 
be compared to the volume of orders, since a warehouse that is 
doing very low volume should also have a low number of errors. 
A service rating is arrived at by dividing the number of errors by 
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Figure 10-3. New Hires and Departures and Health Claims 
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the total number of orders, but one should consider the order volume 
compared to a six-month rolling average. If order volume is above 
normal, the overload could be the source of difficulty. Tonnage 
throughput should also be considered. If the tonnage is above normal, 
this could create a different type of overload. An overcrowded 
warehouse frequently causes excess damage and shipping errors, 
and for this reason space utilization should be examined. By using 
a service performance report, the multicity warehouse operator can 
track service rating and compare it with two measures of volume, 
throughput and order count. Space utilization must be considered 
not only in connection with service performance but as an indicator 
that the warehouse has become too full (or too empty).5 Figure 10-
4 shows the report. 

Account Profitability 

For the third-party warehouse operator, the most difficult cost 
tracking is that which measures profit contribution for each customer. 
This is done by establishing targets for earnings per man-hour in 
the warehouse and earnings per-square-foot per-year. When total 
earnings for time and space exceed the targets, there is a contribution 
to profit which is recorded. In any warehouse, there is some time 
or space that cannot be allocated, and this is identified and tracked. 

Service Performance Report 

% of (, Service % of 5 Space 
warehouse Orders Mo. Avg. Errors Rating Thruput Mo. AYIJ. Utilz. Space 

Boston 1,870 105% 6 99.68% 67,521 101% 90% 78,000 
Atlanta 1,746 85% 11 99.37% 105,879 87% 84% 105,000 
Baltimore 1,571 98% 13 99.17% 95,072 102% 75% 98,000 
Los Angeles 1,412 107% 21 98.51% 140,238 103% 85% 140,000 
Chicago 1,268 97% 18 98.58% 117,816 99% 95% 125,000 
Houston 900 95% 30 96.67% 130,965 89% 77% 127,000 

TOTAL 8,767 96% 99 98.87% 657,491 100% 83% 673,000 

SOURCE: John T. Menzies for "Tracking Warehousing Costs and Performance," Warehous
ing Forum, Vol. 3, No.8 copyright Ackerman Company, Columbus, Ohio. 

Figure 10·4 
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Then that time and space that can be allocated to individual custom
ers is separated, and the contribution is calculated for each customer. 
This allows the operator to know whether or not each customer is 
making a reasonable contribution to profit. If the unallocated portion 
is significant, then an improved method of assigning costs must be 
found. If a given customer is not producing a satisfactory contribu
tion, an upward adjustment in warehousing charges should be negoti
ated. Figure 10-5 shows this report. 

The private warehouse operator could adapt this report to mea
sure costs according to different products rather than different ac
counts. By measuring in this manner, the warehouse operator is able 
to measure not only overall results, but those that pertain to specific 
accounts. Note that there is always a small amount of space and 
labor that cannot be assigned to any particular account, and this is 
shown as unallocated.6 

The warehouse performance audit may be no better than the 
auditor who performs it. If the audit is not done frequently, its 
effectiveness will be diminished. Performance audits can do a great 
deal to ensure consistency of service in multiple locations. When 
used as a basis for recognition or reward, they can be a powerful moti
vator. 
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WAREHOUSING 



11 

FINDING THE RIGHT 
LOCATION 

Site selection is an art as well as a science. Decisions usually 
involve weighing priorities, determining which features are critical, 
and a process of elimination. Since every location has both advan
tages and disadvantages, the final selection of a site will likely 
involve some compromises. 

Location Theory 

Location theory is a useful exercise in picking the site for a 
new warehouse. Whether you accept or reject any of the theories 
that follow, at least consider them as helpful guidelines for the 
location decision. 

First, move from a macro to a micro decision. We might first 
determine that the new warehouse must be somewhere within the 
continental United States. Let's say that the facility should be in the 
southwestern region of the country, in the state of Texas, Dallas-Ft. 
Worth metropolitan area; and that it be in the southwest area of the 
city of Dallas; and finally on a specific site on Duncanville Road. 

Over a century has passed since J. H. Von Thunen wrote about 
the advantages of growing the bulkiest and cheapest crops on the 
land closest to the city needing that commodity. The same principle 
can certainly be applied to all kinds of manufactured products
location of inventory is most critical for those that have the least 
value added. An inventory of gold or diamonds, for example, can 
be economically kept in one spot and moved by air freight all over 
the world, but the producer of bagged salt may find it necessary to 
place inventories very close to the market. 
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The theory of postponement also has an impact on site selection. 
Some products can be manufactured to a semi finished state, or 
finished but not given the final brand or identification. Inventory of 
postponed goods can be held until specific customer orders are 
received, at which time the goods are finished or branded to the 
customer's specifications. The postponement warehouse then be
comes an assembly center, as well as a distribution center. The need 
for these assembly capabilities could affect the warehouse location. 

Outside Advisers 

It is difficult to pick a location for a new warehouse without 
eventually turning to people outside your organization for advice. 
For this reason, we should consider some commonly used sources 
of such advice. 

Real estate brokers are often involved in any search for new 
property. Remember that the broker's compensation for this activity 
is based on successful completion of a transaction, so the broker is 
motivated to complete a commissionable sale. When the value of 
the broker's time invested begins to approach the value of the 
commission, the broker would be foolish not to abandon the search. 
Not all brokers have multiple-listing services. Furthermore, commis
sion arrangements that may not be known to the prospective buyer 
could make it difficult for the broker to maintain objectivity. as a 
source of outside advice. Not all real estate brokers are biased, of 
course, but the user should be aware that the commission system 
for brokerage tends to create pressures that may influence the results 
of the site search. 

If existing warehouse space is sought, a warehouse sales repre
sentative could be useful. The public warehouse industry has several 
national marketing chains, each with representation in the Chicago 
and New York metro areas. Typically, the chain sales representative 
is not paid a sales commission, though a few may work on a 
commission as well as a salary basis. Since the chain sales agent 
normally cannot represent competing warehouses, each chain usually 
has one outlet in each major city. 
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Major railroad companies are a source of advice on sites for 
new buildings, as well as existing warehouses. Railroad people do 
not work on a commission basis, but they naturally will want to 
have the new warehouse located on their line rather than on a 
competing one. If railroad competition is not a factor in the decision, 
the railroad representative can be a reliable source of advice. If only 
two railroads are under consideration, the use of two competing 
railroad development agents may be a valuable exercise. 

The area development departments of electric and gas utilities 
are an excellent source of outside advice, once the general area for 
the facility has been determined. With a few notable exceptions, 
there is usually just one electric or gas utility to service a city and 
its suburbs. Therefore, the representatives of that utility should be 
unbiased in recommending sites within the entire metro area. Utility 
people try to work with all local real estate brokers to become a 
clearinghouse of information on available buildings and land within 
their service area. 

State and local government development agencies, as well as 
local chambers of commerce, are also reliable information sources, 
once the choice of community has been made. Some large metro 
areas have several chambers or government development officers. 
Since these people are motivated to attract new industry into their 
own area, make sure their area is where you really want to be before 
relying on this source of advice. 

Finally, the use of a management consultant may provide an 
unbiased source of advice. In selecting a consultant, one important 
consideration is to be sure that the individual is truly independent 
and objective in approaching the site search. Some individuals who 
use the term "consultant" also are involved in other activities, such 
as real estate brokerage, which may affect their objectivity in han
dling the site search. 

There are three reasons to bring in an outside consultant: The 
most important of these is objectivity. Second, the consultant may 
have extensive past experience in site seeking, and this experience 
will save time. Finally, the consultant represents a source of execu
tive time with no long-term commitments involved. A detailed site 
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search takes many hours of time, and hiring managers to handle it 
would be foolish if their job will end once the site has been selected. 

The most objective sources of outside advice are either a public 
utility or a consultant. Whatever source you use, be sure that the 
outside adviser is truly independent and objective. 

Requirements Definition 

Your search for a location should be modified and directed by 
your specific requirements as a warehouse user. For a successful 
site search, you need to define these requirements carefully. 

Since transportation is so closely linked with warehousing, the 
transportation requirements for the new warehouse are of utmost 
importance. Which modes of transportation are required? All ware
houses need trucks and some depend heavily on rail, water, air, or 
a successful combination of all three. While delivery zones are less 
important in these deregulated times, the user also must consider 
zones and transportation costs to specific sites. 

To the extent that a warehouse is a marketing tool, it is important 
to consider the relationship of the proposed site to the locations of 
the planned users. Beyond just looking at locations, you should 
consider transportation costs and order cycle times to best serve 
various potential users. Remember that the warehouse user should 
not really care where the inventory is held, as long as product can 
be delivered in a timely fashion and at a reasonable price. 

The labor market is often less important for most warehouses 
than for the typical manufacturing plant. If the proposed operation 
has a high degree of automation and relatively little hands-on labor, 
the availability of well-motivated workers may be of minor impor
tance. However, labor can be of critical importance in warehousing 
operations that require more package handling. 

There can be wide variations in taxes, particularly inventory 
taxes, within some metropolitan areas. Taxes can be a critical com
petitive factor when the warehouse inventory has high value. 

Community attitudes toward the new warehouse should be 
carefully studied by every site seeker. In most communities today, 
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a clean and quiet warehouse development is considered preferable 
to the many manufacturing operations that cause pollution, conges
tion, or other conditions perceived as detrimental to the quality of 
life of a community. Yet, some communities are opposed to any 
new industrial development, even warehousing. If such opposition 
exists, it's best to recognize it and look elsewhere. 

Requirements should certainly consider whether a new building 
is necessary, or if an older one could be adapted for this use. 
Sound, older buildings are not easily found, particularly in newer 
communities. 

Financial questions are an important part of defining require
ments. How important is the availability of mortgage financing at 
favorable rates? 

If space needs are not fixed, the availability of overflow space 
either in public warehouses or short-term lease space is an important 
consideration. It is seldom possible to construct or purchase a build
ing that is the right size for year-round space needs. Therefore, the 
warehouse user should acquire a relatively small permanent space, 
utilizing overflow space within the community for seasonal require
ments. 

Location Models 

Computer modeling techniques to help in selecting a location 
have been available since the earliest days of computer use in 
business. Typically these models use the combination of in-bound 
and out-bound freight costs to indicate that spot on the map where 
total freight costs will be the lowest. In other situations, they may 
work on delivery times to show that location which will be most 
convenient to the greatest number of customers. 

With deregulation, freight costs became subject to negotiation 
and thus far less predictable. Negotiating ability became more im
portant then geography in establishing favorable freight costs. For 
this reason, modeling has become less popular in recent years. 

One computer model is based on research data rather than 
strictly quantitative items. The computer tool known as Location 
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Site Analysis Checklist 
General Information 

1. Site location (city, county, state): 
2. Legal description of site: 
3. Total Acreage: Approximate cost per acre: 

Approximate dimensions of site: 
4. Owner(s) of site (give names and addresses): 

Zoning 
1. Current: Proposed: Master plan: Anticipated: 

Is proposed use allowed? __ yes __ no 
2. Check which, if any, is required: 

_ rezoning _ variance _ special exception 
Indicate: Approximate cost Time required: 
Probability of success: 
__ excellent _ good _ fair _ poor 

3. Applicable zoning regulations (attach copy): 
Parking/loading regulations: Open space requirements: 
Office portion: Maximum building allowed: 
Whse.lDC portion: Percent of lot occupancy allowed 
Other: Setbacks, if required: 
Height restrictions: Noise limits: Odor limits: 
Are neighboring uses compatible with proposed use? 
_ yes _ no 

4. Can a clear title be secured? _ yes _ no 
Describe easements, protective covenants, or mineral rights, if 
any: 

Topography 
1. Grade of slope: Lowest elevation: Highest elevation: 
2. Is site: _ level _ mostly level _ uneven _ steep 
3. Drainage _ excellent _ good _ fair _ poor 

Is regrading necessary? _ yes _ no 
cost of regrading: 

4. Are there any _ streams _ brooks _ ditches _ lakes 
__ ponds _ marshlands _ on site _ bordering site 
_ adjacent to site? 
Are there seasonal variations? _ yes _ no 

5. What is the 100-year flood plan? 
6. Is any part of site subject to flooding? _ yes _ no 
7. What is the ground water table? 
8. Describe surface soil: 
9. Does site have any fill? _ yes _ no 

Figure 11-1 
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10. Soil percolation rate _ excellent _ good _ fair _ poor 
11. load-bearing capacity of soil: _ PSF 
12. How much of site is wooded: 

Restrictions on tree removal: 
Existing Improvements 

1. Describe existing improvements. 

How much to be cleared? 
cost of clearing site: 

2. Indicate whether to be _ left as is _ remodeled 
_ renovated _ moved _ demolished 
Cost $_ 

Landscaping Requirements 
1. Describe landscaping requirements for building parking lots, access road, 

loading zones, and buffer if necessary. 
Access to Site 

1. Describe existing highways and access roads, including distance to site. 
(Include height and weight limits of bridges and tunnels, if any). 

2. Is site visible from highway? _ yes _ no 
3. Describe access including distance from site to a) interstate highways b) major 

local roads c) central business district d) rail e) water f) airport. Describe 
availability of public transport. 

4. Will an access road be built? _ yes _ no 
If yes, who will build? Who will maintain? Cost? 
Indicate a) curb cuts b) median cuts c) traffic signals 
d) turn limitations 

5. Is rail extended to site? _ yes _ no Name of railroad(s): 
If not, how far? Cost of extension to site: 
Who will maintain? Is abandonment anticipated? _ yes _ no 

Storm Drainage 
1. location and size of existing storm sewers: 
2. Is connection to them possible? _ yes _ no 

Tap charges: 
3. Where can storm waters be discharged? 
4. Where can roof drainage be discharged? 
5. Describe anticipated or possible long-range plans for permanent disposal of 

storm waters, including projected cost to company. 
Sanitary Sewage 

1. Is public treatment available? _ yes _ no 
If not, what are the alternatives? 

2. Is sanitary sewage to site? _ yes _ no 
location of sewer mains? 

3. Cost of materials (from building to main)-include surface restoration if 
necessary: 
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4. Tap charges: 
5. Special requirements (describe fully): 
6. Describe possible or anticipated long-range plans for permanent disposal of 

sewage, including projected cost to company. 
Water 

1. Is there a water line to site? _ yes _ no 
2. Location of main: Size of main: 
3. Water pressure: Pressure variation: 
4. Hardness of water: 
5. Source of water supply: Is supply adequate? _ yes _ no 
6. Capacity of water plant: Peak demand: 
7. Who furnishes water meters? Is master meter required? 

_ yes _ no 
Preferred location of meters: 
_ outside _ inside 

8. Are fire hydrants metered? _ yes _ no 
If yes, who pays for meter installation? 

9. Attach copy of water rates, including sample bill for anticipated demand if 
possible. 

Sprinklers 
1. What type of sprinkler system does code permit? 
2. Is there sufficient water pressure for sprinkler system? 

_ yes _ no 
3. Is water for sprinkler system metered? _ yes _ no 
4. Is separate water supply required for sprinkler system? 

_ yes _ no 
5. Where can sprinkler drainage be discharged? 

Electric Power 
1. Is adequate electric power available to site? _ yes _ no 

Capacity available at site: 
2. Describe high voltage lines at site: 
3. Type of service available: 
4. Service is _ underground _ overhead 
5. Reliability of system _ excellent _ good _ fair _ poor 
6. Metering is _ indoor _ outdoor 
7. Is submetering permitted? _ yes _ no 
9. Indicate if reduced rates are available for a) heat pumps _ yes _ no b) 

electric heating _ yes _ no 
10. Attach copy of rates, including sample bill for anticipated demand, if possible. 
Fuel 
Gas: 

1. Type of gas available: 
2. Capacity Present: Planned: 

Figure 11·1. Continued 
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3. Peak Demand Present: Projected: 
4. Location of existing gas lines in relation to site: 
5. Pressure of gas: 
6. Metering is _ indoor _ outdoor 
7. Is submetering permitted? _ yes _ no 
8. Is meter recess required? 
9. Who furnishes gas meters? 

10. Indicate limitations, if any, on new installation capacity requirements.: 
11. Attach copy of rates, including sample bill for anticipated demand, if possible. 
Coal 

1. Source of supply: Reserves: 
2. Quality of coal available: Cost (per million BTU) delivered: 
3. Method of delivery: 

Oil: 
1. Source of supply: Volume available: 
2. Quality of oil available: Cost (per million BTU) delivered: 
3. Method of delivery: 

Taxes 
1. Date of most recent appraisal: 
2. Real estate tax rate history, last five years: 
3. History of tax assessments, last five years: 
4. Proposed increases, assessments and tax rates: 
5. Are any abatement programs in effect? _ yes _ no If yes, describe. 
6. Is site in an Enterprise Zone? _ yes _ no 

Duty free zone? _ yes _ no 
7. Have any special taxes been assessed? _ yes _ no 

If yes, describe: 
8. Indicate anticipated or possible major public improvements: 
9. Services provided for taxes paid: Local: County: 

State: 
10. What is state policy on inventory tax, floor tax, etc.? 

Is it a free port state? _ yes _ no If no, describe assessment dates, pro-
cedures and tax rates. 

11. Indicate rates for: Personal income tax: 
Corporate income tax: Payroll tax: 
Unemployment compensation: Personal property tax: 
Sales and use tax: Workmen's compensation: 
Franchise tax: Other taxes: 

12. Indicate taxation trends: 
13. Are industrial revenue bonds available? _ yes _ no 

This figure is reprinted with permission from Warehousing and Physical Distribution Productivity Report, Cl 

1982, Marketing Publications, Inc., Silver Spring, MD. 
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Quest has loaded into it data on every county in the United States. 
The user can select those criteria that are most important, or the 
main points of the requirement's definition. Using a prescribed 
definition, the model will make comparisons from one county to 
the next, or from one metropolitan area to the next. The model is 
a compilation of research material in a computer format that makes 
it easy for the site seeker to establish criteria and then make compari
sons. In effect, this computer model is a compilation of research 
designed to ease the process of site selection. 

The Final Selection Process 

With all requirements defined, the user should now move 
through the selection process. 

As sources of information are checked in the move from 
"macro" region to "micro" street location, be very skeptical. If one 
party advises that a specific site has never had a flood history, for 
example, get a second opinion from another party who cannot possi
bly be influenced by the earlier informant. If multi source checking 
produces the same answers to critical questions, one can then have 
some confidence in the information. 

As you move through the selection process, and particularly 
as you zero in on a specific site, it is essential to have a contingency 
plan. If site A is the preferred one, it is wise to have a site B that 
is almost as good and equally available. It is well to let the seller 
discover that there is a fallback site in the event that bargaining for 
site A should break down. 

Because site selection is one of the most important decisions 
the average distribution executive ever makes, the process of making 
the decision cannot be discussed too often. Other distribution deci
sions are correctable, but a poor choice for a warehouse site is a 
decision that, while not irreversible, is very costly to correct. 

The checklist in Figure 11-1 can be a useful aid in reviewing 
the final decision process. 
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BUILDING OR 
REHABILITATING 
YOUR WAREHOUSE 

There has been a quiet revolution in the construction of ware
house buildings. While the price of other products and services has 
steadily escalated, the cost of warehouse construction has remained 
fairly static, and in some cases has gone down. As you look at new 
construction, consider where the priorities for controlling quality 
should be placed. 

The most important component in any warehouse building is 
the floor. If extremely bad, a defective floor can result in the need 
to tear down the building. In less extreme cases, broken floors 
typically stay bad for the entire life of the building. 

Second in priority is the framing and roof system. If the structure 
and the roof are done badly, they can be repaired, although such 
repairs are difficult and expensive. 

Next in importance are docks and dock doors, which are the 
key points for flow of materials in and out of the building. If the doors 
are poorly placed, the material flow will be difficult and expensive. 

Least in importance is that part of the building that gets the 
most attention from the uninitiated-the walls. Many warehouse 
buildings have walls that do not bear any load, with the entire roof 
supported by the upright columns. When the walls are not load 
bearing, it matters little whether they are made of granite or card
board, as long as they are accompanied by a perimeter alarm system 
and insulation to protect stored products. 

To illustrate the point, one distribution center for building mate-
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rials was designed with no exterior doors or walls at all. The buildings 
are used for storage of materials that are loaded and unloaded from 
flat bed trailers at grade level. 

The Floor 

The goal for the end product is a floor that requires a minimum 
of maintenance and has durable wear surfaces. The floor cannot be 
stronger than the earth beneath it. If the ground is not properly 
prepared and compacted, a void in the earth beneath the floor will 
inevitably cause the floor itself to fail. 

To reduce maintenance, the floor should be poured in a manner 
that minimizes curling, which is the development of concave patterns 
in the floor as the concrete cures. The joints must be created in a 
way that minimizes spalling or failure of the floor surface at the 
joint. To create maximum durability, it is important that the concrete 
itself be dense and nonporous. 

In one warehouse, the floor was poured with a series of butt 
joints. A strip of concrete is poured, with an adjacent area of similar 
size left vacant, followed by another strip of concrete. The voids 
between each strip are poured after the first strips have already 
cured. The builder uses this method to create a higher quality floor. 

Another builder places prime reliance on controlling the instal
lation environment. The floor is not poured until the walls and roof 
are nearly complete in order to reduce temperature variance and 
wind flow over the curing floor. Direct exposure to the sun can 
cause concrete to dry too quickly. In the controlled installation 
environment, relative humidity remains as high as possible to slow 
the drying process. 

Since the subbase is of critical importance, a laser bulldozer 
and vibrator roller are used to ensure a solid and level base. That 
base is then surfaced with 460, a gravel compound that possesses 
concrete properties. The concrete is poured in the same direction 
in which traffic will move in the warehouse. The wet cure process 
should take four weeks in order to achieve maximum strength. 

A flatness test is utilized as the concrete is finished to ensure 
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that the floor will be as level as possible. A floor process called 
FACE uses statistical analysis to define variances in flatness. 

A laser screed allows larger amounts of concrete to be finished 
at one time, thus reducing the number of construction joints that 
are needed. The laser screeded floor reduces flatness variance from 
0.75 inches down to 0.25 inches over a length of 50 feet. Most 
damage to concrete appears at the joints, and the best floors are the 
ones with the least number of joints. 

Strength of the concrete is controlled by reducing the amount 
of water mixed with cement and carefully managing the amount of 
water used in the mixture. Dowel joints in the concrete are used at 
high traffic areas, and the thickness of the floor in high traffic areas 
may also be increased. A surface hardener is always installed, and 
when budget permits, a plasticizer may also be added to produce a 
mirror finish. 

Structural System and Roof 

The expectation for the end product of the roof and framing 
system is to achieve the longest possible life with minimum mainte
nance and no leaks. Outside of the sun belt, it is also important for 
the roof to be able to handle significant temperature changes during 
its installation and useful life and through weather hazards. 

For most of the United States, the best option is a preengineered 
metal roofing system. In some parts of the western United States, 
some or all of the structural support systems use wood rather than 
steel beams. Wood systems are used primarily when they are ac
quired at a more favorable cost. For most structures in the United 
States, metal is more economical. 

The metal roof is built with expansion and contraction capability 
in the design. A 25-year-old building in Baltimore required a com
pletely new roof. The roof itself was not worn out, but the fasteners 
holding roof panels had failed to the point where leaks around the 
screw holes could no longer be repaired. Built with state of the art 
technology in 1970, this roof had developed more leaks than could 
be reasonably repaired. The new roof for the building is expected 
to last for 40 years. 
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The typical metal roof technology of the 1970s had a slope of 
inch in 12 inches. Current technology allows a slope that is so 

gentle (l in 48) that the building does not appear to have a pitched 
roof. The gentle slope also makes it safer to walk on the roof when 
maintenance is performed. The fastener holes in the roof system 
are prepunched to ensure that the roof is properly aligned and to 
minimize the stress of expansion and contraction. A predrilled splice 
plate with a free-moving backer plate allows the fasteners to move 
without leaks. The length of each metal sheet is staggered to control 
the transfer of thermal stresses from one sheet to the other. An 
important feature is the sealing system of the metal sheet which 
uses the Pittsburgh double-rolled seam. The fastening is similar to 
that seen in the caps of soft drink cans. The two pieces of metal 
are crimped and turned to form a very tight seal. A mastic adhesive 
is used to splice the seals between each lap of the roof. 

Drainage is also a critical factor, and the gutter is outside of 
the building envelope with no parapet walls and no internal gutters. 
In contrast to the heavier and more complicated roof systems which 
use several plies of felt roofing and asphalt, the metal system is 
simpler, lighter, and easier to maintain and repair. Because the 
framing and roof system is significantly lighter than the older systems 
used, there is less risk of settlement as the building ages. 

Docks and Drive Areas 

Because docks are the heart of the material flow in and out 
of the building, they must be designed for low maintenance and 
maximum life. 

The exterior drive area is one that is frequently neglected in 
warehouse construction. It should be constructed to eliminate any 
ponding by maintaining positive drainage both above and below the 
wear surface. Proper preparation of the subbase soil is just as critical 
for the drive areas as it is for the warehouse floor. Yet this process 
is neglected in the construction of some warehouses. 

The dock apron is prepared to specifications that exceed those 
of the warehouse floor. It should be of 8 inch thick concrete with 
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reinforcing steel mesh. The steel is not required for the warehouse 
floor, but it should be used for the dock to handle the stress of truck 
trailers. That apron extends at least 50 feet from the face of the 
dock doors. 

As the drive areas are installed, at least 8 inches of heavy gravel 
is placed very early in the construction cycle to allow cleaner and 
faster work progress. An additional 2 inches of 46D compound is 
used for sealing the surface before asphalt or concrete is poured. 

The dock doors should be designed to minimize maintenance. 
Metal and plastic have replaced wood for many of the overhead 
doors, and the best of them today have a channel that brings the 
door straight up rather than to make a 90° turn like those found in 
most residential garages. Mechanical dock levelers are an investment 
that pays back in reduced operating costs for any busy truck dock. 
Dock lights are another feature that improves producti vity and safety. 

Illumination and Heating 

Approaches to warehouse lighting have made revolutionary 
changes in the past two decades. Fluorescent lights have proven to 
be relatively ineffective and uneconomical in any warehouse where 
the temperature falls below 60°. Even where the warehouse is heated 
above that temperature, they are less effective than the newer HID 
(high-intensity discharge) lighting. 

Skylights have been used to provide available sunlight and 
reduce electrical costs. However, as more warehouses are used on 
a second and third shift, the importance of sunlight is reduced. 
Furthermore, skylights have poor insulating value and are a source 
of heat loss. They can also be a source of roof leaks. Design improve
ments in lighting systems provide maximum flexibility at an econom
ical cost. 

The best way to heat a warehouse today is by the use of an air 
rotation system. This type of heating allows a single unit to heat 
over 100,000 square feet of space. However, if the building is 
designed for partitioning into several rooms, then several smaller 
air rotation units will be necessary to provide heat in all areas. 
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At one warehouse building with 112,000 square feet of storage 
area and 4,000 square feet of office, the floor-mounted air rotation 
system maintains 60 degrees in the warehouse. In the last five years, 
costs were $907 in the lowest year and $4,022 in the most expensive 
year. Costs during the other three years ranged from $1,131 to 
$1,880. The heating system maintains a variation of less than 5 
degrees throughout the warehouse. The floor-mounted furnace has 
two 7-horsepower fans that circulate air throughout the building. 

Another builder prefers to install several smaller heating units 
that are punched through the exterior walls just below the eave of 
the building. The units are designed to allow the building to be 
heated even if interior dividing walls are installed later. The air 
rotation units are designed to be 100% efficient in combustion of 
gas, and the movement of air allows a cooler temperature at the 
ceiling. The circulating fans are frequently run in hot weather in 
order to prevent heat buildups inside the building. Where propane 
fork lifts are used, maintaining ample air circulation is critically 
important, but it also raises the heating costs. Temperature sensor 
controls are equipped with carbon monoxide sensors which will 
start the fans if there is a buildup of exhaust fumes. 

Foundations and Building Heights 

Foundation walls are precast or cast in place. One builder uses 
precast wall panels that are load bearing, and they are erected with 
the foundation to reduce costs and increase construction speed. 
Building height is dictated by the specifications of ESFR sprinkler 
systems, which are the most effective fire protection available. Cur
rent specifications for ESFR call for a minimum height of 28 feet 
and a maximum of 33 feet. 

Wall Panels 

One builder uses hollow core prestressed concrete wall panels 
that have foam insulation in the cores. Similar wall construction is 
used for both foundations and dock walls. Other builders argue that 
a metal wall is less expensive. However, the insulated concrete wall 
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is durable, abuse resistant, and it has more eye appeal to the bankers 
who finance the building and the brokers who lease it. 

Wall panels should be designed to allow additional dock doors 
to be installed later, since changing uses of the building will fre
quently require new doors. 

Interior and Exterior Finish 

Bright white paint is the most economical way to make a 
building attractive to workers and visitors. Columns that contain 
fire extinguishers usually are indicated with red paint, and other 
color coding may be used within the warehouse. Use of a maximum 
amount of white finish will improve light levels and general ap
pearance. 

While the warehouse purist would maintain that the exterior 
of the building has little to do with operating efficiency, it has a 
great deal to do with the impressions left with visitors, sources of 
financing, and customers. Landscaping is one of the most cost
effective ways to improve the appearance of a warehouse exterior. 
Just as good housekeeping is so important as a symbol of warehouse 
management, similar attention to the appearance of exterior and 
grounds will greatly influence the impression of those who observe 
the warehouse from the street. Perhaps the best argument for the 
use of concrete wall panels is that they appear to be more durable 
and more attractive than concrete block or metal walls. While the 
materials used in walls may be relatively less important for physical 
function of the warehouse, they do impress the casual observer. 
Although a trashy or poorly kept exterior may not necessarily signify 
a bad warehouse operation, many observers will immediately down
grade management if the exterior of the building presents an eyesore. 

The Rehabilitation Alternative 

The preservation, conservation, and adaptive reuse of older 
buildings has gained increasing attention during the past two de
cades. Some of this interest was spurred by tax legislation that 
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provided significant tax credits for rehabilitating both historic struc
tures and buildings of some age. 

Between 1978 and 1986, such tax credits provided a meaningful 
incentive for the warehouse user who would recondition an older 
building rather than construct a new one. By 1986, changes in the 
tax law had reduced the credit for nonhistoric structures to only 
10%, and this applies only to buildings placed in service before 
1936. In effect, the rehabilitation tax credit no longer makes it 
worthwhile for the warehouse operator to rejuvenate an old building. 
This does not mean that rehabilitation may not sometimes have 
economic incentives regardless of taxation. Sometimes the best loca
tion for future growth is an available building in the center of the 
city, and it may be more economical to rehabilitate that structure 
than to build a new one. At times, the community in which an older 
building is located may offer tax abatement, favorable financing, or 
other financial incentives to persuade the user to purchase an older 
building. Obviously these incentives must be balanced against the 
cost of rejuvenating the building and the cost of operating that 
building versus operations costs for a new structure. 

Planning for Future Uses 

Given reasonable care, a good warehouse building should last 
for many years. If abused, the building will start to deteriorate 
relatively early in its life. 

New construction techniques have caused warehouses to be 
more economical and of higher quality than ever before. With a 
flexible design and proper maintenance, such a building should have 
a useful life of many decades. 
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THE 21 ST CENTURY 
LOGISTICS FACILITY 

As we look at probable changes in the 21 st century, consider 
the relationship between warehousing and business logistics. Take 
a more detailed look at the building design itself and how that design 
can be changed. Understand the major logistics megatrends and how 
they will influence warehousing. Consider financial factors and in 
particular the ways in which financial institutions have influenced 
the design and construction of logistics facilities. 

Some Definitions and Concepts 

A logistics facility is defined as a high-cube warehouse or 
materials handling facility of 100,000 square feet or greater, designed 
with a clear pile height of at least 20 feet, and intended for the 
storage and handling of packaged materials and products. This kind 
of building is defined as institutional grade, which means that its 
location and configuration would make it suitable for the institutional 
investor. Such a building is not a single-purpose unit, but one that 
is convertible to the handling of other commodities or to light 
manufacturing. The logistics facility may be a multitenanted build
ing, or it could be occupied by a single user. 

Not included in this definition are facilities that are designed 
for storage and handling of dry or liquid bulk materials (silos, tanks, 
grain elevators) or other special-purpose structures. Also excluded 
are smaller storage buildings (less than 100,000 square feet) or 
others that are so specialized in their design that they could not be 
considered as institutional grade. 
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Having indicated that these buildings are logistics facilities, we 
need to have an understanding of what business logistics is. The 
Council of Logistics Management, the leading professional society 
in the field, has defined business logistics in this way: 

The process of planning, implementing, and controlling the 
efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, services, and 
related information from point of origin to point of consump
tionfor the purpose of conforming to customer requirements. 

Within the field of business logistics, there are two kinds of 
operations, a distinct one being third-party logistics. Third-party 
logistics is defined as any operation that is managed by a party that 
does not own the merchandise being handled. In warehousing, the 
traditional understanding was that the third-party warehouse was 
one that issued a warehouse receipt for goods placed in its care. In 
transportation, the third-party issues a bill-of-Iading, which is a 
contract to carry merchandise from one place to another. In both 
cases, the operator does not take title to the goods that are placed 
in the vehicle or the warehouse. The legal responsibilities of the 
third-party are strictly defined, with a legal tradition going back to 
English common law. In warehousing, fewer than 20% of goods 
stored in the United States are in the hands of third-party operators. 
However, the percentage is growing rapidly and in some places 
overseas it has reached as high as 50%. 

Who Uses Logistics Facilities? 

The largest users of logistics facilities are producers or manufac
turers. Producers would include mining and agriculture, but the most 
significant producer group is manufacturing. Producers place goods 
in logistics facilities that are well suited to the product line being 
warehoused. In some cases, this dictates the use of a specialized 
storage facility rather than an institutional grade building. 

A second major user group is merchandisers, both wholesalers 
and retailers. This group may use some of the same types of ware
housing just described, but their primary motive is to facilitate the 
flow of goods from sources to retail stores. English and many other 
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languages use the word "store" to refer to both warehousing and re
tailing. 

The third major user group is the third-party operators. Third
party logistics operators can also be divided into two groups, the 
traditional public warehouse or common carrier, and the contract 
or dedicated logistics operator. The fastest growing part of the 
industry is the latter, and in a contract operation a building is typically 
dedicated to the warehousing needs of a single client. In contrast, 
the public warehouse operator functions on a month-to-month agree
ment, with substantial fluctuations in the size of inventory and a 
payment system that relates revenue directly to the amount of inven
tory handled. Dozens or even hundreds of different clients may be 
stored within the same building, with inventory sizes ranging from 
one pallet to thousands of pallets. In transportation, the public ware
house counterpart is the common carrier who moves and distributes 
freight with no long-term contract and gains or loses clients with a 
telephone call. A shipper who grows unhappy with a common carrier 
simply phones a different trucker for the next shipment. Similarly, 
the public warehouse can be dismissed with a telephone call and 
the goods can be transferred to a competitive facility or the own
er's warehouse. 

Ofthe three user segments-manufacturers, merchandisers, and 
third-parties-the third-party segment has the fastest growth, and 
the manufacturing segment has the slowest. 

Regional and National Differences 

There are distinct regional differences in logistics facilities 
within the United States, though these differences are not as great 
today as they were a few decades ago. The differences have been 
dictated partially by climate, partially by geography and seismic 
conditions, and partially by the tastes of institutional investors. 

For example, preengineered metal structures were widely ac
cepted in the south and the midwest before they were considered 
acceptable in the east and the far west. In the far west, cost and 
availability of steel encouraged construction of buildings with wood 
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roof systems. In recent years, a change in those cost relationships 
has resulted in the nearly universal use of steel as a framing system. 

Dock designs are influenced by climate. Interior truck courts 
are commonly used in northern cities with severe weather to allow 
loading and unloading with total protection from the elements. In 
most of the country, truck dock doors are on the exterior walls of 
the building, and the users rely on plastic and canvas dock shelters 
to provide a weather seal. 

The Changing Players in Logistics 

There have been five key participants in the logistics industry: 
manufacturers, merchandisers, material suppliers, consumers, and 
common carriers. The role of each has changed. The oldest and the 
largest has been the manufacturer or producer. For the manufacturer, 
the warehouse was a reservoir to guard against changes in supply 
and demand. Traditionally, the manufacturers pushed their finished 
goods through the market to the consumer. 

The merchandising industry has grown in scope and sophistica
tion. Until recently, the merchandisers adapted to the logistics pro
gram of each manufacturing facility. More recently, with the rise 
of more aggressive and sophisticated merchants such as Wal-Mart, 
the merchandiser has dictated the logistics program to the manufac
turing sources. The result is a logistics facility that is under the 
control of the merchandising organization rather than the production 
company. Furthermore, the flow changes from a push by the manu
facturers to a pull by the merchandisers. This change in the balance 
of power between manufacturer and merchandiser has been one of 
the major logistics changes of recent years. 

A third key participant is the raw material supplier, and some 
suppliers utilize logistics facilities to ensure prompt delivery of the 
materials they supply to manufacturers. 

The fourth key participant is the consumer, and some ware
houses are dedicated to the delivery of goods directly to the ultimate 
user. The technical term for this logistics operation is fulfillment, 
also known as mail order or catalog operations. There is nothing 
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new about mail orders, since the first major catalog and mail order 
warehouses were established in the early years of this century. 
However, the business was revolutionized with the development of 
credit card sales and more creative methods of advertising such 
products to the general public. As a result, many more goods are 
purchased from fulfillment centers today than ever before, and the 
business is rapidly growing. The result is the rise of many new 
fulfillment warehouses, some operated by third parties and some by 
the merchandising organization. 

The last key participant group is common carriers. With deregu
lation, carriers sought to diversify as the profits from their core 
business were squeezed by competitive pressures. Many common 
carriers diversified into third-party warehousing and now operate 
logistics facilities for some of their clients. 

Seven Megatrends 

There are seven megatrends that will influence logistics facili
ties in the 21 st century. The first is the age of information. More 
than ever before, the logistics facility is designed to handle an ever 
growing need for communications and computing equipment. For 
example, one new warehouse has fiber optics outlets located every 
50 feet around the walls of the building. 

The growth of third-party logistics is the second megatrend 
which will influence logistics facilities in the next century. Robert 
V. Delaney of Cass Logistics made a prediction in 1993 that the 
contract logistics market would grow from a $10 billion level in 
1992 to a $25 billion level in 1996 and would reach a level of nearly 
$50 billion by the turn of the century. His prediction from 1992 to 
1996 appears to be on target. This means that third-party logistics 
may be one of the fastest growing industries in the United States, 
and therefore an increasing number of logistics facilities will be 
dedicated to the needs of third-party operators. 

Overnight package delivery is the third megatrend. The business 
was virtually invented by Fred Smith, founder of Federal Express. 
As the concept was proven, it attracted competitors and became an 
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indispensable part of marketing and operations plans for many other 
businesses. It has also created new markets for logistics facilities. 
For example, a major industrial park has been developed at the 
airport that Airborne Express owns and operates in Wilmington, 
Ohio. Because Wilmington is the hub for Airborne overnight deliv
ery operations, a shipper located at the hub can release orders as 
late as 2:00 a.m. and still achieve delivery later the same morning. 
Hub warehousing is a new and rapidly growing use of logistics facil
ities. 

The concept of "just-in-time," the fourth megatrend, was popu
larized by Toyota and later by other Japanese auto companies. The 
initial theory was that HT would eliminate warehousing, and in the 
compact Japanese islands, this frequently happened. In the United 
States, HT has not eliminated warehouses, but rather it has created 
the need for new ones in different locations. The HT warehouse 
must be close to the assembly plants using the HT process, and new 
logistics facilities have been constructed near assembly plants and 
other users of HT. The growth of cross-docking is part of the 
HT megatrend. Sometimes referred to as flow-through facilities, a 
growing number of warehouses are dedicated to the movement of 
products through a facility rather than storage within it. 

The change of control from producer to merchandiser is the 
fifth megatrend. Retail organizations can now dictate the location 
of new logistics facilities. In many cases, the merchant seeks an 
arrangement in which title to goods remains with the source until 
it is withdrawn from the warehouse. The logistics facility may not 
be operated by the merchant, but its operation is controlled by the 
buyer rather than by the vendor. This power shift has caused changes 
in location and scope of some logistics facilities. 

The sixth major megatrend is globalization. With the implemen
tation of NAFT A and their treaties for international trade, logistics 
managers are often responsible for operations in at least three differ
ent countries. Mexico and Canada are considered part of the same 
market, even though logistics procedures in those countries are quite 
different. Until recently, the third-party warehousing business in 
Mexico was dominated by the banks and utilized primarily by grow-
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ers and manufacturers who needed to borrow money and use inven
tory as collateral. These facilities were storehouses rather than distri
bution centers, with extremely slow turns. One Latin American 
observer called bank warehousing "a large-scale pawnshop." Logis
tics managers today are dealing with export and import operations 
to a greater degree than ever before, and they are asked to warehouse 
in overseas markets where operations are far different from those 
at home. 

The seventh megatrend has been the de-unionization of the 
logistics industries. 

The turning point for trade unions was the unsuccessful strike 
against the Federal government by PA TeO, the union representing 
air traffic controllers. This 1981-82 strike was the most important 
labor dispute in American history. The union representing the air 
traffic controllers learned that neither the government nor the public 
had sympathy for their position, and labor relations in the United 
States have not been the same ever since. Most of the newer corpora
tions engaged in providing logistics services, both transportation 
and warehousing, are either non-union companies or firms that have 
labor agreements that emphasize flexibility. 

The location Decision 

Where logistics facilities are placed depends on consideration 
of these factors: geography, locations of sources of inbound, loca
tions of consignees, carrier terminal locations, JlT, cost and availabil
ity of labor, and taxes or tax incentives. 

Geographical considerations come first. It is obvious that you 
cannot build a logistics facility at a site with significant grade prob
lems or poor soil conditions. Water is also a necessary feature, either 
through piped sources or lakes or ponds. Fire protection in the 
United States is based on the utilization of sprinkler systems, and 
significant amounts of water are needed to power these. Less recog
nized is the fact that this need not be supplied by water mains. 
Underwriters will allow the use of ponds or lakes as a water source 
if there is ample pumping capacity. Sprinklers are not used in parts 
of Europe, Asia, and Latin America. 
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Since a logistics facility exists to facilitate materials flow, it 
has to be at a location that is convenient to the sources of inbound 
shipments, the destinations of outbound ones, or both. Logistics 
planners typically determine the locations of sources and consignees 
as an early step in finding the best spot to locate the building. 

Because of the close relationship between warehousing and 
transportation, the location of carrier terminals must be considered. 
The hub warehousing concept has already been described, but other 
warehouse operations will require proximity to motor freight termi
nals or TOFe (trailer-on-ftat-car) ramps. Others may need to be 
close to a marine port or an airport. Proximity does not always 
allow ease of access, and therefore the location should be measured 
on accessibility rather than distance. 

Since the JIT concept is based on ability to make precisely 
timed deliveries, the JIT logistics facility must be located at the best 
site to serve its customers. 

While the differences in labor costs throughout the United 
States have narrowed, labor supply is a major issue. Success in 
warehousing is based on the availability of productive and well
motivated workers. 

Unlike the factory, the warehouse has no assembly line in which 
inspectors can be positioned to measure quality. Given the difficulty 
of line supervision, warehouses have been included in those activities 
where supervisors were eliminated through the use of a "self-directed 
work team." Only a few distribution centers today are managed with 
this concept, but it is likely to be tested in more warehouses. 

Because high-quality labor is needed, availability rather than 
cost is a key factor in finding a location for a new logistics facility. 
Sometimes the availability includes nontraditional sources, such as 
part-time workers who may be housewives, farmers, or military per
sonnel. 

Finally, taxes and tax incentives will influence the location 
decision. In some situations, occupants of the new industrial park 
achieve tax savings that are almost equal to the rent cost of the 
building. 

In considering any location, it is essential to measure the even-
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tual effect of obsolescence. What conditions would make a location 
that is attractive in 1997 supremely unattractive ten years later? 
Abolition of tax incentives would be one example, but another could 
be a change in the location of sources or consignees which destroys 
the strategic value of the facility. 

The Building Design 
A logistics facility is typically measured more by operational 

efficiency than by the attractiveness of the real estate. Therefore the 
building design should emphasize operations. Building columns 
should be of dimensions that are designed to facilitate storage rack 
and aisle layouts. Therefore, the efficient warehouse is designed 
from the inside out. On the other hand, the majority of logistics 
facilities will outlive their initial user, and therefore the design must 
contain flexibility for change. An institutional grade building is not 
a white elephant, and every building must be designed so that it 
can be used by future occupants as well as the present ones. 

Clear height should be just as great as possible. While there is 
always a tradeoff between floor space costs and equipment costs, a 
building with a high cube configuration will be attractive to far 
more users than one that has a low ceiling. Therefore, even if the 
initial occupant does not need high cube space, the next occupant 
probably will. 

The most important criterion influencing building design and 
clear height is the development of the ESFR (Early Suppression 
Fast Response) sprinkler system. This sprinkler technology is the 
most important advancement in warehouse fire protection of the 
past half century, and will remain important in the 21 st century. 

Two developments of the past few decades have made sprinkler 
system protection more complicated: these are increased use of 
storage racks and a far greater volume of products containing chemi
cals that are dangerous in a fire. The insurance underwriters' solution 
to the problem was to specify intermediate sprinkler heads installed 
within the rack. Storage rack equipped with intermediate sprinklers 
can never be adjusted or moved, because the sprinkler system is 
not portable. 
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Plastic content in products is greater than it was a few years 
ago. However, some plastics emit toxic fumes when they burn. 
Aerosol containers can be hazardous but because of their conve
nience, they are unlikely to disappear. 

The ability to eliminate in-rack sprinkler systems is the primary 
virtue of the ESFR sprinkler system. ESFR has two unique features: 
a quicker response time and a heavier sprinkler discharge. When a 
sufficient quantity of water is dropped onto a fire at an early stage, 
the fire will be suppressed before it presents a severe challenge to 
the building itself. Furthermore, the ESFR system typically opens 
fewer sprinkler heads than a conventional system, and therefore 
reduces water damage. Reducing the size and duration of the fire 
will also reduce the extent of smoke damage. 

The clear height of the building should be determined after 
consulting with fire underwriters and developing a configuration 
that will facilitate the installation of this sprinkler system. Even if 
the initial tenant does not need the new system, the next tenant is 
likely to want it. 

Velocity of product turn will influence building design. The 
warehouse of tomorrow will emphasize fast movement rather than 
efficient storage. It will be longer and narrower than the one used 
today, simply because a narrow building facilitates quick flow from 
receipt to shipment. While a building planner today might suggest 
one truck dock for every 5,000 square feet of warehouse, tomorrow's 
warehouse could have one dock for every 1,000 square feet of space. 

Heating and lighting systems will be replaced by new equipment 
that is far more efficient in its use of energy. Floor-mounted heating 
systems can heat a warehouse more efficiently and more economi
cally than the older gas fired heaters hung from the ceiling. High
intensity discharge (HID) lighting provides distortion-free illumina
tion at lower costs than fluorescent fixtures. 

Operational Changes 

A growing proportion of lift trucks will be operated by electric 
motors because of the need to avoid pollution, though internal com-
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bustion engines will still be used because of lower cost and superior 
multishift capabilities. However, those using internal combustion 
will be fueled with compressed natural gas (CNG) rather than pro
pane or gasoline. CNG offers significant reductions in exhaust gas 
pollution as well as improved safety. 

Order pick lines will be designed with an ergonomic layout, 
one that places the fast moving items in those locations where they 
can be picked with the least amount of effort or risk of personal 
injury. Above all, the layout will be designed to facilitate change. 
Warehouse managers will plan to reset the warehouse every three 
to six months, to adapt to new products and new demands. 

Adapting to quick change and using electronic guidance systems 
for order picking vehicles will allow warehouse managers to elimi
nate the painting of aisle stripes. Since the aisles could be in a 
different place a few months from now, it will not be practical to 
mark these aisles with stripes. 

The warehouse of tomorrow will have no office, since improved 
information transmission capabilities have already eliminated the 
need for office workers to be at the same location where the cargo 
is handled. 

Relatively few warehouses will operate on the traditional 40-
hour work week. As multishift operations become widely used to 
improve velocity and reduce asset investment, the work schedule 
may be a multishift system with a four day work week at 10 hours 
per day. Three of these "4/10" shifts will allow the warehouse to 
be open 20 hours per day, six days per week. 

Tomorrow's warehouse will be a flow-through structure with 
layout, equipment, and people who emphasize flexibility and capac
ity to accommodate quick and frequent change. 

Financial Considerations 

Developers of logistics facilities must find mortgages, and they 
must also deal with insurance and other aspects of risk management. 
The people they deal with in the financial and risk management 
fields may have minimal understanding of business logistics. There
fore, much of the process is one of educating the financing source. 
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A key first step in this education process is to point out that 
logistics facilities are a relatively attractive real estate investment 
risk. A 1994/95 study commissioned by NAIOP (National Associa
tion of Industrial and Office Parks) is titled Industrial Income and 
Expense Report. This national survey of industrial buildings has 
some valuable support for the attractiveness of logistics facilities. 

The survey demonstrates that of those buildings designated as 
warehouses, the average percentage of occupancy was 90.7. Those 
classified as warehouse/bulk distribution have an occupancy rate of 
89.3. Multitenant industrial/commercial buildings have an occu
pancy of 91.7%. These occupancy rates compare favorably with 
those found in office, retail, or other commercial real estate. Further
more, there is relatively little difference in occupancy rates as differ
ent regions in the country are compared. As compared to other types 
of real estate, the logistics facility is relatively simple to construct, 
with minimal opportunities to have difficulties in completing a new 
construction project. Furthermore, the risk that the building will be 
empty is quite low. 

Third-party warehousing represents a special challenge for the 
investment community. Financial people have seldom been comfort
able with the risks involved in traditional public warehousing, since 
the operator has no leases and no guarantees of occupancy . Yet the 
same financial sources will fund the construction of a hotel, which 
has exactly the same occupancy risks as a public warehouse. In 
effect, the public warehouse is a hotel for merchandise, but it is 
difficult to explain this to many financial sources. 

The fast growth sector of third-party warehousing is contract 
or dedicated warehousing. To a great extent, this growth is a monu
ment to the ignorance of our lending institutions. As contract ware
housing became more popular, users began to realize that the old 
"evergreen" contract impedes innovation and improvement. A grow
ing number of users have cut down the evergreen and replaced it 
with operating agreements that specify continuous improvement. 
This is accomplished first by separating the real estate from the 
operating contract, thus giving the user the ability to change operators 
without moving the inventory. This also allows the commitment for 
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space to be long term, but the commitment for labor and management 
can be of much shorter term. Furthermore, many warehouse contracts 
today contain a clause that permits the user to dismiss the supplier 
if there is any failure in service. Service failures are not easily 
defined from a practical standpoint. As a result, the divorce of 
supplier from user is just as common today as it was twenty years 
ago when the traditional public warehouse arrangement existed. The 
ruthless customer can hammer his supplier just as effectively with 
a contract arrangement as he could with the older public warehouse 
arrangement. 

Tqe real stimulus for contract warehousing has been the inability 
to expand third-party warehousing in any other manner. Both users 
and suppliers have recognized that additional space could not be 
constructed without a contract from the user, simply because the 
lender would not provide the money otherwise. If the warehouse 
provider could find an existing building, he might also find friendly 
financing from the owner of that building. Otherwise, the contract 
was an absolute necessity to allow the warehouse provider to obtain 
the space. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

If you are planning the development of new logistics facilities 
for the immediate future, the most important consideration is to 
design features that will cause your building to remain superior to 
most of the buildings that exist today. Fire protection is perhaps the 
most significantly changed feature, and any developer who con
structs new space without the ESFR sprinkler systems could be 
making a mistake that will become more painful in the future. Since 
the great majority of logistics facilities will be used by more than one 
corporation during their economic life, the design should emphasize 
flexibility with allowances for changes in truck docks and the poten
tial for dividing the building or adding to it in later years. Do not 
assume that lenders have an adequate understanding of the function 
of logistics facilities. An important task for the developer is to 
educate the lender on business logistics. 
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A well-designed and well-located logistics facility is an invest
ment that compares very favorably to the typical commercial real 
estate property. This belief can be supported by the presence of 40-
year-old warehouse structures that still return a profit to their owners. 
While the design of such facilities will change in the 21 st century 
the changes will be evolutionary rather than revolutionary. 
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PLANNING FOR 
FUTURE USES 

Whenever construction of a new building is planned, you must 
face the probability that the building will become inadequate before 
the structure is actually worn out. The building could become obso
lescent for several reasons. First, the volume and storage pattern 
needed when it was planned has changed. Second, the design of the 
building may become outdated by the introduction of new warehous
ing technology, or by a change in the product line to be stored. 
Third, the function and design may still be good, but the location 
may no longer be effective for the use originally planned. In some 
cases, faulty construction or poor soil conditions may cause the 
building to be simply worn out. Finally, substantial expansion or 
contraction of warehousing volume may cause the structure to be 
either much too large for current purposes, or too small with no 
practical means of expansion. 

Design Structure for Versatility 

How does future obsolescence affect building design? Consider 
the fact that a building designed for your use alone may have very 
limited appeal if it must be put on the market for a quick sale. In 
general, there is a somewhat smaller market for very large ware
houses than for those of a more common size. If your space needs 
are quite large, running from 500,000 to several million square 
feet, consider a cluster of separate buildings, rather than one huge 
structure. Separate buildings can be leased or sold to different users 
when no longer needed. Furthermore, a cluster of separate buildings 
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reduces fire risk, since it is relatively easy to control the spread of fire 
from one building to another. While some warehousing operations 
require a single building for effective shipping and receiving, many 
others can be managed in a way that does not require all merchandise 
to be under the same roof. Don't assume that one building is essential 
just because one manager thinks so. Carefully simulate an operation 
that separates different product lines or inactive reserve stock into 
adjacent and separate buildings. 

Planning the construction of a new building for easy expansion 
is a valuable means of extending the lifetime of the facility for its 
current use. Preengineered construction is frequently selected just 
because it is particularly easy to expand a preengineered building. 
On such buildings, the end walls can be removed and the structure 
readily extended. However, if the side walls (eaves) are to be ex
panded, either the roof must become lower than the present eave 
height, or the new roof must slope upwards, which leaves an interior 
drain in the warehouse. 

Many warehouses are designed for each conversion to a future 
manufacturing plant. When this is done, certain construction speci
fications for heavy-duty power, lighting, or drainage may be added 
to the building for manufacturing that are not needed while the 
structure is still used for warehousing. The number of parking spaces 
needed for manufacturing workers is usually far greater than those 
needed for warehousing. At the same time, bear in mind that con
struction to manufacturing specifications could greatly escalate the 
cost per square foot. 

In deciding between a low-cost square building and a higher 
cost, long and narrow building, the planner should also consider 
future uses and resale, as well as the current use. The long building 
may cost more to build, but it is easier to subdivide into smaller 
spaces. 

Changes in Basic Function 

At one time warehouses were storehouses, providing long-term 
storage of products that might not be needed for years. In South 
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America, there are inventories of green coffee that have been in 
warehouses for years, with banks financing the inventory and grow
ers waiting until the price is right. Fortunately, the product does not 
deteriorate even if stored for several years. 

The hallmark of warehousing today is that goods are moving 
at a greater velocity than ever before. Cross-docking is the term 
used to describe the movement of merchandise that comes in on 
one truck and leaves on another within a few hours. With growing 
emphasis on just-in-time and its various industry equivalents, more 
of the goods received at warehouses will move across the dock 
rather than into a stack for storage. 

Internal and External Changes 

Every warehouse represents a combination of raw space, labor, 
and equipment. An inventory that turns 30 times per year represents 
a highly labor-intensive operation, and effective use of people may 
be more important than using nearly every foot of space. But under 
changing conditions, the space may become a great deal more valu
able than the labor. These changes, because they affect the balance 
among the three prime elements of warehousing-space, labor, and 
equipment-would be considered as internal changes. 

A more common cause of building obsolescence is external 
changes, those that take place outside the facility and may well be 
beyond the control of the warehouse operator. These include a 
changing neighborhood, new developments in transportation, new 
taxes, legislative changes, or changes in fire regulations. 

At times, the future of a neighborhood can be predicted with 
reasonable accuracy by local development people. Consider what 
the area is projected to be like 20 years from now, as well as its 
current character. For example, a sudden acceleration in crime rates 
in a neighborhood could make a facility undesirable for you and 
for most future buyers. 

Taxation changes can make a building more or less attractive 
in the future. If the tax rates in your community were to be increased 
substantially compared to prevailing rates in nearby towns, your 
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building might be less attractive to the user who could find a better 
tax cost in a comparable location. States and communities have 
changed their policy on inventory taxation, and when a community 
makes such a change, warehouse users often seek to take advantage 
of favorable inventory taxation. Inventory taxes are an example of 
changes caused by legislation. An increasing number of states and 
communities have recognized that offering "free port" status to 
warehouse users will create a substantial increase in business in 
the community. 

When buildings are planned for future use, the user frequently 
finds that the useful life of the facility will be greatly extended. 
However, if there is no way to extend its use, resale of the facility 
may be the best course. Proper planning can make your building 
more attractive for resale than a "white elephant" that once was a 
precise fit to your requirements but now has little value for any 
other user. 

Managing Change 

The most important requirement fortoday's warehouse manager 
is the ability to deal with change. Warehousing has changed more 
in the last 10 years than it did in the previous century. The desktop 
computer and information technology have changed warehouse op
erations more than anything since the introduction of the industrial 
lift truck. Many warehouse managers today are not using readily 
available technology to implement bar coding and other features 
found in many warehouse management systems. We suspect that 
resistance to change is the underlying cause of this neglect. 

What changes will warehouse people need to survive in the 
21st century? If all of your people are not accustomed to working 
with a computerized system today, they should be acquiring this 
skill soon. As systems develop, the majority of warehouse workers 
will be using a warehouse information system, and in some ware
houses this is happening today. Computer inquiries and entries are 
made by material handlers as well as offiee workers. 

Demands for improved customer service will change jobs and 
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Adequate room for expansion and additional parking are important con
siderations in site selection. 

Figure 14-1 

job scheduling. The five-day 40-hour week may eventually be re
membered as a relic of the 20th century. More workers will have 
different kinds of work weeks. 

Nearly one out of every three workers in the United States had 
been with their present employer for less than a year, and nearly 
two-thirds had worked at the same place for less than five years. 
With this kind of turnover, your training capability is not a luxury, 
but a necessity. 

If you cannot reverse today's trend to fast employee turnover, 
your success will be limited by your ability to train effectively. 
Most importantly, the warehouse layout may change several times 
per year to accommodate seasonal inventory requirements. 
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Storage rack systems that contain in-rack sprinklers make ware
house layout expensive. Developments in sprinkler technology 
(ESFR) can eliminate the need for in-rack sprinklers, and the most 
important reason to adopt this technology is the fact that racking 
systems must be flexible and capable of frequent change. A ware
house that does not lend itself to easy layout changes will become 
an impractical warehouse in the 21st century. 

The age of information continues to change the nature of the 
tasks performed by a warehousing team. The job of warehouse 
manager is no longer that of a work engineer who is concerned 
about how to stay on schedule and get the job done. Tomorrow's 
manager will spend far more time as a coach-teaching, training, 
and developing people. That manager will also need to be a leader, 
one who motivates and creates an environment where people work 
together to get the job done. Three major changes-outsourcing, 
increased velocity, and ability to manage change-are the hallmarks 
of success for the 21 st century warehouse manager. Do you and 
your people measure up to this task today? If not, what must you 
do to survive in the future? 
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In essence, the warehousing is nothing more than supplying 
adequate protection for stored goods in a minimal amount of space. 
Therefore, your goal should be to protect the inventory in your care 
and at the same time use as little space as possible. Achieving this 
goal depends primarily on careful planning. 

Sizing the Warehouse 

How much space is needed to hold a planned inventory? 
Assume that a warehouse operator needs to develop a total 

space plan for toilet paper. A carton measures 20 x 24 x 10 inches, 
and is received in box cars containing 1,500 cases, with just one 
line-item in each car. The product can be stacked 15 feet high. The 
operator determines that the product can be stacked in tiers measur
ing 2-by-2 units, five tiers high on a 48 x 40 inch pallet. With a 
stacking limitation of 15 units, this converts to a height limitation 
of three pallets. A pallet load, allowing for normal overhang, will 
occupy 15 square feet. 

Layout plans show that 40% of the building will be used for 
aisles, docks, and staging areas, leaving 60% available for storage. 
From this 60% net storage, an additional 20% is lost by "honeycomb
ing." ("Honeycombing" is the space lost in front of partial stacks.) 
After making the space calculation shown in the exhibit below, we 
find that 31.25 square feet are needed for each stack, or 0.52 square 
feet per case of product. With this information and with inventory 
projections, you can plan your total space requirement. Similar 
calculations should be made for each item planned in the inventory. 
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Figure 15-2 shows how a storage analysis is done for this or 
any other item in inventory. 

Storage Requirements 

The environmental requirements for different products vary, 
and this must be considered in planning for space. For example, 
some merchandise may require temperature or humidity control. 
Other products may be hazardous, and still others represent abnormal 
security risks. Some products must be stored in racks because pack
aging limits the ability to stack them. Some pallets must be stored 
in racks because of volume considerations, while others have both 
the quantity and packaging to allow a 20-foot freestanding stack. 

Interaction of Storage and Handling Systems 

The storage layout and handling system in a warehouse are 
inseparable. The handling system must fit the building and the 
storage job to be done. The storage plan must be adapted to the 
handling system and aisle width requirements. It is impossible to 
plan one without considering the other. 

While the storage method aims at maximum cube use, the 
warehouse operator must recognize the ever-increasing cost oflabor. 
There must be a balance between an effective storage system and 
an effective handling system. This balance changes if labor costs 
increase faster than storage costs. The goal is to plan a distribution 
center that operates at maximum cost efficiency today, but can be 
modified to keep in step with changes in the cost relationship between 
storage and handling. 

Stock Location Systems-Fixed versus Floating Slots 

Public warehouse operators are frequently required by their 
customers to keep all of one customer's merchandise in the same 
area, even though it might be more efficient to share storage areas 
among several customers. A warehouse in which all storage locations 
are fixed will lose space because specific slots must be dedicated 
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Twenty cases per pallet. 
Figure 15-1 

to items that fluctuate substantially in volume. When this loss is 
multiplied by the number of items stored in the warehouse, a totally 
fixed slot system will waste enormous amounts of space. 

A floating slot system is one in which stock locations are 
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Assumptions: 

1. A portion of gross space must be dedicated to aisles and staging, leaving 
60% net space. 

2. Honeycombing losses further reduce net space, leaving only 80% of 
the net space (48% of gross) available. 

Calculations: 

A. Each pallet of product contains 5 tiers with 4 cases per tier, or 20 
cases total. 

B. Each stack of 3 pallets contains 60 cases. 
C. Each stack is the size of one pallet plus one inch overhang on each of 

the 4 sides: 42 times 50 = 2,100 square inches or 14.6 square feet. 
Round this to 15. 

D. Each stack consumes 25 gross square feet, or 15 divided by 60%. 
E. Each stack, after honeycombing, requires 31.25 square feet, or 25 

divided by 80%. 
F. Each case takes up .52083 square feet, or 31.25 divided by 60 cases. 

Figure 15-2. Storage Space Calculation 

assigned on a random basis. But such a system could result in the 
storage of products having incompatible storage characteristics. For 
example, a floating slot system that mingles grocery products and 
poisonous chemicals would cause needless danger. A floating slot 
system is effective only when inventory records are precisely main
tained with location identified. When a floating slot is filled, the 
stock picker must be able to find another location in which the 
inventory can be stored. The floating system works best when inven
tory records are updated on a real-time basis. 

Family Groupings 

A compromise between fixed and floating slots is the grouping 
of items by family. One product family may be located in a fixed 
area, but members of that family will be in floating locations. The 
family grouping method allows the storer to handle products that 
have different storage characteristics. For example, a grocery whole
saler will find it necessary to store all tobacco products in the same 
area. Soaps and detergents might also be stored as a family, and 
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since these frequently have an odor, they are stored far from products 
that would absorb that odor. 

A Locator Address System 

Every location system needs an address designation system, 
preferably one having a sensible logic that anyone can readily under
stand. Figure 15-3 is a basic address system. Warehouse bays are 
assigned a number to indicate their relative east-west position, No. 
1 being the westernmost side of the warehouse. Letters are used to 
indicate relative north-south position, with "A" being the southern
most and "D" the northernmost. A storage address with a lower 
number is always reached by going west, while one with a lower 
alphabetic designation is reached by going south. A worker who 
must.move from B5 to D2 can quickly calculate that he or she must 
go to the north and west (see Figure 15-3). 

A locator system can also help rotate the stock. If the date of 
receipt is noted at the same time as the location is recorded, outbound 

N 
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SOURCE: The ABC's of Warehousing, © 1978, Marketing Publications, Inc. 

Figure 15-3. Basic Address System 
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shipping instructions can send the order picker to the location with 
the oldest stock. 

Cube Utilization 

There are three ways to make better use of the cubic space 
available in your warehouse. The first is to increase the stacking 
height, the second is to reduce aisle width, and the third is to reduce 
the number of aisles. 

It is easy to overlook the lowest cost space in any warehouse
that which is close to the roof. Most contemporary buildings are 
high enough to allow at least a 20-foot stack height, and some allow 
substantially more. Fire regulations typically require that high stacks 
be at least 18 inches below sprinkler heads, but with this knowledge 
you can and should calculate the highest feasible stack height in 
the building. Then determine whether or not it is being used. 

For some warehouses, a mezzanine is a way to use the cube 
by allowing two levels of storage, or in a few cases even three. 
Mezzanine components are produced and sold by the same vendors 
who supply steel pallet racks. Like racking, the mezzanine can be 
readily moved and relocated, and it can be depreciated on the rela
tively short life allowed for warehouse equipment. Mezzanines have 
other advantages over conventional multistory buildings. If the floor 
is of metal grid, you may avoid an underwriter's requirement for 
intermediate sprinkler heads. The elevating and lowering of materials 
from a mezzanine is usually done by lift truck, which is faster and 
more economical than a freight elevator. 

Consider the use of higher lift trucks, racking designed to use 
the cube, and mezzanines. One or more of these options is likely 
to enable you to use the height of the building more effectively than 
it has been used in the past. 

Lot Size 

The typical quantity of each line item to be stored can critically 
affect space utilization in any warehouse. If storage spaces are 
planned to accommodate stacks four units deep, and the average 
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inventory is two units deep, the result is either 50% wasted space 
or double-handling to store one line item behind the other. 

Foods, pharmaceuticals, and other controlled items must be 
completely segregated. Unless these lots are the same size as avail
able storage slots, more warehouse space is wasted. 

Reducing Aisle Losses 

The width of aisles is dictated by the turning radius a lift truck 
needs to make a right angle turn and place goods in storage. For a 
4,000-pound counterbalance fork lift, this is typically a 12-foot aisle. 
Increased lift capacities, carton clamps, and slip-sheet attachments 
will further increase aisle width because of the space buffers needed 
to use the attachments as well as the extra weight caused by the 
attachment itself. 

Aisle width can be narrowed if special types of lift truck are 
used. There are two types available. The more economical of these 
is the stand-up lift truck or reach truck which differs from a conven
tional fork lift, with the driver standing rather than seated. The stand
up lift truck makes a right-angle turn in about two-thirds of the 
space needed by a counterbalance truck. 

Much narrower aisles can be planned by using a turret lift truck, 
which makes a right-angle turn by swiveling the lift mechanism 
rather than the entire truck. Because the truck itself remains station
ary, the turret lift truck can operate in an isle that allows only a few 
inches of clearance on either side. Such trucks are typically wire
guided so that steering in a tight space is automated. But the turret 
truck is far more costly than a conventional fork lift truck, and it 
is a more complex machine which can be difficult to maintain. Two 
types of turret trucks are available, the man-aboard design and a 
conventional lift with the driver sitting down in the main truck body. 
The man-aboard type allows the operator to see exactly where the 
fork carriage is, which is not easy at extreme lifting heights and 
even lets the operator ride up and select less-than-pallet quantities 
without removing the pallet from the stack. These very narrow aisle 
trucks will permit aisle widths to be reduced from 12 feet to a little 
over 5 feet. 
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Reducing Number of Aisles 

One way to reduce the number of aisles is a rack system 
designed for two-pallet-deep storage. The only disadvantage is the 
possibility that overcrowding and insufficient volume may cause 
one item to be blocked behind another. 

Another means of improving space use is movable storage 
racks. These are roller-mounted rack installations that can be shifted 
from side to side to create an aisle whenever needed. This equipment 
is costly, but may be justified by the space it saves. It may also be 
impractical for a very fast-moving warehouse, because access to 
some facings must be blocked while the rack is rolled to create an 
aisle on the opposite facing. Mobile racks can be moved to close 
and open different aisles. A warehouse that is busy enough to require 
all aisles to be open at once cannot use the mobile track. 

Managing Your Space 

While equipment is useful, the most critical element in improv
ing use of space is good management and planning. How many 
cases of product will your facility hold? What variables in the 
operation will change its capacity? Finally, how close to capacity 
is your warehouse operation today? 

Space planning starts as goods are received. When a truckload 
of new merchandise arrives at your receiving dock, who makes the 
decision about where that product will be stored? In altogether too 
many warehouses, the inbound location decision is delegated to the 
fork lift driver. It is only natural that the driver will make an expedient 
decision which saves time without saving space. Your warehouse 
should have at least one person designated as the space planner. 
The planner should know where currently empty storage locations 
are, where additional space can be created by re-warehousing, and 
what inbound loads are expected as well as the identity of the items 
that will be on each of these loads. From this the planner develops 
specific storage instructions for every arriving load of freight. 

The storage layout and handling system in a warehouse are 
inseparable. The handling system must fit the building and the 
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storage job and the storage plan must fit the handling system and 
aisle width requirements. It is impossible to plan one without consid
ering the other. 

While the storage method aims at maximum cube use, the 
warehouse operator must recognize the ever-increasing cost of labor. 
Balance is essential between an effective storage system and an 
effective handling system. This balance changes if labor costs in
crease faster than storage costs. The goal is to plan a distribution 
center that operates at maximum cost efficiency today, but can be 
modified to keep in step with changes in the cost relationship between 
storage and handling. 
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PLANNING FOR PEOPLE 
AND EQUIPMENT 

Before the warehouse doors ever open, management should 
simulate the personnel and equipment requirements for the new 
operation. The number of people involved will affect parking re
quirements, as well as numbers of restrooms, locker, and lunch room 
facilities. A projection of volume and nature of work flow will 
dictate equipment requirements, and spaces needed for staging, ship
ping, and receiving. 

Personnel planning includes determining and quantifying the 
work to be performed, measuring the number of man-hours needed 
to perform that job, and translating this calculation into numbers 
of people required. In addition to the touch labor associated with 
conventional warehousing tasks, the ability to handle office work 
and supervision should be included. 

Productivity measurements are described in Part VII, although 
some rough productivity measurements must take place in the plan
ning stages. 

The Process of Making Flow Charts 

Flow-charting helps the planner learn more about a job by 
forcing you to describe that job, step by step.7 While such charts 
are now computerized, an understanding of the process is essential. 

Flow-charting leads to work simplification, which in turn in
creases productivity. But first you must go back to the what, where, 
when, who, and how questions, such as: 
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Purpose: 
What is done? 
Why is it done? 

Place: 
Where is it done? 
Why is it done there? 
Where else might it be done? 
Where should it be done? 

Sequence: 
When is it done? 
Why is it done then? 
When might it be done? 
When should it be done? 

Person: 
Who does it? 
Why does that person do it? 
Who else might do it? 
Who should do it? 

Means: 
How is it done? 
Why is it done that way? 
How else might it be done? 
How should it be done? 

Flow-charting will help you identify questions you may have 
overlooked. It imposes a discipline, makes you plan ahead, and will 
provide a clue as to what a worker might do in a given situation 
when faced with a decision you may have failed to anticipate. 

The flow chart in Figure 16-1 describes a simple materials 
handling job. Three different symbols are used. The first and the 
last are the same. This is the terminal symbol and shows where a 
job begins and where it ends. It is never used for any other purpose. 
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Figure 16-1 

The second symbol is the physical process symbol, which identifies 
an element involving the use of energy or power. The third symbol, 
the clerical process symbol, identifies an element involving clerical 
work; in this instance, counting and recording the count. 

This flow chart briefly and correctly describes the main elements 
of work involved in hand-stacking packages onto a pallet. It describes 
the basic job, the work elements, and the sequence in which the 
elements are performed. However, it does not give a complete 
description of the job. We might want to know how the worker got 
to the job site, where and how he got a pallet, and what happens 
after the packages are counted. 

Figure 16-2 gives us a more detailed picture of a job. It tells 
us what must happen before our worker can hand stack the packages 
onto a cart. It tells us what happens after the cart is loaded and 
makes us think about the sequence of the elements. It also may 

Figure 16-2 
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make us ask whether the elements are being performed in the most 
efficient sequence. 

We have introduced three new symbols. Notice the arrowheads. 
As our charts become more complex, it will be necessary to use 
arrowheads to show the direction in which the work flows. The 
arrowhead is an important symbol as will become apparent later in 
this discussion. The second and fourth symbols denote input/output 
or transport. The fifth and sixth symbols are connectors. 

The Best Sequence 

Refer to Figure 16-2 and prepare to use a little imagination. 
Where is the check and record count element being performed? In 
the carrier vehicle or on the dock? To find out, we locate the check 
and record-count element, refer to the transport element immediately 
preceding the check-and-record-count element, and then establish 
that the work is being done on the dock. Is this the best place to 

Figure 16-3 
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do the work? If the dock is well lighted and the inside of the vehicle 
is not, the dock is the place to get the most accurate count-and
check. But if the carrier vehicle is well lighted and the check and 
count can be made in the vehicle, then the transport move can be 
made directly into the warehouse and bypass a stop on the dock. Is 
this a good idea? 

Shown in Figure 16-3 is a summary of all of the symbols 
commonly used in flow charts. Note the addition of new symbols 
to indicate documents and decisions. 

Figure 16-4 shows flow charts used in some typical warehous
ing tasks.* 

* The flow charts and text section are taken from Vols. 7, 18, and 19 of Distribution! 
Warehouse Cost Digest. © Alexander Research and Communications Inc., New 
York. 

Figure 16-4 
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"What If" Questions 

Flow-charting will force you to think and ask "what if" ques
tions. For example, what will the order picker do if he or she arrives 
at the pick line stock location called for by the order and finds no 
stock? Remember, we made the simplifying assumption that stock 
would always be available, although this is clearly not realistic. 
Sooner or later, the picker will find the pick line location empty or 
with insufficient stock to satisfy the order. What will the worker do 
if he or she has an order pallet on the forks with a portion of the 
order already picked? How will the worker know where the reserve 
stock is and whether to take the order pallet to the reserve stock 
area, or set the pallet aside and proceed to the reserve stock to 
restock the pick line so as to continue picking? Should the picker 
be able to communicate with the office in the event that stock can't 
be located? What kind of communication system should be used? 
Should it be mobile or fixed? When you begin to cost out steps in 
terms of machine and labor time you may find you need to look 
into the communication problem. 

One method of locating stock is to maintain records at the pick 
line location. When new stock is received, the receiving warehouse
man posts its location at a designated point on the pick line. Thus, 
when the pick line is empty, the picker knows where to go to obtain 
reserve stock. This same system might be suitable for controlling 
withdrawals of full-pallet loads. The picker often has to pick the 
less-than-pallet-Ioad portion of the order in the pick line and the 
full pallets from reserve stock. The picker would go to the pick line 
location to pick the less-than-pallet quantity, leaving full pallets 
until last. 

An important part of personnel planning is the exact description 
and definition of each warehouse job. Particularly in a plant governed 
by a union contract, the written job descriptions can have an impor
tant effect on the productivity of the work force. When personnel 
requirements are still in the planning stages, management has a 
valuable opportunity to ensure that these job descriptions are written 
to provide maximum flexibility to get the job done. If such descrip-
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tions are written narrowly, labor contracts may restrict the assign
ment of workers to secondary jobs when the primary job is com
pleted. 

Once jobs have been described, the number of man-hours 
needed to do the work is determined. Figure 16-5 shows a table on 
work standards for a commonly performed warehouse task. 

The Critical Role of the Supervisor 

Planning is absolutely essential for supervisors. It starts with 
time management. Better time management means planning, priori
tizing, and scheduling. You should determine how your time is 
actually spent and then compare it with how it should be spent. One 
way to do this is to keep a daily time log to track your own day. 
Every half hour, list what you have done, including problems that 
required your attention during that time. One warehouse supervisor 
was surprised to learn from such a log that he had spent 60% of 
his time one week on grievances. He thought that limited time was 
his major headache, but his real problem was too many grievances. 

There are two types of lost time: obvious and hidden. Obvious 
lost time is a fork lift driver leaning against his machine with nothing 
to do. Hidden lost time is more subtle, such as problems within 
operations. For example, one warehouse loses time at the beginning 
of each shift because work is not scheduled and waiting for the 
crew. Each morning, 15 workers gather while the first line supervisor 
sorts and distributes orders. Then they have to find equipment and 
pallets before actually getting down to work. A good supervisor 
solves the problem by having someone from maintenance arrive 
before the shift begins and prepare all equipment for the first orders 
of the day. Then the supervisor schedules the day in advance so 
there are orders waiting for each worker when the shift begins. 

Though the pace in many warehouses is hectic, the good super
visor uses planning to complete odd jobs that might otherwise fall 
by the wayside. Carry a notebook-a traveling "job jar"-in your 
pocket to jot down one-time tasks. Use these for assignments when 
certain workers are idle. Here are some ideas for your job jar: 
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looking for empty slots, counting products, sorting or repamng 
pallets, housekeeping, renumbering aisles or slots, and repacking 
damaged products. * 

Planning for Equipment Use 

In most warehouse tasks, as well as many office tasks, the 
number of man-hours needed to finish the job will depend greatly 
on the equipment or tools available to the worker. The planner 
begins by considering the kinds of equipment available. 

For example, the lift-truck is available with a wide array of 
attachments besides the conventional forks. A warehouse operation 
designed for carton-clamp handling will require significantly differ
ent planning for space and people than one designed for the receiving 
of loose-piled cases that will be palletized at the receiving dock. 
Use of slip-sheet handling devices requires still different planning. 
The best time to do this planning is before the warehouse is opened. 

At the planning stage, the warehouse manager should select 
the kinds of equipment that can best be used in the operation, 
taking into account lifting capacities and storage heights, and any 
environmental considerations that would restrict the design of the 
lift-trucks. For example, internal combustion engine trucks may not 
be acceptable in freezers or other confined areas. 

Six basic items of information should be gathered before plan
ning for manpower and equipment is completed: 

1. The average order-size provides a good indication of the 
amount of time needed to ship each order. 

2. Physical characteristics of the merchandise also may define 
the amount of effort needed to handle it. 

3. The ratio of receiving units to shipping units, and the ques
tion of whether goods are received in bulk or as individual units 
will greatly affect the effort involved. 

4. Seasonal variations and the intensity of these seasonal 
swings must be measured. 

* 
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PLANNING FOR PEOPLE AND EQUIPMENT 

PLA~Nl~G? I DONT 
~A~~ TIMt. To PLAN.' 

Figure 16-6 
Jl/ustration courtesy of Gene Gagnon, from "Supervising on the Line." 

5. Shipping and receiving requirements should be defined, in
cluding the times of day when goods will be received and shipped. 

6. Picking requirements must be defined. A strict first-in first
out system is more costly from a labor, as well as a space, standpoint. 

When this information is collected, a useful definition of manpower 
and equipment needs can be reliably projected. 
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CONTINGENCY PLANNING 

Contingency planning is preparing in advance for the emergen
cies not considered in the regular planning process. * The best ap
proach is to ask the question, "What if?" For example, what if our 
major suppliers are on strike? What if we are unable to obtain 
sufficient fuel to run our truck fleets? What if we are hit with an 
earthquake or a tornado at our biggest distribution center? What if we 
simply cannot find enough secretaries, order pickers, and industrial 
engineers to staff our distribution facilities? What if we have to 
recall one of our major products? 

Managers who fail to anticipate certain events may not act as 
quickly as they should, and in critical situations this will exacerbate 
the damage. Contingency planning should eliminate fumbling, un
certainty, and delays in responding to an emergency. It also should 
bring more rational responses. 

A contingency plan should have certain characteristics. First 
of all, the probability of an adverse occurrence should be lower than 
for events covered by the regular planning process. Second, if such 
a critical event occurs, it would cause serious damage. Finally, 
the contingency plan applies to OCCUlTences the company can deal 
with swiftly. 

Both "How critical is it?" and "How probable?" must be consid
ered. Some events have a low probability. For instance, the sudden 
loss of a distribution center could be disastrous if no plans existed 

* Based on an article by Bernard J. Hale, DSC Logistics, Warehousing & Physical 
Distribution Productivity Report, Vol. 14, No.3, Alexander Research and Commu
nications Inc. New York. 
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to meet that contingency. Even if such a distribution center is consid
ered relatively fireproof and well-protected, possibly it could burn 
down. Contingency plans should be selected commensurate with 
the impact on the organization of the particular occurrence. The 
estimate of potential impact can be made in financial terms, competi
tive position, employee availability, or a combination of such consid
erations. 

Strategies 

Strategies in contingency plans should be as specific as possible. 
For instance, an organization may develop a contingency plan to 
be implemented in the event of a drop in sales below a certain level. 
Strategies such as reducing employment, or reducing advertising 
expenses, or delaying construction are simply too broad. They must 
be more specific. 

As an example, "If sales drop by 10% below expectations, our 
net income will decline by X million dollars. In order to reduce this 
loss by a specific goal-say, 75%-it will be necessary to defer the 
program or expansion of plant X, to reduce the number of employees 
by 500, and to cut variable production costs in proportion to the sales 
decline." Comparable strategies can be prepared to offset income loss 
by 50%, 100%, or whatever is considered appropriate. 

Wherever possible, the expected results of the actions ~aken 
should be calculated in financial terms, or in other meaningful mea
sures, such as market share, capacity, and available manpower. 

Trigger Points 

Contingency plans must specify trigger points, or warning sig
nals, of the imminence of the event for which the plan was developed. 
For example, if a plan is prepared to deal with a 10% decline in 
sales below estimate, there will be warning signals. Sales may 
fluctuate daily, weekly, or monthly. What will trigger the implemen
tation of the plan? In some cases, such as fire, the trigger point is 
obviously the event itself. In others, however, the point is not so 
clear. But a trigger point should be specified. Thus, the contingency 
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plan should indicate the type of information to be collected and the 
action to be taken at the trigger point. Also, it is advisable to assign 
specific responsibilities to someone to collect relevant information 
and pass it on to the person who makes the decision to implement 
the plan. 

Distribution managers should consider developing contingency 
plans for such potentially serious disruptions as the impact of strikes, 
energy shortages, labor shortages, natural disasters, and product 
recalls. We will use as an example contingency planning for the 
impact of strikes. 

Planning for the Impact of Strikes-Your Own 
Firm's as Well as Others' 

As the first step in preparing to face a strike, be fully briefed 
on contract deadlines. It should not be hard to keep track of such 
deadlines in your own firm, although it is easy to miss them in the 
case of your suppliers. Many purchasing agents require each supplier 
to list contract expiration dates, with this kept as part of the master 
purchasing file. 

Every distribution operation has traditional alternatives for deal
ing with a work stoppage. These include the use of public distribution 
facilities, non-union transportation companies, or even non-union 
private distribution facilities. 

If your firm is preparing for a strike, the company's main 
objectives in bargaining should be outlined, since they are likely to 
affect decisions made during the work stoppage. 

If public warehouses are used as a strike hedge, the manufac
turer should begin the public warehousing operation before the strike 
starts-dispersing the product so that it represents only a small 
fraction of the total capacity of each warehousing supplier. If such 
precautions are taken, the warehouse operator can file a secondary
boycott charge with the National Labor Relations Board should 
illegal picketing of a public warehouse occur. In selecting a public 
warehouse as a strike hedge it is important to appraise the labor 
stability and operational flexibility of the warehouse supplier. Prop-
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erly applied, the "strike hedge" inventory can be a powerful bargain
ing tool in contract negotiation. 

Strike Against Suppliers 

The effect of other company strikes can be as disruptive as 
disturbances within your own organization. A first step in planning 
for this contingency is to determine which suppliers are critical to 
your operations. This may depend on whether they are sole sources or 
whether they supply a critical percentage of the purchasing volume. 

Having identified the critical suppliers, the next step is to learn 
if those companies are unionized. If unionized, what is their labor 
relations record over the past decade? If there is a contract, when 
does it expire? Some information on contract expiration is publicly 
available, including the Negotiations Calendar issued by the U.S. 
Bureau of National Affairs. 

The risk of a supplier's strike can be mitigated by developing 
an inventory hedge in the form of advance stockpiling of the critical 
items. At times, interim purchasing arrangements, such as the import 
of similar items, may provide a source of relief. 

Strikes Against Customers 

A strike against your customer also can have a serious effect on 
distribution operations. It is advisable to follow closely the contract 
expiration dates and negotiations affecting companies with which 
you have important business relationships. If a customer's strike 
seems imminent, consider accelerated deliveries, or such special 
accommodations as direct store delivery to bypass a strike in a 
retailer's distribution center. 

Trucking Strikes 

Transportation strikes require particular resourcefulness in plan
ning. The traffic manager should be charged with finding alternative 
sources well in advance of the strike. The problem should be dis
cussed with customers and suppliers, who may be able to use their 
own private trucking to move products in or out of your warehouse. 
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In times of trucking strikes, some small caniers will make a 
side agreement to settle on the master contract and agree to keep 
working during the general strike. The traffic manager should locate 
such firms and anange to use them. Owner-operators of trucks also 
frequently ignore strikes. In addition to using customer and supplier 
private trucks, your own firm may have private transportation that 
can be used. Non-union transportation companies also can be used, 
though such firms naturally will serve their own regular custom
ers first. 

Similar steps should be taken in the case of strikes affecting 
rail unions or longshoremen. In such case consider diversion to 
other modes of transportation or to other routes that avoid the 
labor difficulty. 

The approach outlined here for development of a contingency 
plan in the event of a strike can be applied to many similar emer
gencies. 

Charting the Planning Process 

Keep a record of planning actions taken, particularly on a 
complex plan in which several persons have been assigned tasks. 
Figure 17-1 shows a contingency planning action log that provides 
an example of how the plan can be charted. 

Planning Steps 

There are four steps in preparing a contingency plan: 

1. Identify the contingency and describe your objectives. For 
example, if the computer goes down, will your major objective be 
to get the equipment back in operation, or will you switch from 
computer to manual systems? 

2. Identify departments that will be affected by the contingency. 
For example, will the computer breakdown affect both office opera
tions and warehouse operations? How will each of these departments 
cope with the situation? 

3. Determine what action should be taken to lessen the impact 
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Contingency Planning Action Log 

No. Action to be taken Assigned Date Due 

1. Determine expected length of AK 3/10/94 3/10/94 

labor stoppage. 
2. Re-supply all using departments MM 3/1 0/94 3/17/94 

to maximum levels. 

3. Notify key vendors of potential PM 3/10/94 3/15/94 

labor stoppage and advise 
shipping instructions if 
necessary. 

4. Identify all available storage RS 3/11/94 3/14/94 

space at other locations 
5. Move substantial reserve stock WS 3/14/94 3/18/94 

of critical high-usage items to 

available storage space and 

establish product locator system 

for same. 

6. Determine probability of delivery MJ 3/15/94 3/16/94 

vehicles crossing a picket line. 
7. Make up a work schedule for super- WS 3/21/94 3/21/94 

visors during the labor stoppage. 

8. Continue to maintain maximum levels MM 3/21/94 3/31/94 

of inventory at using departments. 

Figure 17-1 

of the event. For instance, would the maintenance and testing of 
standby manual systems ease the transition in the event of a com
puter breakdown? 

4. Determine what connection one event will have on another. 
For example, how will the computer breakdown affect shipping and 
receiving operations? 
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No. Action to be taken Assigned Date Due 

9. Notify key vendors to implement PM 3/22/94 3/24/94 

alternative shipping instructions 

as of 3/29/94. 

10. Notify neighboring warehouses of HA 3/23/94 3/24/94 

potential labor stoppage and 

establish a "lending" program. 

11. Notify all using departments what WS 3/24/94 3/24/94 

actions have been taken and what 

alternatives have been established. 

12. Set up a security plan for the WS 3/24/94 3/31/94 

facility. 

13. Specify locations for crossing JW 3/24/94 3/24/94 

picket line for personnel and 

vehicles. 

14. Review probability of labor WS 3/25/94 3/25/94 

stoppage as of 3/31/94. 

15. Meet with all using departments WS 3/28/94 3/28/94 

to review alternative plans. 
16. Implement alternative work WS 3/31/94 3/31/94 

schedule. 

17. Keep department supervisors WS 3/31/94 

informed. 

The increased attention to contingency planning is the result 
of a comparable increase in business uncertainty in recent years. 
Supply situations taken for granted in earlier years must be the 
subject of contingency planning today. In a time of increased govern
ment involvement in quality control, the contingency of product 
recall is more common. If the contingency event occurs-however 
unlikely it may be-the prudent manager will have available a plan 
of actions to be taken. 
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POSTPONEMENT 

"Postponement" in distribution is the art of putting off to the last 
possible moment the final formulation of a product, or committing it 
to the market place.The theory of postponement is nothing new. It 
has been discussed in marketing and logistics textbooks for sev
eral decades. 

But although the theory is not new, and the concept is simple, 
its full potential for saving money in the warehouse has not been 
reached. For example, you could make an inventory of 20,000 
units replace an inventory of 100,000 simply by converting branded 
merchandise into products with no brand name. That's not only 
possible-it's being done right now. 

Background of Postponement 

Postponement was practiced long before marketing theorists 
started writing about it. One early example in industry-Coca
Cola-goes back to the early years of the 20th century. Postpone
ment was described by a marketing theorist as the opposite of 
speculation. A speculative inventory costs more to maintain than 
the profit derived from using it to stimulate purchases. 

Alderson was the first marketing expert to write about postpone
ment. In 1950, he observed that "the most general method which 
can be applied in promoting the efficiency of a marketing system 
is the postponement of differentiation ... postpone changes in form 
and identity to the latest possible point in the marketing flow; post
pone changes in inventory location to the latest possible time." 
Alderson, Wroe-"Marketing Efficiency and the Principle of Post
ponement," Cost and Profit Outlook 111,4 (September 1950) The 
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risk of speculation is reduced by delaying differentiation of the 
product to the time of purchase. Merchandise is moved in larger 
quantities, in bulk, or in relatively undifferentiated states, thus saving 
on the cost of transportation. 

In Marketing, James L. Heskett of Harvard Business School 
defines the principle of postponement as follows: 

A philosophy of management that holds that an organization 
should postpone changes in the form and identity of its products to 
the latest point in the marketing flow and postpone changes of the 
location of its inventories to the latest possible points in time prior 
to their sale, primarily to reduce the risks associated with having 
the wrong product at the wrong place at the wrong time and in 
the wrong form. Heskett, James L., Marketing. 1976, Macmillan 
Publishing Co., Inc., N.Y. 

Types of Postponement 

Postponement can take any of several forms: 

• Postponement of commitment. 

• Postponement of passage of title. 

• Postponement of branding. 

• Postponement of consumer packaging. 

• Postponement of final assembly. 

• Postponement of mixture or blending. 

A typical product moves through four channels: manufacturer to 
distributor to retailer to consumer. Movement through each involves 
costs of transactions, as well as the costs of storage, transportation, 
and inventory carrying-costs. The principle of postponement pre
scribes reducing these costs by delaying or bypassing some of the 
stages between producer and consumer. 

Postponement of Commitment 

To delay shipping a product avoids risking its miscommitment. 
For example, using air freight enables some manufacturers to elimi-
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nate field inventories by keeping the entire stockpile at a factory 
distribution center located at the end of the assembly line. The 
product is moved into the market at speeds competitive with that 
of shipping from field distribution centers. This enables the manufac
turer to avoid the potential waste of committing the wrong product 
to the wrong distribution center and later having to cross-ship prod
ucts to correct an imbalance of inventory. 

The most efficient distribution point is always at the end of the 
assembly line, since inventory at the point of manufacture will never 
have to be backhauled. If air freight is fast enough to allow all 
inventory to be kept at the factory, a manufacturer may trade off 
the premium costs of air freight by eliminating inventory losses 
from miscommitment or obsolescence. 

With some merchandise, postponement includes dispensing 
with certain distribution channels. For example, an appliance retailer 
may have floor samples of each major appliance on the sales floor 
to show prospective customers. However, when this results in a 
sale, the actual appliance delivered to that customer may not even be 
in the same city. By using premium transportation from strategically 
located distribution centers, the appliance distributor will avoid com
mitting inventory to each retail store. In this case, postponement is 
particularly useful because of the cost of handling, storing, and 
carrying an inventory of bulky and costly appliances. lEthe customer 
cannot take the merchandise home in a shopping bag, why move 
the item through the store? 

Postponement of Title Passage 

Delaying passage of title sometimes takes the form of "consign
ment." For example, a chain grocery retailer makes annual purchase 
commitments for canned vegetable items. The vendor's agreement 
calls for these items to be shipped to a public warehouse located at 
a point convenient to the retailer. However, the contract also specifies 
that warehousing charges will be paid by the manufacturer, and 
passage of title is postponed until the product is released from 
the warehouse. 
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Since the public warehouseman is an independent bailee, the 
manufacturer still has a measure of control over the inventory. 
However, the retailer has the power to release it upon call. By 
delaying passage of title, the buyer reduces the cost of carrying 
inventory. Yet, by positioning stocks at a convenient warehouse, 
passage of title is postponed without any sacrifice in customer 
service. 

Postponement of Branding 

Last-minute branding is another type of postponement. A vege
table canner may produce canned peas for his own house brand, as 
well as for the private brands of several different chain retailers. 
To meet these several brand requirements, the canner puts up all 
the canned peas "in bright"-blank cans that have no labels. Typi
cally, these bright cans are held at the factory warehouse until orders 
are received for one of the private labels; then the order is run 
through a casing and labeling line. Thus, the manufacturer avoids 
the risk of putting the wrong label on a product and subsequently 
having to relabel it. 

This type of postponement can be further refined if the manufac
turer ships goods in bright to market-area distribution centers. By 
positioning bright cans (and casing and labeling lines) in distribution 
facilities close to the market, the canner may substantially improve 
customer service and still avoid the speculation of producing private 
label merchandise that may be slow to sell. Also, by postponing a 
commitment to perhaps six different private labels, one field inven
tory can do the work of six. 

Postponement of Consumer Packaging 

A fourth type of postponement is the delay of packaging. A 
pioneer in the manufacture of soft drinks, Coca-Cola, determined 
many years ago that its manufacturing strategy would be to produce 
a concentrated syrup that would be delivered to soda fountains or 
regional bottlers to be diluted with carbonated water and delivered 
in a package convenient and attractive for the consumer. Similarly, 
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manufacturers of whiskey move the product across the ocean in 
bulk, then bottle it in the country in which it is to be sold. The risk 
of breakage and pilferage of glass bottles is eliminated, and a more 
favorable customs duty applies in some instances. 

Postponement of Final Assembly 

Postponement of final assembly is an accepted strategy in many 
manufacturing finns. For example, a manufacturer of office furniture 
may delay final assembly of desks or chairs until customer orders 
are received. Common components such as desk pedestals, seat 
cushions, frames, and hardware can be produced and held in stock. 
When a customer orders a desk or chair of a certain style or color, 
the order is filled by assembling and finishing common components 
on an assembly line. By doing this, the manufacturer avoids the 
risk of over-producing certain styles that cannot be easily sold. 

Postponement of Blending 

A sixth type of postponement is to delay mixing or blending. 
One widely recognized example is the multigrade gasoline pump 
developed by Sun Oil Co. By altering the mixture or blend of high
and low-octane gasoline, Sunoco offers its customers five different 
combinations of motor fuel at the time of purchase. 

Some paint manufacturers offer a customer paint colors mixed 
at the store. This is a variation of postponement of final assembly, 
the final mixture or blending being made after the product is sold. 

Increased Warehouse Efficiency 

What does postponement do for warehousing efficiency? Basi
cally, it enables one inventory to do the work of many. Where 
blending is postponed, the warehousemen can have a single stock
keeping unit that is convertible to many different products at the final 
brand is applied. To illustrate, in one line of automotive batteries, the 
only difference between private labels is a decal applied to the top 
of the battery. By delaying the application of the decal and the final 
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consumer package until the last moment, the number of line items 
in the warehouse is dramatically reduced. (See Figure 18-1.) 

Postponement can also reduce freight costs, which are usually 
the largest component of physical distribution costs. In the auto 
industry, the incentive for regional assembly plants has been to 
reduce freight costs. It is often cheaper to ship components than 
finished cars. 

Another instance of postponement involves an Italian toy manu
facturer that produces a light-density item. The item is shipped in 
bulk boxes to a warehouse at the port of entry where consumer 
packages purchased in the United States for the American market 
are also received, and the product is moved from bulk-shipping 
container to the final consumer package. Not only are freight costs 
reduced, but the consumer package is more attractive because it has 
not been subjected to the potential wear and tear of long-distance 
transportation. 

Delaying final branding or packaging also reduces the ware-

SOURCE: Warehousing and Physical Distribution Productivity Report, Vol. 14, #12, © 
Alexander Communications, New York. 

Figure 18-1 
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houseman's risk of obsolescence. Certain brands may decline in 
popularity, reducing warehouse turnover and increasing the risk that 
the product will become obsolete from a marketing standpoint. 

Potential Challenges 

While productivity advantages in the use of postponement are 
substantial, the challenges are equally so. 

Postponement at a warehouse level usually requires the ware
house operator to enter a whole new business-that of assembly 
and packaging. This creates additional risks in quality control. In the 
course of packaging, the product may be damaged or contaminated. It 
could even be mislabeled or put in the wrong package. Quality 
control in final assembly may be compromised. 

A Manager's Questionnaire 
For Warehouse Postponement 

1. Do we produce identical products under separate brands? 
2. How is the final brand name applied? 
3. Can the product be remotely assembled? 
4. What is the cost-saving in shipping the product in a knock-

ed-down (KD) condition? 
5. What is the cost of remote assembly? 
6. What are the quality control risks of remote assembly? 
7. What are quality control risks of remote branding? 
8. What are customer service levels for the product? 
9. Does our competition have a postponement strategy? 

10. What is the cost-advantage of bulk shipment of our pro-
duct? 

11. What is the cost of remote packaging of the product? 
12. What is the quality control risk of remote packaging? 
13. What is the cost of moving the product through each 

channel of distribution? 
14. Can the product skip one or more of these channels? 

Figure 18-2 
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Ultimately, the widespread use of postponement could turn 
today's distribution centers into tomorrow's packaging and light
assembly centers. However, the management and labor skills in
volved at the warehouse level will need to be higher than those 
needed for receiving, storing, and reshipping. 

Postponement in the Warehouse 

Uncertain money markets and high interest rates have greatly 
complicated the problem of carrying inventory. An escalation of 
fuel costs and deregulation have affected transportation. With both 
capital and transportation costs increasing abnormally, it is likely 
that the use of postponement as a distribution strategy will grow in 
popularity in the near future. 

The future possibilities of postponement are limited only by 
the imagination of the warehouse operator. Any product that has 
multiple private brands, a fragile consumer package, a bulky config
uration in final assembly, or a very slight modification from one 
form to another is a candidate for postponement at the warehousing 
level. Products now packed only at the factory and frequently subject 
to breakage, obsolescence, or high freight costs may be shipped in 
an unbranded, unpackaged bulk state to a regional distribution and 
assembly center. Thus, there is no reason why the practice of post
ponement may not be far more widespread tomorrow than it is today. 
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SELECTING A 
THIRD-PARTY OPERATOR 

Whether to outsource or not is no different than other make or 
buy decisions in business. 

On the one hand, the option exists for you to operate your own 
proprietary warehouse, or warehouses, providing the level of service 
your organization requires to distribute your products. This may 
entail the purchase or lease of real estate, the assembly of material 
handling equipment, and the management expertise to provide the 
level of logistics service your business requires. 

On the other hand, to outsource this service does allow the 
capital not invested in real estate or material handling equipment, 
or the credit not utilized in leasing real estate and material handling 
equipment, to be used elsewhere within the business. Similarly, the 
exposure of having employees both at the management and labor 
ranks would be transfelTed to a supplier as would some of the 
business risk and some of the management responsibility for 
these functions. 

Use of a contractor to outsource the warehousing function 
therefore permits your organization to focus more on your core 
competency and allows a specialist with specific expertise in this 
area, namely warehousing, to provide such services for you. The 
selection of a warehouse operator should be conducted through a 
research process with the accumulated information base resulting 
in a clear choice. 

When organizations consider outsourcing, loss of control is 
often mistakenly felt to be inevitable. There is no reason why your 
organization should lose control. The contractor's management 
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along with your own organization's ongoing management attention 
should actually improve your control. A second misconception is 
that once your organization has outsourced its warehousing, it is no 
longer responsible for its management, and all of your organization's 
time and cost of such functions can be eliminated. 

A Four Step Process 

The gathering of information is a four-step process. First, define 
the scope of work that the contractor will perform for you. Second, 
gather order characteristics. Third, describe the shipping function. 
Fourth, assemble details on any special services to be performed. 

Here are questions that should be asked: 

• What are weights, dimensions, and other warehousing charac-
teristics of each item? 

• What are risks of spoilage, breakage, or theft? 

• How is product packaged? 

• How is product received? 

• What are planned shipping and receiving volumes? 

• Describe any seasonal peaks and valleys. 

• How will orders be transmitted to the warehouse? 

• How many lines per average order? 

• How many units per line? 

• What is average order size? 

• What percentage is full truckload? 

• Who will manage the transport function? 

• Who pays the freight bills? 

• Are any specialized receiving or shipping services needed? 

• Describe other needed services such as: repack, labeling, 
price marking, wrapping, inventory checks, cycle counts and 
import/export documentation. 

Once the data have been developed, an understanding must be 
reached in your organization regarding objectives that you expect 
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the supplier to provide. These objectives should include your desired 
tradeoff between service and price. 

After you have compiled this information, you are now prepared 
to assemble a list of potential warehouse operators who could per
form the needed services. There are a number of directories and 
associations available that can be utilized as a starting point. Often 
these sources are incomplete. Enlist the assistance of people familiar 
with the third-party marketplace. These could be those within your 
own organization or other professionals with whom you are involved 
through associations. Some may engage a logistics consultant who 
has expertise in this area. 

Once you have a bidder's list of third-party warehouses, the 
next step is the development of a Request for Proposal (RFP). The 
RFP should be based on the previously developed scope of work 
and submitted to the list of potential third-party operators, allowing 
a reasonable period of time for them to respond to the request. 
Responses should be in a predetermined format. This format should 
be easy for you to use in your evaluation process, keeping in mind 
that this is only the first screening of the warehouse operators. The 
evaluation criteria in Figure 19-1 could be used for an initial 
screening. 

Evaluation Criteria 

Prior to the submission of your RFP to prospective bidders, it 
is best to establish the specific items that will be evaluated and how 
each item will be weighted. Figure 19-1 shows a sample of eighteen 
evaluation items and how each will be evaluated. 

Once you have received the responses from the RFP, an initial 
evaluation can be made using the criteria listed in Figure 19-2. You 
should reduce the candidates down to a workable number. After 
evaluating their credentials and experience you should be able to 
select a reasonable number to proceed with on-site evaluations. 

In most on-site evaluations there are three areas that are re
viewed: the corporate organization, the order entry activities, and 
the physical operations. 
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Evaluation Criteria 

Service and Customer 
Satisfaction 

Experience with 
Similar Business 

Flexibility & Future 
Opportunities 

Total Operating Costs 

Ability to Improve 
Service to Distributors 

I Location. Physical Facilities I. 
& Operating Procedures 

Figure 19-1 
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SOURCE: Thomas L. Freese, Vol. 11, No.6, Warehouse Forum, © Ackerman Company, 
Columbus, Ohio. 

Specific decision criteria must be established before the evalua
tion process commences. These criteria are then weighted in the 
same manner shown in Figure 19-1. 

After having conducted on-site evaluations of each of the poten
tial third-party candidates, an evaluation can be made from the 
criteria using rating numbers then displayed in a matrix for compari
son as shown in Figure 19-2. 

You may attach weighted values to these evaluation points. The 
process allows for an orderly approach that considers the scope of 
work and the operator's capability to perform it. After using this pro
cess there should be a clear indication of who the single best third
party operator is, or who the top two operators are. At this point, and 
only at this point, should you begin the process of evaluating the price. 

The Contract 

As with any significant long-term business relationship, a for
mal contract is customary. Eventually, the individuals involved in 
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t. MULTIPLE WAREHOUSE 
FACILITIES NATIONWIDE 

If national coverage is of importance for your organization, 
ideally a third-party warehouse operator would have strong 
national coverage with regional locations available 
corresponding with your organization's markets. Such a third
party would have a strong network of capabilities to service all 
points within 24. 48 and 72 hour responses. 

Rating and D;scription 

I. Strong national coverage wilh regional locations 

2. Good nalional coverage with some gaps 

Limited national coverage 

4. Does nor proVide nalional coverage 

5. Does nor currently have mulliplejadlifies 

2. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL 

In providing a complete offering it is often necessary to 
manage inventories. In order to do so the third-party should 
possess inventory management and control capabilities to 
include stock rotation, re-order management, procurement, and 
forecasting capabilities. 

Rating and Descrintion 
1. State-of-the-art inventory management systems in place 

2. Fundamen/al inventory mgmt applications in place 

Basic strltcture exists 

4. ,ifinimal capabilities 

5. Inadequate inventOf)' management 

3. ORDER ACCEPTANCE AND PROCESSING 

The ideal third-party operator has a state-of-the-art ordel 
acceptance and processing or "front end" system in place. 

Rating and Description 
I. A state-of-the-art order acceptance system wuh sarisfled 

reference users 

2. An order acceptance system operating with some 
improvement opportunities 

3. A parlial order acceptance and processing system 

4. Currently examining purchase and/or start-up of an order 
acceptance sy.uem 

5. No order acceptance system in place 

4. PICK AND PACK OPERATIONS 

Your organization may require a pick and pack fulfillment 
service. 

Rating and Description 

I. State·ofthe·art 

2. Individual pick-pack operations currently in operation 

3. Partial pick, pick-pack opera/ions 

4. Experience wilh pick-pack/cltrrently none in operation 

5. No pick-pack operations exist 

5. ORDER FULFILLMENT 

In addition to each pick or pick-pack operations the existence 
of current capabilities in individual order fulfillment are 
crucial to the success of such a third-party. Such individual 
order fulfillment would include the operations of order caprnre, 
processing, picking, packing, shipping, tracking, and order 
acknowledgment activities. 

s. ORDER FULFILLMENT (Continued) 

Rating and Description 
I. State-of-the-art capabilities are in place and operating to 

handle individual order /ulfillment 10 include systems, 
order cap/lire. acknowledgment, manifest tracking. etc 

2. Existing order fulfillment activities are in place and 
operating/or a nllmber a/potential reference m:collnls 

3. Management is experienced in the order fulfillment 
activities and, although not currently operating order 
/il/jillmen/ activities in all its regional locations, has the 
management depth to do so 

4. Limited orderfu(fillment capabilities and/or management 
experience 

5. / ... ·0 existing oreler fulfillmem capabilities anel/or man~ 
agement expel'lence 

6. ASSEMBLY/PACKAGING/ 
VALUE ADDED ACTIVITIES 

In addition to the nonnal four steps of order capture, inventory 
management, fulfillment, and transportation generally 
associated with the outsourcing of logistics, there is a growing 
need for value added services to be provided at the point of 
distribution. These activities would include such things as 
packaging, kitting, sortation, burn-in, testing, repair, 
modifications and bench work activities. 

Rating and Description 
I. Existing operations are underway to provide f/llmerOIiS 

value added activities/or a number 0/ d~[fl!renl emtomen 
to include many a/the abo\'e noted vallie added un'ices 

2. Value aelded activities are being pelformed in a number of 
locations/or a number of d{fferent cllstomers 

3. Umiled vallie added acti\'ities currently are in place 

4. Management understand5 and is capable of providing 
t'aille added activities although none are currently being 
conuucted. 

IVa evidence exists of ,'alue added (Ktil'i(ieJ andlor 
management capabilities to sel up slich activities 

7. CREDIT CARD VERIFICATION 

As a subset of the order capture activities your organization 
may require credit card verification, If your organization 
requires full fulfillment activities such credit card verification 
may be essential. 

Rating and Description 
I. Current state-of-the-art computer tie-in eapahilities exist 

as a part oflhe order acceptance and procening systems 
10 handle all credit card verificatiOns. 

2. A credit card ver~fication system exists and is presently 
operating 

3. Limited credit card verification is m'oilable through a 
manual or semi-automated process 

4. Credit card verifications could be accommodated through 
individual contact wilh credil card companies 10 verify 
credit 

5. No credit card verification exists, nor ;s the third-party 
capable of a<:commodating same 

8. INVOICING, CREDIT AND COLLECTION 

In addition to credit card verification, it is often necessary with 
sales on a business to business basis to have the capability of 
a credit and collection activity to include invoicing of 
individual shipments. 

SOURCE: Thomas L. Freese, Vol. 11, No.6, Warehouse Forum, © Ackerman Company, 
Columbus, Ohio. 

Figure 19-2 
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putting together such a relationship move on (they are promoted or 
transferred, or retire). Without a well detailed agreement, those 
who follow may have a totally different set of expectations and 
understanding of the arrangement than was intended. Any such 
agreement should address: 

• Scope of work 

• Responsibilities 

• Extra services 

• Damages 

• Risk management 

• Termination 

• Remedies 

• Agreement modification 

• Rate adjustments 

• Compensation 

• Service expectations 

Of all these points, the most important is termination. Every partner
ship must end sometime, and an orderly process must be anticipated. 
The agreement must be sufficiently flexible to accommodate normal 
changes in prices and procedures.8 

Managing a Continuing Relationship 

The most important step in maintaining a good continuing 
relationship with the new supplier is to constantly communicate 
your expectations. One RFP contained a first page that was titled 
"What We Expect of You and What You Can Expect of Us." 
Many third-party relationships that fail do so because of inadequate 
communication of expectations. 

Since the consequences of misunderstanding are so critical, it 
is best to communicate your expectations in more than one format. 
You should do so through written correspondence, personal visits, 
and periodic phone calls. An operations manual is a formal way to 
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outline your expectations, but the right people won't always read 
it carefully. You may wish to use checklists, which are shorter and 
easier to control. A personal visit is the most effective way to 
communicate, but this is expensive and time consuming. Visits 
should not just be in one direction. Ask representatives of your 
supplier to visit your operations so they can meet your people and 
see how you run your own warehouses. 

After the decision is made and the new warehouse is in opera
tion, you owe it to yourself and your supplier to constantly measure 
the performance of that warehouse. Performance measurement is a 
big topic, and we cannot begin to cover all of the options. As you 
look at those measures that you plan to use to gauge the performance 
of a warehouse, consider five rules: 

1. Keep it simple. A complex method is hard to understand 
and expensive to administer. 

2. Be sure the thing you are measuring is critical to the opera
tion. Measuring trivia wastes time and causes people to get lost 
in detail. 

3. Be sure that the measurement is timely. Stale information 
is a waste of time. 

4. Be sure that you measure quality as well as productivity. 
Sometimes one is achieved at the expense of the other. 

5. Consider multiple variables when you measure either quality 
or productivity. For example, consider both the number of pieces 
shipped accurately and the dollar value of merchandise shipped 
correctly. A single error involving very expensive merchandise could 
be more serious than normal statistics would reveal. 

Once you have done the measuring, be sure that regular feed
back is provided to the warehouse supplier. The manner in which 
it is supplied can be a motivator or a demotivator. If you emphasize 
the positive and encourage competition with other warehouses, your 
warehousing people will be favorably motivated. 

Managing for maximum efficiency is an ongoing process. It is 
enhanced by periodically meeting and setting new objectives. Any 
operation that is not continuously improving is actually losing 
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ground since the competition is presumably moving forward. It is 
valuable to meet at least once a year with management at each 
public warehouse to agree on attainable goals for the year ahead. 

By making the right start, building and maintaining excellent 
communication, and periodically reviewing objectives, you can 
make the experience of picking public warehouses an orderly and 
productive process. 
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20 

PREVENTING 
CASUAL TV LOSSES 

There are three kinds of major losses that could affect your 
property: 

1. A business interruption interferes with the ability of the 
warehouse to function normally. This includes any occurrence that 
makes it impossible to ship, receive, or move materials. 

2. Some casualty losses affect both the building and its con
tents. 

3. Other losses may affect just the warehouse structure. 

Types of Casualty Losses 

The most catastrophic loss is fire. A warehouse fire, once out 
of control, is likely to destroy both the building and its contents. 

Windstorm is a common threat to warehouse buildings. The 
modem warehouse is particularly vulnerable to windstorm damage 
because its wide expanses of flat roof are readily damaged by high 
winds. When such roofs are constructed with asphalt, insurance 
carriers limit the amount that can be used and thereby reduce risk 
of fire. Because asphalt is an adhesive, reducing its use to cut fire 
risk increases the risk of damage by windstorm. 

The risk of water damage includes both floods and sprinkler 
system malfunction. Sometimes ill-trained emergency fire brigades 
may set off the sprinkler systems, and the leakage can cause as 
much damage as fire. 

Overloading the building, structural failure, or earthquake may 
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all cause a building to collapse. The risk of explosion is influenced 
by the products stored in or near the building. 

Vandalism and malicious mischief clauses cover losses caused 
by sabotage or other acts of malicious destruction. A more general 
risk is that of "consequential loss"-the losses that may come as 
the result of an earlier event. One example is a power failure that 
disables the refrigeration system in a freezer, with spoilage of stored 
products as a consequential damage. 

Controlling Fire Risks 

One of the best ways to control fire risk is to purchase both 
insurance and loss-prevention advice from a carrier who emphasizes 
loss prevention. The more progressive insurance companies such 
as Factory Mutual (FM) and Industrial Risk Insurers (lRI) have 
continuing research and development on loss prevention. These 
companies control losses by making every employee aware of how 
to prevent fires. 

Sprinkler Systems 

Means of controlling the risk of fire vary in different countries, 
but in the United States today the most widely accepted method of 
fire risk reduction is the automatic sprinkler system. The automatic 
sprinkler is a series of pipes installed just under the ceiling of a 
warehouse building, carrying sufficient water to extinguish or pre
vent the spread of fire. There are two widely used types of sprinkler 
systems-dry-pipe and wet-pipe systems. 

Dry-Pipe Systems 

The dry-pipe system uses heated valve houses, each with a 
valve containing compressed air that keeps water out of the sprinkler 
pipes. When the air is released, water is permitted to flow. Dry
pipe systems function in unheated warehouses or in outdoor canopies 
where temperatures fall below freezing. 

Sprinkler heads are installed on the pipes at regular intervals. 
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Each of these heads has a deflector to aim the flow of water and a 
trigger made of wax or a metallic compound that will melt at a 
given temperature. When heat reaches that temperature, the trigger 
snaps and allows water to flow through the system and onto the fire. 

Most systems include a water-flow alarm that will ring a bell 
and send an electronic signal to summon the fire department. The 
electronic signal is particularly important for controlling a false 
alarm or an accidental discharge. 

Wet-Pipe Systems 

In the wet-pipe system, water fills all pipes up to the sprinkler 
heads, which means the entire warehouse must be kept above freez
ing. The wet-pipe system works faster since compressed air does 
not have to be released first and this speed makes it a better system 
for fire control. Furthermore, the wet-pipe system is less susceptible 
to false alarms than the more complex dry-pipe system. 

All sprinkler systems are equipped with master control valves, 
which present two risks: accidental closure and deliberate shutoff 
by a vandal. Nearly a third of dollar losses from fires in buildings 
with sprinklers occur because the control valves were closed. 

A New Type of Sprinkler System 

Approval ofthe Early Suppression Fast Response (ESFR) sprin
kler system is one of the most significant advances in a long history 
of the use of sprinkler systems for fire protection in the United 
States. In most of the world, sprinkler systems are regarded as an 
American invention and are often considered unacceptable because 
of the danger of water damage. In the United States, such systems 
are required by building codes in all warehouses but the smallest. 

Two developments of the past few decades have made sprinkler 
system protection more complicated: the increased use of storage 
racks, and storage of more products that contain volatile or poison
ous chemicals. 

Protection experts consider rack storage to be hazardous be
cause a typical rack arrangement leaves vertical spaces that act as 
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a flue in the event of a fire. The insurance underwriters' solution 
to the problem was to specify installation of intermediate sprinkler 
heads within the rack. 

This brought cries of dismay from warehouse owners because 
intermediate sprinklers are expensive and they destroy layout flexi
bility. Racks equipped with intermediate sprinklers can never be 
adjusted or moved. Furthermore, it is relatively easy to strike the 
in-rack sprinkler heads by accident while handling freight. For these 
reasons, many warehouse operators have stubbornly resisted under
writers requests for in-rack sprinkler systems. 

Eliminating the need for in-rack sprinkler systems is the primary 
virtue of the ESFR sprinkler system. ESFR has two unique features: 
a quicker response time and a heavier sprinkler discharge. When a 
sufficient quantity of water is dropped onto a fire at an early stage, 
the fire will be suppressed before it presents a severe challenge to 
the building itself. Furthermore, the ESFR system typically opens 
fewer sprinkler heads than a conventional system and therefore 
reduces water damage. Reducing the size and duration of the fire 
will also reduce smoke damage. 

There are two ways to deal with fire-suppression and control. 
Standard sprinkler systems operate on the control principle. The 
sprinkler system allows a fire to develop, but retards its spread by 
opening 20 to 30 sprinkler heads. This widespread discharge soaks 
surrounding storage piles so they will not ignite. The water discharge 
protects the building by cooling the steelwork and preventing struc
tural failure and collapse. Suppression is left to firefighters. 

The ESFR system is designed for suppression, rather than con
trol. The goal is to apply enough cooling water to a heat source 
before a fire plume has any chance to develop. 

Other Protection Against Fire 

Fire extinguishers are an important first response in fighting 
fires. A portable extinguisher often prevents a small blaze from 
becoming a major fire. The best way to be sure that fire extinguishers 
will be used effectively is to have periodic training and drills. 
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Most fire protection systems also include fire hose stations to 
be used before the fire trucks arrive. When fire drills are held, 
instructions on how to use these hoses should be included. Many 
major fires are prevented by teams trained to act effectively the 
instant a fire is discovered, and well before the fire department 
can arrive. 

The warehouse operator's proficiency in loss prevention is usu
ally reflected in the rate insurance underwriters assign to the facility. 
Some public warehouse operators will advertise their fire insurance 
rate, knowing that it reflects their success in loss prevention. Fire 
underwriters measure both management interest and employee atti
tudes toward fire protection. They recognize that loss risks can be 
increased by careless smoking, poor housekeeping, or even poor 
labor relations. 

Wind Storm Losses 

Certain parts of the country are recognized as having a higher 
hazard from storms. Gulf Coast areas are notable for hurricanes 
and parts of the midwest have repetitive problems with tornadoes. 
Probably no economical warehouse design could withstand a direct 
hit from a tornado or the full force of a hurricane. However, certain 
kinds of construction have proven more resistant to such perils. 

A preengineered metal roof, for example, has greater wind 
resistance than a built-up composition roof, simply because the 
metal roof does not rely on asphalt or any other chemical adhesive. 
Overhanging truck canopies should be avoided in high-wind areas, 
since they are particularly susceptible to wind damage. 

Flood and Leakage 

One way to control the risk of loss from either flood or leakage 
is to be sure that no merchandise is stored directly on the warehouse 
floor. The use of storage pallets or lumber dunnage to keep all 
merchandise a few inches above the floor can provide a measure 
of protection in the event of leakage. 
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Mass Theft 

Because any burglary protection system designed by one human 
being can be thwarted by another, warehouse managers should never 
assume that a protection system will always prevent mass theft. 

Periodically, warehouse managers should deliberately breach 
the security system just to learn how fast the police will respond. 
Holding this kind of burglary drill is potentially dangerous, and 
managers who do it must be sure that they do not become victims 
of a police accident. One way to reduce this risk is to inform the 
police chief, but not the alarm company, that a drill is taking place. 

Since the technology for electronic protection is constantly 
being improved, the alert warehouse operator should always look 
for new equipment better than that currently installed. But all such 
equipment should be "fail-safe"-meaning that it will ring an alarm 
if wires are cut or power is interrupted. 

Outside lighting is an important deterrent to mass theft. Intense 
outside light will make a thief feel conspicuous. Rather than run 
the risk of being seen, the thief probably will select a less well
lit building. 

Vandalism 

Vandalism, sabotage, or other deliberate destruction is difficult 
to control. The most serious vandalism risk is the intentional closure 
of sprinkler valves. There are electronic devices to counter this. 
Also, it is possible to apply a seal that shows at a glance if a valve 
has been turned by an unauthorized person. The risk of vandalism 
increases during a period of labor strife, and management should 
be especially alert at those times. 

Surviving an Insurance Inspection 

The insurance inspector is far more concerned about the materi
als in your warehouse than about the building itself. With few 
exceptions, warehouse buildings are fire resistant. If you are fortu
nate enough to be warehousing noncombustibles, and ifthose materi-
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als are in bulk with no combustible packaging, then you have a 
very safe warehouse. However, almost every warehouse is filled 
with products that contain some paper or corrugated packaging, 
plastics, wood, and combustible chemicals. 

The insurance industry rates combustibles in five classes: 

1. A special-hazard product is one in which the plastics content 
of packaging and product is more than 15% by weight or more than 
25% by volume. Expanded plastic packaging, such as that used to 
protect computers and television sets, is particularly hazardous. 

2. A Class IV commodity can be any product, even a metal 
product, that is packaged in a cardboard box if nonexpanded plastic 
is more than 15% of the product weight, or if expanded plastic is 
more than 25% of the product's volume. An example of such an 
item is a metal typewriter with plastic parts that is protected by a 
foam plastic container. 

3. A Class III item is one in which both product and packaging 
are combustible. An example is facial tissue in cartons. 

4. A Class II product is a noncombustible item that is stored 
in wood, corrugated cardboard, or other combustible packaging. 
While the contents will not burn, the package will. Examples include 
refrigerators, washers, and dryers. 

5. A Class I item is the least hazardous commodity-noncom
bustible products stored in noncombustible packaging on pallets. 
The pallets themselves will burn, but if everything on the pallet is 
noncombustible, it is rated as Class I. 

The fire inspector will consider the quantity of material in your 
warehouse that falls into each of the five classes and the manner in 
which you store materials. From a protection standpoint, solid-pile 
storage-freestanding stacks that are snugly against each other
provide the least hazardous storage arrangement. The exception 
would be a commodity that is in itself quite dangerous, such as a 
flammable chemical. 

You can make even racks safer from the underwriter's point 
of view. Allow a vertical space between rack structures, to permit 
sprinkler water to run down into the racks. Pallet racks or installations 
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that use metal grates are considered safer than solid steel shelving, 
simply because the openings allow water to run down through 
the levels. 

The fire inspector will also look at the number and width of 
your aisles, and the height at which goods are stored. Nearly all 
underwriters request that goods be at least 18 inches below sprinkler 
heads; but with more hazardous materials, an even greater space 
between product and sprinklers will increase the possibility that the 
sprinkler system can control a fire. 

The problem with high-piled storage is a chimney or flue effect. 
If you have a 30-foot pile of combustible boxes with a 6-inch space 
between rows, a fire will move up the 30-foot flue like a blowtorch. 
The flame at the top will be extremely hot and violent, and this heat 
can expand the steel framework of the building and cause a collapse. 

Fire safety for the most dangerous materials is improved with 
ample aisle separation. If the hazardous products are separated from 
the rest of the merchandise by wide aisles, the chance of controlling 
a fire is increased. In some cases, extremely hazardous materials 
are put in a special-hazard building far from the rest of the facility. 
Thus a fire in that building will not threaten the larger warehouse. 

Plant Emergency Organizations 

A plant emergency plan can greatly reduce the risk of major 
loss. For this reason, casualty underwriters strongly encourage well
trained plant emergency teams. The emergency team fills the gap 
between when an emergency is discovered and the fire department 
or other professionals arrive. 

The emergency organization should always include representa
tives of plant maintenance or engineering departments, since these 
people are the most familiar with the protection systems, control 
panels, and circuit breakers. The plant emergency team should know 
how to operate all protective equipment and be trained to react with 
confidence and accuracy. 

The most important aspect of training is practice drills. Such 
drills should include sounding the alarm; moving to a prescribed 
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emergency station; and handling fire hoses, extinguishers, and sprin
kler system controls. The last of these is the most complex, since 
a large sprinkler system usually has many valves as well as a booster 
fire pump. A good emergency organization also is schooled in First 
Aid, since the first priority is always saving lives. 

Emergency teams need regular drills and preparation. When 
emergency plans are made and then forgotten, the team rapidly 
becomes disorganized and useless. 

While the prime goal of a warehouse manager must be to 
produce a profit, insurance underwriters tend to evaluate manage
ment interest in reducing fire risk as much as any other factor in 
rating a facility. 

The best insurance policies will not adequately cover all the 
losses in a major casualty disaster. The ill will from customers and 
suppliers is difficult to measure and nearly impossible to recover. 

When the chief distribution executive is not overly interested 
in protecting property, it is unlikely that his subordinates will be 
either. On the other hand, when senior management interest in 
property conservation is strong, this attitude will pervade the organi
zation. The cornerstone of a program to control casualty losses is 
senior management's commitment to it. 
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"MYSTERIOUS 
DISAPPEARANCE" 

Protecting merchandise from "mysterious disappearance" re
quires a careful blend of the physical techniques of security with 
personnel and procedural precautions. 

The physical techniques-the easiest to put into practice-too 
frequently are the only ones used in a warehouse. However, the 
best security procedures in the world cannot defeat collusion between 
two dishonest individuals-one employed inside the warehouse, one 
outside. And while your goal is to hire only honest, trustworthy 
employees, even a warehouse with 100% honest employees is vul
nerable to dishonesty from outsiders. So procedural checks become 
important to ensure that honest employees remember to use security 
systems. Thus, a combination of all three-physical, personnel, 
and procedural precautions-must be considered when you look at 
warehouse security. 

Electronic Detectors and Alarms 

A first line of defense in theft security is electronic alarm 
systems, which generally are more reliable than a watchman. But 
it is important to remember that an electronic system can always 
be defeated. Any system designed by one human can be overcome 
by another, especially since a sophisticated theft ring may include 
a former employee of an alarm company. Furthermore, some alarm 
companies use outside electricians as subcontractors to install equip
ment. And one dishonest electrician can defeat most systems. 

However, it's harder to defeat the electronic systems being 
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installed today, thanks to the increasing sophistication of the new 
equipment. 

Door Protection Alarms 

The least costly electronic alarms are those that provide protec
tion for doors only, but they are not adequate for most warehouses. 
With current construction techniques, the outside walls of a ware
house are seldom load bearing, and therefore are relatively thin. 
Whether the walls are constructed of masonry or metal, a determined 
thief will have little trouble cutting a large enough hole in the wall 
to allow a mass theft. 

In one such case, thieves backed a truck against a wall of the 
warehouse. Working from inside the van, they removed concrete 
blocks from the exterior wall to gain entry, and loaded the van with 
the highest value product in the building. Fortunately, one of the 
thieves tripped an electronic beam in the rail dock area and sent in 
an alarm. 

Because of the vulnerability of nearly all warehouse walls, the 
best electronic alarms include a "wall of light" surrounding most 
of the storage areas. With this, the thief who manages to penetrate 
an exterior wall will still sound an alarm when entering the stor
age areas. 

Skylights and roofs are also easily entered, primarily because 
of lightweight materials used in modem construction. Protecting an 
entire roof area with electronic beams is not practical. Fortunately, 
however, it is equally impractical to remove any significant volume 
of stored product over a roof. 

One answer to the compromises necessary with alarm systems 
is to install sectional alarms, providing one standard of security for 
most inventory of normal value, and a high-security storage area 
for high-value items. Even the ultrasonic system can be practical 
in an isolated room designed for a small portion of the inventory. 

The typical alarm system used in warehouses usually must be 
switched on or off as an entire system, so if there is a breach it's 
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difficult to pin down where it occurred. Warehouse supervisors may 
have difficulty "setting up" the system at night when one of many 
doors is partially ajar, or one electronic beam is blocked. However, 
more sophisticated systems have an "annunciator panel" to show 
exactly which doors or beams have been breached. 

Such a system may also permit you to keep certain doors on 
alarm, but take others off. This enables you to activate the system 
for portions of the building not in daily use. In a very large or lightly 
staffed building, this system may be worth its additional cost. 

Fire codes in most communities require many safety pedestrian 
doors along the walls of the warehouse to allow workers to escape 
from the building in case of fire. Since such doors can also make 
it easier to pilfer merchandise, you should stop any casual use 
by having an alarm on each personnel door which rings when it 
is opened. 

Grounds Security 
The physical arrangement of grounds and access to your ware

house will either invite or discourage theft. While it would be 
ideal if you could restrict access to the property surrounding the 
warehouse, this often is not practical. Because most warehouses are 
involved in high-volume movements of freight, common carrier 
truck drivers and railroad employees must come on the property to 
spot or remove vehicles. Such access usually is required at night or 
after working hours. 

High fences and gates help control access to the property. After
hours patrol of the grounds by a guard dog and trained handler is 
an excellent psychological deterrent. Some guard dog services oper
ate on a roving basis, with protection provided for a number of 
facilities by the same guard team. 

Where you locate employee and visitor parking can also either 
deter or encourage theft. All persons entering or leaving a warehouse 
should use a single entrance, with other personnel doors available 
only for emergency. Parking should never be permitted adjacent to 
warehouse walls or doors. 
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Seals 

A seal is a thin metal strip (with a serial number) that is fastened 
so that it cannot be restored once it is broken. Properly used, the 
seal is a good physical deterrent to cargo theft. Because theft in 
interstate commerce may be investigated by the FBI, for years the 
mere presence of a seal on a box car was enough to discourage 
unauthorized entry. 

If a box car is broken into while spotted at the shipper's or 
receiver's plant, the railroad has a legal right to disclaim responsibil
ity, as the car was not under its control. For this reason, the use of 
an inside rail dock may be the only means of protecting against 
theft from a railroad car. A parked truck trailer presents similar 
problems. You can buy electronic alarm systems that extend cover
age to spotted trailers. 

To use seals effectively, you must have procedures that are 
carefully followed, as well as good communication between shipper 
and receiver. You can't allow seals to be either applied or removed 
by unauthorized personnel if you expect them to serve their purpose. 
More recently, however, bolder thieves have attacked the box 
cars themselves. 

Storage Rack 

One way to reduce losses of highly vulnerable products is to 
place them on the upper levels of storage racks where they can be 
readily removed only by a trained lift-truck driver. You should use 
storage racks to improve security as well as storage productivity. 

Controlling Collusion Theft 

Part of the overall national breakdown in morality is a significant 
increase in collusion theft. Warehouse collusion theft is stealing 
which is usually accomplished by a partnership consisting of a truck 
driver and a warehouse employee. Collusion theft is the most difficult 
warehouse crime to control, since there is no electronic system 
and no paperwork system that is certain to expose collusion when 
it exists. 
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Furthermore, collusion thefts are frequently quite large, and 
one report indicates that 40% of warehouse thefts are by employees. 
It is self evident that the best way to avoid collusion theft is to hire 
honest people, but the task of accomplishing this has become much 
more difficult in recent years. There was a time when the use of a 
polygraph (lie detector) test was a permissible practice in most 
states, but Federal law now prohibits its use. 

There are two ways to defend against theft and pilferage. One 
is a combination of physical deterrents and systems that make it 
difficult to break security. The second defense is by confirming the 
honesty of all employees. 

Physical Deterrent 

Many warehouses use physical means of discouraging pilferage. 
These include careful supervision of loading and unloading of trash 
containers to be sure that they are not a vehicle for warehouse theft. 
Some require that employees park a significant distance away from 
the warehouse to discourage the carrying of product from ware
houses to automobiles. Television cameras are frequently mounted 
on loading docks to demonstrate that security people have the ability 
to closely observe every action taken on the dock. Many companies 
have uniformed guards at docks and at truck entrances to demonstrate 
that there is close surveillance on the property. 

Restricted Access 

Only warehouse employees should have access to storage areas. 
Bank customers aren't offended by barriers that prohibit them from 
walking behind the counters where the money is stored. Similarly, 
no user of a warehouse would be offended if his or her movement 
is restricted in the same manner. Even warehouse employees should 
understand that they are authorized to enter only those areas involved 
in their own work. 

Yet many warehouses have no physical restriction that prevents 
visitors from wandering at will. Furthermore, many warehouses 
don't prevent visiting truck drivers from walking or loitering in 
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storage areas. Posting signs or painting stripes may not be good 
enough. Look into how fencing, cages or counters can be used to 
prevent unauthorized persons from entering storage areas. 

Confirming Employee Honesty 

A major factor in collusion theft is management's perceived lack 
of concern for security. The number one failure is preemployment 
screening. It is difficult to screen applicants to include only those 
people who are absolutely honest, have the required skills, and are 
drug-free. The cost of hiring the wrong person can easily be in the 
thousands of dollars. 

There are many ways to do preemployment screening. Personal 
interviews, drug screening, reference checks, and background re
views are all necessary steps in the process. 

Preemployment tests can help you screen candidates for the 
job. All prospective warehouse and delivery employees should be 
tested for both skills and integrity. The cost of accomplishing this 
is low, ranging from $15.00 to $40.00 per candidate. Researchers 
at the University of Iowa conducted a study of more than forty tests 
and a half-million testees. They reported that the tests can identify 
irresponsible and counterproductive behavior that drives bosses 
crazy: disciplinary problems, disruptiveness on the job, frequent 
tardiness, and absenteeism. Dr. Frank L. Schmidt of Iowa stated, 
"It is very difficult for dishonest people to fake honesty." Why 
would a thief expose bad habits in a test? Partially because thieves 
have a propensity to believe that "everybody does it" and it. would 
be implausible to claim that they never do it themselves. 

Though a growing number of experts have demonstrated a 
significant correlation between people who fail the test and steal 
from employers, other professionals are concerned about the large 
number of "false-positive" people who are honest but are incorrectly 
identified as dishonest because of test scores. 

Florida Atlantic University conducted an independent study of 
employees at convenience stores, particularly stores with substantial 
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pilferage. Prospective employees had taken one of two honesty tests, 
but they were not used in the hiring process. A group of fifty-four 
employees who were terminated for theft was carefully reviewed. 
These fired employees had low test scores while the still employed 
group had passing scores. 

Two leading suppliers of honesty tests are London House and 
Reed Psychological Systems. 

Figures 21-1 and 21-2 show sample assessment reports used 
by London House, a division of the McGraw-Hill Companies. Both 
London House and Reed consider their questionnaires to be sensitive 
and will not allow them to be published. The test designers claim 
that their instruments are in compliance with all Federal and state 
laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, 
age, sex, national origin, disability, or record of offenses. These 
surveys are designed to be easily given and administered. The tests 
can be completed in less than an hour and can be scored with the 
aid of a personal computer. Raw scores are faxed to the testing 
company or processed by touch-tone telephone. 

Significant Behavioral Indicators 
-Interview Questions-

SCALE: Work Values 

514: You've indicated that you're not always very prompt. What 
types of situations typically cause you to be late for work? 

SCALE: Supervision Attitudes 

614: Your response indicates you frequently break rules to do 
the job right. Please describe some situations when you 
did this. 

621: Based on your response, you've occasionally gotten into 
trouble for fooling around at work or school. Please describe 
some examples. 

SOURCE: From VII, No.5, Warehousing Forum, courtesy of London House Division, 
McGraw-HilI. 

Figure 21-1 
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Significant Behavioral Indicators 
-Positive Indicators-

SCALE: Honesty 

• In recent years, has never though about 
stealing money ................................................................ (89) 

• Thinks he/she will never take something of 
value from future jobs without permission ...................... (88) 

• Believes he/she is definitely too honest to steal .............. (39) 
• Has never taken company merchandise or 

property from jobs without permission ........ ................... (96) 
• Has not taken any money, without authorization, 

from jobs in the last three years ...................................... (110) 

SCALE: Drug Avoidance 

• Believes that someone who drinks alcohol 
is unacceptable ............................................................... (115) 

• Believes that someone who uses uppers 
(amphetamines) is very unacceptable ............................. (116) 

• Believes that someone who uses marijuana 
is very unacceptable ....................................................... (118) 

• Believes that someone who shares marijuana 
with others is very unacceptable .................................... (119) 

SOURCE: From VII, No.5, Warehousing Forum, courtesy of London House Division, 
McGraw-Hili. 

Figure 21-2 

Giving and Checking References 

A growing number of people are fearful of giving negative 
feedback about a former employee. Facts offered in good faith or 
opinions honestly held are a solid defense against defamation claims. 
If you check references, your most important question is "Would you 
rehire?" The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) 
estimates that nearly one-fourth of all resumes and applications 
contain at least one major fabrication. Reference checking will reveal 
such dishonesty even if the person giving feedback is attempting to 
avoid anything negative. You are more likely to get a useful response 
if questions are in the form of a choice between two options. For 
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example, "Would you consider this individual to be more technically 
inclined or a more people-oriented person?" It is best to ask the 
most interesting questions first, finishing the interview with basic 
verification of employment dates, salary, and title. Reference check
ing is time consuming and therefore expensive. Major companies 
indicate that they spend about 10% of their hiring time in the process 
of reference checking, and the cost of hiring each employee is 
approximately $9,200.00 While this seems expensive, consider the 
potential costs incurred by a dishonest employee. * 

Other Collusion Theft Controls 

It may be necessary to use undercover contract employees to 
detect collusion theft. Undercover contractors are available from a 
variety of sources, and they may disclose other problems as well 
as collusion theft. One example is drug dealing in the warehouse. 

Another proven deterrent for collusion theft is to conduct ran
dom test unloadings for outbound vehicles. Choose at random one 
or two outbound loads each month, and call the trucker back in for 
the load to be completely rechecked. When potential thieves learn 
that this kind of surveillance is underway, they may conclude that 
it is too risky to steal at your warehouse. 

Outbound loads are not the only place collusion theft can occur. 
It is equally likely that collusion will take place on in-bound ship
ments, with a warehouse employee signing for the full load but 
actually leaving a portion of it on the truck to be hauled away 
and sold. 

Another key to controlling collusion theft is excellence in inven
tory management. If employees gain the idea that management has 
no idea how much material should be in inventory, some people 
will get the idea that if something disappears it will never be missed. 
On the other hand, when inventory discrepancies are regularly and 
carefully checked, the message is out that management can and will 
maintain control over the stocks in the warehouse. 

* From VII, No.5, Warehousing Forum, by Daniel Bolger, P.E., President, The 
Bolger Group, 
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Collusion is extremely difficult to control, but it will be mini
mized if you take care to hire honest people and to demonstrate 
that management has a keen interest in protecting the property that 
is in the warehouse. 

Your best defense is the fact that the great majority of workers 
are honest and do not want to work with a thief. When you project 
your interest in loss prevention and your willingness to go to any 
length to prevent dishonesty, you can enlist nearly every employee 
to be part of the security team. Stolen merchandise means lost 
profits and a danger to the future of the organization. When senior 
management demonstrates its concern about maintaining the security 
of all of the property in the warehouse, it is usually relatively easy 
to gain similar cooperation from the great majority of warehouse 
workers. 9 

Marketability of Product 

In analyzing your theft security, study the marketability of each 
product in the warehouse: Some merchandise may be valuable, but 
not easily sold; other products may be of lower value, but easily 
sold. Thieves generally will consider marketability of product more 
closely than value. For example, basic food products, paper products, 
and other products that do not have a high value but do have a 
ready market have been the object of mass thefts. If you're not sure 
of the marketability of certain products, law enforcement officials 
can give you a good idea of how frequently various products are 
stolen for resale. 

After you determine marketability, apply selective security stan
dards, with the highest security measures used for the most market
able merchandise. 

Hiring Honest People 

A newer method of testing a job applicant's ,honesty is preem
ployment screening through voice stress analysis. Some claim that 
the results are superior to those obtained with the polygraph. When 
the person being questioned intends deceit in his or her answer, the 
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voice will contain stress which may not be audible to the human 
ear, but which can be measured by a trained analyst using a special 
recorder. While most interviews are conducted in the presence of 
the speaker, it is also possible to analyze a tape recording or a 
telephone conversation. 

The 1988 ban on the polygraph for preemployment screening 
caused renewed interest in handwriting analysis, a personnel tech
nique that is more widely used in Europe than in the United States. 
The effectiveness of this technique has been debated, yet many 
claim that handwriting analysis will reveal a great deal about the 
personality of the writer. 

Using Supervision for Security 

A good way to defeat collusion is to have a "second-count" 
check. Ideally, the person who does this should be a foreman or 
supervisor who is a member of management. 

There are several ways you can use a foreman as a first line 
of defense against collusion theft. First, the placement and breaking 
of all seals should be the responsibility of a foreman, accompanied 
by the truck driver whose vehicle was sealed. Second, upon receipt 
of any load, the foreman as well as the receiver can verify merchan
dise in the staging area. In a busy or crowded warehouse, this 
verification may take place in a storage bay, since the load is taken 
directly from the vehicle to storage. Third, as only a random check 
of certain loads can be made, that check is best done by a member 
of management. This does not mean that a collusion ring could not 
extend to management, or could not include more than two persons. 
However, experience has shown that few collusion thefts involve 
more than two individuals. 

Procedures to Promote Security 

Personnel policies also can be structured to encourage honesty. 
Strict policy on the acceptance of gifts is one example. Truckers 
report that getting a convenient unloading appointment at many 
busy grocery warehouses depends on a "gift" to the receiving clerk. 
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When this kind of corruption exists, the moral atmosphere that 
encourages pilferage of merchandise is also likely to be present. 
Even honest persons and good security systems can be overcome 
by creative outside thieves. Therefore, strict adherence to security 
procedures must be carefully enforced. 

For example, if only foremen are to break and apply seals, you 
must create-and use-paperwork that identifies the foreman who 
performed the task. 

Every empty container is a potential repository for stolen mer
chandise. An empty trailer left at a dock could be the staging area 
for a theft. The same is true of empty box cars, and even trash 
hoppers. One approach is to restrict access to such containers. Empty 
freight vehicles should either be kept under seal, or inspected as 
they leave the warehouse. Furthermore, this inspection must be 
covered by a written record that it took place. 

Customer Pick-Ups and Returns 

Customer pick-Ups create an additional risk of theft. One way 
to control this risk is to have merchandise for pick-up pulled from 
stock by one individual, with delivery to the customer made by a 
different worker. Again, this procedure is based on the fact that 
there usually are only two people involved in collusion thefts. 

Customer returns present an unusual security problem-partic
ularly if the merchandise is returned in high volume or in nonstandard 
cartons. If this is the case in your warehouse, be sure customer 
returns are checked thoroughly as soon as the merchandise arrives at 
the dock. If you don't keep your returned-goods processing current, 
you're inviting pilferage. 

Control of documents can be as important as control of freight. 
Since fraudulent parcel labels can be used to divert small shipments, 
the best way to prevent this is to supervise the issuing of labels. 

Many warehouse crews break for lunch or coffee at the same 
time, with no one available to inspect exposed docks or entrance 
doors. It's a good idea to stagger rest breaks, with a few individuals 
always on duty to protect against unauthorized entry. 
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Security Audits 
Good management must actively combat theft, focusing on the 

three aspects of defense: the physical, personnel, and procedural. 

Security Checklist 
1. When was your alarm system last reviewed and checked? 
2. Have you considered sectional alarms? 
3. Are restricted areas defined in writing? 
4. Are the boundaries of the restricted areas obvious to employees 

and visitors? 
5. Are the means of restriction adequate (do you use fences, count-

ers, cages as necessary)? 
6. Does the warehouse have a reputation for tight security? 
7. Are rules enforced strictly and impartially? 
8. Does management set the proper example for loss prevention? 
9. Do you have the necessary checks to ensure that procedures 

are followed correctly? 
10. Is employee/visitor parking located away from the building? 
11. Do you make spot checks to ensure that watchmen and security 

guards do their jobs properly? 
12. Are walls and fences checked periodically for evidence of entry? 
13. Are employees and visitors required to use one door only, with 

all other doors equipped with alarms? 
14. Are docks and doors never left unattended? 
15. Are rest breaks staggered? 
16. Is your returned goods processing up-to-date? 
17. Do you deliberately overship goods to see if the overshipment 

is reported by receiving personnel? 
18. Have you determined which products are most attractive to 

thieves? 
19. Do you have different levels of securityfordifferentvalueproducts? 
20. Do you emphasize randomness in your security checks? 
21. Do your supervisors look for patterns that might indicate pilfer-

age or collusion? 
22. Is access to empty freight cars and trailers restricted? 
23. Do you check trash containers randomly? 
24. Do you have a systematic, rigorous audit of your security proce

dures and policies? 

Figure 21-3 
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No one of the three will be effective without the other two, and a 
"Magi not Line" complex can be as fatal in warehouse security 
as it was in military history. The greatest enemy of security is 
complacency. An outside security audit is a good way to guard 
against management complacency. 
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SAFETY, SANITATION, AND 
HOUSEKEEPING 

Because so much lifting, pushing, pulling, and human interac
tion with power equipment and large mechanical devices is involved, 
the potential for accidents in warehouses is high. Any of the hundreds 
of different tasks performed daily in a warehouse can create a 
condition where serious accidents may happen. 

Accidents in the Warehouse 

Of all injured warehouse workers, most are not the newcomers. 
A Federal study shows that workers with five or more years' experi
ence in warehousing are more likely to be injured than others. Those 
with one to five years are second, and those with less than one 
month have the least likelihood of injury. Apparently long experience 
causes carelessness which leads to injuries. The same study shows 
that accidents happen early in the day, so fatigue may not be a 
factor. Twenty-nine percent of accidents occur after only two to 
four hours on the job, and another twenty-three percent occur after 
less than two hours on the job. Only eight percent occur after eight 
or more hours in the workplace. 1O 

The most dangerous work in a warehouse is loading and unload
ing of freight vehicles. Warehouses having the most accidents are 
those occupied by wholesalers and retailers. Sixty-eight percent of 
all warehouse injuries occur in these warehouses, as contrasted with 
only eight percent in warehouses devoted to transportation and public 
utilities. Presumably public warehousing is in this smaller category. 

• Injuries are more frequent in larger warehouses. Those with 
eleven or more employees had 82% of injuries. 
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• Older workers are safer. Seventy-four percent of injured 
workers were thirty-four or younger. 

• Though personal protective equipment will prevent injuries, 
the majority of warehouse workers do not wear such equip
ment. The most commonly used protectors are gloves and 
steel-toed safety shoes. Hard hats and goggles are also fre
quently used. 

• While safety training is common, many workers never receive 
it. Training in proper manual lifting is the most popular, but 
only 28% of injured workers had been exposed to it. Only 
23% had received a forklift operator training course. 

Two types of accidents constitute nearly two-thirds of all injuries: 

l. Overexertion is most common, accounting for 38% of in
juries. 

2. Being struck by a falling or flying object accounts for 26% 
of injuries. 

Three types of injuries account for nearly all those that occur in ware
houses: 

1. Muscle sprain or strain is most common. 
2. Bruise or contusion is second. 
3. Cut, laceration, or puncture is third. 

Although injuries requiring hospitalization were only nine per
cent of the total, more than three out of four accidents resulted in 
some time lost. 

When workers were asked why accidents happen, fifty-four 
percent felt that it was not conditions at the work site that caused 
the accident. However, twenty-two percent felt that lack of space 
in the workplace was a factor. Some felt that working too fast or 
working in an awkward position was a contributing cause. Figure 
22-1 shows what activity workers are engaged in when accidents 
take place. 
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Loading/unloading truck, trailer, railcar, 
or other veh icle 

Moving stock to or from storage area 

Selecting or picking items 

o 5 10 

Stacking or placing stock ••••• 111 
Repairing, adjusting, cleaning, or 

maintaining equipment or machinery 

Packing or wrapping items for shipping 

Doing cleanup work 

Inspecting or labeling stock, 
or doing inventory 

Other 

Percent 
15 20 25 

SOURCE: Injuries to warehouse workers by US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Figure 22-1 

Common Sense for Common 
Warehouse Operations 

30 35 40 

A recurring problem in warehouse safety is the stacking of 
conugated boxes. Humidity in a warehouse can break down corru
gated boxes and, if not well stabilized, they can topple down at any 
time. Therefore, it is important to inspect high-piled merchandise 
for any sign of carton failure and to take down stacks before they fall. 

Metal or plastic banding used to seal many types of containers 
is also a source of injuries. When this banding is cut away to open 
the containers, it can fly back, causing serious lacerations or eye 
injuries. Eye protection and gloves could prevent this. In addition, 
employees should be trained to stand to the side of the container, 
away from the banding, so they will not be hit if the banding flies. 
After the banding is cut, it should be disposed of so it doesn't trip 
someone or wrap around the wheel of a forklift. 

Conveyor systems are another concern in the warehouse. Most 
conveyor systems have built-in safety features such as guards, pop
out roilers, and automatic shut-down devices. However, these fea-
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tures can be easily avoided by workers who are in a hurry or simply 
careless. Warning signs should be posted to alert all workers to the 
potential danger of the conveyor. 

Redesigning Lifting Tasks 

Overextension of muscles, particularly the lower back, is an 
injury that accounts for thirty to forty percent of health claims 
totaling up to nine billion dollars a year. With these figures in hand, 
many employers have begun to seriously address this problem and 
have devised methods to reduce the risk. 

The substantial amount of research and training applied to the 
manual lifting problem has not been very effective. Employers train 
workers in the traditional "squat lift," yet injuries still occur. Many 
workers find this method very unnatural, since it requires more effort 
than a natural lift. The more effective approach to reduce injuries 
for these tasks is to apply mechanical aids such as lift trucks, 
conveyors, and dolly wheels. 

The most effective way to eliminate back injuries is to redesign 
the workplace using ergonomics. Ergonomics is a big word to de
scribe a simple process-arranging work for human comfort. In this 
situation, the goal is to eliminate the need for employees to lift. 
Although all lifting can never be eliminated, many tasks can be 
made less strenuous. Each task where employees are experiencing 
back injuries should be analyzed to determine how it can be rede
signed to eliminate the cause of injury. Some solutions are simple. 
For instance, the height of off-loading can be changed so the worker 
doesn't have to bend over as far or reach up as high. Other solutions 
are more complex and may require mechanical devices such as 
conveyors or power hoists to make the job easier. These solutions 
are best implemented during the design phase of the facility so that 
costly redesign is not needed further down the road. Studies indicate 
that the ergonomic approach will reduce about one-third of back
related injuries. When you have done all you can to engineer the 
problem out, refocus your efforts on training. 
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Training 

Safety training should be implemented in every warehouse for 
three reasons. First, and most important, every employer has a moral 
obligation to provide a safe environment for all employees and 
visitors. Second, Federal, state, and local laws mandate a vast array 
of specific responsibilities for every employer in regard to safety. 
Failure to uphold those responsibilities can result in substantial 
fines and penalties. Finally, from an economic standpoint, a safety 
program is cost effective. Reducing accidents should result in lower 
insurance premiums, reduced cost for worker's compensation cover
age, and less absence due to lost time injuries. Secondary benefits 
include higher productivity because morale is improved, less damage 
to products moving through the warehouse, and reduction of fines 
or penalties for safety violations. 

An effective safety training program should satisfy these seven 
key objectives: 

1. Ensure that the building, equipment, and products are safe 
for all employees and visitors. 

2. Instruct all employees on the advantages of working safely, 
injury and disaster response, and all applicable safety regulations. 

3. Provide adequate equipment and clothing to protect employ
ees from injury. 

4. Inspect to confirm compliance with all rules, procedures, 
and training covering safety. 

5. Comply with all laws relating to safety. 
6. Provide a reporting system for accidents, injuries, and le

gal compliance. 
7. Provide information on all hazardous chemicals and materi

als in the warehouse. 

The above objectives relate to the employer's responsibilities. How
ever, employees also must be made aware of their individual safety 
responsibilities. Warehouse employees should be responsible for the 
following safety actions: 
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I. Know all company safety rules. 
2. Observe all safety procedures while in the warehouse. 
3. Report injuries, unsafe conditions, and unsafe practices. 
4. Wear all protective equipment and clothing required. 
5. Conduct all work activities in a safe manner. 

Safety Behavioral Factors 

Motivation and attitude have a lot to do with safety. Good work 
habits are developed by warehouse people who are well coached 
and supervised by effective supervisors. Lack of alertness, boredom, 
or fatigue may reflect the worker's attitude toward himself and the 
people around him. 

To reduce the impact of behavioral factors on the incidents 
of accidents, there are a number of principles that warehouse 
managers can follow. An important start is employee selection. 
Safety should be stressed during employee selection and orienta
tion. This can be strengthened by emphasis from top management. 
A formal reward system should be established so that workers 
feel compensated for the amount of effort or skill required of 
them in following safety practices. The assignment of jobs should 
be based on the similarity between the requirements of the job 
and the characteristics of the worker. Increased worker satisfaction, 
improved quality, and improved safety records will result. Employ
ees should not be assigned to tasks for which they have not 
been properly trained. 

Some help is available from medical tests. Applicants can be 
prescreened through lower back X-ray films. An examination of 
medical records will often identify back-related problems in the 
medical history of an applicant. 

Positive group norms and attitudes that increase worker accep
tance of safety practices can be developed through planned group 
discussion or roundtables involving active participation by workers. 
A company safety committee can be an effective means of providing 
this environment. 
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Manual Handling and Safety 

The warehouse manager has three approaches available to re
duce the risk of manual handling tasks. These involve the job itself, 
training workers, and employee selection. The first approach is to 
redesign the job so that the physical and mental demands can be 
met safely by the average worker. 

The second approach to reducing job risk is to train workers 
in techniques that minimize task hazards. Training can be used to 
make the employee aware of the dangers associated with various 
tasks performed in a warehouse. At the very least, the idea that 
injury risk "goes with the job" should be discarded. Show the 
employee how to take the time and the precautions to perform a 
function safely. The effectiveness of the training can be measured 
by comparing injury rates after the program with those that existed 
before training started. 

The third approach involves employee selection. Screen poten
tial employees to exclude those individuals who cannot perform 
safely under the demands of the job. Screening can involve physical 
fitness evaluations, strength and endurance tests, mobility tests, vi
sion tests, and lower back X-ray films. 

Reducing the injury risk of manual handling tasks should be 
viewed by the warehouse operator as an investment in worker safety, 
employee morale, reduced worker's compensation costs, and in
creased productivity. Now, instead of protecting workers from haz
ards, the emphasis is on removing the hazards from the work. 

Management's Role 

Management's attitude and commitment to the safety program 
is its most critical dimension. Employees attitudes will min'or man
agement's, and if management does not show concern for accident 
prevention, then the rest of the workforce will be apathetic. Manage
ment should be proactive in identifying risks and reducing them 
through better equipment, new training, or new procedures and rules. 

Management is ultimately responsible for protecting the on-
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the-job health and safety of workers. Leave no doubt about your 
personal concern for the safety and health of your people. When 
you show that you care about them, they will show more care for 
each other. 

Sanitation 

Although the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act was passed 
in the 1930s, strict warehouse inspection by representatives of the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) was not a source of serious 
concern until the 1970s and beyond. Everyone involved in warehous
ing took notice when the chief executive of a major east coast food 
chain was convicted of a felony in 1975 in connection with extreme 
contamination in one of his company's distribution centers. This 
case, which went to the U.S. Supreme Court, certainly provided 
general recognition of the power of FDA to enforce its citations, 
targeting its prosecution on the senior management of a company 
if necessary. 

The result was greatly increased interest on the part of food 
warehousemen, in particular in ensuring their warehouses main
tained conditions that would prevent similar litigation by the FDA. 
Some food companies hired professional inspection services, firms 
that could function as independent auditors of sanitary conditions 
in both private and public warehouses. 

FDA inspectors may hold the warehouseman responsible for 
any evidence of contamination, even when there is some doubt as 
to whether it originated within the facility. Rodents are not the only 
sanitation problem, though they have generally caused the greatest 
concern. Insects and birds also are a source of contamination. And, 
because they fly, they are more difficult to control. 

Any sanitation program must consider the following: 

• Building design and construction 

• Rodent exclusion and extermination 

• Bird control 

• Insect control 
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• Inbound inspection 

• Cleanup methods and equipment 

Other types of contamination can occur by odor transfer from 
an odoriferous product to one that has absorption qualities. Leakage, 
staining, and chemical reaction can be caused by incompatible items 
stored in close proximity. 

Many companies have developed internal sanitation guidelines 
listing quality standards to be followed. Some companies retain an 
inspection service even more rigorous than the inspections typically 
performed by the FDA or local health inspectors. The American 
Institute of Baking is one of these inspecting organizations, and 
they have listed conditions that will automatically rate a warehouse 
"unsatisfactory" (Figure 22-2). 

Excellence in Housekeeping 

Excellence in housekeeping not only affects how the place 
looks, but it also affects safety, security, and overall performance. 
If the positive benefits so clearly outweigh the negatives, then why 
is this area so frequently neglected? The only conceivable reasons 
are a lack of appreciation and support from senior management or 
an inability to clearly quantify the benefits. Housekeeping, like 
quality, requires a belief that in the long run it will support your 
firm's goals to grow and be profitable. 

Too often, management forces housekeeping on employees. 
This is not an effective way to achieve long-term excellence. As a 
basic premise, we have to believe that all employees want their 
companies to be successful and that if they are confident their 
housekeeping efforts will contribute to this objective, they will 
eagerly support it. The key here then is communication. As you 
have justified this effort to your management you must now do the 
same for the people performing the daily tasks within your ware
house. You must sing the praises of housekeeping excellence fre
quently, loudly, and with passion. Send the message that housekeep
ing is high on your priority list and that a failure in this area has 
serious consequences. When you demonstrate your interest, your 
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Conditions that Automatically Rate a 
Warehouse 'Unsatisfactory' to the F.D.A. 

1. No sanitation program or pest control in effect. 

2. Presence of live rodents or birds inside the distribution center. 

3. Any significant insect infestation, internal or on the surface of the stored 
product. 

4. Rodent gnawed bags or rodent evidence on pallets of stored stock, or 
numerous excreta pellets on the floor-wall junction of the food dis
tribution center. 

5. Cockroach infestation in the food distribution center that could cause 
regulatory action or could adulterate product. 

6. Stored product contaminated with poisonous or hazardous chemicals 
(i.e., pesticides, motor oil, etc.) 

7. Perimeter floor-wall junctions and storage areas completely restricted, 
preventing cleaning, inspection and pest control procedures. 

8. No internal rodent control program. As an example, mechanical traps, 
snap traps or glue boards not present or evidence of dead and de
composed rodents in traps, or an insufficient number of traps present. 

9. Rodent bait stations used inside the stock storage area of the food 
distribution center with evidence of dead rodents or spilled bait present. 

10. Dock doors and pedestrian doors not rodent proofed and significant 
rodent evidence noted inside the food distribution center. 

11. Severe roof leaks that may have contaminated product in storage. 

12. Insect or rodent-infested transport vehicles. 

13. Freezers and coolers, without thermometers, and temperatures above 
required minimums except during periods of heavy traffic. 

14. Poor personnel practices, such as eating and smoking in undesignated 
areas, that could contaminate food in storage. 

15. Illegal pesticides used in the distribution center or transport vehicles. 

16. Non-certified persons using restricted-use pesticides. 

17. Transporting food ingredients and product in the same trailer or rail car 
with toxic chemicals except when they are physically separated on the 
load. Separation can be by partition or location provided that leakage or 
spillage could not contaminate stock. 

From a publication of the American Institute of Baking. 

Figure 22-2 
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employees will know they cannot let you down. If you do this well, 
audits may in time become unnecessary. 

Benefits 

Though it may not be obvious that management is demanding 
dramatic improvements in both productivity and quality, excellence 
in housekeeping will support these goals. Following are some ex
amples: 

Productivity will improve as a result of: 

• Clearer aisles (faster put-a-way, order picking, shipping) 

• Improved inventory control (accurate stock location) 

• Reduced damage (reduced scrap, accurate inventory records) 

• Fewer accidents (less lost time) 

• Less equipment downtime (more dependable work plan) 

• Less pilferage (accurate inventory) 

• Higher morale, greater pride (motivated workforce) 

• Improved physical inventory taking (less time, more accurate) 

Quality will improve as a result of: 

• Shorter order cycle times (warehouse is more efficient) 

• Accurate order shipment (correct quantity, right product) 

• Fewer returns (less handling, paperwork and reshipments) 

Many of these benefits can be linked to your housekeeping 
efforts. Others may simply help to build a stronger, more dedicated 
warehouse team. 

Housekeeping excellence can and will help your company to 
become more profitable and provide greater levels of customer 
satisfaction, and as a result support growth. Housekeeping should 
not be compromised in the name of productivity for they are too 
closely related. If you feel you have already achieved excellence in 
this area, don't become complacent ... take a fresh look at your 
operation with the mind set that "it can be improved." If you want 
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to improve your housekeeping, develop and start using a checklist 
like the one shown in Figure 22-3,11 

HOUSEKEEPING AUDIT 
(1 = Unacceptable, 2 = Needs improvement, 3 = Good, 4 = Excellent) 

• Is the dock area clear of 
stored materials or other 

Circle One 

obstructions?....................... 2 3 4 
• Are the battery charging areas 

marked adequately and kept 
clear? .................. ............ ..... 2 3 4 

• Are exits secured, clearly 
marked, lighted, and accessi-
ble? ...................................... 1 2 3 4 

• Is the floor surface 
maintained in a clean, dry 
nonslip condition? ............... 1 2 3 4 

• Are all indoor and outdoor 
lighting fixtures adequate and 
functional? ........................... 2 3 4 

• Are all work areas and work 
benches clean and orderly? .. 2 3 4 

• Are hose stations and fire 
extinguishers properly marked, 
inspected, hung, and kept clear 
of obstructions? .................... 1 2 3 4 

• Are employees properly 
attired and appearance 
neat? .................................... 2 3 4 

• Are office areas, breakrooms, 
and restrooms clean? ........... 2 3 4 

• Are pallets stacked neatly in 
appropriate locations?......... 2 3 4 

• Are any storage rack or shelving 
components bent or damaged 
to the extent that replacement is 
necessary? ............................ 1 2 3 4 

• Are aisleways clean and clear 
of obstructions and trash? .... 1 2 3 4 

• Are materials stored in their 
properly designated areas 

Circle One 

only? .................................... 1 2 3 4 
• Are there any leaning stacks 

or crushed cartons of products in 
storage racks, shelving, or on 
the floor? .................. ........... 1 2 3 4 

• Are pallets or cartons 
protruding from the rack into 
the aisle?.............................. 1 2 3 4 

• Are hazardous materials 
waiting for disposal sealed 
properly and stored in one 
location? .............................. 1 2 3 4 

• Is the dock approach well 
drained, free of potholes, 
and clean? ........................... 2 3 4 

• Does the warehouse 
equipment appear to be clean 
and in good operating 
condition?............................ 2 3 4 

• Is the returned goods 
processing area neat and 
organized? ........................... 1 2 3 4 

• Are broken pallets and trash 
staged neatly in designated 
areas? .................................. 1 2 3 4 

• Are the safety cabi nets and . 
first aid stations properly marked 
and adequately stocked with 
supplies? .............................. 1 2 3 4 

• Are trucks secured in place at 
the dock while loading and 
unloading the trailer? ........... 1 2 3 4 

ADD CIRCLED POINTS TOGETHER FOR TOTAL SCORE = ____ _ 
Auditor's Name: ________ Date: _____ Location: ____ _ 

Figure 22-3 
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VERIFICATION OF 
INVENTORIES AND 
CYCLE COUNTING 

If there is any warehousing job that is usually taken for granted, 
it is that of taking physical inventories. This job is considered a 
"necessary evil," yet it involves a considerable investment in terms 
of resources-people, equipment, and time. While there are no 
magic solutions, certain systems, most notably bar coding, can help 
improve the accuracy and shorten the time needed for physical inven
tories. 

A newer alternative to taking physical inventory is cycle count
ing, a technique that many people believe to be significantly more 
efficient than the traditional approach. 

Purpose of Inventories 

Why even take physical inventories? An obvious answer lies 
in the impact that inventory has on the corporate financial statement. 
Finance people are certainly concerned about accountability, and 
public accountants are retained to verify the accountants' work. The 
very fact that we need to take physical inventories is a symptom of 
our failure to receive, store, ship, and record inventory correctly. 

Annual physical inventories are similar to annual medical exam
inations-they provide a look at what is potentially wrong and may 

This chapter is based on an article by W.G. Sheehan, The Griffin Group, in 
Warehousing and Physical Distribution Productivity Report, Vol. 16, No. 11, 
©Alexander Research and Communications, New York. 
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provide the opportunity to correct past errors. Considering the impact 
that physical inventories have on operations, they deserve more 
attention and emphasis than we normally give them. Inaccurate 
inventories can impair a company's ability to plan materials require
ments, and cause uncertainty in financial planning. Inaccurate inven
tories lead to lost sales, lower fill rates, and lost productivity in 
the warehouse. 

How often should the warehouse take physical inventory? Only 
you can decide for your company. But bear in mind that loss of 
assets is not the only loss suffered by the company when the physical 
inventory and the book inventory do not balance. 

Inventory Carrying Cost 

Inventory carrying cost is one of the major costs of doing 
business-anywhere from 30% to 60% of the value of the inventory 
carried. Inventory cost as a percentage of sales is largely regulated 
by the rate of turnover. For example, if it costs 30% of the value 
of the goods to carry the inventory and you are turning the inventory 
over at a rate of 10 times each year, inventory carrying costs are 
about 3% of sales. Failing to turn the inventory can erode profits. 

Benefits of Improvement 

Have you measured the investment in resources you make each 
year in performing physical inventories? How much time is spent 
on your physical inventories in planning, counting, recounting, 
and reconciling? 

What would be the potential savings for a 10% to 20% reduction 
in the hours required for physical inventories? In many cases the 
savings can be substantial. 

Problem Areas 

Neglect may be the biggest problem. Too many things are taken 
for granted. Too many potential problems are overlooked. Too much 
time is spent "fighting fires." Many counts are not accurate, and 
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hence have to be redone. Too many counts are impossible to trace, 
including who did what, where, when, and how. There is a lack of 
communication between the warehouse, the office, and supervisors. 
This is often compounded by inaccurate counting on the part of 
those persons actually taking the physical inventory. 

How Can a "Physical" Be Improved? 

Remember that each department or function in your company 
needs the results for different reasons. Finance needs the numbers 
for accountability. Marketing needs to be sure what is available to 
sell and ship. Everybody is concerned about accuracy! 

The primary purpose of the physical inventory is to determine 
the correct quantity and location of material in storage. Accuracy 
in the location system alone will provide tangible improvement in 
warehouse productivity. 

Fiscal responsibility for stored goods is an inherent responsibil
ity of the warehouse manager. In addition to confirming the accuracy 
of inbound and outbound shipments, completing a reliable physical 
inventory is a measure of management's success in protecting stored 
merchandise. 

To achieve a reliable count, it is best to conduct two separate and 
independent counts. Reconciliation ofthe two counts is paramount in 
proving the reliability of the physical inventory without regard to 
differences between the physical and "book" balances. Reliability 
is enhanced through proper scheduling of the inventory. If the ware
house manager can be completely sure a thorough and reliable 
physical count has been taken, much more credence is provided to 
subsequent reconciliations with the book inventory. 

To be sure that the counts are truly independent, one or more 
persons should be assigned to different areas for the first and second 
counts. If the inventory is to be effective, it must be accurate, fiscally 
responsible, and reliable. 

Efficiency in inventories is achieved by minimizing resources 
required. Not only do we want an accurate count, but we also want 
the inventory conducted within a reasonable or minimum time. 
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Incentives 

How can efficiency and effectiveness be combined? One sug
gestion is to provide for an incentive system. During the actual 
count it is vital to achieve a balance between effectiveness and 
efficiency. There is little to be gained by rushing through a physical 
count and then doing an inordinate number of recounts. Nor is it 
sensible for the counters to take so much time ensuring an infallible 
count that taking the inventory becomes extremely time consuming. 

To achieve the proper balance it is not only appropriate but 
also necessary to establish a goal for the number of required recounts 
or third counts. While this goal will fluctuate, a goal of 98% accuracy 
between the first two counts is certainly realistic. Considering the 
total number of man-hours invested in a physical inventory, it is 
feasible to provide some incentives to workers who do the count 
for meeting performance goals of quantity and quality. One incentive 
program provided money prizes to each member of the team who 
counted the most items or turned in the greatest number of inventory 
tickets. Another prize went to team members who achieved the most 
accurate count. One criterion, however, was that the winners in each 
category had to rank in the upper third in the other category. The 
team that counted the most tickets also had to have a reasonable 
level of accuracy, with the most accurate team also having to achieve 
a given level of productivity. . 

Achieving efficiency and effectiveness through motivation
the incentive system-will ensure the reliability necessary for the 
reconciliation process. Reducing the number of third counts can 
materially reduce the hours devoted to the inventory-taking process. 

Managing the Inventory-Taking Job 

To improve the taking of physical inventories, we draw on 
the classic management principles of planning, staffing, organizing, 
coordinating, and controlling. Plan for physical inventories. An effi
cient physical inventory starts weeks or even months before the 
actual inventory date. 

The first step is to assign an inventory coordinator for each of 
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the physical inventories to be conducted. This appointment pinpoints 
responsibility and establishes a sole source for information flow. 
An annual wall calendar can be posted and marked with dates 
(whether tentative or firm) for inventories. The calendar should 
include specific dates for preparation for the inventory. 

Involve the Whole Team 

After suffering several excruciatingly painful physical invento
ries, a group of warehouse and office employees met to share ideas 
on the experience. It was interesting to note the enthusiasm generated 
simply by including employees in the planning process. And good 
standard inventory procedures can be developed as a result of this 
type of meeting. 

Getting Organized 

The next step to take prior to the actual physical inventory date 
is to make every effort to get rid of obsolete items, waste, or excess 
material that can only lengthen the time required to take the count. 
Then, two weeks before the inventory date, get organized by bringing 
key personnel together to touch base on responsibilities, availability 
of workers, equipment requirements, supplies required, etc. 

Advance Preparation 

Decide whether the inventory should be pretagged, or tagged 
during the first count. Some computer systems can easily produce 
inventory tags preprinted by location. You may want to consider 
filling out inventory tickets in advance-but not the quantity-in 
order to facilitate the actual taking of the physical inventory. Dam
aged goods and items in the repack area should be counted in 
advance. Employees must be trained how to fill out tags and who 
to contact regarding problems with the tags. 

The Importance of Cutoff 

A cutoff date for receipts and shipments must be established 
for an accurate reconciliation after the physical count has been 
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completed. Certain areas should be zoned off (and not included in 
the actual physical inventory) for material received after the cutoff 
date, or material shown on the inventory records as shipped, even 
though it has not left the shipping dock. Documents for merchandise 
received or shipped after the cutoff date should be stamped so they 
are identified as not part of the reconciliation process. 

Zones 

A useful technique is to zone the inventory area into sections 
that require similar amounts of time to count. Teams should then 
be assigned to those sections. After the physical inventory coordina
tor has developed the plan, zoned the area to be counted, and assigned 
inventory teams by zones for first and second counts, conduct a 
physical inventory briefing for all persons concerned. This briefing 
should be for the counters in the warehouse, as well as clerical 
personnel who will work on the physical inventory and subsequent 
reconciliation. Highlight any difficult-to-count items, potentially dif
ficult product codes, or other unique identification problems. Have 
examples of such items available for everyone to see before starting 
a count. The meeting should cover any unique requirements; team 
assignments; designated zones; an expected time schedule; how the 
tickets are to be filled out; and requirements to record serial numbers, 
lot numbers, or production date codes. 

This meeting also is the time to warn personnel conducting the 
physical inventory about possible differences in pallet patterns and 
the difference it can make on the actual quantity on hand. This is 
particularly important since so many companies have standard unit
load programs. 

Arithmetic Aids 

If bar code readers cannot be used, encourage your warehouse 
personnel to use hand-held calculators. Issue guidelines on how or 
where counters are to make calculations. Don't allow them to write 
such calculations on the carton or, worse yet, on the inventory ticket, 
because if they do, it becomes impossible to ensure the independence 
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of separate and distinct physical counts. Provide inventory teams 
with scratch paper and have them make their calculations on the 
back of the ticket that is turned in. Keeping these calculations assists 
in providing an audit trail when reconciling discrepancies. 

Controlling the Count 

Having a supervisor present during the count is valuable in 
ensuring an effective and efficient inventory. This individual should 
constantly spot-check procedures, read inventory tickets to ensure 
they have been properly filled out, and then sample some counts 
for accuracy. 

We can't overemphasize the necessity for proper control of 
inventory tickets. This control begins with each inventory ticket 
having a unique serial number. The tickets should be handed out 
in sequence, according to zones, and should be placed on the product, 
also in sequence, so that an audit trail is maintained. This also 
expedites any third counts needed, since the counter will know 
precisely where to find the inventory ticket in question. The coordina
tor must ensure that inventory teams turn in all tickets, then verify 
that every ticket is accounted for at the conclusion of the inventory. 
One simple way to provide for this is to void the first and last tickets 
for each inventory. 

Reconciliation 

Remember that the end of the count is not the end of the 
inventory. Office procedures are just as important as warehouse 
procedures. Exercising proper control over the inventory in the 
warehouse is no more important than exercising proper control over 
the inventory within the office. The inventory is not complete until 
all counts have been reconciled and inventory records updated. 

An important last step of inventory-taking is a review among 
team leaders, including representatives from the warehouse and 
office, which allows participants to cover problem areas and to 
solicit suggestions for improving future inventories. Notes should 
be kept concerning the number of hours required for the inventory, 
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the number of persons, the equipment, the items counted, and the 
quantities of merchandise involved. This information is useful in 
improving planning for the next inventory. You can also use this 
session to recognize effective performance. 

Eliminating Inventory Errors by Cycle Counting* 

The goal of every warehouse and distribution center manager 
is inventory accuracy. The best way to achieve this is to count a 
small percentage of the inventory on a regular cycle basis. This 
sample of the total inventory can be easily compared to the inventory 
records, and since you are continually counting, when errors are 
identified, you have an excellent opportunity to define the cause of 
the error and take corrective action. This process of regular cycle 
counts, reconciling with the inventory records, and identifying and 
correcting these errors is called cycle counting. 

It is important to realize that the immediate objective of cycle 
counting is not accurate inventory; it is the identification and elimina
tion of errors. A byproduct of identifying and eliminating errors 
will be an accurate inventory. 

To respond to the question, "What to count?" one must realize 
that this question is really two questions in one. The first question 
is, "How often should an item be counted?" and the second is, 
"When should each specific item be counted?" The answer to the 
first question lies in Pareto's Law. Pareto's Law, or the A-B-C 
Concept, has many different applications but the A-B-Cs of cycle 
counting are: 

* 
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• Approximately 80% of a warehouse's dollar throughput is typ
ically attributed to 20% of the stockkeeping units (A items). 

• Approximately 15 % of a warehouse's dollar throughput is typ
ically attributed to 40% of the stockkeeping units (B items). 

• Approximately 5% of a warehouse's dollar throughput is typi
cally attributed to 40% of the stockkeeping units (C items). 

This section is by James A. Tompkins, Ph.D., President of Tompkins Associates, 
Inc., Raleigh, NC. 
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The obvious cycle counting application is that the A items should 
be counted much more frequently than the B items, and the B items 
much more frequently than the C items. A typical scenario would 
involve counting 6% of your A items each week, 4% of your B 
items each week, and 2% of your C items each week. 

The second question, "When should each specific item be coun
ted?" is relatively straightforward. An item should be counted when 
it is easiest and cheapest to get the most accurate count. When is this? 

1. When an item is reordered. 
2. When an inventory balance is zero or a negative quantity. 
3. When an order is received. 
4. When the inventory balance is low. 

Thus, the answer to the question, "What to count?" is that you 
should count on an A-B-C basis and count when it is easy to count. 

The number of people who should do cycle counts depends 
upon the number of items in inventory, the desired count frequency, 
the number of storage locations for each item (and the number of 
count irregularities such as number of recounts), accessibility of 
items, and physical characteristics of the items. A realistic standard 
is that a cycle counter can count forty items per day. The cycle 
counters should be very familiar with the stock location system, the 
warehouse layout, and the items being counted. Cycle counters 
should be assigned to the job on a permanent basis. This does not 
mean that cycle counting is necessarily a full-time job, only that 
the persons assigned to cycle counting should be part of a perma
nent team. 

Cycle counters must recognize the probability of crossovers. 
A well-established cycle counting procedure will include checks of 
items that are likely to be misshipped. When a cycle count reveals 
an overage in one item, there is an immediate check of those items 
that would normally be confused with the one that is not in balance. 

Some auditors are concerned with the "proper checks and bal
ances" within a warehouse, and believe that only people from outside 
the warehouse should be assigned full-time to cycle counting. In 
fact, to the contrary, it has been shown that true inventory manage-
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ment will begin when management realizes that the job of maintain
ing accurate inventory is not that of accountants and auditors, but 
that of warehouse and distribution managers. Thus, the whole 
"checks and balances" discussion is irrelevant and it doesn't matter 
to whom the cycle counters report. 

Having determined what to count and who should do the count
ing, the remaining question is "What are the procedures for cycle 
counting?" Valid cutoff controls are critical. As cycle counting 
should take place without affecting normal operations, a very careful 
coordination of counting and transaction processing must be planned. 
Any transaction that takes place after the inventory balance is re
ported and the actual count is made must be isolated so that an 
accurate inventory reconciliation may take place. This can be done 
in many ways: 

• Record all inventory transactions and cycle counts in "real 
time." 

• Record the time when each location is counted and report 
transaction times. 

• Coordinate transaction with the count process so that counts 
are taken when transactions do not occur. 

• Don't process any transaction for items scheduled to be 
counted until after the items are counted. 

• Once the cutoff controls have been set up, the next procedure 
is count documentation. The information that should initially 
be recorded on the cycle count document is: 

part number 
part location 

The cycle counter should then record: 
count quantity 
counter's name 
date and time of count 

The cycle counting document should then be forwarded to a 
reconciler. Counters should not reconcile their own counts. Reconcil
ers should compare the cycle count to the inventory record and 
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determine if it was a good count. For this, one needs to have 
established a cycle count tolerance limit. Cycle count tolerance 
limits should be based upon the value of the items being counted. 
For example, if a $1,500 item is counted and a cycle count of 490 
is made, and this is reconciled against an inventory record of 500, 
it is clear that this is a bad count. But if a $.02 item is counted and 
a cycle count of 490 is made, and this is reconciled against an 
inventory record of 500, it is clear that this is a good count. A 
typical count tolerance limit would be $50. That is, if the cycle 
count is within $50 of the inventory record, the count is considered 
to be a good count. If the cycle count indicates a discrepancy of 
$50 or more, it is considered a bad count. When a bad count occurs, 
the item should be recounted. The recount will verify if the original 
count was truly a bad count or if an error was made and the item 
count is within the tolerance limit. Whether the recount variance is 
within the count tolerance limit or not, the reconciler should adjust 
the inventory record to agree with the verified recount. If the variance 
of the recount is outside the tolerance limits, further investigation 
is necessary. 

The further investigation of a bad count is required to determine 
why the inventory record is incorrect. If the counted quantity is 
verified as less than the inventory record, there are two easily 
checked possibilities: 

1. An outstanding allocation of this item may have been filled 
without recording the transaction, or 

2. A recently completed sales or production order may have 
been incorrectly subtracted from inventory. 

If the variance shows that the count quantity is higher than the 
inventory record, replenishment orders should be checked to see if 
any product was received and not properly recorded, and recently 
completed sales or production orders should be checked for errone
ous subtractions from the inventory records. It is important to recall 
that the objective of cycle counting is the identification and elimina
tion of errors. Thus, the error investigation process is critical in 
cycle counting. 
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At the end of each month, a cycle counting accuracy plot should 
be given to management. Cycle counting accuracy is defined as: 

. Good Counts 
Cycle Countmg Accuracy = T, I C ota aunts 

Figure 23-1 presents a graph illustrating the typical progress 
made once cycle counting is implemented. If a problem occurs, 
such as that shown in Figure 23-2, it is crucial that either the error 
investigation identify the problem and resolve it, or that the cycle 
counting quantities be increased until the errors can be identified 
and eliminated. 

Cycle counting should be implemented in two phases. The 
first phase: 

1. Identify approximately 100 items. These items should be A, 
B, and C items. 

2. Repeat counts on these items. Count frequency should be 
whatever is necessary to identify errors. 

3. Eliminate errors. 

Once the first phase results in 100% accuracy for several weeks, 
the full-cycle counting system should be implemented. But the origi-

Inventory Accuracy Over Time 
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Figure 23-1. Typical Inventory Accuracy Progress 
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Figure 23-2. A Problem Indicating a Need for Corrective Action 

nal 100 items should continue to be counted for at least two months. 
The special counts on these 100 items should be continued until a 
98% + inventory accuracy is achieved. 

Some have questioned whether or not public accountants who 
are responsible for audits will accept a cycle count. The fact is 
that cycle counting was developed because of frequent and severe 
problems in the accuracy of traditional physical inventories. As cycle 
counting has matured, auditors have recognized that the procedure is 
usually far superior to the traditional physical inventory. As long 
as the cycle counting is cleared with the audit team, a cycle count 
is recognized as a superior means of checking inventory. 

Cycle Counting, Another Approach 

If you are uncertain about cycle counting consider this approach: 
Whenever an item appears to be at zero, either in the warehouse or 
in the books, check only that item to see if the physical and the 
book agree. Alternatively, whenever an item falls to fewer than ten 
units, cycle count that item to be sure that the book and the physical 
are in agreement. By highlighting those items that are exhausted or 
nearly exhausted, you can make cyclical counts relatively quickly 
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and easily. Furthermore, you will solve the critical problems of 
items that are nearly out of stock. 

What Does the Future Hold? 

Considering where we stand today with computer technology 
and automated systems, it is not difficult to project where we might 
be a few years hence with respect to taking physical inventories. 
By using universal product codes, as well as optical character read
ers, the job of taking physical inventories will become less difficult 
and less time-consuming, as well as more accurate. 

If inventory changes can be recorded and records updated on 
receipt of material and shipment (or sale of material), then it is a 
natural extension of that concept to incorporate existing technology, 
equipment, and systems into a truly automated physical inventory 
system. 

Product codes or item identification can be input to computer 
through the "wand" or readers now being used with several distribu
tion systems. With portable keyboard/wand equipment, it is possible 
to input the count accurately either manually or on the basis of a 
standard unit-load program. 

If a warehouse handles items in a standard pallet pattern, and 
this information is preloaded in the computer, the reading of a code 
with the standard pallet quantity will eliminate many calculations 
now done by the inventory team. 
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ORIENTATION AND 
TRAINING 

Some companies do little more for the new employee than to 
explain who the boss is and where the restroom is located. Since 
every new employee will be "filled-in" on the company by some
body, management should see that this orientation is directed by 
somebody knowledgeable. 

Orientation should include: 

• Description of the industry 

• History of the company 

• Unique advantages of the company and its industry 

• Information about company management and ownership 

• Identification of company customers and products handled 

• Information about unions and labor agreements (if any) 

• Procedure for resolving problems or misunderstandings 

• Location of restroom, lunch facilities, parking, time clock 

• Details about pay and benefits 

• Recommended work clothing 

• Work and safety rules 

This information is often best provided by the employee's 
supervisor. This allows the new employee the chance to become 
acquainted with the supervisor, and it establishes him or her as the 
best source of information about the job and the company. An 
employee handbook is another source, and a sample is shown in 
Figure 24-1. 
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Figure 26-1 

Excerpts from Personnel Handbook 

Personnel Relations Policies 

Personal honesty, responsibility, enthusiastic cooperation, loyalty and productiv
ity are expected of everyone. 

It is the policy of the company to treat everyone with respect, provide fair 
treatment for everyone, good, safe working conditions, superior benefits, and 
wages comparable with other companies in the public warehousing industry. 

Anyone should feel free to discuss his work or work relationships with his 
supervisor or, through his supervisor, with any other member of management. 

Whenever possible, promotions are made from within the company thus 
providing the opportunity for all to advance to the limits of their capabilities. 

Work Schedule-The normal work week begins at 12:01 a.m. Sunday and ends at 
12 :00 p.m. the following Saturday. Work schedules vary at each location due to 
local business hours or shift schedules. Our normal warehouse hours are 8:00 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. with a one-half hour lunch period and a morning coffee break. 

Overtime-Overtime, in excess of forty hours per week (or in accordance with 
local labor agreement) for hourly employees, will be compensated at the rate of 
time and one-half. Supervisors and managementtrainees will work some overtime. 

Pay Categories--Hourly warehouse and clerical employees are paid at a specific 
rate per hour and are paid time and one-half for all hours over 40 per week. Hourly 
employees use the time clock and time cards. 

Weekly salaried employees are paid by the week. The hours worked, lost 
time, vacations, etc. are recorded on a weekly time card. 

All semi-monthly salaried employees are paid twice per month. They have no 
time cards and overtime is not paid. 

Time Card Regulations-Each employee is required to punch his or her own time 
card not more than 12 minutes earlier than the scheduled start of the shift. At the 
end of the shift the time card must be punched immediately. When an employee 
leaves the premises for lunch or other personal business, the employee must clock 
out upon leaving and in upon returning. 

Adjustments-All pay adjustments are made on the basis of 1/10 of an hour. You 
must work a full VIO hour (6 minutes) to earn VIO hour of overtime pay. If you are late 
from 1 through 6 minutes, you will lose 6 minutes pay. If you are late 7 minutes, 
you will lose 12 minutes pay, etc. 

Holidays--The entire company observes holidays as established between man
agement and the collective bargaining unit in local collective bargaining agree
ments. Each full time employee will receive eight hours pay for established 
holidays which generally include: 

Figure 24-1 
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New Years Day 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day 
Additional day in conjunction with Christmas or New Years 

To be eligible for holiday or shift pay, you must have worked both your last 
scheduled work day or shift prior to the holiday and your first scheduled work day 
or shift following the holiday. If a holiday falls on Sunday, warehouses will be 
closed on the following Monday. For hoi idays fall i ng on Saturday, warehouses wi II 
be closed on the preceding Friday. You will not receive holiday premium pay 
unless you actually work on the calendar day on which the holiday falls. Holiday 
premium payor additional holidays shall be stipulated in the collective bargaining 
agreement at each location. 

Vacations-All full-time employees earn paid vacations on the anniversary date of 
hire as a full-time employee in accordance with the following schedule or as 
indicated in the local collective bargaining agreement. 

After the 7 st year-
5 days at regular rate (1 week) 

After the 2nd year-
70 days at regular rate (2 weeks) 

After the 70th year-
75 days at regular rate (3 weeks) 

A list will be posted each April for you to request your preferred vacation 
period. Your supervisor will make every effort to allow you to take your vacation at 
the time requested. However, the company reserves the right to limit the number of 
employees on vacation at anyone time to insure adequate service to our cus
tomers. Eligible employees must take at least one week vacation each year. If a 
holiday occurs during your vacation, you will be paid for it or your vacation may be 
extended one day. 

Managers must take their full vacation each year. Since managers, supervisors 
and the corporate clerical staff often work more than a 40 hour week, they receive 2 
weeks vacation for one to seven years' service, and 3 weeks after seven years. 

Unused vacation may not be accumulated from one anniversary year to the 
next, except by written approval of the general manager. 
Call-in Pay-Hourly employees will receive at least 4 hours pay whenever called 
to report to work, unless the plant is shut down by an emergency (storm, power 
failure, etc.) which is beyond the control of management. 
Death in Family-Any employee having a death in the immediate family will be 
given up to a 3 day paid leave to attend the funeral. The immediate family is 
considered to be wife or husband, child, parent, brother, sister, or as stipulated in 
the local collective bargaining agreement. 
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Some Training Examples 

There was a time when the average warehouse manager hired 
employees by seeking people who already had the desired skills. If 
forklift operators were needed, an advertisement was placed for 
experienced lift-truck operators. The warehouse manager sometimes 
evaluated applicants by what they said they knew about operating 
lift trucks, not how much skill they actually might have. In more 
recent years, some of the best warehouse managers have come to 
realize that a well-motivated person who wants to learn will be a 
better warehouse employee than the applicant who brags that "I can 
drive anything!" 

Training aids have now been developed by warehouse opera
tors, lift-truck manufacturers, and trade associations. They are de
signed to help inexperienced people become skilled warehousemen. 

Additional job training following first-day orientation should 
be conducted by an experienced employee, a group leader, a supervi
sor, a member of higher management, or a professional trainer. 

Because training is a neverending process, it should not be 
restricted to newly hired people. New procedures, different equip
ment, and new customers create conditions where retraining is 
needed. Most people appreciate an opportunity to be involved in a 
continuing training and education program, since it gives them a 
chance to learn to do the job better. In contrast, serious job dissatis
faction can arise from lack of training opportunities. 

Training Lift-Truck Operators 

OSHA regulations require that every lift-truck operator attend 
a training course. These courses are therefore offered by every 
company that sells such equipment. 

One course is held in a dealer training center, but it is also 
offered at customers' facilities, using the customer's materials han
dling equipment. The training sessions are run as a profit center, 
and the trainer/dealer recognizes a primary mission to teach safe and 
productive operation rather than to "push" its brand of equipment. 

The training center is equipped with a classroom, a training 
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truck, and an obstacle course. Trainees spend the morning in class
room sessions. After a lunch break, classroom learning is tested 
with a tough written test followed by a practical test in inspecting a 
lift truck and then operating it through an obstacle course. Successful 
graduates are awarded a certificate and an operator's license. Just 
twelve people participated in one course, and given the difficulty 
of the operator's test, a larger number could not have been prop
erly trained. 

The trainer showed that she is a skilled lift-truck operator, and 
she understands lift-truck operation and safety. Her competence and 
dedication quickly earned the respect of every trainee. She spiced 
her presentation with real anecdotes of actual lift-truck accidents. 
In fact, one of these accidents inspired her to ask the management 
to allow her to work as a trainer. 

The course opens with a description of the benefits of training: 
improved attitude, higher productivity, improved safety, better main
tenance, lower insurance rates for the company, and most important
ly, the fact that training could save your life. 

Daydreaming is cited as the primary cause of lift-truck acci
dents. A second is failure of the operator to look up and see potential 
collisions high in the air. 

The point is made that people on lift trucks are "operators, not 
drivers." Driving has only a partial role in the successful operation 
of a truck, and operating an industrial truck is nothing at all like 
driving a car. Both lectures and videos point out the substantial 
differences between the handling characteristics of an industrial 
truck and an automobile. The fact that the truck has front wheel 
drive and rear wheel steering makes it vastly different. A lift truck 
can tum in its own length. This maneuverability has advantages and 
disadvantages, the prime disadvantage being the ability to upset 
the truck. 

Trainees learn causes and effects of lateral tipovers, as well as 
accidents caused by improper use of industrial equipment. This 
includes failure to park the truck properly when unattended (forks 
down, controls neutral, parking brake on and power off). Operators 
learn how to read and understand the rated capacity of the vehicle 
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and to operate the vehicle within its stated limitations. Accidents 
have happened when operators substitute a disabled truck with an
other vehicle that was not specified to do the same job, such as a 
conventional truck used in a high hazards storage area. 

Trainees are taught how to inspect the industrial truck each 
day at the beginning of the shift, making sure that the vehicle is 
not damaged or suffering from excessive wear. A most important 
safety check is to listen for strange noises. If the truck is making 
noises that it never made before, something is wrong. Using the 
horn is emphasized and required whenever the vehicle moves into 
reverse. While seatbelts are not an OSHA requirement, the instructor 
recommends both seatbelts and a safety seat with side protectors. 
An excellent video demonstrates that the best way to survive a 
lateral upset is to ride the truck down rather than to attempt to jump 
away from the falling vehicle. 

Speed is discouraged. The top speed of the average industrial 
truck is 8.7 miles per hour, but the Instructor points out that this is 
nearly 13 feet per second, a fast pace in a busy warehouse. 

Dock accidents are emphasized, and a frequent cause is a con
fused truck driver who pulls his rig away from the dock before 
loading is completed, sometimes with a lift operator still aboard his 
trailer. Chocked wheels and dock board locks are recommended to 
prevent this kind of accident. Bad trailer floors are another frequent 
cause of lift-truck accidents, and the operator is instructed that it is 
sensible to refuse to load a trailer that is in poor condition. 

Chain slack in the mast can be a cause of accidents, since it 
indicates that the lifting cylinder has jammed. A jammed cylinder 
could snap and cause the lift mechanism to come crashing down. 

Supplemental training should be provided for operators of any
thing other than "conventional" lift trucks. Figure 24-2 shows mate
rial developed for trucks with push/pull attachments. 

Why Training Courses Fail 

Before you consider a training course, take a realistic look at 
your goals. If it is your goal that the trainee will return from the 
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course with at least one new idea that your company can use, what 
will you do to implement that goal when the trainee returns? If the 
culture in your corporation discourages the use of skills or innova
tion, don't expect the trainee to start a revolution. 

Sometimes the teaching method is inappropriate. Not everybody 
learns in the same way. The best courses provide a balance between 
instruction, practice, and feedback. Attendees may enjoy being enter
tained by a jovial and glib lecturer, but will they learn anything? 

Some training tasks and situations are not like the "real world" 
situation. Some warehouse training courses are taught by people 
who have never managed a warehouse or may not have been in one 
for a long time. A distressing number of courses downplay the 
instruction staff in order to emphasize course content or a romantic 
course location. This tends to reinforce the seminar as a "perk" 
rather than a real training situation. 

When the course is over, the trainees return to their companies. 
Because nobody else from the company was at the course, the trainee 
may find that the really tough time begins when he or she tries to 
implement some of the new ideas received from the management 
seminar. If people are not reinforced and rewarded for the skills 
and new ideas they have acquired, the course is unlikely to be worth 
much to your organization. 

Mentoring 

Somewhere along our career path, most of us have been influ
enced by the mentoring activities of one or more senior individuals. 
If that was a positive circumstance, it is most often remembered as 
a good learning experience that helped shape our careers. 

Finding the perfect fit for that mentoring job in your warehouse 
may be a difficult task. First of all, you should determine whether 
your company endorses mentoring, either formally or informally. 
Consider a mentor with superior general management skills and not 
just the functional or technical skills in which you are interested. 
Sometimes it is more difficult to find generalists than specialists. It 
helps if your mentor has earned the respect of peers both within 
and outside of your organization. 
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Figure 24-2 
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Don't be embarrassed to ask a potential mentor to help. Be 
sensiti ve to the need to accommodate the mentor's time constraints. 
And remember that you don't learn when you talk, only when you 
listen. The art of good listening is becoming less and less prevalent 
in our society. 

Mentoring is more than just training. It is the willingness to 
share experiences and knowledge. There can be a payoff to your 
company when improved individual performance leads to better 
services or reduced costs. You're helping individuals to better 
achieve their aspirations or to feel better about themselves and to 
be more productive in their environment. 

Some individuals crave group acceptance, and mentoring can 
assist them in achieving that objective. The dignity of an individual 
may be strongly linked to acceptance by a group. Other individuals 
need hclp in recognizing and in coping with thc situation in which 
they find themselves. 

Another benefit of mentoring is the reinforcement of your com
pany's value system. If your organization believes in principles 
such as integrity, customer commitment, ethics, quality, superior 
performance, and the dignity of the individual, a mentoring effort 
can be the way in which you reinforce positive results. 

Mentoring can also foster leadership. Any emphasis on improv
ing relationships between members of peer groups must be orches
trated by a leader. Sometimes a task force from different divisions 
or departments is assembled to solve a problem. The leader can 
help team members work together by recognizing the contribution 
and capabilities of individual members. 

In this context the role of the mentor is almost the same as that 
of the leader. The ability of any individual to contribute to the group 
can be strongly influenced by mentors, and it is not unusual to find 
the mentor operating as a leader and even merging the two roles 
into one. 12 

Mentoring in the Warehouse 

In the warehouse, the mentoring process can involve both hourly 
workers and managers. 
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In the case of hourly workers, mentoring usually involves pair
ing a new employee with someone who serves as tutor. This process 
takes place in warehouses whether or not management orders it. If 
management does not assign the mentor, there will probably be an 
informal leader of the workforce who assumes the task. The problem 
is that that informal mentor mayor may not be the kind of person 
you would want to provide training and orientation. The mentor is 
a person familiar with the warehouse routine, but he should also be 
a people-oriented individual. 

One warehouse uses a formal mentoring program with a twenty
week schedule. The mentor works with employees on a scheduled 
basis, though there are informal visits throughout the program. The 
mentor provides advice on warehousing procedures as well as com
pany policy. He will also provide personal advice, but only when 
asked. 

Sometimes a warehouse may seek an outside mentor. One 
manufacturing company had appointed a production foreman to 
manage a warehouse. While the foreman was skilled in this area, he 
had no knowledge of warehousing. As a result, there were significant 
problems with shipping and inventory control during the first 
rush season. 

The mentor, provided by a management consulting firm, evalu
ated the warehouse supervisor to determine whether that individual 
had the raw material to do the job. As a second step, he surveyed 
the warehouse building and equipment. That survey included the 
people, flow of product, and paperwork. The mentor recommended 
ways to meet the planned increase in shipping. The mentor gradually 
reduced frequency of visits to the warehouse and some advice was 
provided by telephone rather than face-to-face meetings. Eventually, 
all of the work formerly done by the mentor was now done by the 
warehouse supervisor. That supervisor has been successful ever 
SInce. 

There are several sources of mentors in a warehouse environ
ment. Often the best source is another person working in the plant. 
If an outsider is needed, a recent retiree could provide temporary 
services as a mentor. If your company has more than one warehouse, 
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the mentor might be a person in another warehouse. When mentoring 
takes place across locations, both parties may benefit. The mentor 
may learn about some better warehousing practices at the new 
location. Successful application of mentoring can prevent warehous
ing service failures which could be very costly. 

Goals of Training 

As you create or revise your training program, a final check 
of it should be a review to be certain that everything in it is related 
to the goals of the training program. While these goals will differ 
from one company to another, most warehousing organizations 
would include at least these six training goals: 

• To improve safety, sanitation and security 

• To help every employee make decisions that improve produc
tivity and quality 

• To reduce damage to warehouse equipment and stored mer-
chandise 

• To give trainees a feeling of accomplishment 

• To motivate trainees to do a better job 

• To ensure that all new employees understand company rules 
and procedures 

Training builds teamwork. It can and should be a morale builder. 
At times when qualified workers are scarce, an effective training 
program can be a vital part of the growth of your organization. 
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LABOR RELATIONS 

The risk of strikes or other labor disputes is a key consideration 
in warehousing. In some industries, work stoppages or other disputes 
among production workers are a likely occurrence, and therefore it's 
important to have a strategy for continuous distribution of finished 
products, even when one or more production plants is on strike. 

This strategy may be carried out in many ways. Some companies 
separate distribution facilities from manufacturing locations specifi
cally to cushion the effect of work stoppages. In some cases, the 
distribution center is located in a rural area with a favorable labor 
climate so that its non-union status is easier to maintain. 

Although such distribution centers can legally be picketed by 
manufacturing workers engaged in a lawful strike, factors of cost 
and distance may make such picketing impractical, allowing orderly 
distribution to take place despite the strike. And if the distribution 
centers are not unionized, there is little danger of a strike by their 
employees, either out of sympathy for striking manufacturing em
ployees or in support of economic demands of their own. 

Creating a Union-Free Environment 
in the Warehouse 

One retailer provides a dignified and relatively luxurious setting 
for warehouse workers. In that company, every worker, from presi
dent to trainee, enters through the same front door and lobby. Further-

The author is indebted to Theodore 1. Tierney, a partner in the law firm of Vedder, 
Price, Kaufman & Kammholz, Chicago, for extensive research and advice in the 
preparation of this chapter. 
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more, everyone on the payroll uses the same cafeteria for lunch. 
There is no "back door," and every hourly worker eats in the same 
room with the chief executive. This egalitarian environment is even 
more pronounced in the plant of a non-union manufacturer where 
everyone, from the president to factory worker, wears a white shop 
coat when on the production floor. The white uniform hides the 
pinstripes of the corporate executive or the blue collar of the factory 
worker. The result is a removal of the "we-they" symbols of busi
ness dress. 

In contrast to such egalitarianism, unionism usually flourishes 
when a company has insecure or highly authoritarian line super
visors. 

For the hourly worker, the line supervisor is the symbol of 
management. Yet, the typical line supervisor was promoted not 
because of any proven ability in managing people, but because he 
was a good "doer," or an above-average "producer." There is nothing 
wrong with rewarding productivity, but rewarding the productive 
worker with supervisory responsibility is not always appropriate. 

Unfortunately, most managers are blinded by certain precon
ceived ideas about the hourly worker. These include the impression 
that the hourly worker is interested only in money, and the supposi
tion that unionism is a grass-roots movement which, once under 
way, cannot be stopped. 

Surveys of hourly workers suggest that money is relatively low 
in their priorities. They are more interested in prestige, security, 
respect, and a feeling of belonging. These desires can be thwarted 
by insensitive or poorly trained line supervisors. 

The professional union movement is in fact anything but a 
democracy-it is more like a closely held franchise business with 
involuntary franchises. Any unionized worker has the right to quit 
the company, but he or she probably will find it difficult to quit the 
union without also quitting the job. 

A labor problem is often at heart a management problem. The 
franchise operators who solicit union membership are seldom able 
to market their product in a happy workplace. Workers who are 
fairly treated will respect both line supervisors and senior manage-
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ment. They are not susceptible to the appeal of the union organizer. 
While low pay is occasionally the cause, the motivation to unionize 
is usually not financial. Typically, the worker who supports a union 
drive is reacting to either the reality or the perception that he or she 
has been treated unfairly in the workplace. 

An Example 

One medium-sized retail organization has a chain of small shops 
operating all over the country. The organization is also vertically 
integrated and owns plants that manufacture some of the products 
it sells. Many of its production facilities are unionized, as are some 
of its retail stores. In spite of this, the company has carefully pre
served the independent status of its distribution operation. Some of 
its products are distributed with private trucking, but a stevedoring 
company is retained to hire and control the truck drivers. A group 
of private distribution centers is maintained on a non-union status. 

Some time ago, the company endured a long strike to keep its 
largest distribution center non-union. Later, a regional distribution 
center suffered the loss of a union election by just a few votes. The 
company signed a one-year labor agreement, and its employees 
subsequently petitioned for a decertification election. At the expira
tion of the contract, the union was rejected by the great majority of 
the distribution center workers. 

Management of this company feels that logistics is the one 
branch of their business that can and should be kept non-union. Yet 
they accept the presence of unions at the manufacturing level, and 
even at the retail level. 

Public Warehousing Alternative 

Some manufacturers have used public warehouses rather than 
their own distribution centers to offer insulation against the impact 
of strikes in the distribution area. In order to use a public warehouse 
successfully as part of a strike-cushioning plan, the manufacturer 
must observe three ground rules: 
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Rule 1. The manufacturer should enter the warehousing relation
ship well before the strike begins. Any agreement entered into shortly 
before the strike and terminated just shortly thereafter would be 
viewed as legally suspect. 

Rule 2. A manufacturer should avoid using more than a limited 
percentage of a public warehouse's total capacity. 

Rule 3. The warehouse's management must have full control 
over the placement of goods in the facility. To avoid lawful picketing, 
the customer should not rent any particular physical space at the 
site. The NLRB has held that, under the secondary boycott provisions 
of the National Labor Relations Act, a public warehouse cannot be 
picketed by a union having a dispute with one of its customers 
unless that customer's employees, trucks, or equipment are on the 
warehouse premises. In another ruling, the court pointed out that 
primary picketing at site of a neutral employer may be lawful where 
primary company's employees are on the premises. 

Public Warehouse Strikes 

What happens if the public warehouse goes on strike? In most 
states the user can remove goods through the picket line by filing 
an action for replevin-a legal move to recover goods unlawfully 
withheld from their rightful owner. Under this action, the court 
issues an order to the marshal or sheriff compelling removal of the 
goods from the warehouse and their placement in the owner's hands. 

Using Subcontractor Warehouse Services 

A warehousing subcontractor arrangement involves the use of 
an independent warehouse operator's personnel within the manufac
turer's facilities. In using the subcontracting option, the user must 
beware of creating a "joint-employer" relationship with the subcon
tractor's employees. To avoid this possibility, the warehousing con
tractor must be in full and sole charge of determining how many 
employees are needed, who they will be, and the method used to 
perform the work. A subcontractor must also be in sole control of 
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hiring, training, disciplining, and discharging workers, as well as 
all other aspects of the employment relationship. 

Transportation Strikes 

The transportation industry has a long history of union activity 
and many warehouses are designed to deal with carrier strikes. For 
example, a distribution center with a railroad spur can be used in 
the event of trucking strikes. From a practical standpoint, strike 
activity at a warehouse seldom impedes a rail movement of goods 
in and out of the facility. Railroad companies will usually provide 
switching service with supervisory personnel. It is often physically 
impossible for pickets to block industrial railroad tracks because they 
are all on private property. Therefore, rail movement is frequently an 
effective hedge in the event a strike disrupts trucking operations. 

Inventory Hedging 

Once a manufacturer sets up a distribution system that provides 
an effective buffer in the event of work stoppages, the creation of 
a "strike hedge" inventory becomes possible. This can be a powerful 
bargaining tool in contract negotiations. Unions can be warned that 
the company has vast stockpiles strategically located around the 
country, and that it thus is able to absorb a strike for a significant 
period without losing its position in the marketplace. 

Turning from Union to Union-Free 

Turning a unionized warehouse into a non-union warehouse is 
a difficult and delicate project. The most peaceful way to do it is 
by a decertification election. One such election took place because 
the chief executive of the warehouse company suggested to several 
workers that the union really had not done them any good. The 
group had been organized for about twenty years, and union activity 
had been virtually unknown during the last ten years. The workers 
agreed with the executive and a peaceful decertification election 
was held. 
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The details of decertification are closely regulated by law, and 
the most important thing to remember about the process is the need 
for close consultation with a lawyer who specializes in this field. 

Other ways to remove a union are more difficult, such as closing 
a plant, or subcontracting the warehouse work and closing it. These 
matters may also be limited by law, though recent court decisions 
have greatly enlarged management's right to cease unprofitable oper
ations. 

Managers should remember that only the company creates ware
house jobs-the union does not create any. In the heat of organizing 
campaigns, some workers may get the idea that the union provides 
security-but in actual fact the opposite is often true. Ultimately,job 
security is based on the customer's satisfaction with the warehouse 
services, maintained only by a well-coordinated labor-management 
team. No union ensures that-only good worker-management team
work does. 

Preemployment Screening 

Just as the old saying "Do good and avoid evil" serves as a 
guide we can all live by, so does "Hire good employees and avoid 
bad ones" give the most effective method by which an employer 
can avoid legal problems and maximize productivity. While living by 
either tenet can be rather difficult, the employer has many acceptable 
approaches in selecting good employees. 

Figure 25-1 lists typical prehiring inquiries, with typical in
stances of when such an inquiry may be lawful. In addition, such 
inquiries must be job-related and administered in a uniform manner. 
Use this information only as a guide and always check with local 
counsel regarding the law in your own state. 

Evaluating the applicant's previous employment record can be 
a useful tool. While previous employers are understandably skittish 
about giving out too much information about former employees, 
any information they provide in this area can be helpful. For example, 
an employee who had attendance problems on one job is quite likely 
to have them on another. Employers may be more inclined to honor 
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Acceptable and Non-acceptable Preemployment Questions-
What Can and Cannot be Asked In Most Situations 

? Education-Acceptable. 
? Work Experience-Acceptable. 
? Arrest Record-Acceptable in most states: Have you been convicted of a 
crime within the last two years? Not acceptable: Have you ever been arrested? 
? Language-Acceptable: Inquiry into language applicant speaks and writes 
fluently, if job-related. Not acceptable: What is your native language? 

? Photograph-Not acceptable. 
? Financial status-Generally not acceptable: But: Have your wages ever 
been garnished? Do you own a car? Do you have a telephone? Have you 
ever filed bankruptcy? Have you ever been refused credit? (Some of these 
questions could be asked of applicants for sensitive financial positions.) 
? Reliable means of transportation to work-Acceptable. 

? Applicant can supply a phone number-Acceptable. 
? Marital status-Not acceptable. 

? Religious holidays observed by applicant-Not acceptable. 
? Days on which applicant is unavailable for work-Acceptable. 

? Relatives-Acceptable: Names of applicant's relative, other than spouse, 
already employed by you. Not acceptable: Names, addresses, ages, number 
or other information concerning applicant's spouse, children, or other rela
tives not employed by you. 
? Applicant has any religious objection to paying union dues-Not ac
ceptable. 
? Age-Generally acceptable, but rejection after inquiry could create age 
discrimination problems; application should set forth specific disclaimer re
garding this inquiry. 
? Applicant has ever filed a Worker's Compensation claim-Not acceptable. 
? Applicant has a valid driver's license-Not acceptable (unless the position 
involved includes driving duties. 
? Military experience-Acceptable: Applicant's experience in the U.S. armed 
forces or in a state militia. Not acceptable: What type of discharge did 
you receive? 
Citizenship-Acceptable: Are you a citizen of the U.S.? If not, do you have 
the legal right to remain permanently in the U.S.? Not acceptable: Of what 
country are you a citizen? 
? Reasons for leaving former employment-Acceptable. 
Are you able to perform any or all job functions with or without reasonable 
accommodation? 

Figure 25-1 
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requests for objective information, such as a former employee's 
attendance record, than giving subjective appraisals or conclusions. 
At the very minimum, verification of job duties and length of service 
should be completed. 

Ask the job applicant for an authorization for release of data 
by former employers. Obviously, such a step must be taken without 
regard to the race, sex, religion, or national origin of the applicant. 
Moreover, be aware that when you do check references, you may 
have an obligation to furnish the applicant with the results of 
your questioning. 

Employee Complaints 

Closely related to good communications is the proper handling 
of employee complaints. Several suggestions concerning this import
ant management function follow: 

1. Appreciate that the employee registering the complaint is 
paying management a compliment. 

2. Listen carefully to the complaint and get all of the details. 
3. Even if the complaint sounds frivolous, appreciate that it 

may be a real problem to the employee. 
4. A void sarcastic responses and do not attempt to poke holes 

in the complaint. 
5. Investigate the complaint carefully. If it is valid, follow 

through. 
6. Where the complaint calls for a decision, do not hesitate to 

make it. 
7. Realize that complaints may be symptomatic of deeper con

cerns, so be sure to explore them fully. 

One of the keys to good supervision is follow-up. After a full 
and careful investigation, an employee's complaint must either be 
dealt with or the employee given a full explanation as to why action 
was not taken. Simply telling an employee, "You're wrong," or 
"You don't know what you're talking about" will only create fur
ther problems. 
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The cardinal sin in this respect is for a supervisor to fail to 
make any response. It is equally wrong for the foreman to "pass 
the buck" or to say simply that "The front office has turned you 
down." If the employee was concerned enough to bring the complaint 
to the foreman, he or she is entitled at least to a complete and 
meaningful response. 

The Role of the Supervisor 

In many respects an employee's supervisor is the company to 
that employee. A supervisor often has more impact on morale and 
perceptions of the company than any other single factor. So the 
selection and continued training of supervisors is vital. 

Selecting supervisors should involve more analysis than merely 
promoting the most efficient workers. While a worker's productivity 
certainly should be considered, it does not guarantee that he or 
she has the qualities necessary to be an effective supervisor of 
other workers. 

The credibility of your supervisors is critical. It is essential 
that you do all you can to enhance and maintain that credibility. 
Supervisors should be kept well informed and, in turn, should be 
the origin of most information related to the workforce. Supervisors 
should also, whenever possible, be given credit for working condi
tion improvements. 

Arbitration Standards Pertaining to Discharge 

No matter how carefully management screens its applicants, 
and no matter how effective its employee relations program is, there 
are some occasions where it simply must remove some workers 
from its workforce. In those situations, nothing can be much more 
harmful to employee discipline or supervisory morale than to have 
the discharged person reinstated by an arbitrator or court. Here are 
some suggestions as to what management can do to minimize the 
risk that its discharges will be challenged ... or at least to increase 
the likelihood of a successful defense! 
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1. Establish written rules and communicate them to your work
force. If you decide to crack down on the enforcement of a rule, 
notify your employees in advance, rather than suddenly invoking 
stiffer or more frequent penalties. 

2. Specify those rules violations that will result in immedi
ate discharge. 

3. Enforce the rules fairly and consistently. 
4. Use progressive discipline, including lost-time suspension 

prior to discharge, except for the most serious offenses. 
5. Conduct a thorough investigation that includes, wherever 

possible, written statements from all witnesses, including the disci
plined employees, prior to discharge. 

6. Carefully communicate the full reason for the discharge to 
the employee. If his past employment record was a factor, say so. 

7. Maintain careful, complete records documenting all disci
plinary action. 

Two of the most aggravating offenses are chronic absenteeism 
and chronic tardiness. Because arbitrators and government agencies 
often fail to appreciate the seriousness of chronic absenteeism and 
tardiness, "building record" is essential. Offenses must be docu
mented, and penalties must be progressive-including at least one 
suspension prior to discharge. And management must be consistent. 

One of the most common mistakes management makes in 
this area is to be too lenient by merely making oral reprimands
possibly because manpower needs often make that the easiest 
route, until management's patience is exhausted and the employee 
is suddenly discharged. Arbitrators often overrule these discharges 
on the grounds that the employer has lulled the employee into 
a false sense of security. Furthermore, because such sudden 
discipline often is not uniform, government agencies often find 
it to be discriminatory. 
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The Essence of Union-Free Management 

Union-free management is really a state of mind. It comes out 
of a shared confidence that teamwork builds a company, and that 
everyone in the organization is on the same team. It is nurtured by 
elimination of traditional "perks" which created corporate royalty 
and corporate commoners. This includes eliminating reserved park
ing places as well as private restrooms and lunchrooms. In the union
free company, it is common to find everyone on the payroll referred 
to as an "associate" rather than to have managers and subordinates, 
officers and employees. In some warehouses, supervisors are called 
"team leaders" and hourly workers are team members. 

In effect, union-free management is not a power play, not a 
strategy for management to defeat a union. Instead, it is the mainte
nance of an environment in which nobody in the workplace needs 
a union to feel secure. 

Many warehouse users have gone to great lengths to design a 
distribution system that is practically immune from labor problems. 
But there is an element of risk in anything connected with labor 
relations. The practice of good employee relations within your ware
house is one of the best ways to ensure against labor problems. 
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An incentive is defined by Webster as "something that stimu
lates one to take action, work harder, and is encouraging and motiva
ting." The use of incentives in American industry goes back to the 
early years of the century, when Frederick Taylor developed a 1911 
book called Scientific Management. In that book, he described a 
system in which workers were paid by piecework, receiving a given 
fee for each wheelbarrow of coal delivered. The steel and textile 
industries were early users of Taylor's management theory. In many 
of these companies, the objective of the incentive system was to 
stabilize costs. Management could precisely predict the cost of each 
delivered wheelbarrow because it was predetermined in the piece
work pay method. 

Application of incentives became a fad in the 1950s, but by 
the 1960s a high percentage of the incentive plans that had been 
installed in the earlier decade had failed. We need to understand 
the reasons for both success and failure. 

Barriers to Productivity 

For warehousing purposes, any standards program typically 
develops a 100% pace, that which can be maintained by a skilled 
person working a full day under normal working conditions. An 
incentive then, is something that motivates a worker to produce 
more than 100%. 

When incorrect methods are used, a worker may be unable to 
earn the incentive because the deck is stacked against him. People 
on the floor are not stupid. When they can find short cuts they will. 
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When other conditions prevent them from getting the job done, they 
then have a barrier to productivity. 

The ideal program is simple and documented in language that 
is understood by everyone. Every person involved in the system 
should know how to calculate it. A regular audit will eliminate the 
possibility of creeping methods changes. 

In warehouses, the two greatest barriers to productivity are lack 
of training in proper methods and poor stock locations. 

Who Gets the Incentive? 

A good incentive program has to cover everyone. Some ware
house operators have offered incentives only to order pickers, pri
marily because the selection process is one that is both labor intensive 
and easily tracked. When this happens, the people who work in 
replenishment or receiving have every right to be unhappy. They 
have no motivation to work harder because they are not covered by 
the incentive program. If your incentive system fails to include all 
levels of the workforce, productivity will rise in certain areas but 
may drop in others. Sometimes a group incentive works better for 
loaders than for checkers because their jobs are interactive and 
depend upon teamwork. Therefore, consider a program in which 
there is a group incentive or possibly a combination of individual 
and group bonuses. 

Union Attitudes 

Some managers fear that an incentive system will cause prob
lems with a union. In fact, there is ample evidence to show the 
opposite. Union leaders usually find fewer grievances in a shop that 
has incentives, because the dissidents know that they can earn more 
pay by working harder. A grievance free workplace means less work 
for the labor organizers. The union leader naturally hopes that the 
standard will be loose enough so that everyone can earn a bonus. 
The unions know that they will probably have fewer complaints 
from members when an incentive plan is installed. 
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If you are installing an incentive plan in a unionized warehouse, 
don't forget to involve your labor attorney. Union leadership typi
cally has far more experience with incentive systems than most 
management people, and the information is abundantly shared be
tween union locals. 

Never let the incentive be part of the collective bargaining 
process. In a union shop, the base pay is subject to negotiation, but 
any incentive bonuses can and should be excluded from the contract. 

Once you reach the final step of writing a procedure, it is 
important to keep the documentation simple. Remember that this 
documentation need not, and should not, be included in any labor 
contract. When the system has been written, present it first to supervi
sors, then to the union, if there is one. Finally it should be presented 
to the workers in small groups. 

Installing and Designing the System 

There are four major steps to the installation of an incentive 
system in your warehouse. The first step is to define your objectives, 
the second is to define the system design, the third is to check your 
own readiness for the system, and the last is to write and implement 
the procedure. 

As you look at objectives, consider whether your company 
wants this system primarily to increase productivity, to offer an 
incentive opportunity instead of a pay raise, to motivate people, or 
to reduce turnover. While you might say you want all of the above, 
consider which of these four points is of greatest importance to you. 
As you do this, be sure that you are committed to the "long haul" 
in living with an incentive system. 

There are options in system design. First, decide whether you 
want an individual or group incentive, or a combination of both. 
Will everyone in your workforce be eligible for the incentive bonus? 
Do you want that bonus paid in dollars, extra time off, or a combina
tion of both? Do you need an earnings cap to control the maximum 
amount that will be paid in the incentive? Decide how often you 
want that bonus paid, since payouts will range from weekly to 
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quarterly. Be sure you know how to deal with quality, safety, dam
age, and housekeeping issues. Such issues must be controlled so 
that increased productivity is not made at the expense of warehous
ing quality. 

Part of the process is to create complete reporting and tracking 
procedures for all warehouse activities. The line supervisor and the 
warehouse manager must have a clear idea of exactly what each 
employee does with his or her time. 

As the tracking system is designed, it should include ways 
to receive worker feedback. Employees should be encouraged to 
comment on their work pace and environment and to point out 
any roadblocks to further improvement. The existence of a good 
reporting and tracking system together with well-designed feedback 
will typically improve productivity by at least 10%, even if nothing 
else is done with methods. 

As you check your readiness for a new system, consider what 
your productivity level is today. Then decide whether or not to use 
engineered standards. The unit of measure could be pieces per hour 
or sales dollars per labor hour. Deciding which unit of measure to 
use may depend on the quantity and quality of your historical data. 
Is your current labor reporting system accurate enough to be used 
in calculating incentive pay? Do you already have the quality checks 
in place to ensure that a reach for incentive does not get in the 
way of maintaining accuracy and quality in storage, shipping, and 
receiving? rinally, do you now have an auditing procedure that can 
be used to check the incentive program? 

The crucial step in preparing for an incentive program is to 
establish an accurate work measurement system. If you can't mea
sure work, you can't manage it. In a warehouse with a wide variety 
of products, a fair measurement system is not easily devised. For 
example, in a warehouse handling major appliances and appliance 
parts, the work content for finished goods will be substantially 
different from the job of handling and storing small parts. 

Based on the results of the work measurement program, you 
should then establish productivity standards. Those standards must 
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be obviously reasonable, easily understood, and attainable by those 
who produce at 100% effort. 

Pitfalls 

Any incentive system will fail if it does not have continuing 
support from senior management. Management must have a sincere 
commitment not just to install the program, but also to see that it 
works in the future. 

Since warehouse work varies constantly, a poorly documented 
system or one that is not regularly audited will soon become unfair 
either to the company or to its workers. When this happens, either 
the workers or the managers will lose confidence in the system. 

If the standard is too loose, bonuses will be attained that are 
not truly earned. If it is too tight, hardworking warehousing people 
will feel that they have been robbed because of an inability to earn 
a bonus in spite of a strong effort to do so. 

Perhaps the biggest pitfall in developing standards for ware
housing is the changing nature of warehouse work. When you design 
an incentive system, be sure that you have also designed the means 
of altering it to meet anticipated new developments in work content. 

The Role of the Supervisor 

Some feel that an incentive program is a cure for poor supervi
sion. In fact, the opposite is true. Excellent supervision is needed 
to make an incentive program successful, since workers will need 
to be coached on using the best methods. 

Good supervision is also necessary for quality control. When 
people try to handle merchandise faster to earn more money, they 
may also create more errors. Both supervision and inspection are 
needed to identify and control the error rate. 

Designing and implementing a warehouse incentive is a tough 
job, and it is not easily described. Making it work for the long haul 
requires constant dedication and effort by supervisors as well as 
senior management. 
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Incentives Checklist 

Before starting an incentive program make 
sure you: 

Have the support of top management 

Have the correct methods 

Have removed barriers to productivity 

Have a good reporting system 

Have designed a program that wiJI 
cover everyone 

Have written the program so 
everyone can understand it 

Have designed a procedure to audit 
the system on a regular basis 

Have had the program checked by 
your labor attorney 

SOURCE: Eugene Gagnon, Vol. 7, No.1, Warehousing Forum, © Ackerman Company, 
Columbus, Ohio. 

Figure 26-1 

Shown above is a checklist that you should use when- you 
consider an incentive program for your warehouse. 13 

The Importance of Listening 

Successful warehouse managers communicate clearly. The 
clear communicator has a genuine understanding of what he or she 
is trying to convey, uses appropriate words to phrase the ideas, 
chooses an effective way to put them across-and listens effectively. 
Many managers enjoy talking, telling, informing, teaching, andjudg
ing. Listening-active attending to what another is saying-is fre
quently an undeveloped skill, particularly in those who talk a lot. 
Successful managers who learn to listen effectively often achieve 
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new insights. Sometimes "generous listening" is used as a way to 
reward others. 

In a warehouse, the continual movement of material in an 
efficient, profitable manner requires close cooperation and team
work. Teamwork is based on good listening skills. Choose a place 
that is relatively quiet and comfortable to give people time to share 
information. The effective listener minimizes the probability of inter
ruptions from telephone calls and secretaries. You should try to 
listen in physically comfortable surroundings. 

One new warehouse manager was promoted to a new facility 
from another location in the company for which he worked. He was 
also promoted to general manager of the operation after serving as 
administrative assistant to the general manager in his old location. 
He was nervous and highly self-conscious of his age and minimal 
experience. The people who worked for him-foremen, customer 
service representatives, and hourly workers-knew nothing about 
him or his reputation previous to his arrival. When he made his first 
appearance, he called everybody together and lectured for forty-five 
minutes to prove his knowledge and competence. His audience 
reacted, however, in a very noncommittal, reserved way. They had 
not been given any opportunity to raise questions, voice concerns, 
or make their observations about the way the new location was 
operating. The new general manager's intent was to prove his compe
tence by talking about his experience. In fact, he alienated the people 
he was trying so hard to please. 

Had he taken the opportunity to spend time with individuals, 
listened to their experiences, heard their observation of how well 
the warehouse was operating, and then commented on the things 
he saw they were doing right, he would have been in a much better 
position to elicit their confidence, loyalty and motivation. 

Effective listening is only one part of the complex task of 
communicating. A manager needs to share information, teach, train, 
coach, talk at, and inform people-and practice the art of listening. 
The art of listening is a fundamental management tool but it requires 
practice. Becoming a better listener will make you become a better 
warehouse manager. 
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Feedback 

The results of performance must be relayed back to the person 
in the job, if motivation is to be maintained. In one warehouse, 
supervisors designed and implemented a major performance im
provement project. Each warehouseman was provided with feedback 
on his or her productivity in terms of "cost/cases handled" in relation
ship to a budgeted goal. The warehousemen could calculate their 
own productivity, as at the end of the shift the foremen provided 
them with their results for the day. Thereafter, "cost/case" feedback 
was summarized into shift performance. The "cost/case" productiv
ity for all three shifts was continuously posted on a large scoreboard. 
The foremen insisted that the feedback be on a three-shift, 24-hour 
basis so that intershift cooperation would be encouraged (they did 
not want each shift's productivity posted on the scoreboard since 
they felt that this would cause destructive intershift competition). 

Without feedback, personnel in work organizations tend to be 
self-correcting, which means that on- or off-course deviations from 
a goal cannot be detected. Feedback on results or outputs leads to 
performance improvements and behavior, especially if the feedback 
is positive. Best of all, feedback systems are relatively inexpensive 
in comparison with the performance improvement payoffs. 

Too often, feedback on performance results goes to executives, 
managers, and sometimes supervisors. Rarely is a system set up to 
give warehouse employees feedback on their results and accomplish
ments. Yet, it is the warehouse workers who must change their 
behavior to improve results. Without feedback there is no way they 
can improve their own on-the-job performance in a systematic way. 

Failing to give feedback to warehousemen is similar to asking 
them to bowl blindfolded. Even though we provide them with the 
best job situation (bowling alley, bowling balls, lighting, shoes, 
etc.), and know exactly what we want in terms of performance 
results, the most skilled bowlers will not do well. If we go a step 
further, and provide the bowlers with a supervisor to direct their 
activities, scores will be improved, but first-line supervision will be 
very difficult. If we take the blindfolds off, however, the bowlers 
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get immediate feedback on results, can keep their own scores, and 
modify their behavior to improve those scores. 

Feedback makes the employees more independent of the super
visor and sets up a situation where they can manage their behavior 
in a positive direction. This makes the job of warehouse supervision 
easier, since it is usually impossible to monitor the activities of 
workers in storage areas where they cannot be observed. Everyone is 
interested in improving warehouse productivity. In the final analysis, 
however, we are not improving warehouse performance, but rather 
improving the performance of people who work in warehousing. If 
this distinction is made, then motivation becomes the key element 
in a performance system. 
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IMPROVING PEOPLE 
PERFORMANCE 

A business theory known as the Peter Principle says that manag
ers in many organizations are promoted steadily to their level of 
incompetence. In the warehouse there are times when a lift-truck 
driver is promoted to foreman primarily because of job performance. 
But most of the skills in operating a lift-truck are not transferable 
to a supervisory situation. 

A management development system will at least reduce the 
number of times when the Peter Principle applies. Management 
seminars represent one way in which individuals can be encouraged 
to grow in personal skills. Individual efforts to gain outside education 
should be encouraged. When a promotion error cannot be corrected 
with skill development, the honest but difficult solution is to 
promptly demote the person. 

Maintaining Warehouse Discipline 

Because housekeeping, precise performance, and dependability 
are the hallmarks of a good warehouse, quality is closely related to 
warehouse discipline. When we see a warehouse that has products 
scattered throughout aisles and working areas, we quickly form the 
opinion that there is a lack of discipline in the warehouse. 

Just what do we mean by warehouse discipline? A well-disci
plined warehouse has these features: 

• Managers and workers cooperate in achieving housekeep
ing excellence . 

• Errors and damage are minimized. 
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• When things are done wrong, workers receive feedback and 
encouragement to improve the quality. 

• When new workers or outsiders drag down the operation, the 
rest of the warehouse crew pulls together to improve quality. 

The best supervisors do not rely only on punishment to manage 
their workers. They know that positive reinforcement for following 
the rules is more effective than a negative response for breaking 
them. In a warehouse with good discipline, workers know what is 
expected of them. While rigid work standards may not be employed, 
there is a formal or informal expectation of what level of productivity 
is normal in that operation. Neither supervisors nor fellow workers 
in a well-disciplined warehouse will tolerate an individual who 
produces substandard work. Finally, the warehouse procedures used 
in the operation are clear, and everybody follows them. A warehouse 
procedure that is so complex that nobody can understand it is as 
bad as no procedure at all. 

Warehouse discipline is not easy to define yet experienced 
operators know it when they see it. When it is lacking, the signs 
are equally obvious. 

Running a warehouse is a people management business. A well
managed warehouse is also a well-disciplined warehouse, one in 
which people play by the rules because they know that to do other
wise will downgrade the warehouse operation and ultimately their 
own jobs. Enforcing warehouse discipline requires leadership as 
well as management. There is a difference between hardness and 
toughness. If an object made of granite is struck with a hammer, it 
will shatter into pieces because it is hard but also brittle. An object 
made of leather may not even be dented by the hammer because it 
is flexible. Leather is tough without being hard. 

The analogy can well be applied to warehouse management. 
Housekeeping is the hallmark of good warehouse management, but 
how do you persuade people who have worked in a sloppy warehouse 
to change it to a neat and well kept facility? The hard manager 
might threaten suspension to any employee who violates good house
keeping practices, but dissident workers might see how much they 
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could get away with without being caught. A tough-minded manager 
may enlist the help of all hourly workers and supervisors in devising 
ways to improve housekeeping. By enlisting the ideas and support 
of workers, the manager must be flexible. Not all of the ideas will 
be outstanding, but to achieve real teamwork, all or nearly all of 
them must be favorably considered. 

In today's competitive business climate, your boss expects you 
to be a tougher manager than ever before. As you do this, remember 
the difference between toughness and hardness. 

Peer Review-A New Approach to Discipline 

Traditional methods of disciplining employees sometimes foster 
an "us against them" mentality that can create the perception that 
the company is not committed to resolving workplace disputes 
fairly. 14 Some employers deal with this by using a dispute resolution 
process known as "peer review." 

Peer review systems replace the traditional grievance arbitration 
process by allowing an employee to appeal disciplinary actions to 
a committee comprised, at least in part, of co-workers. Normally, 
all disciplinary actions are subject to peer review. In addition, the 
employee may challenge either the discipline itself or its severity, 
although some companies have chosen to narrow the scope of their 
peer review system to cover only specified actions, such as involun
tary terminations, overtime, or the proper application of a company's 
layoff procedure. Where peer review systems are limited in their 
coverage, companies usually maintain an "open door" for other 
review issues. 

Generally, the peer review process commences with the lodging 
of an appeal by the aggrieved employee. An employee typically is 
afforded five to seven days within which to lodge the appeal. 

The next step in the appeal process often is the employee's 
supervisor, who reviews the discipline; hopefully, the matter can be 
resolved at this stage. However, if the employee remains dissatisfied 
following the supervisor's review, he or she may take the appeal 
to the peer review board. 
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Although the composition of the peer review board varies from 
one company to the next, a typical board is comprised of five 
members: the aggrieved employee selects two members; the plant 
manager or personnel director also selects two members; and the 
fifth member is selected by the other four members. 

Within a few days following its formation, the board is con
vened. The matter is presented to the board in an informal, nonlegal 
setting. Each party-the aggrieved employee and his or her supervi
sor-presents his or her side of the dispute to the board. The board 
may ask questions or call additional witnesses and, in addition, 
may review the employee's personnel records. Once the board has 
collected all the necessary information, the supervisor and the em
ployee are asked to leave the room while the board deliberates. 

In considering the employee's appeal, the board only decides 
whether there has been a violation of company policy. The board 
is not empowered to change company policy. The board may uphold 
the discipline, reduce or increase its severity, or overturn the disci
pline entirely. 

Usually majority rules and the board's decision is final. Some 
companies, however, require a unanimous decision. If such a deci
sion cannot be agreed upon, a majority and minority report is given 
to the plant manager or personnel director who then renders a 
final decision. 

Upon arriving at a decision, the board immediately informs the 
supervisor and the employee. All aspects of the decision-making 
process remain confidential. 

In companies that use some form of peer review, both employ
ees and management comment upon it favorably. Employees are 
satisfied with peer review systems largely because such systems 
allow employees to participate in management decisions that have 
a direct effect on them. Employers have found that board members 
take their responsibility seriously and do not seek to abuse or under
mine the process. In addition, employers recognize that peer review 
reduces employee discontent. Generally speaking, where discipline 
is imposed properly in the first place, employees hesitate to invoke 
their appeal rights under the peer review system. In fact, a complain-
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ing employee's peers on the board often are harder on him or her 
for certain rules violations, such as those related to absenteeism, 
than is the company. 

Summing up, peer review programs: 

1. Increase employee morale by providing employees with a 
voice in disciplinary matters directly affecting them, thus building 
a bridge between management and employees. 

2. Thwart attempts at unionization by removing a common 
source of employee discontent (i.e., the absence of employee partici
pation in discipline). 

3. Help to avoid expensive litigation and arbitration. 
4. Help to support the company's position in any subsequent, 

related litigation, such as EEOC charges. 
5. Help to maintain company control over employee relations 

by keeping workplace disputes in-house. 

The I nterviewing Process 

Can you really afford to leave your hiring decisions to chance? 
In altogether too many warehousing organizations, the preferred 
candidates for hiring are people who have worked in other similar 
warehouses. These mayor may not be the best people you could 
find to work in your warehouse. IS 

One of the biggest mistakes in the hiring process is the lack 
of a systematic approach. Picking up the resume or application two 
minutes before the candidate enters your office is not a systematic 
approach. A system is defined as an established way of doing some
thing, using a set of rules arranged in an orderly form, to show a 
logical plan of linking the various parts. 

A system is important because it gives you a structure that you 
can follow to get the best possible information. Also, your skills as 
an interviewer will increase by practicing the same techniques over 
again. It is very difficult to think of a basketball player getting very 
good at shooting free throws when he uses a different style each 
time and only practices once or twice a month. 

The same can be said for interviewing. The process you use 
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does not have to be difficult. It just needs to be clearly defined, 
repeatable, and effective. Figure 27-1 shows a simple yet very 
effective process. 

Always begin by defining what it is you are looking for, a 
profile of the successful person. This appears simple but is the area 
that causes the most problems. Generally people list requirements 
simply as education and experience, but these are not indicators of 
success on the job. If they were, any person with those qualifications 
should be successful and we know this is not true. A person's 
knowledge, skill, and abilities will determine whether or not he or 
she will be successful and these should be the keys to our search. 
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It is easiest to think of a job as a series of tasks. And, successful 
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Figure 27-1. The Interview Process 
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people accomplish the tasks in an appropriate manner. Ask yourself 
the question, "What tasks must this person perform to be successful?" 
And then ask, "What knowledge, skills, and abilities does it take 
to perform those tasks?" Finally, ask, "How must the person go 
about accomplishing the task to be successful?" 

The first step in developing your list of requirements is to think 
about the technical skills necessary to accomplish the tasks. Think 
about the tasks and try to determine what a person must know and 
do to accomplish the tasks. Does he or she operate any special 
equipment? What systems does he or she need to use? Is any special 
knowledge required? The answers to these questions should give 
you a list of technical requirements. 

Next, we need to determine the behavioral requirements so 
think about how the tasks are performed. Analyze the environment. 
What are the specific behavioral traits necessary to accomplish the 
tasks? Do you work in teams or individually? Does the person solve 
problems, come in contact with the public? Does he or she have to 
influence people? How does the person need to act to be successful 
on the job? The answers to these questions should generate a list 
of behavioral requirements such as problem-solving skills, initiative, 
and flexibility. 

One of the best methods to determine the list of requirements 
is to profile a successful person. Think of someone doing the job 
now or who has recently done the job and been successful. Why is 
he or she successful? What does he or she do, or not do, that causes 
him or her to be successful? How does he or she react to situations? 
How does he or she deal with people? The answers to these questions 
will help you identify the requirements necessary to build a profile 
of the successful person. 

Once you have developed your list of requirements, a qualified 
candidate pool needs to be developed. This is the recruitment pro
cess. In a warehouse, your first question is whether to recruit from 
other warehouse companies or from people outside the industry. 
In times of high unemployment, recruitment may be primarily a 
screening process. When qualified people are scarce, recruitment 
may become the toughest part of the process. Assume that you now 
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have a group of applicants. From this group you must screen to 
determine whom to interview. This process moves you from a group 
of applicants to a group of candidates. 

This screening process is very difficult. The decisions made at 
this point are made with the least amount of data and are usually 
irreversible. We very seldom go back to the pile of "No's" for a 
second look. It is important to keep in mind the ultimate objective 
when screening applications, which is to hire a person who will 
be successful. 

With this in mind, try to "screen in" not "screen out." Don't 
look for a reason to throw people out; look for a reason to screen 
them in. This is consistent with our ultimate objective and will also 
help eliminate the mistake of losing good candidates because there 
is one thing we don't like on the application. 

Examine each resume and look for indicators that the person 
will be successful on your job. Review your list of requirements 
and determine which might be indicated on a resume. Management 
skills, knowledge of a specific piece of equipment, and sales skills 
are examples of skills that should be indicated on a resume. Initiative, 
flexibility, and problem-solving are not as evident and will need to 
be researched in an interview. Review the resume with the intention 
of finding as many indicators as possible that the person has the 
necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities. To get in this habit, try 
counting the things you like on each resume you read. 

Once you have narrowed your list, it is time to prepare for the 
face-to-face interview. Part of a systematic approach is to prepare 
for every interview the same way. The first step is to prepare an 
interview guide which is your list of questions, in the order you 
will ask them. It is important to prepare your questions in advance 
for two reasons. First, you can be certain to generate questions that 
cover all the important information. Second, with your questions 
available, you can concentrate on listening as opposed to worrying 
about what to ask next. 

Start with the application and your list of requirements and 
develop your list of questions in correct chronological order. Inter-
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viewing in correct chronological order, from the beginning to the 
present, allows you to follow a person through his or her career. 
You can see patterns of growth or lack of growth. This method will 
help you ascertain whether a person has plateaued, whether he or 
she repeat mistakes, and how quickly and how often he or she learns 
new skills. 

Choose the first time period you want to explore, and with 
your requirements in mind, develop questions designed to generate 
information that will help determine the candidate's knowledge, 
skill, and ability levels. Create enough questions during each time 
period to ensure you get enough information to assess his or her 
skills. Continue to advance in correct chronological order toward 
the present. What are you doing is simply taking a journey through 
the person's background and determining what he or she accom
plished along the way. 

It is necessary to pay particular attention to the types of ques
tions you ask in an interview. Asking the right types of questions 
is the single biggest contributor to a successful interview. Much of 
the conventional wisdom is misleading. Try to avoid open-ended, 
nonspecific questions. An example is, "Tell me about managing a 
facility." And, "What is the best way to control expenses?" Although 
these questions do tend to get the candidate talking, they do not 
get specific information that will help predict if the person will 
be successful. 

Also, try to avoid theoretical questions such as, "What would 
you do if ... ?" These force the candidate to manufacture an answer 
he or she thinks you want to hear. This only measures their ability 
to figure out what he or she thinks you want to hear. Instead of 
asking "What would you do if ... " ask "What did you do ... " 
which takes the question out of the future and generates specific 
factual information. 

The two most effective types of questions to ask are factual 
and action questions. Factual questions require the person to respond 
with a simple discreet fact. "How many people did you supervise?" 
"What type of equipment did you use?" "What inventory manage-
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ment system did you use?" These simple, straightforward questions 
require the person to answer with a factual piece of information 
that helps you determine his or her know ledge, skill, and ability level. 

Action questions require the candidate to describe some action 
he took. "Tell me how you dealt with the last problem employee 
you had." "Step me through how you implemented your quality 
control program." "Explain how you closed your last sale." Each 
of these questions requires the person to explain his actions. The 
answers will contain information that helps determine how he will 
act on your job. This helps predict whether he will be successful. 

Now that your interview guide is complete, the next step is to 
implement your interview. The face-to-face interview is the easiest 
part of the process. Begin with an opening designed to put the 
candidate at ease. The goal is to establish rapport and reduce stress 
and anxiety. Begin with some small talk to break the ice. Talk about 
a current event or something interesting you saw on his or her resume. 
You might lead with an issue or event that is hot in the industry. 

Next, explain the process you will use and ask if he or she has 
any questions about the process. The goal here is to take the mystery 
out of the process. The person should be told exactly what you are 
going to do, in the exact order, and why. Explaining these items to 
the person has the effect of relaxing him or her and removing some 
of the anxiety. 

The opening has put the person at ease, established rapport, 
and reduced the anxiety. You are now ready for the body of the 
interview. Refer to your interview guide and proceed to ask your 
prepared questions in the order you wrote them. Be sure to probe 
for details. Don't assume you know what they mean. Ask for clarifi
cations and explanations when you need more information to assess 
his or her abilities. 

It is difficult to plan for every eventuality in an interview. If 
you get off on a tangent, determine if you are getting information 
that will help you predict success. If not, get back on track with 
one of your prepared questions. 

Once you have asked all your questions, you can begin the 
closing phase of the interview. This begins with your explanation 
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of the job and company. This is the time to sell the applicant on 
your company. Don't spend time in the beginning of the process 
marketing the job because (1) you don't know if you need to market 
the job and (2) you won't know how to market until you understand 
the candidate's background. 

After you have described the job and company, outline the 
remaining steps in the selection process. Make sure the candidate 
knows what will happen next and when. Finally, end the interview 
on a positive note. 

You now have a tremendous amount of information about 
the person's knowledge, skill, and ability level. The next step is 
evaluation of the data. This phase is not difficult if you break the 
process down to small manageable parts. 

First, go back to your list of requirements and create a chart 
similar to the one in Figure 27-2. List the requirements down the 
left side of the chart and the candidates along the top. Rate each 
candidate against each requirement working from the top of the list. 

Requirement 

A 

Candidates 

B 

.I Meets Requirement 
KEY - Does Not Meet Requirement 

+ Exceeds Requirement 

C 

Figure 27-2. Matrix Evaluation 

Comments 
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For each requirement, go back to your notes from the interview and 
determine if the person meets the requirement. Then proceed to the 
next requirement until you have a rating for each. 

The grades should be as simple as possible. One system has 
three grades: meets requirement, exceeds requirement, and does not 
meet requirement. 

Candidates are always measured against your list of require
ments which is the standard. Evaluation against a standard has two 
major benefits. First, it satisfies the major legal requirement of the 
equal employment opportunity laws which say that all candidates 
should have an equal opportunity to compete. Second, it will prevent 
you from hiring someone who is the best of the worst (a person 
who looks good compared to the other candidates but still doesn't 
meet the requirement). 

The best candidate will meet or exceed all the requirements. 
A candidate who is missing an important requirement will probably 
not succeed on the job and should not be hired. 

The last step, hiring a successful candidate, is the reward. The 
process is simple but very effective. Over time your skill level will 
increase as will your odds of hiring a successful person. 

Substance Abuse in the Warehouse 

Substance abuse problems probably exist in your warehouse if 
you have more than ten people in the crew. In times of relatively 
full employment, up to 50% of those people who are looking for a 
job have a substance abuse problem. Substance abuse includes the 
legal use of alcohol and even the abuse of prescription drugs. Ignor
ing the problem will not help it go away-it only aggravates it. 
Most of the writings on this subject are either by law enforcement 
people, healthcare experts, or social workers. Each brings the view
point of that particular profession, which is not necessarily a manage
rial approach. We look at the subject from the standpoint of business 
managers, and one goal of every manager is to attract and retain a 
safe and healthy workforce. 
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Coupled with the recurrence of substance abuse, the standards 
for quality work in today's warehouse are higher now than they 
were when the problem was first identified. A growing number of 
today's warehouse workers must be computer literate. If they are 
impaired by mood altering substances, they could put bad informa
tion into your warehouse information system as well as cause acci
dents, tardiness, or excess absenteeism. Therefore the potential loss 
from tolerating substance abuse is higher than ever before. 

The starting point for controlling substance abuse in your ware
house is to develop and publish a company policy on this subject. 
If your company has never done this, your people will not understand 
your position. The majority of people in our society do not abuse 
substances and would prefer not to work with those who do. They 
need to know where you stand and what standards of conduct 
you expect. The policy statement is the first step in creating this 
understanding. 

Here is a model policy statement, developed by us after reading 
and distilling the statements issued from many different sources: 

Our company is committed to providing our employees with 
a safe workplace and an atmosphere that allows people to 
protect merchandise placed in their care. Our employees are 
expected to be in suitable mental and physical condition while 
at work to allow them to perform their jobs effectively and 
safely. Whenever use or abuse of any mood altering substance 
interferes with a safe workplace, appropriate action must be 
taken. Our company has no desire to intrude into its employ
ees' personal lives. However, hoth on the job and off the job 
involvement with any mood altering substances (alcohol and 
drugs) can have an impact on the workplace and on our 
company's ability to achieve its objective of safety and secu
rity. Therefore, employees are expected to report to the work
place with no mood altering substances in their bodies. While 
employees may make their own lifestyle choices, the company 
cannot accept the risk in the workplace that substance use 
may create. The possession, sale, or use of mood altering 
substances at the workplace, or coming to work under the 
influence of such substances, shall be a violation of safe work 
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practices. This violation may result in termination of em
ployment. 

This policy does several important things. It relates your posi
tion to your company's mission as a warehousing operation. It relates 
substance abuse to health, safety, property protection, and quality 
control. Everyone understands that these are essentials to any quality 
warehouse operation. The policy sets standards of conduct. 

Supplements to this policy may recognize the availability of a 
rehabilitation program and the ways in which an employee can get 
help through that program. You may also wish to state the penalties 
for violating the policy. 

But what if your company already has a policy? First, is every
body aware of the policy? Second, is the policy actually enforced? 
Unless you can answer yes, you may have a policy that is not 
really working. 

Consider the fact that there are three violation levels that differ 
markedly in their impact. The first level is the employee who reports 
to work still under the influence of a substance consumed while off 
the job. That worker is unsafe in the workplace and therefore both 
a threat and a nuisance to fellow workers. 

A more serious offender is the employee who comes to work 
in possession of mood altering substances. This suggests that the 
worker is consuming those substances in the warehouse and is 
therefore clearly working under their influence. 

Most serious of all is the worker who brings mood altering 
substances to your warehouse for the purpose of selling them to 
others who work there. This individual mayor may not be consuming 
these substances, but your workplace is being used as a market. The 
third level deserves the strongest discipline, and the second is far 
more serious than the first. 

The most difficult challenge involving testing is the means of 
intervening with a warehouse employee who exhibits symptoms on 
the job that might be related to substance abuse. A proven answer 
is to use the services of your company physician, or any competent 
M.D. who has an established relationship with your organization. 
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You have the right to question the health of any employee who 
appears to be impaired while on the job during working hours. That 
right includes the requirement that the employee immediately visit 
a doctor for the purpose of having a physical checkup to find out 
what is wrong. If you send the employee to the doctor, you have 
an obligation to pay for the time spent during this process, and you 
should transport that employee to and from the doctor's office. Any 
competent physician can tell whether the symptoms are the result 
of substance abuse, and this is the most potent weapon available 
for dealing with the problem. If the worker refuses to visit the 
doctor, dismissal for insubordination is the available solution. 

Four steps are necessary for successful implementation of a 
substance abuse prevention program. The first step is the publication 
and dissemination of a substance abuse policy. The second step is 
a detailed screening program for all new hires. A third step is the 
training and retraining of supervisors and managers to recognize 
and intervene when there are behavior problems that could be related 
to substance abuse. The fourth and most critical step is a rehabilita
tion and discipline program when abuse problems are uncovered. 

Job Performance Appraisal 

A properly conducted job performance appraisal increases moti
vation and allows constructive criticism in both directions. The 
interview may also provide a needed pat on the back for good 
performance. There are many forms and procedures for appraisal, 
but the core of the program is the interview between subordinate 
and immediate supervisor. 

Like wage reviews, appraisal interviews should be handled on 
a regularly scheduled basis. Such interviews should be objective, 
emphasizing actions and things rather than individuals. At the same 
time, the interview should clearly point out needed improvements 
and provide a plan for accomplishing them. If the employee partici
pates, the plan is more likely to be successful. Figure 27-3 shows 
a performance evaluation form. 
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ASSOCIATE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

ASSOCIATE POSITION 

D.C. LOCATION 

DATE OF LAST EVALUATION REVIEW DATE 

PAEPARED BY rlTLE DATE 

FOR EACH ·'CHARACTERISTIC" BELOW. CHECK THE MOST APPROPRIATE RATING CATEGORY. USE THE "COMMENTS" seCTION FOR ANY 
SIGNIFICANT REMARKS DESCRIPTIVE OF THE ASSOCIATE. 

CODe "A" FACTORS RELATE PRIMA-Rll Y TO WAREHOUSE AND CLERICAL POSITIONS. cooe "8" PRIMAAIL V TO SUPERVISORY POSITIONS. 
AND CODE "C" RELATES TO MANAGEMENT POSITIONS 

BELOW eXPECTED FACTORS ARE THOSE WHICH REQUIRE IMPROVEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET eXPECTED REQUIREMENTS. EXPECTED 
FACTQRSA.RE THOSE WHICH ARE ADDITIONAL AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT POTENTIAl. ABOVE eXPECTEO FACTORS ARE THOSE WHtCH 
ARE POSITiVe CHARACTERISTICS 

JOB PERFORM· ABO" Be'OW JOIP£RFOfU,I· "",,,,0 ,<lOW 
COO. ,t,NC£ FACTORS EXPECTED EXPECTED E)lPECTED COMMENTS cooo ANCE FACTORS lIPECTED EXPfCTfD XP(CTED CCItINEHTS 

- WORK PERFORMANCE Be JUDGMENT 
OUanlotyor .... o!y"'" 

Be DEALING WITH .. DAMAGE MINIMIVoTION CUSTOMERS 
AND CONTROL 

Be COURTESY .. WORK PEFlFOfWANCE 
OJ-.ry 01' Acawaey Be SUPEIMSINQ 

.ac DEPENOABILITY Be DISCIPLINE 
F~UPI-'I_1y ,~ 

MIeI'I'IIIWDlllde8dlInM. 
~&Tlrdont .. Be [)fLEGATINO 

.ac PERSONAL CI1ARAC· Be SELF·IMPROVEME:NT 
TERISTICS O'tCIQ,;bon 
PooM.~"III'ltII' Be FOLLOW UP 
'-"1 

Be OEvELOPING 
Me JOB KNOWLEDGE SlIeOROIHA TES 

Me SAFETY Be LEAD£RSHIP' 

.ac eQUIPMENT" FACtI, • c SAlES I COMPANY 
'TIES C.", c-. IMAGE BUILDING: .- C WAI"EN 

Me ttOUSEKEEPING COMMuHICA lIONS 

_Be EFFICIENT USE OF C SELECTING COtIIPETETENT 
STOAAGE SPACE SUBOfIIOIHATES 

Me COMMUNICATtON: Willi C EVAlUATING 
Pwn.SIo<borOo~1 SU8OROINATt:S -..,.. 

C TERMINATING INCOMPE· 
"< CONSISTENCY TENT SU8OADINAoTES 

Me SELF IMPAOVEMENT C SETTING FAST PACE 
~oICr~oe.am 

C MAKES DEMANDS ON 
Me DRIVe .. INITIATIVE SUIKlAOtHATES 

_oc COOPERATION C FOCUSING ATTENTION 
ON OE"INQ JOB DONE 

"< INNOVATION -OVERAlL EVALUATION -STASILITY 
REMARKS 

.ac ORQANIZATION 

Be ",-"",'NO 

Be' OVERTIME CONTROl 

Figure 27-3 

Promotion from Within 

When seeking individuals for higher positions, management 
should look inside the company first. In spite of the dangers of the 
Peter Principle mentioned earlier, upward movement is an important 
morale builder. If no opportunities for promotion exist, talented 
employees will soon leave the company. 
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Pride in the Company 

A hallmark of dedicated employees is their pride in the com
pany. The task of creating such pride is more difficult today than 
it was a generation ago. Nevertheless, company identification can 
be stimulated through athletic teams, service pins, and, sometimes, 
uniforms. A company newsletter also can be a fine means of building 
pride in the organization. 

Amazing things can happen when a warehouse is staffed with 
dedicated personnel. An unbroken chain of dedicated warehouse 
workers will provide the best possible security against cargo theft. 
Most importantly, highly motivated people will suggest ideas for 
improving methods that might never be discovered by top manage
ment. An unbroken chain of dedicated warehouse workers will 
provide the best possible security against cargo theft. 
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MAKING WAREHOUSING 
MORE EFFICIENT 

Warehousing people, by the nature of their jobs, deal in quan
tity-based activity. They calculate pounds-per-man-hour and other 
quantitative measures to show how well they are doing.* 

It is important to avoid confusing quantity with quality. A 
highly productive warehouse operation that has high error rates, 
poor housekeeping, and poor service could deteriorate to a point 
where quantity is no longer important. 

In manufacturing, product quality results from eliminating de
fects. In warehousing, product quality is measured by the loyalty 
of customers and workers. 

Only your imagination will limit the ways you can improve 
productivity in a warehouse. Of the eight productivity improvements 
that will be considered, five are critical: 

1. Establish targets for improvement. 
2. Reduce distances traveled. 
3. Increase the average size of each load handled. 
4. Seek round-trip movements within the warehouse. 
5. Improve cube utilization. 

Establish Targets for Improvement 

Since warehousing involves more random operations than man
ufacturing, the development of work standards is more difficult. Yet 

* Adapted from an article by B.1. LaLonde and K.B. Ackerman, Harvard Business 
Review, May-June, 1980. 
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the use of productivity goals, based on predetermined engineered 
standards, is feasible in a warehouse operation. 

Forecasting 

Warehousing is often a hedge against uncertainties. Therefore, 
an accurate forecast may eliminate the need to store materials. A 
good forecast will prevent the deployment of items, for example, 
in Chicago when they are needed only in Miami. Better forecasting 
also reduces two prime sources of waste: the cost of reserving space 
the user thinks will be needed and the hoarding of workers who 
may be needed when volume increases. 

A few companies give the estimating and planning responsibili
ties to logistics managers. This means that logistics people are 
responsible for market forecasts and the scheduling that follows 
them. Consider the advantage of concentrating this responsibility 
in a department that must both forecast the future and fulfill its 
own forecasts. 

Forecasting should include a prediction of variation in flow. 
Most companies have rush seasons based on demand peaks or re
sponses to sales incentives. Such peaks can waste storage space and 
increase labor costs. 

There is a way to control such waste. Smoothing the flow 
usually involves cooperation with marketing personnel. Can we give 
customers an incentive to do their own warehousing during the off
season? If a sales contest is involved, must the goods be shipped 
immediately? Entering the order at the warehouse might permit it 
to be counted for incentive purposes, but the shipment could actually 
be made later to smooth the work flow. 

Reduce Distance Traveled 

In controlling the distances traveled in moving material between 
storage bays and shipping or receiving docks, the warehouse man
ager finds that one of the easiest ways to cut costs is to examine 
the layout. Pareto's Law, or the 80-20 rule, states that in most 
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enterprises, 80% of the demand is satisfied with only 20% of the 
stockkeeping units. Clearly, if management identifies this 20% of 
the items and locates them near the shipping and receiving doors the 
effect on distance traveled will be dramatic. Yet in most warehouse 
operations, goods are stored by product family. A grocery product 
operation, for example, may have all canned goods in one section, 
all paper items in another, housewares in another, and so on. In 
some cases, storage characteristics require such a separation, but 
often they do not. 

The planner who desires to change the layout to conform to 
demand must first determine the demand pattern. In doing so, recog
nize that your target is constantly moving. In any dynamic business, 
a study of Pareto's Law must be repeated to reflect changes. 

Are your order pick lists designed for maximum efficiency in 
the warehouse? A document that lists items in the same order they 
are found in an order-picking list allows the stockpicker to start at 
the top of the sheet and at the head of the aisle, and move down 
the aisle and down the document at the same time. 

Reduction of distances traveled is a function of planning, data 
processing, and materials handling. The planner can use Pareto's 
Law or some procedure to design aisles and staging areas to reduce 
unnecessary movement. Then data processing personnel can design 
a locator system that functions effectively with random locations 
and order-pick lists that conform to the physical layout. 

In materials handling, inbound movements offer good opportu
nities for travel economy. In some warehouses, the responsibility 
for finding a location for inbound loads rests with the inbound 
materials handlers. In the absence of instructions, they will put 
the incoming load in the first empty slot. The result is a needless 
proliferation of stock locations for the same item. 

Look at the location and use of dock doors. Many warehouses 
have dock areas dedicated strictly to receiving, while other docks 
are used only for shipping. But time can be saved through use of 
the same doors for both shipping and receiving. 

If you allow any dock door to serve either purpose, you reduce 
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travel by assigning inbound loads to the door closest to the area 
where the items are to be stored. Do the same with empty vehicles 
arriving for outbound loads. 

Unlike our national highway network, the warehouse "highway 
system" of aisles can be changed without substantial cost. The layout 
of aisles should be constantly fine-tuned with a goal of reducing 
travel distance. 

Increase Unit Load Size 

The warehouse that supplies convenience stores frequently may 
open cases of tomato soup and ship individual cans because the 
small store cannot justify ordering in full case quantities. While the 
cost of breaking cases is high, the distributor is meeting the needs 
of the convenience store. Contrast that situation to the harbor scene 
where a 40-foot marine container carrying bulk whiskey from Scot
land is unloaded. Handling large units greatly reduces the opportu
nity for breakage and pilferage, as well as the cost-per-ton of han
dling. 

As you examine your own warehouse, ask whether the average 
size of units handled could be increased. Doing so may require 
changes in marketing policy. Some grocery product companies offer 
customers an incentive to buy in pallet-load quantities, with the 
discount offered only when the order quantity is an exact pallet load. 

Seek Round-Trip Opportunities 

Because most fork-lifts carry a payload in just one direction, the 
truck travels empty half of the time. In contrast, high-rise facilities 
equipped with stacker cranes include a computer control with a 
memory unit. This memory is used to maximize round-trip travel 
opportunities. When the crane is putting away an inbound truckload 
containing item F, the computer already has determined the best 
storage address for that item. Meanwhile, the computer remembers 
that item J, stored in a nearby slot, is wanted for an outbound order 
being staged. Under instructions from the computer, the crane takes 
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item F to its storage address, then moves to the address for item J 
and returns with this merchandise for the outbound order. 

While the opportunities for reducing one-way travel are not 
limited to cranes, moving payloads in two directions does require 
effective communication. Equipping each lift-truck operator with a 
radio helps. If the operator advises the dispatcher that item C is 
being moved to a given storage address, the dispatcher can instruct 
the driver to return with a pallet of item N. 

Admittedly, maximizing round-trip hauling adds some compli
cations. For one thing, it requires precise planning by supervisors. 
Moreover, involving the lift-truck driver in both shipping and receiv
ing creates new opportunities for errors. Also, the shipping and 
receiving docks may require larger staging areas to accumulate a 
bank of work to support roundtrip movements. 

While the process is complex, your supervisors can control the 
complications if they are given reasonable lead times to plan and 
control round-trip travel. 

Improve Cube Utilization 

The cheapest space in any warehouse is that closest to the 
ceiling. If you were constructing a new 22-foot clear warehouse, 
you might develop a cost figure of $20 per square foot, or $.91 per 
cubic foot ($20 divided by 22). If you raise the clearance from 22 
feet to 24 feet, the total cost of the building will increase only 
slightly, to about $20.30 per square foot in the example. This means 
a drop in the cost per cubic foot from $.91 to $.85. 

While packaging strength limits the practical pile height, man
agement can do something about the packaging problem. The most 
obvious solution is to improve the package. If you can't change the 
package, consider high-density storage racks, such as drive-in racks 
to permit higher stacking of products with weak packages. 

As cube utilization improves, travel distance in the building 
can be reduced. But there is always a tradeoff in using overhead 
space. Elevating the product to the roof takes time. The most eco
nomical storage plan is influenced by the speed of turnover. The 
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fastest moving product should be stored not only close to the door 
but also close to the floor. 

There are limits to cube utilization. To allow effective function
ing of sprinkler systems, fire insurance underwriters impose a maxi
mum pile height, particularly of hazardous materials. They also 
require a buffer between the sprinkler heads and the storage pile. 
This distance depends on the capacities of the sprinkler system, the 
pile height, and the type of merchandise stored. 

It is important not to overemphasize space utilization. Consider 
the plight of a grocery warehouse manager who had inherited a 
system that was the ultimate in narrow-aisle design. As he gloomily 
surveyed the cramped environment, he made this observation: "One 
thing about aisles is they cost a little less each year. Aisles don't 
bargain for pay increases or increased benefits. If we save a few 
aisles and add a lot of people, we'll never be ahead of the game." 

Though maximum use of overhead space may seem to be the 
cheapest way to get more product into your building, the key to 
improving warehousing efficiency is to seek the best tradeoff be
tween storage costs and handling costs. 

The next three areas for improvement may be less critical, yet 
they will significantly change warehouse productivity. 

Free Labor Bottlenecks 

Bottlenecks are always at the top of the bottle. Since manage
ment is also at the top, it's your responsibility to correct the situation. 

A typical bottleneck occurs in unloading a floor-loaded boxcar. 
Two laborers may be assigned to the boxcar to palletize cases for 
a fork-lift truck driver who removes loaded pallets. If the laborers' 
speed exceeds the driver's, they wait until he returns to remove a 
load. Changing the crew size will clear the bottleneck. 

Another approach is the one-man, one-machine technique, 
which gives each worker a lift truck, and means that worker has no 
need to wait for anyone else. As you tour your warehouse, look for 
workers who are waiting and find out what has caused the bottleneck. 
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Reduce Item Handling 

In a typical factory warehouse, each product is handled 16 
times. Many of these handlings can be eliminated and they should 
be. Each movement of a product is an opportunity to damage it. 
Each lifting further fatigues the package. 

As you examine your warehousing operation, ask why it is 
necessary to stage every inbound load on the dock before moving 
it to a storage bay. Ask the same thing about the staging of outbound 
loads. In trying to reduce the number of product handlings, pay 
particular attention to temporary storage locations and see if they 
can be eliminated. 

Improve the Packaging 

From the warehouse operator's point of view, the perfect pack
age is made of cast iron and filled with feathers; it is indestructible 
and can be stacked 50 feet high with no artificial support. Such 
perfection is nonexistent, of course, but the warehouseman is justi
fied in objecting to packages that won't permit use of the available 
space in the warehouse. Warehouses built in the last few decades 
have ceiling heights that exceed the freestanding stacking capabili
ties of packages going into them. 

The packaging engineer wants a container that is light and 
cheap and just strong enough to get the item to the consumer. 

The manufacturer must consider the tradeoffs. The product 
manager should ask whether it would pay to spend more money on 
packaging, and achieve savings through avoidance of product dam
age in warehousing and distribution. 

Forces for Cain in Productivity 

The turbulent business era of the 1990s has created four major 
change factors for warehousing. They will have a significant influ
ence on people who work in warehouses, people who manage them, 
and those who use them. Here are the four propositions: 
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1. Time is one of the most important ingredients in effective 
warehousing. Therefore, the best warehouse operations are those 
that are designed to reduce every aspect of order cycle time. 

2. Quality is just as important as time, and users of warehouse 
services now expect performance that is very close to perfection. 

3. The emphasis in using warehouses is to improve asset pro
ductivity. Three critical functions are to reduce total cost, reuse 
and recycle. 

4. To enter the 21 st century, warehouse managers must develop 
a new kind of workforce, and requirements for both management 
and labor will change significantly. 

Improved capabilities in computer modeling and communica
tions have enabled today's manager to substitute information for 
inventory, and to move that information faster and more accurately 
than ever before. The best examples are found in a relationship 
between retailers and their sources. Just a few decades ago, it was 
common for appliance manufacturers to stockpile huge quantities 
of finished goods because nobody knew which colors or models 
would sell, and it was important to have inventory available in case 
somebody was ready to buy. Today, information systems at point 
of sale allow nearly all retailers to report the sale of a given refrigera
tor or clothes dryer within minutes after the transaction is concluded. 
This information moves to the retailer's headquarters and back to 
the manufacturing resource within minutes. Production schedules 
can be changed frequently to reflect current transaction activity. The 
same kind of "real time" reporting exists in many other commodities, 
even for a nondurable such as soap. 

Improving quality is just as important as reducing cycle time. 
Through the use of bar code control on outbound shipping, some 
warehouses report an error rate of less than one in ten thousand. 
With this capability has come a growing intolerance of errors and 
damage by users of warehousing services. What would happen to 
baseball if the rules changed so that a batter was out after one strike? 
Something similar is happening in warehousing, and those who 
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don't recognize it are out of touch with today's expectations and 
capabilities. In warehousing, quality is measured by the operator's 
ability to deliver product on time, in good condition, and precisely 
as ordered without overages, shortages, or any other discrepancy
"on spec., on time, and on budget" as one logistics executive said it. 

Use of bar coding is part of the quality revolution in warehous
ing. While only 10% of warehouse transactions are controlled by 
bar code scanning today, by the end of the decade over half of them 
will be. 

Today's user of warehouse services is forced to place primary 
emphasis on asset productivity. This drive to improve asset produc
tivity comes from the highest level of senior management, as a 
growing number of corporations rate their success by measuring 
return on assets rather than return on sales. 

The drive to improve asset productivity is manifested in 
three areas: 

1. How can we reduce assets or otherwise improve turnover 
of capital? 

2. Can we reuse any materials? 
3. Can the material we discard be recycled? 

There are two ways to improve asset productivity. One is to 
improve the operations to the extent that the same asset investment 
can be used to handle a significantly greater volume. For example, 
if you could double the throughput of your warehouse without adding 
space or lift trucks, you would improve asset productivity. The 
second way to improve asset productivity is to transfer the invest
ment in assets to a third party. 

Senior management must develop a new workforce for ware
houses, and this includes managers as well as workers. The logistics 
executive of the 1990s is younger and more diverse than the traffic 
manager who filled this function a generation ago. He or she also 
has a higher rank in the organization. Researchers asked corporate 
executives when the first senior logistics executive position was 
created in their organization. Forty-six percent reported that this 
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happened in the 1980s. More than 41 % of logistics executives today 
have a graduate degree, and over half of these have some kind of 
professional certification. 

The challenge for this younger and better educated management 
team is to deal with a changing hourly workforce. Customers are 
more concerned than ever before about quality of labor. In some 
cases, the decline of unions in warehouse workforces is accompanied 
by a decline of warehouse discipline. The presence of a union was 
once a stabilizing influence on the workforce, but this situation has 
changed. When asked to compare private with third-party warehous
ing, our respondents felt that the third-party providers have fewer 
labor problems than their corporate warehouses. 16 

Until recently many United States manufacturers treated ware
housing as a necessary evil, rather than an integral part of the 
business system. Commitments of capital, technology, and engineer
ing emphasized manufacturing and marketing and gave little atten
tion to warehousing. As a result, warehousing has not kept pace 
with other corporate functions. Today, however, this situation is 
changing.* 

* From an article by Bernard J. LaLonde, The Ohio State University. 
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Some executives are convinced that warehousing is a dead 
expense, a function that adds no value and therefore should be 
minimized if not eliminated. Others believe that warehousing adds 
value and they can show the contribution of warehousing to the 
enterprise. How do you calculate the total costs and value of your 
warehouse operation? The job is not simple, but we can give you 
a few clues. 

Twelve options are available to most warehouse managers. 
Figure 29-1 illustrates these options, each a combination of four 
real estate and three operations choices. 

There are three different options in managing warehouse opera
tions: 

1. A private operation is one that is done entirely by your 
own people. 

2. A third-party operation is managed entirely by people who 
work for another organization. 

3. Some companies combine the two, with third parties operat
ing some warehouse locations and others remaining private. In other 
situations, the supervisors may be your own people but the hourly 
labor may be provided by others. Another combination might have 
the office staff provided by the owner and the warehouse crew 
provided by a third party. 

There are four options in use of warehouse property: 

1. The simplest option is to own the property. 
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2. A lease of varying length can be obtained on many ware
house properties. 

3. If the property is in the hands of a third-party warehouse 
operator, it could be either leased or utilized under a month-to
month public warehouse agreement. 

4. Some users work out a combination of the first two or 
three options, with a mix of ownership, long-term lease, and thirty
day agreements. 

Your operation can be any of the twelve options. 
In looking at property, your selection will be governed by your 

view of the market. If you believe that the price of warehouse 
facilities will increase, you may choose to own warehouses as a 
business investment and to anticipate a profitable future resale. If 
you are concerned that an unscrupulous landlord might refuse to 
renew a lease at a reasonable rate, you may feel that property 
ownership is necessary for security. 

Some corporations avoid investment in real estate. Capital is 
conserved so that it can be invested in other areas of the business, 
particularly when there is no shortage of real property. 

Tax considerations can be an important issue, particularly in 
connection with real estate. Owning property will mean that taxes 
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on the facility are generated. When a new warehouse is involved, 
sometimes an eager community will provide tax abatements that 
benefit only the owner. The owner can also earn depreciation, which 
is a shelter against taxes on earnings. The owner will pay interest 
expenses in financing the building, and these may provide a deduc
tion from taxation. If your company owns property with the intent 
to sell it in the future at a profit, you should factor into the analysis 
the estimated capital gains taxes at sale. When the property is leased 
or taken from some other third party, the owner bears the expenses 
and some of the potential advantages of taxation on depreciation. 
When you negotiate a lease, it is important to be aware of the tax 
impact on the owner. In some cases, a favorable impact can be 
used as a negotiating tool to achieve concessions on the lease or 
rental agreement. 

Is Your Warehouse Economical? 

Numbers do not provide the only measure by which to justify 
warehousing. The decision may be driven by long-range plans and 
corporate policy. Here are some of the questions that could influence 
a decision on choice of the twelve options shown in Figure 29-1. 

• Is your company moving toward operation of more or fewer 
warehouses? If there is a clear trend to increase or decrease 
the number of warehouses used, you may choose an option 
that provides maximum flexibility for change in the future. 

• How stable are your product lines? If your company is 
rapidly changing its products and procurement sources, the 
warehouse configuration that you have today may be less 
than ideal a few years from now. A dynamic product situation 
would again drive you towards the most flexible warehous
ing resource. 

• How stable are the markets for your product? A changing 
marketplace could cause the size or locations of your cunent 
warehouses to be unsuitable long before the buildings are de
preciated. 

• If you are planning to expand production, will it be moved 
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into existing warehouse space? A warehouse located adjacent 
to existing production facilities can serve two purposes, both 
its present purpose and as a buffer to allow easy expansion 
of production in the future . 

• Are you willing to hire and retain the experienced peopLe 
needed to operate warehouses? Some decide that they cannot 
or should not make the management commitment to ware
housing. 

Figure 29-2 is an outline that will allow you to track all costs 
of property management, when the facility is owned, leased, or run 
by a third party. 

Figure 29-3 is a similar listing of costs for the materials han
dling operation. 

Figure 29-4 is a summary that provides a grand total of costs 
developed in Figures 29-2 and 29-3. The purpose of these exhibits 
is to provide a checklist to avoid overlooking any of the expenses 
involved in warehousing. 

1. Challenge and justify your company policies. Past practices 
are often an overwhelming influence on warehousing decisions. 
Sometimes these are actual formal policies, but frequently they are 
just old assumptions. If your company has always done it that way, 
don't be afraid to ask why. Sometimes a view that is believed to 
be company policy is actually a never challenged past practice. 

2. Analyze every alternative. Figure 29-1 listed twelve differ
ent options. Be sure that you consider each. Your goal is to find 
the very best option for your company. 

3. Include all costs. Figure 29-2, 29-3, and 29-4 provide a 
checklist for every cost item that might apply. 

4. Quantify the "service effects" of each option. It is not easy 
to put a number on customer service enhancements. 

5. Compare warehouse ownership options on the basis of 
return on investment. After assessing full cost of each option, calcu
late a rate of return. 

6. Develop decision rules to compare warehousing options 
that yield unequal levels of service. How do you compare 
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Section A: Real Estate and Operation 

1. Owned Facilities 
land: 

Book or Market Value if Owned "" ......... , .. " ......... , ..... , .... . 
Market Value if Newly Purchased .................................. .. 
Related Acquisition Costs ............................................... .. 
Other .......... ,', .. ', ..... ', .. ,'.,", .......... " .... , ...... , .. ,""', .... , ..... ,, .. 

Building: 
Construction of Shell and Flooring ................................. .. 
Sprinkler, Safety Systems ................................................. .. 
Electrical Systems .... " .... , ...... ", ... " ..... ".,", ....... " .... " ... ,', ... , 
Design Fees "' .. , .. ' .... , .... " ........ ,', .. , .... , ..... , ... ', .. ,", ....... , ..... , 
Office Area Costs ............................................................ .. 
Water Supply/Sanitation ., .. " .. , ... , .......... , ... " ......... , .......... , .. 
Special Equipment Required ........................................... .. 
Other ... '." ....... ,.,',.,' .. ,', ... ,., ... ,' .. , .... ,., ... ,.,.".'., .... " .... " .... ," 

Grounds: 
Site Preparation (tests, surveys, grading and fill, 
pilings, etc.) ........ ,", .................. , ......... " .... , .......... , ........ , .. , 
Parking Lot (paving, painting, repairs) ............................. .. 
Installation of Drives, Rail Sidings ................................... . 
Outdoor Storage Facilitiees .............................................. . 
Other .............. , ..... " ............. ,., .... , .......................... , ......... . 

Taxes: 
Property Taxes ..................... , .. , .. , ................ , .......... , ....... , .. 
Depreciation .......... , ........... , ................. , ..... , ............ , ........ . 
Interest Tax Shields for Loans .......................................... . 
Other ....................... , ............ ", ...... ,', ......... , ............ , ..... , .. , 

Total Costs of Owned Facilities ......................................... .. 
2. Leased Facilities 

Annual Lease Payment ..................................................... . 
Building Improvements .. , .............. , ............... , ........... " ..... . 
Grounds Improvements ................................................... .. 
Tax Effects (paymt. deduct. if appl.) ................................. . 
Other , .... , ............................... , .. , ..... , ........... ,., .......... , ...... .. 

Total Cost of Leased Facilities ...... ...................................... .. 
3. Third Party Operation 

Handling Charges ............. ' ........................... , ................. ,. 
Storage Charges , ...... ' .. "'.," ........... , .... ,., ............. , ... "., ...... . 
Other Charges ............................. , .................................... . 
Site Inspection/Personnel Evaluations .............................. . 
Dedicated Resources (contract only) ................................ . 
Other ............. "., ............ , ......... , .... , ..... " ........ , ..... , ......... , ... 

Total Costs of Third Party Services .................................... .. 

Figure 29-2 
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Section B: Operational Costs 

1. Operating Equipment 
Forklifts, and Related Support Items ............................... . 
Conveyors ................................................................... , ... 
Racks and Bins .............................................................. .. 
Pallets and Slipsheets .................... .. ...................... .. 
Safety/Security Equipment .............................................. . 
Cleaning Supplies .......................................................... . 
Other ............................................................................. .. 

Total Cost of Equipment .................................................... . 
2. Office Equipment 

Furniture and Accessories ...................................... . 
Computers & Communications Equip ..................... . 
Office Suppl ies ......................................................... . 
Other ............................................................................. .. 

Total Cost of Office Equipment ........................................ . 
3. Cost of Transportation 

Cost of Transport. to Storage Fac .................................. .. 
Cost of Transport. from Storage Fac ............................... . 

Total Cost of Transportation ............................................. . 
4. Labor Costs 

Warehouse Employees ................................................... . 
Maintenance Employees ................................................ .. 
Office Staff .................................................................... .. 
Supervisors .................................................................... . 
Administrative Personnel ............................................... .. 
Overtime ....................................................................... .. 
Seasonal Employees ..................................................... .. 
OO~ .............................................................................. . 

Total Cost of Labor .......................................................... .. 
5. Employee Benefits (these may be included in the labor 

estimates above) ............................................................... .. 
Unemployment Insurance ............................................. .. 
Social Security Contributions ........................................ .. 

Figure 29-3 

warehouse option A, which provides a 10% fill rate, with option 
B, which provides a higher return on investment? Dealing with 
this decision will require a consensus on acceptable customer 
service levels. 

7. Do not confuse accounting rules with cash ftow effects. 
The focus should be on cash ftow. Some accounting methods can 
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Pension, Company Savings Plans .................................. .. 
Health and Life Insurance .............................................. . 
Paid Vacations ............................................................... . 
Sick, Emergency Leave ................................................... . 
Other .............................................................................. . 

Total Cost of Employee Benefits ...................................... .. 
6. Maintenance, Repairs & Replacement 

Building, Grounds ......................................................... . 
Operating Equipment .................................................... .. 
Pallets ........................................................................... .. 
Racks, Bins ..................................................................... . 
Other .............................................................................. . 

Total Maint" Repair & Replace ........................................ .. 
7. Utilities 

Electric ........................................................................... . 
Natural Gas/Fuel Oil ...................................................... . 
Water ............................................................................. . 
Sewer ............................................................................. . 
Refuse Disposal .............................................................. . 

Total Cost of Utilities ........................................................ . 
8. Insurance 

General Liability ............................................................ . 
Public Liability.......... .. ........................................... .. 
Fire and Catastrophe ..................................................... . 
Business Interruption 
Workman's Compensation .................................... .. 
Other ............................................................................ . 

Total Cost of Insurance ..................................................... . 
9. Over, Short and Damage ................................................. .. 

10. Other Costs as Applicable ................................................. . 
Total of Operating Expenses ............................................. . 

be a distraction. For example, a capitalized lease may change your 
balance sheet, but the lease payment is a cash expense. 

8. Audit to evaluate asset management performance. When 
you make a warehouse investment, compare actual performance 
with forecasted performance. 

9. Periodically review current warehousing approaches. It is 
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healthy to periodically reexamine the way you are handling ware
housing now to see if there is a better way to do it in the future. 

10. Compare the operation of the warehouse with costs of 
distribution if the warehouse did not exist. Suppose you had no 
warehouse? What would be the cost and service penalties? How 
would production scheduling and marketing be changed? 

Many companies put warehousing projects into one of two cate
gories: 

1. Capacity maintenance projects 
2. Improvement or profit enhancing projects 

The first category is those investments needed to maintain or 
modify the firm's capacity. If the warehouse is a site for future 
production expansion, the control of space adjacent to an existing 
manufacturing plant makes sense. 

If your goal is to improve profitability, the warehousing invest
ment is considered differently. Many companies have a hurdle rate, 
and these rates will range from 9% to 20%. If the return on your 
warehousing investment is not higher than your company's hurdle 
rate, the investment cannot be made. 

There are many methods of calculation, and the best of these 
will account for the time value of money. It is obviously impossible 
for this chapter to produce a calculation for your company. However, 
the guidelines provided should allow you to make the financial 
analyses to justify your present warehouse operation and evaluate 
the alternatives. 

The three figures shown below provide a checklist and a place 
to list each of the component costs of a warehouse operation. Not 

Section C: Total Option Costs 

Owned, Leased or Third Party Costs ........................................ .. 
Total of All Operating Expenses ................................................ . 
Grand Total for This Option .................................................... .. 

Figure 29·4 
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every item is appropriate for every operation. Users of third-party 
operations will fill in some blanks, and private warehousemen will 
omit those items. 

Many warehouse operators fail to include all of the costs that 
are part of the operation, and this list will help you to be sure that 
no cost item is overlooked. 17 

Monitoring Public Warehouses 

One company uses eleven categories to monitor warehouse 
performance, and they are the following: 

1. Prompt receipt of product into inventory 
2. Prompt submission of documents 
3. Annual DC Inspection 
4. Batch control error rate 
5. Damage and shortages 
6. Freight savings 
7. Product receiving and storage 
8. Order picking and staging 
9. Order processing 

10. Customer service 
11. Management rating 

Consider each category in the performance matrix, since each has 
a significant role in the overall performance. 

Prompt Receipt 

All product receipts should be entered into inventory within 
24 hours after the product has been received. It is very costly to 
handle back orders, and you should avoid back orders that occurred 
because actual receipts were not promptly recorded. The scoring 
matrix is shown in Figure 29-5, with a maximum of 10 points for 
perfect performance. 

Prompt Submission of Documents 

All documentation should be received by us within 10 days 
after product has been received, including customer returns. It is 
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Score Points 

98.0 100. 10 
96.0 97.9 9 
94.0 - 95.9 = 8 
92.0 93.9 7 
90.0 91.9 6 
88.0 89.9 5 
86.0 87.9 = 4 
84.0 85.9 = 3 
82.0 83.9 = 2 
80.0 81.9 = 1 

< 80.0 = 0 

Receipt Matrix 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-5 

essential for us to issue proper credit to a customer for returned 
product as quickly as possible. 

Reconditioning pr"duct must also be accomplished during this 
1 O-day time period. The scoring in this category is based on the 
number of documents received within 10 days divided by the total 
number of documents received for the month. Points are awarded 
based on this percentage. The maximum number of points awarded 
in this category is 10 points. The scoring matrix is the same as the 
one used to measure product receipt. 

Annual DC Inspection 

One company inspects all Des on a scheduled basis. A grade is 
issued as a result of this comprehensive inspection which takes into 
account all aspects of handling our business. The warehouse location 
will carry this grade until the next inspection. Points are assigned 
based on 20 points for a very good rating. 10 points for an average 
rating. and 0 points for a below standard rating. The success of the 
measurement program has allowed the company to reduce the num
ber of inspections for warehouses that are running smoothly. 
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Batch Control Error Rate 

Because of the critical quality control in a health care industry, 
batch integrity is absolutely essential. The maximum batch error 
rate shown on the matrix in Figure 29-6 is I %, and the highest 
score is achieved by having an error rate of less than 0.09%. 

Damage and Shortages 

The goal is to achieve the lowest possible damage and inventory 
shrinkage rates. This category is reviewed monthly by location 
to identify trends. The damage/shrinkage rate is first calculated 
separately, then added together to determine overall performance. 
Again, begin with a zero shrinkage rate and award points based on 
the shrinkage percentage experienced by location. The maximum 
number of points awarded in this category is 10 points. As shown 
in Figure 29-7, a zero score is given if damage and shrinkage 
rates exceed 0.135% of product moved through the warehouse. One 
company has a damage and shrinkage allowance of 0.1 % of in
ventory. 

% of Error Points 

.0 - .09% = 10 
.10 .19% = 9 
.20 .29% = 8 
.30 .39% 7 
.40 .49% 6 
.50 - .59% = 5 
.60 .69% 4 
.70 .79% = 3 
.80 .89% = 2 
.90 .99% 

~ 1.00% = 0 

Error Rate Matrix 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-6 
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Percent Points 

.0 = 10 
(.001) - (.015) = 9 
(.016) - (.030) = 8 
(.031) - (.045) = 7 
(.046) - (.060) = 6 
(.061 ) - (.075) = 5 
(.076) - (.090) = 4 
(.091 ) - (.105) = 3 
(.106) - (.120) = 2 
(.121) - (.135) = 1 

< (.135) = 0 

Damage and Shortages Matrix 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-7 

Freight Savings 

Today's transportation environment offers opportunitIes for 
transportation savings through negotiations with individual carriers. 
Warehouse suppliers should be active in negotiating freight reduc
tions for their clients. Measure each location's effectiveness in nego
tiating discounts. 

Many public warehouses ship large volumes with carriers by 
combining freight from several customers in their warehouse opera
tion. Therefore, they have more leverage with the transportation 
carriers in negotiating discounts. Points are awarded based on the 
percentage of discounts experienced. The maximum number of 
points awarded in this category is 10 points. Figure 29-8 shows how 
the scoring is developed. 

Product Receiving and Storage 

A standard for receiving and putting away product lets you 
measure each location's productivity. Measurements are based on 
the number of pounds of product received and placed in storage per 
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% Saved Points 
;::: 45.0% = 10 

40.% - 45.0% = 9 
35.% - 35.9% = 8 
30.% - 34.9% = 7 
25.% - 29.9% = 6 
20.% - 24.9% = 5 
15.% - 19.9% = 4 
10.% - 14.9% = 3 

5.% - 9.9% = 2 
.1% - 4.9% 1 

0.% = 0 

Freight Savings Matrix 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-8 

hour. Points are awarded based on the actual pounds per hour handled 
compared with the standard. The maximum number of points 
awarded in this category is 10 points. Each location reports the 
actual number of pounds received per hour. Points are assigned for 
warehouses that handle more than 11,000 pounds per hour as shown 
in Figure 29-9. 

Ordering Picking and Staging 

A standard for picking and staging individual orders has been 
developed to measure each location's performance. Points are 
awarded based on the number of cases picked and staged which is 
compared with the standard. Note that this is based on cases per 
hour, while receiving is based on pounds per hour. 

Provide your warehouses with a recommended product layout 
which is developed by showing actual usage and inventory turnover 
by product. Use of the layout is optional, but it should enhance 
picking productivity. Each warehouse should provide a quarterly 
report indicating the actual number of cases picked and staged per 
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Pounds Per Hour Points 

> 20,000 = 10 
19,000 - 19,999 = 9 
18,000 - 18,999 = 8 
17,000 - 17,999 = 7 
16,000 - 16,999 = 6 
15,000 - 15,999 = 5 
14,000 - 14,999 = 4 
13,000 - 13,999 = 3 
12,000 - 12,999 = 2 
11,000 - 11,999 = 1 

< 11,000 = ° Receiving and Storage Matrix 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-9 

hour. The scoring is shown in Figure 29-10. Each location reports 
quarterly the actual number of cases picked and staged per hour. 

Order Processing 

This standard measures office actIVItIes. Assume that every 
warehouse document should be completed in fifteen minutes or less. 
The information is reported quarterly by each warehouse. 

Customer Service 

There are several ways to measure customer service. Compare 
line items ordered with the number of line items shipped with the 
original order. The goal is to reduce the number of back orders 
generated. This measurement is closely tied to the prompt receipt 
of product as described earlier. 

Management Rating 

This is the scoring area which allows you to measure the intangi
bles involved in handling your business (Figure 29-11). Scoring 
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Cases Per Hour Points 

> 260 20 
253 259 =: 18 
246 252 16 
239 245 =: 14 
232 238 =: 12 
225 231 =: 10 
218 224 =: 8 
211 217 6 
204 210 4 
197 203 2 

< 197 0 

Picking and Staging Matrix 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-10 

Cust. Srv .. level Points 

98.0% - 100.% =: 10 
97.8% - 97.9% =: 9 
97.6% - 97.7% =: 8 
97.4% 97.5% =: 7 
97.2% 97.3% 6 
97.0% 97.1% 5 
96.8% - 96.9% =: 4 
96.6% 96.7% 3 
96.4% - 96.5% 2 

96.2% - 96.3% =: 1 
< 96.2% =: 0 

Customer Service Matrix 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-11 
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will include the overall relationship with your company, including 
responsiveness, cooperation, flexibility, and the attitude of the people 
at the warehouse. 

Implementation 

Develop a monthly report to show points awarded by category 
for each location, and this is compared with scoring for the most 
recent month and year-to-date totals. Each warehouse is ranked, 
based on the most recent month's performance, with a second rank
ing for year-to-date performance. Share this information with each 
warehouse on a quarterly basis and solicit the comments of each 
warehouse manager. 

Manage the performance rating on an exception basis, with 
major emphasis placed on the ten lowest ranked warehouses. Try 
to determine the reasons for the low ranking and work with each 
warehouse manager to improve performance. This effort obviously 
improves the overall efficiency of the warehouse network. 

As the business changes, you can add, delete, or modify each 
of the individual scoring categories. Figure 29-12 illustrates how to 
use the performance matrix in working with your warehouse sup
pliers. 18 

Guidelines for Measurement Systems 

Many warehouse measurement systems have not been success
ful. Those that have succeeded generally follow certain principles, 
which are listed below: 
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• Keep it simple. The best systems are those every warehouse 
employee can understand. They not only know how the sys
tem works, but also what the system is and why it is there. 
Systems designed with participation from warehouse em
ployees have an excellent chance of success. 

• A void making frequent changes in standards. With ware
house standards, accuracy may be less important than consis
tency. Warehouse work changes frequently, and constant 
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Ross Laboratories Performance Matrix 
Quarterly Results 

DC Name: Minneapolis Public Warehouse Quarter: 2 
Year: 1991 
DC No.: 56 

Category YTD Actual YTD Goal 

Prompt receipt of product into inventory .. 60 60 
Prompt submission of documentation .... . 50 60 
Annual DC inspection ........................... . 120 120 
Batch control error rate .......................... . 50 60 
Product damage/Inventory shrinkage ..... . 41 60 
Freight savings ....................................... . 18 60 
Product receiving and storage ................ . 54 60 
Order picking and staging ..................... . 102 120 
Order processing ................................... . 45 60 
Customer service ................................... . 60 60 
Management rating ................................ . 54 60 

Totals ..................................................... . 654 780 

Year-To-Date Efficiency Score == 83.85% 
Year-To-Date Overall Rank == 3 out of 32 

SOURCE: From an article by C. Alan McCarrell published in Warehousing Forum, Vol. 8, 
No.4, © Ackerman Co. 

Figure 29-12 

changes in standards may make measurements meaningless. 
Furthermore, frequent standard changes may be the source 
of employee distrust. 

• Create measurement systems to cope with predictable 
changes in the product line. Every warehouse inventory has 
certain predetermined variations in product mix that can be 
anticipated when establishing a standard . 

• Never use performance measurement systems for worker 
discipline. Maintenance of such systems depends on worker 
cooperation. If they are seen as a way for management to spy 
on the workers for disciplinary purposes, the entire reporting 
system will break down. 
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SCHEDULING WAREHOUSE 
OPERATIONS 

Perhaps the biggest drain on productivity in most warehouses 
is the "hurry up and wait" syndrome popularly associated with the 
military. One example is the unloading of a truckload of ftoor
loaded bags of product at a warehouse. There are at least three 
alternative loading methods. First, two men may work in the truck 
to palletize the freight for a lift-truck driver who removes the loaded 
pallets. Second, a single man may load the pallets, receiving assis
tance as needed from the fork-lift driver who is transporting the 
pallets. Third, a single man could work the truck alone, equipped 
with either a lift truck or a pallet jack to remove loaded pallets. The 
third method eliminates lost time because there is never a time when 
anybody is waiting for anyone else. With the first method it is likely 
that the two workers will sometimes be waiting for the lift-truck 
driver. With the second method the man in the truck will have no 
work to do if the lift-truck driver is delayed in returning. 

Scheduling to reduce waiting is possible once the manager 
knows the time required for each element of each job, as well as 
the likelihood of delay or interruption. 

By measuring elapsed times, the manager can estimate when 
one task will be completed and another started. With this knowledge, 
truck appointment times can be set to reduce waiting time and 
congestion. If carrier drivers know they will receive prompt service, 
they are more inclined to cooperate with the appointment demanded 
by warehouse management. 
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Scheduling for Peak Demand 

In some businesses the scheduling problem of the warehouse 
is complicated by uneven demand. For example, in the retail grocery 
business there is a typical peak on Thursday, with abnormally low 
demand on the first three days of the week. As a result, the food 
chain warehouse will probably have too much work for Monday 
and Tuesday to supply the Thursday peak and not enough for Friday. 
Such unbalanced workloads can be partially balanced by delaying 
some work having minimal penalty, such as unloading of inbound 
box cars. 

One force pushing against the 40-hour week is the need to 
improve asset productivity. When capital is not available to purchase 
more facilities and equipment, the only way to extend the life of 
the existing assets is to use them on a multi shift basis. When you 
lack either the time or the money to acquire additional capital assets, 
moving to multishifts may be the only answer to increasing the 
output in the warehouse. 

Why 40 Hours Is No Longer Enough 

A growing number of managers recognize that customer expec
tations today cannot be met with a 40-hour work week. With a 
continuing emphasis on shorter order cycle times and better service, 
40 hours is simply not enough. At the same time, recognize that it 
is more difficult to manage people on a second or third shift. It is 
on these late shifts where you find the greatest frequency of accidents, 
substance abuse, and other disciplinary problems. Three of the worst 
accidents in recent history-the nuclear accidents at Three Mile 
Island and Chernobyl and the explosion of the Challenger space 
capsule-were traceable to fatigue of workers functioning on a night 
work schedule. A major question for warehouse managers today is 
how to maintain motivation and quality while keeping the night 
shifts running. 

A New Kind of Work Week 

As you consider alternates to the 5/8 week, notice the change 
In the description of many warehouse jobs during the past few 
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decades. There was a time when warehouse work was physically 
demanding and fatiguing, but many warehouse jobs today are easier 
than ever before. Increased unitization, better use of power equip
ment, and improved ergonomics have all combined to reduce physi
cal effort. While yesterday's order picker may have been exhausted 
at the end of an 8-hour shift, today's worker can work 10 or even 
12 hours without undue fatigue. Another change is the similarity of 
work in the warehouse office to that done on the warehouse floor. 
Today's warehouse worker is likely to operate a computer terminal 
as well as a lift truck, and the line between clerical and materials 
handling tasks is less distinct than ever before. 

Given these conditions, you can be creative in introducing 
alternates to the 5/8 week. One option with proven popularity is the 
4110 week. This schedule is very popular with hourly workers, 
because everybody has a three-day weekend which eliminates one 
day of commuting between home and work. But what if customer 
service demands will not permit your warehouse to operate on a 
schedule of only four days per week? How do you offer the 4/ 
] 0 schedule while keeping the warehouse open five or six days 
per week? 

One answer is a two-shift schedule with an overlap to allow 
the warehouse to be open five or six days per week. 

Four Options 

Under the schedule shown in Figure 30-1, the first shift works 
a 4/10 week Wednesday through Saturday. A second shift starts on 
Sunday and works through Wednesday. On Wednesday only, both 
shifts function, which means that the second shift moves from day 
to night on that day only. This schedule allows the warehouse to 
run for 80 hours per week with night work performed on only one 
day of the week. The burden of working on the weekend is shared 
by both first and second shift, with one group working Saturday 
and the other on Sunday. A third shift could be added as shown to 
increase open hours per week to 75% of the available hours. 

Some warehouse operations utilize the availability of people 
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•..... _---_ .. _---
Sun. Mon. Tli. Wed. Th. 

6:00 <1.111.-
4:30 p.l11. 

4:30 p.m.-
3:00,1.111. 

Shiitl = 

Key to Symbols for All Figures 

Shift 2= 

Figure 30-1 

Fri. Sat. 

Shift 3= 

who are seeking part-time work to supplement another job or to 
finance college. These part-time workers may be anxious to have 
work on nights or weekends when they have available time for a 
second job. Such people might be accommodated by a second shift 
which is concentrated on the weekend, with 8-hour shifts on Friday 
night and Monday night and 12-hour shifts on Saturday and Sunday. 
The first shift works a 4110 schedule as shown in Figure 30-2. 

Another accommodation for the part-time worker would be a 
5/6 schedule, with a second group working a five-night work week 
at shifts of just 6 hours in length. Working mothers or students 
would welcome this kind of schedule which leaves the daytime 
hours free for other activities. Figure 30-3 shows how the 4/10 

6:00 a.m.-
4:30 p.m. 

4:30 p.m.-
1 :00 a.m. 

7:00 a.m.-
7:30 p.m. 
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Figure 30-2 
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_ ..•. __ .. _._---_. __ .. _._._------_ .. _---

7:00 d.m.-
5:30 p.m. 

5:30 p.m.--

Sun. "vlon. Tu. Wed. Th. 

L 2:00 _':.:~ ...... _ ...... __ ....... ___ .. ____ _ 

Figure 30-3 

Fri. Sat. 

schedule described earlier could be supplemented by a late shift 
designed specifically for part-time people. 

There are countless variations to these schedules that can be 
developed once you recognize that the traditional 5/8 work week is 
not a necessity. The question of whether shifts of varying length 
will be popular with your workforce is one that should be tested by 
asking people if they would like to try it. 

Many managers worry that changes such as those described 
will be unpopular and even disruptive. Yet there is ample evidence 
that the majority of hourly workers would welcome ajob that doesn't 
call for five 8-hour days. If you doubt this, ask the people working 
in your warehouse! 
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
THE ROLE OF 
THE WAREHOUSE 

Traditionally, the orientation of most private and third-party 
warehousing has been toward the need of the producers (manufactur
ers). This mind-set is typical of a developing market in what is 
sometimes called an "If I make it they will come" mentality. We 
know this as "push distribution" with the manufacturers calling the 
shots, "pushing" inventory into the market. 

Who is YOUR Customer? 

You don't like change? Well, if you are not changing, rein
venting yourself, you are not just standing still, but are going 
backward! 

Next time you are sitting down with one of your customers, 
ask yourself if you are in a commodity business. Is price the only 
thing that you are competing on? If this is the case, you definitely 
are in a commodity business. You can market and sell "value-added 
differentiation" all you want, but if your customers are buying price 
... you had better be the low-cost producer! 

Have you asked your customers what they really think of the 
services you are providing them? Are you selling one thing and 
your customer is buying something else? 

If you will not or cannot be that low-cost producer the challenge 
returns to: "How can we differentiate ourselves?" We can start by 
asking ourselves and our customers those questions that identify 
our core competencies. 
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Essentially, warehousing service is a commodity that is usually 
bought at the cheapest price. It is the relationship that you have 
with your customer that can change the game into a vital service that 
can demand a premium value. The ideal warehousing information 
system needs to provide the best in operations support, but it has 
to do that "next best thing." Quality, value, and the timeliness of 
service have to be a given. 

Why Do Something Well That You 
Should Not Be Doing At All? 

Your company's information system reflects your operation's 
culture and carries a tremendous amount of momentum. Change is 
difficult. Most warehousing information systems are oriented toward 
the production aspect of distribution, not the pull aspect of distri
bution. 

A few years ago most warehousing information systems demon
strated Pareto's 80/20 rule-80% of what the system was used for 
was completed with 20% of the total effort. The remaining 20%
if it would only stand still-would require the remaining 80% of 
the work. And just what was that work? It has been adding the 
"sizzle" that warehouse operators want to sell today; things like 
bar coding and RF (radio frequency) terminal capability. Some 
companies are continuing to pour big money into that last bit of 
technology. But will this be that "magic bullet" that you are looking 
for? Or, in the end, is it the low-cost warehouse operator who will 
win the new business anyway?19 

The Importance of the Customer's Customer 

Years ago, there was a time when the responsibility of the 
warehouse manager ended when shipments were loaded in a boxcar 
or placed on the tailgate of a truck. Once the bill of lading was 
signed by a carrier representative, the warehouseman's responsibility 
ended. If the delivery was late or in poor condition, the fault lay 
with the carrier, not with the warehouse. Those days of buck passing 
are long gone, and nearly every warehouse manager today recognizes 
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that the responsibility for quality does not end until goods are 
received on time and in excellent condition by the ultimate con
signee. And if you are a third-party warehouse operator, that con
signee is not the customer, but rather the customer's customer. If 
you are a private warehouse operator, the consignee might be your 
customer, another division of your company, or the customer of 
another division. 

In recent years, progressive warehouse managers, in both third
party warehousing and private warehousing, began to pay attention 
to the customer's customer or the ultimate consignee. They recognize 
this as an opportunity to improve quality of service to the primary 
customer by listening to the suggestion of the most critical party, 
the person who receives the shipment. 

Visits to consignees have both long-range and short-range goals. 
For years, both truckers and warehouse people had a short

range goal in contacting the receiving manager at the consignee. 
That short-range goal was simply to expedite the unloading of 
their trucks. Particularly in the food industry, the receiving dock 
is typically a serious bottleneck, aggravated by excess volume, 
inadequate dock capacity, and poor scheduling. Every party deliver
ing freight to those docks has been keenly aware of the value of a 
friendly relationship with the receiving manager. Unfortunately, 
establishing this relationship has occasionally involved actions that 
could best be described as bribery. Furthermore, the relationship 
with the receiving people was generally negative. The goal of the 
shipper was to prevent complaints and freight claims and to avoid 
lengthy delays in unloading. It was rare that visits to the receiving 
people involved any exploration of ways to improve service. 

In contrast, other visits to consignees have taken a long-range 
view. The objective of these visits is to achieve a thorough under
standing of the goals and the problems of the consignee, as well as 
the steps that the warehouse and carrier can take to achieve those 
goals. These visits are not made to grease skids or solve complaints. 
Furthermore, such visits should not become the "bitch session" that 
sometimes occurs between receiver and shipper. 

The long-range goal of both warehouse and consignee should 
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be to improve utilization of assets. Obviously asset utilization is 
improved by reducing detention of delivery vehicles, but it is also 
improved by moving inventory to the right place at the right time 
and in good condition. Improving utilization of assets is a win/win 
goal, one that helps both the consignee and the service producer. 

How Will You Use What You Learn? 

Consignee visits can produce mountains of data, and this must 
be sorted into useable information. As a guideline for future visits, 
a format for a call report can be developed that captures the essential 
information about that visit. Table 31-1 shows the format for a call 
report developed by DSC Logistics. 

ABC GROCERS 
1100 West Adams 
Chicago, IL 60622 

Participants: 

Call Date: 
Next Anticipated Call: 

Primary Accounts: 

Number/fype 
of Customers: 

Service Area: 

Total Receipts: 

Receipts from DSC: 
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Table 31.1 

Midwest Ringmaster Program 
Chicago - 43rd Street; 
Des Plaines; Melrose Distribution 
Pick.N.Pack; Revel 

Jane Doe-Distribution Mgr. 
John Doe-Traffic Coordinator 

01/28/91 
07/91 

Vendor A 
Vendor B 
Vendor C 

VendorE 
Vendor F 
Vendor G 

325 independently 
owned grocery stores 

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan 
Iowa and Wisconsin 

75,000 cases per week 

33,758,701 pounds; 
1,438,337 cases; 

1,522 orders 
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An executive summary is maintained to record key statistics 
regarding each consignee. Typically this information will be a com
parison of two different years for the same consignee, and it will 
reflect the following statistics: 

• Total pounds shipped to consignee 

• Total pounds picked up by consignee 

• Average pounds per order 

• Percent of pounds delivered 

• Percent of pounds picked up 

You may wish to rank consignee activity for comparison purposes. 
A consignee activity summary would list the following items: 

• Rank of consignee among all 

• Percent of pounds compared to total 

• Total number of orders 

• Average pounds per order 

• Average cases per order 

• Percent of orders delivered 

• Percent of orders picked up 

• Percent of pounds delivered 

• Percent of pounds picked up 

These visits help the consignee as well as your company. The 
contact allows the consignee to make suggestions that will improve 
operations, and those suggestions should be carefully noted and 
recorded. Furthermore, you need to track your ability to implement 
those suggestions so that the process is not perceived as a waste 
of time. 

One warehouse lists action items that should be achieved when 
contact is made with the customer's customer: 

• Identify improvement in warehousing efficiencies. 

• Identify improvement in transportation efficiencies. 

• Is on-time delivery service up to expectations? 
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• Is completeness of order fill within expectations? 

• Is the method of ordering as efficient as it could be? 

• Have we created the proper network for contacts? 

• Can we divert freight from distribution centers directly to 
stores? 

While it is useful to note changes in activity and relative impor
tance of each consignee, certainly the most important value of con
signee visits is the creation of a cooperative relationship with the 
people who receive merchandise from your warehouse. 

What you learn from them can and should enable you to make 
your operations more service oriented as well as more efficient. 
Some of the things you learn will save money both for the consignee 
and for you. Your goal is not just to win additional business, but 
rather to improve the quality of business being handled today. Im
proving relationships with the ultimate consignee may be one of 
the best ways to raise quality in your warehouse. 
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IMPROVING ASSET 
UTILIZATION 

Most productivity improvement programs concentrate on im
proving utilization of labor. Yet there are four other major cost 
areas in warehousing where making better use of assets can boost 
productivity: space, energy, equipment, and inventory. 

Space Utilization 

The warehouse space most frequently wasted is that closest to 
the ceiling. While there are limitations to the pile height for most 
commodities, it is not unusual to see cube space wasted because 
merchandise is not piled as effectively as it might be. Racks or 
stacking platforms will improve cube utilization as will good 
planning. 

Reducing the size of working aisles also may improve utilization 
of cube. However, reducing aisles can involve a tradeoff between 
space and labor. Since better labor productivity is achieved in wider 
aisles, it is necessary to balance the cost of the space against the 
cost of the time. 

Energy Utilization 

Perhaps no commodity has undergone such violent and unpre
dictable price changes within the past several decades as energy. 
With these sudden changes of pricing have also come great changes 
in our attitude toward energy as a resource. Buildings constructed 
when energy was cheap will typically show enormous heat losses 
through insulation which, by today's standards, is grossly inade-
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quate. In contrast, buildings built more recently are governed by 
building codes that require substantial protection from heat loss. 
Changes in the price of energy have changed many procedures in 
construction. Extensive use of sky lighting in older buildings was 
justified by a reduction in the price of illumination. More recently, 
some types of sky lighting have been found to lose large amounts 
of heat energy, which is more costly than the electricity for lighting 
that they might save. 

Warehousing practices of a few years ago were based on the 
assumption that energy was a cheap resource. Many storage build
ings were designed to allow workers to be comfortable in shirt 
sleeves, even in mid-winter. More recently, warehouse operators 
have questioned some of the reasons for heating a building to 
such levels. 

Essentially, there are three reasons to control warehouse temper
atures: 

1. Product environment: Many products are damaged by freez
ing, and others will deteriorate if the temperature is too cold. Other 
products must be kept frozen or cool in order to be preserved. 

2. Fire protection: Most sprinkler systems are wet-pipe sys
tems, which require protection from freezing in order to operate. 

3. Labor productivity: Warehouse workers are likely to work 
more slowly or require warm-up breaks if they work in a totally 
unheated area in which temperatures fall below freezing. On the 
other hand, a properly dressed warehouse worker is likely to be 
nearly as productive in a 40°F building as in a 70°F building. The 
only exception might be precision warehousing jobs such as order 
picking or packing. Comfort levels in these special areas can be 
maintained with spot-heating units, such as infrared fixtures. 

With the emphasis in recent years on conservation, many practi
cal means have been discovered to use energy wisely. High-intensity 
discharge (HID) lighting fixtures save substantial costs in electricity. 
However, most HID lighting systems require a high-voltage wiring 
which is expensive to relocate. HID lighting systems should be 
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specifically designed for relocation, with long cords to allow fixtures 
to be moved. 

Any warehouse heating system designed before the price of 
energy started to climb is obsolescent today. Perhaps the greatest 
advance in warehouse heating is a realization that circulation is as 
important as heat. For this reason, heaters with fans are a great deal 
more effective than radiant heating devices. 

In addition to insulation, great progress has been made in devel
oping better sealers for all kinds of warehouse openings. This in
cludes the use of flexible vestibule-type doors that swing open when 
a lift truck or any other kind of transporting mechanism moves 
through the doorway opening. The same principle can be used to 
provide flexible doors for craneways or other openings used by more 
complex materials handling equipment. 

Many warehouse operators purchase energy surveys of their 
buildings by professionals, but a simple checklist, such as that shown 
in Figure 32-1, will help. 

Increasing use of semi automated warehouse equipment is an-

Energy Checklist 

1. Are order pick-areas in the warmest part of the warehouse? 
2. Are lighting levels high in order pick-areas? 
3. Are picking vehicles equipped with headlights which could 

replace warehouse lights? 
4. Are thermostats locked so that heat level is controlled only by 

management? 
5. Are heat losses through doors and automatic dock boards 

controlled with weather stripping and flexible vestibule doors? 
6. Is grounds lighting controlled by timers or daylight sensors? 
7. Are all heat circulators functioning without blockage? 
8. Are walls and ceilings painted white to maximize light 

reflection? 
9. Are warehouse lights designed so that they can easily be 

relocated when aisles are changed? 

Figure 32-1 
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other means of saving energy costs. One warehouse has equipped its 
stock-picking trucks to operate in darkness. Each truck has headlights 
that illuminate the stock being picked. Because the truck has its 
own lights, lighting in the warehouse can be kept to a minimum. 

Saving energy in the warehouse is largely a matter of common 
sense. Remember that warehouse workers do not need to be in 
shirt sleeves to be effective. While personnel comfort is obviously 
desirable, in the warehouse a degree of comfort can be achieved 
through clothing rather than temperature control. Because most 
warehouse jobs are active, a reasonably dressed warehouse worker 
can function effectively in temperatures that are somewhat more 
variable than those found in an office. 

With reasonable vigilance and good equipment maintenance, 
any warehouse operator can achieve significant savings in cost of 
light and heat. 

Equipment Utilization 

Every lift truck should be equipped with an hour meter that 
can be used not only to show engine running time, but also to 
indicate when to perform regular preventive maintenance. Hour 
meters do not measure the amount of time a lift truck is actually in 
use. In-use time must include time when the engine may not be 
running, but the lift truck cannot be made available to another 
operation. To illustrate, a driver may be unloading a truck and at 
the same time must hand-stack cartons or process paperwork. The 
engine may be turned off for that portion of the time, which stops 
the hour meter. Yet the truck cannot be used for another operation 
during this brief waiting period. 

One warehouse operator uses a rule of thumb that lift trucks 
are actually in use for 75% of each shift. This means that an hour 
meter that shows 5.5 hours for a 7.5-hour shift is actually at 100% 
of normal capacity. 

The Equipment Utilization Ratio 

There are three basic elements in calculating an equipment 
utilization ratio: 
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I. The number of days in the work month (less weekends 
and holidays) 

2. The number of active lift trucks in the system 
3. The total hour meter readings from the active lift trucks 

The equipment utilization ratio is calculated by dividing the 
total hours from all hour meters by the available-hours base number. 
The base number is determined by multiplying the number of active 
lift trucks times the number of worked days in the month times 5.5 
available hours per lift. Figure 32-2 is an example of how to calculate 
the ratio. 

A monthly utilization report shows monthly equipment utiliza
tion figures for each operating location. Managers can see their own 
utilization, compare themselves with others, and begin to inquire 
into the whys and hows. 

Improving Performance 

There are several uses for this program. At the corporate level, 
utilization ratios may be used to evaluate and plan equipment alloca
tion among various operating locations. The combined utilization 
ratios also will provide an indication of whether there might be too 
much equipment at a particular location. 

On the operating level, local managers should use this report 
to evaluate their own performance. When regularly confronted by 
a low utilization ratio, they should ask themselves if they have a 
surplus of equipment. Because demand for equipment can fluctuate 
depending on the seasonality of distribution activity, managers 
should consider the alternative of short-term rentals to complement 
their base lift-truck fleet during periods of high activity. 

Although an equipment utilization ratio of 80% is certainly 
acceptable, managers can achieve ratios greater than 100%. This is 
accomplished by adding more shifts to the operation. The available 
hour base (see Figure 32-3) is determined by the number of lifts 
required to operate one shift. By spreading the workload over two 
or three shifts, less equipment would be needed to accomplish the 
same amount of work. 
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I. Data 

Calculation of Utilization Ratio 
At Location A 

Number of days worked 23 days 
Number of active lift trucks 10 trucks 
Total hour meter readings 1,199 hours 

II. Base Calculation 
Base = (# days) x (# trucks) x (5.5 hrs./truck) 

= 23 x lOx 5.5 

= 1,265 hours 

III. Utilization Ratio Calculation 

Ratio = Total hour meter readings 

Available base hours 

= 1,199 hours 

1,265 hours 

= 94.8% 

SOURCE: Warehousing and Physical Distribution Productivity Report, Vol. 17, No. 12. 

Figure 32·2 

There are additional costs in multiple shifts, such as supervision, 
shift premiums, and utilities. These extra costs must be weighed 
against the savings of decreasing the equipment asset base. Addi
tional shifts are one way to absorb some periodic high activity 
without resorting to short-term equipment rental. 

Lift-Truck Rebuild Program 

Reducing the investment required for a fleet of lift trucks is of 
major importance, but it's equally important to extend the life of 
that investment. A lift-truck rebuild program is an integral part of 
increased utilization planning. 
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I. 

II. 

III. 

Calculation of Utilization 
With Different Shifts 

One Shift Operation: 
Usage hours 
Available base (10 trucks) 
Utilization ratio 

Two Shift Operation: 
Usage hours 
Available base (8 trucks) 
Utilization ratio 

Three Shift Operation: 
Usage hours 
Available base (6 trucks) 
Utilization ratio 

1,199 hours 
1,265 hours 

94.8% 

1,199 hours 
1,012 hours 

118.5% 

1,199 hours 
759 hours 

158.0% 

SOURCE: Warehousing and Physical Distribution Productivity Report. Vol. 17, No. 12. 

Figure 32-3 

Overall lift-truck utilization is calculated at 75% efficiency, or 
approximately 1,500 hours per year. From a controlled maintenance 
program you should expect to get about 10,000 hours' operation 
prior to requiring a major overhaul. Depending on usage, this would 
be six to ten years. If you rebuild in your own workshop, you can 
expect the average cost to be between 30% and 35% of a new truck. 
If you have the rebuilding done by one of the major truck dealers, 
you can expect the cost to be about half that of a new truck. 

Key Points of the Rebuild Program 

A good rebuild program requires the complete dismantling of 
the lift truck and inspection of every operating part. 

The engines should be completely rebuilt, including the reb or-
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ing of cylinders, or installation of a new block. It is normally more 
economical to have this job done by a contractor. 

Transmissions and differentials must be inspected and worn 
parts replaced. Steering mechanisms, brakes, and electrical portions 
(including the electrical harness) also should be inspected. Most 
chains, cylinders, and hydraulics should be repaired and/or rebuilt 
as necessary. 

Every part should be inspected and anyone with discernible 
wear replaced. This includes seats, pedals, meters, tires, etc. 

The truck should be completely repainted and equipped with 
new anti-skid strips, knobs, handles, and decals. The vehicle should 
look, feel, and run like a new machine. 

To make sound decisions on rebuilding, the warehouse operator 
must have a meticulous maintenance program. Without accurate 
repair costs, it is difficult to determine whether it is time to rebuild, 
or whether the rebuild program will be economically feasible. 

For example, a schedule might call for rebuilding at 10,000 
hours. However, if one truck had a major failure at 8,000 hours, it 
would be sensible to schedule rebuilding at that point, rather than 
fix the failure and then rebuild just 2,000 hours later. 

If hourly maintenance costs remain relatively low, a second 
rebuild may be justified. 

The Value of the Program 

A rebuild program has several advantages. For example, at a 
cost of a third to half that of a new lift truck, the rebuilt truck's 
service life is extended by 80%. Even with the extension, the resale 
or trade-in value of the truck will increase. 

Materials handling equipment is a major budget item for any 
distribution facility. A study of the grocery products industry showed 
that equipment costs represented an average of 4% of total distribu
tion center costs, nearly as much as the percentage spent for ware
house supervisors. Yet few organizations carefully control equip
ment costs. 

When controls are lacking, equipment is purchased that is not 
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really needed. Frequently, managers will "squirrel" spare equipment 
that is underutilized and should be sold or traded for newer models. 
In other cases excessive maintenance is expended on a piece of 
equipment not worth repairing. 

Good controls based on meter utilization will show when there 
are too many lift trucks in a fleet. When you find excess equipment 
you might move some of the excess to another location where more 
equipment is needed. 

Records of repairs expressed as a cost per operating hour will 
show which units are worth repairing, as well as which ones have 
been unusually good or bad from a maintenance standpoint. Judg
ment is an important part of the rebuild program, since there may 
be cases where an older truck has been made obsolete by technologi
cal advances. 

With a combination of fleet utilization records and judicious 
use of a rebuild program, you can bring down the costs of a materials 
handling fleet as a percentage of total operating costs. And you can 
do it with no sacrifice in warehouse productivity. 

Inventory Performance 

Not every warehouse manager is responsible for inventory per
formance and very few public warehouse operators have any input 
at all into inventory planning.20 Some private warehouse operators 
are not held responsible for this phase of the operation either. Yet 
failure to achieve satisfactory inventory performance has caused the 
closing of many a warehouse, both public and private; so every 
warehouse operator should understand the essentials of effective 
inventory performance. 

After personnel, inventory is the most important asset in most 
companies. Inventory is volatile, dynamic, and complex. It is af
fected by both external and internal forces. External forces that 
influence inventory include general business conditions, inflation, 
customers, market conditions, technology, vendors, seasonality, and 
competition. Internal forces include management awareness, com
pany policy, engineering development, inventory control techniques, 
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forecasts, availability of capital, and storage capability at multiple 
levels (raw materials, work-in-process, finished goods). 

Realistically, a company will never have a completely accurate 
inventory. It is the degree of imbalance that is critical, since there 
will always be some excess inventory or shortages. This can be 
managed, however, since inventory problems do respond to an orga
nized, focused effort. 

The Management Factor 

The most influential factor affecting inventory and service 
level-more important than the computer system or forecasting 
methodology-is senior management's interest or awareness. Ob
serve the effect on inventories when a president or senior officer 
isn't happy with present inventory levels (whether they are high or 
low). Frequently, the source of bungled decisions is senior manage
ment's sudden realization that inventory levels are too high, or 
service levels too low. Management, simply by expressing concern, 
can have a significant impact on inventory levels and their profit 
contribution to the business. 

Internal forces are more significant than external forces in deter
mining inventory and service levels. Decisions to reduce inventory, 
when not part of a planned program, generally result in shortages 
of fast-moving items while the slow-movers sit in the warehouse. 

Why Measure? 

Why should you measure inventory performance? Why should 
you circulate the results of your measurements when, after all, 
they could be embarrassing? Measurement highlights many tough 
issues-many that some managers would prefer not to face. Yet 
measuring inventory levels is necessary to evaluate and monitor the 
effecti veness of your inventory management system. It identifies 
where you can plan improvements, track progress, and highlight 
success. It provides a forum for communicating and working with 
other managers on a topic of critical importance to the profitability 
of the business. 
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By measuring inventory performance you can determine the 
most desirable inventory levels for the top 20% of the high sales/ 
usage items, develop programs to use (or scrap) obsolete items, and 
organize the warehouse so the fast-movers are located nearest the 
shipping doors. 

The performance measurement system can be used as a base 
from which to measure improvement in inventory turns. Too often, 
inventory management and control policies or systems are imple
mented without the means to measure their effect. 

Danger Signals 

Here are some of the red flags to watch for: 
Your inventory turns are less than industry experience. Is the 

majority of your inventory turning markedly less except for a few 
items, or are a few items responsible for the majority of your turns? 

Sales volume shows significant growth, with little increase in 
profitability. Could the cause be pricing structure, product mix, 
product cost, or, perhaps, excessive inventories? 

Inventory is growing at a faster rate than sales. Should produc
tion be slowed or purchases delayed? Perhaps it is time to consider 
reducing the labor force-a layoff may be in order. 

You are hanging on to surplus or obsolete inventory with the 
hope of selling it one day. Do the costs associated with warehouse 
space, handling, and administrative time exceed the potential that 
can be realized from selling the inventory at a reduced price? 

Your inventory and on-order records are not 95%-to-98% accu
rate. Inaccurate records generally result in additional safety (or 
fudge) stocks, with a corresponding increase in expenses for inven
tory carrying cost. 

Your deliveries are consistently too late or your lead times are 
too long. In a manufacturing company late deliveries or a longer than 
necessary lead time most often means excessive work-in-process 
inventories. In a distribution company, you may be holding or storing 
items while waiting for an order to be shipped complete, or you 
may be taking longer than necessary to process, pack, and ship. 
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There are material shortages, or production is delayed due to 
lack of material. Perhaps order reviews should be more frequent, 
or the inventory management methodology revised. 

There is a reluctance to mark down stock. Often, inventory 
carrying costs for an item over weeks or months will exceed the 
markdown of a special promotion. 

Inventory is growing as a percentage of assets. Instead of invest
ing in productivity improvements, is capital going to unnecessary in
ventory? 

Cost systems are inadequate. Perhaps your inventory is overval
ued or undervalued (particularly if scrap is not properly ac
counted for). 

Sales forecasts are used to manage inventory. Are the forecasts 
consistently too optimistic, resulting in excess stock? 

Sales or usage is not analyzed by customer, product line, or 
profitability. If not, do you really know the inventory or service 
level-or what is desirable? 

Senior management does not review inventory performance. It 
should review inventory performance, obsolescence, and service 
level periodically. Is senior management attentive, interested, and 
aware of inventory performance? 

Your warehouse or storeroom is running out of space. This can 
be a sign of serious trouble, particularly if sales (adjusted for 
inflation) are not increasing significantly, or lead times are length
ening. 

Your service level is increasing significantly with no apparent 
reason, or backlogs are declining. Excessive inventories may be just 
over the horizon. 

Your company has had a large inventory adjustment or write
off recently. This can indicate recordkeeping (receipt/issue control) 
that frequently results in simultaneous excessive inventory and 
stock-outs. 

If any of these red flags come up in your company, you should 
take a hard look at your inventory performance on an item-by
item basis. 
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Inventory Turnover and Distribution Analysis 

Every company with inventory can and should apply straightfor
ward, tested methods to measure its inventory performance. Two 
basic reports are the key: a turnover analysis and a distribution 
analysis. Both should include a one-page age summary by major 
inventory category. Properly prepared and used, these analyses can 
provide an objective and quantitative diagnosis of your inventory. 

It is important to measure performance on an item-by-item 
basis as customers buy individual items, not groups or product lines. 
Then, summarize your individual measurements by category to help 
identify particular problem categories or situations that are not obvi
ous from either the detail or the total. 

Often, managers judge inventory turns by dividing annual sales 
or usage dollars by the present or average inventory level, thus 
failing to recognize the fluctuations-which can be significant-or 
status of the individual items making up the totals. 

For example, take the case of the firm whose inventory turned 
an average of five times a year. This was acceptable to management 
and in line with other firms in the industry. Yet an item analysis 
showed that 15% of the items were moving 25 times annually, while 
85% of the items were turning only twice a year. On an item-by
item basis, the firm was in trouble. The average turnover of five 
turns simply did not reflect the true condition of the inventory. 

Always use a common denominator in performance measure
ment. Dollars are generally accepted, although for some companies 
pounds or gallons are more relevant. 

A turnover analysis shows the number of months' supply on 
hand, calculated at the current or forecasted rate of usage. Inventory 
balances are divided by the average usage per month, and arrayed 
in descending order. Stated another way, turnover is computed as 
the ratio of annual usage divided by the inventory. 

Identifying low-stock or no-stock items in the inventory with 
demand during the year helps you spot a potential service-level 
problem. Conversely, you can age the inventory to determine the 
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value that is potentially excess by identifying that portion of inven
tory that has had little or no turnover during the past year. 

Case History 
Figure 32-4 is a turnover analysis report, using actual data from 

a small company that manufactures products sold primarily through 
distributors. Thirteen hundred finished goods products, with sales 
or inventory, have a manufacturing lead time of two to six weeks. 

The company has received occasional complaints from custom
ers on product availability. The firm has had a computer for six 
years, used primarily for financial reporting. Production scheduling 
was done by plant management. A tour of its crowded warehouse 
indicated that some stock was inactive. 

The red flags clearly indicated a potential problem. A turnover 
and distribution analysis was run to quantify the problem and to aid 
in developing solutions. 

The charts shown here are "snapshots" of the actual reports. 
Data are shown on only 10 out of the 1,300 line items that were 
actually analyzed. The item/part number has been disguised to main
tain confidentiality, but the balance of the data is real. 

In this illustration only those columns critical to a turnover 
analysis are shown. Other data pertinent to an item-by-item analysis 
within a company (such as description, unit of measure, category 
codes, new item identification, and on-order status) were included 
on the actual report but are omitted from the illustration. 

The full report shows that 33% of the total number of items 
(430 out of 1,300) are stock out. This is an indicator of a potential 
customer service level problem. Sixty percent of the items have on
hand inventory equal to or greater than a four months' supply with 
33% of these items having a greater than 12 months' supply. Many 
of these are surplus or potentially obsolete and should be reviewed 
for discontinuance and disposition. 

The turnover analysis report summarized by stocking category 
code is shown in Figure 32-5. Note that 77% of the excess inventory 
is in Category 03, which has only 49% of the part numbers. This 
summary exposes areas that require more or less emphasis. 
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A distribution analysis (or ABC analysis) is illustrated in Figure 
32-6. This company's inventory situation follows Pareto's Law (the 
80-20 rule) very closely. The careful control of a few items will 
provide a high degree of overall control. Vilfredo Pareto (1842-
1923) was an Italian philosopher who determined that income distri
bution patterns were basically the same in different countries. That 
is, a small percentage of the popUlation had the majority of the 
income. Translated more broadly, a relatively small number of items 
account for a large proportion of the activity. This phenomenon is 
one of the most applicable and effective, yet least used, of the basic 
principles of inventory management. 

The items in the distribution analysis are arrayed in descending 
value of annual sales (or usage) dollars at inventory cost. In Figure 
32-6, through item number 2004 (the 13th item on the total report 
of 1,300 items), the forecasted annual costed sales are $58,289, with 
a cumulative sales usage of 19.9% (of the total sales). These can 
be considered the "A" items; therefore, they need to be tightly con
trolled. 

Figure 32-6 also shows that 20% (through item 4004) or 260 
of the items account for 80.8% of the total sales, but only 55.6% 
of the inventory. 

What was learned from the turnover analysis and the distribution 
analysis? At first management was not concerned with the total 
number of 4.8 turns a year. However, when the inventory was 
detailed on an item-by-item basis, an alarm was raised. 

Figure 32-4 shows that 33% of the items (below the third line) 
have an inventory greater than a 12-month supply. Another 33% of 
the items (above the second line) with demand during the most 
recent 12 months have no inventory. Clearly, this inventory is out 
of control. The company was losing sales to competition because 
of lack of inventory, yet its inventory investment was excessive, 
and there was a disproportionate amount of slow-moving or inac
tive items. 

What was done? After an in-depth management analysis of the 
situation, the company developed and implemented an action plan 
that included: 
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• A weekly senior management review of schedules and inven
tories of the top 10% (A items) of the sales items. 

• Hiring a production planner to schedule production based on 
needs versus ease of manufacture. 

• A rework disposition program for inactive items. 

• A product line review that resulted in dropping many slow
moving, unprofitable products. 

• Installation of a forecasting system to help the company 
better anticipate its requirements. 

• Rearrangement of warehouse stocking locations to make it 
easier to pick high-volume items. 

• An ongoing inventory performance measurement system to 
provide the base from which to measure improvement. 

An Action Plan-And Potential Benefits 

To implement a comprehensive inventory performance mea
surement system within the company, you must have a specific 
action plan. The major steps in the plan include: designing a turnover 
and distribution analysis, with appropriate summaries; reviewing 
requirements with the data processing staff; establishing targets or 
goals for service and inventory levels; analyzing the reports gener
ated to identify opportunities for improvement; summarizing the 
analysis and recommendation for a management presentation; for
mulating a strategy for the best approach; and making specific 
corrective action recommendations. 

Corrective action could include developing an obsolete/surplus 
utilization (or disposition) program; improving the inventory man
agement or forecasting system; emphasizing the need for better 
sales forecasts; improving inventory recordkeeping; designing and 
implementing an improved cost system; or looking at warehousing 
operations or facilities. Specific corrective action recommendations 
can include anything that improves your inventory or service level. 

What benefits can you realize as the result of an aggressive 
inventory performance program? Improved cash flow with less in-
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ventory; recovered cash from the sale of surplus or obsolete items; 
deferred manufacturing cost; recovery of space-perhaps avoiding 
the cost of additional storage or racking. 

This results in improved warehouse productivity from reor
ganizing the warehouse with high-activity items stored more effec
tively; better product quality by allowing optional engineering 
change sooner; and increased sales with improved product availabil
ity. All ofthese potential benefits are directly related to profitability. * 

Summary 

Of the four assets considered inventory represents the greatest 
potential saving, although warehouse managers may have a greater 
degree of control over space, energy, and equipment. However, a 
good manager should exert influence, if not control, over every asset 
that could affect warehousing performance. 

* From an article by John A. Tetz, published in Warehousing and Physical Distribu
tion Productivity Report, Vol. 17, No.1!, © Marketing Publications, Inc., Silver 
Springs, MD. 
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"JUST-IN-TIME" AND 
ITS VARIATIONS 

The last few decades have seen the popularizing of an old 
distribution strategy referred to as 'just-in-time" or alternatively as 
"kan ban." Kan han means signboard in Japanese, and it was so 
named because suppliers to a Japanese auto manufacturer were 
instructed to place inbound materials beneath posted signs that 
indicated the appropriate part number. Like many popular business 
developments, just-in-time or JIT is a product of both fact 
and myth. 

The first myth is that it is a Japanese idea. It is something that 
the Japanese learned from others. In fact, JIT is a variant of the 
postponement strategy (see Chapter 18) which has been practiced 
in business for many decades. 

A second myth is that JIT is a production strategy. In fact, JIT 
was used by wholesale and retail distributors at least as early as 
it was in production. Its use in merchandising is probably more 
widespread than in manufacturing, and that merchandising use nearly 
always involves warehousing. 

A third fable is that JIT requires that a supplier's plant be close 
to the user. This in fact is the case in Japan, a compact country 
where suppliers and customers are pushed close together by both 
geography and culture. In the United States and other countries 
accustomed to larger distances, use of overnight delivery systems 
will permit JIT to work effectively with a supply line that stretches 
over hundreds or even thousands of miles. 
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JIT in Manufacturing 

A Japanese auto builder some years ago ordered that tires of 
a certain size be delivered to a specific spot in the plant at 8:00 
a.m., with another delivery at 11 :00 a.m., another at 2:00 p.m., and 
another at 5:00 p.m. Instead of having a tire warehouse adjacent to 
the assembly plant, the manufacturer relied upon his supplier to 
have the right tires in a spot that was convenient to the assembly 
process. Also, instead of the normal rehandling and quality checking, 
the auto assembler relied upon his supplier to deliver that product 
in perfect condition at a precise time in front of a specific sign board 
(Kanban in Japanese). 

The previous system of storage, rehandling, and checking had 
generated excessive costs, and the Japanese auto maker demonstrated 
that the kan ban concept was one way in which such costs could 
be eliminated. 

Because the term kan ban was associated with one company 
(Toyota) the phrase "just-in-time" was adopted as a more universal 
method of describing a timed delivery program. 

The practice spread from automotive to other industries. A 
computer manufacturer uses air freight transportation to provide 
reliable timed delivery to its manufacturing lines. Parts to supply 
the assembly lines are classified as A, B, or C. Many of the "A" 
parts are supplied just-in-time; the remainder are warehoused at the 
assembly plants. Not all of the "A" parts come by air, particularly 
those moving only a short distance. Quality charts are maintained 
to measure every carrier under contract. A delivery record of 98% 
or lower is not acceptable. The manufacturer provides routing in
structions to all suppliers to maintain reliability. Quality charts are 
updated frequently to be certain that delivery reliability is under 
control. 

JIT in Service Support 

Sometimes JIT is used to eliminate parts and service centers 
in many locations around the country. One health-care supplier, for 
example, produces an appliance used in hospitals. If it breaks down, 
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a premium air service is used to fly in a new unit and to return the 
one that has malfunctioned. Then the repair of the malfunctioning 
unit can be done at one central location rather than in scattered 
repair depots. Furthermore, the service is usually better than it would 
be in field repair stations. 

Similarly, a computer service company maintains detailed re
cords on the equipment used by each customer. If a computer breaks 
down, the service company isolates the problem through telephone 
consultation. In about one-third of the cases, a technician is able to 
solve the problem by providing advice over the telephone. When 
this cannot be done, the failed component is replaced rather than 
repaired, again using air freight to deliver the replacement unit and 
return the one that has malfunctioned. 

Quick Response 

Like JIT, quick response (QR) is as much a process as it is a 
concept. It depends on other tools such as bar coding, point of sale 
registers, electronic scanners, and electronic data interchange. Like 
JIT, QR promises benefits to all parties who are involved. While 
the concept as described was originally designed by and for distribu
tors, the expectation is that it will provide benefits to the supplier 
as well. By practicing QR, the distributor enjoys lower inventories, 
better stock availability on critical items, reduced operating costs, 
and reduced markdowns. At the same time, the firms supplying that 
distributor should have fewer returns and higher productivity of 
their own inventories. 

Some of the early reporting of quick response involved the use 
of bar codes and electronic data interchange (EDI) to cut textile 
manufacturing cycles. Milliken and Company reduced its order turn 
around time from six weeks to one week. Some predict that an 
element of QR will be flexible manufacturing in small lots. 

One of the fundamental influences on the development of QR 
is an article published in 1988 in Harvard Business Review by 
George Stalk, Jr., "Time-The Next Source of Competitive Advan
tage." While this article describes manufacturing, the illustrations 
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are related to merchandising. For example, Stalk describes a group 
of companies engaged in this strategy and lists companies such as 
The Limited, Federal Express, Domino's Pizza, and McDonalds. 
Not one of these is primarily a manufacturer, and all of them are 
engaged in providing retail services. 

Quick response is a customer-driven system that pulls merchan
dise through the supply chain rather than pushing it. When a customer 
purchases a retail item, the sales clerk scans the bar code at the 
cash register. The stock information contained in that code is com
pared with existing inventory, and when inventory is low, the same 
bar code is immediately transmitted to the supplier and the carrier. 
Once informed, the carrier arranges to move replenishment stock 
to the distributor. Since the carrier was previously notified, he is 
able to rapidly move the replenishment stock to the store where it 
is needed. As a result, the retailer replaces sold stock within days 
instead of months. 

QR changes warehousing as much as it changes retailing. Some 
manufacturers may choose not to handle a QR program from the 
factory. Time and cost considerations may make it difficult or impos
sible to provide the timed response without a staged inventory. Just 
as new warehouses were established to support JIT, other new 
warehouses are being established to support QR. 

In some cases, the warehouse may be oriented to provide a 
consolidation point for the retailer. For example, the ABC retail 
company might persuade twenty different suppliers to position in
ventories at a convenient public warehouse. Rather than receive 
LTL (less than truckload) shipments from each of these suppliers, 
ABC retailing can order a consolidated truckload containing a mix 
of all of the products just at the time it is needed. Furthermore, 
because the merchandise is staged at a public warehouse, title to 
that inventory does not pass until it is delivered to the distributor. 
In effect, by combining QR with the strategic use of warehousing, 
the distributor can avoid taking title to inbound shipments until just 
the time when they are needed and can be sold. As a result, the 
distributor's inventory investment is dramatically reduced. At the 
same time, as the distributor becomes more efficient, he is less likely 
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to be forced to engage in reduced price sales to unload merchandise 
that never should have been purchased in the first place. 

QR changes warehousing as much as it changed retailing. Some 
manufacturers may choose not to handle a QR program from 
the factory. Time and cost considerations may make it difficult or 
impossible to provide the time response without a staged inventory. 
Just a new warehouses were established to support JIT, other new 
warehouses are being established to support QR. 

In some cases, the warehouses may be oriented to provide a 
consolidation point for the retailer. For example, the ABC retail 
company might persuade twenty different suppliers to position in
ventories at a convenient public warehouse. Rather than receive 
LTL shipments from each of these suppliers, ABC can order a 
consolidated truckload containing a mix of all of the products just 
at the time it is needed. Furthermore, because the merchandise is 
staged at a public warehouse, title to that inventory does not pass 
until it is delivered to the distributor. In effect, by combining QR 
with the strategic use of warehousing, the distributor can avoid 
taking title to merchandise until a few days before it can be sold. 
As a result, the distributor's inventory investment is dramatically 
reduced. At the same time, as the distributor becomes more efficient, 
he is less likely to be forced to engage in reduced price sales to 
unload merchandise that never should have been purchased in the 
first place. 

For those who believe that we have moved from the industrial 
age to the age of information, it seems clear that quick response is 
part of a massive trend to use time as a competitive weapon. Buyers 
are no longer interested in just quantity and price; the emphasis 
today is on the ability to move products quickly and effectively. 
Regional brands and brand proliferation could disappear. The suc
cessful company will be the one that is able to respond the fastest, 
and warehousing will be an integral part of that rapid response. 

Efficient Customer Response and Other Variations 

As the lIT concept moved to other industries, the term efficient 
customer response (ECR) was used to describe a similar process in 
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the grocery industry. Other JIT variations are likely to occur as the 
concept spreads from one industry to another. 

While early writings about JIT suggested that this was a strategy 
to eliminate warehousing, it is probable that JIT has created more 
new warehouses. The difference is that these newer JIT centers are 
flow-through terminals as much as they are warehouses. JIT is a 
method of increasing the velocity of inventory turns, but that in
creased velocity is not accomplished by eliminating warehousing, 
but simply by changing the way in which the warehousing function 
is performed. 
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WAREHOUSING COSTS 

As you consider the true cost of controlling space and operating 
your warehouse, look both at costs related to function and at the 
concept of opportunity costs. 

If you own a building that your company constructed in the 
1960s, your occupancy cost is probably low because the construction 
cost was low compared to today's rates and the mortgage debt on 
the building has likely been paid in full. 

But what would it cost to replace this building if it were de
stroyed? Alternatively, what would a third party pay in rent if you 
elected to close the building and put it on the market? 

Real estate, like any other product, has an opportunity cost as 
well as an accounting cost. If the value of your warehousing facility 
is substantially higher or lower on the open market than the rent 
that is currently charged for the space, you should anticipate a 
change as you adjust to the realities of today's market. 

Costs Related to Function 

The first function of warehousing is storage, and one group of 
costs are those associated with "goods at rest," or those expenses 
that would occur even if the stored products were never moved. 
The second group of costs are those related to "goods in motion." 
These are the handling costs that occur only when materials are 
moved. 

To understand and control overall warehousing costs, it is best 
to make the distinction between goods at rest or goods in motion. 
Because the allocation of these costs is always a matter of judgment, 
there can be reasonable debate about whether any cost item should 
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be applied to one function or another. Some warehouse operators 
assign all fixed costs to goods at rest because these costs cannot be 
reduced, even when materials-handling activity decreases. 

Developing a Cost for Warehouse Labor 

What is a realistic cost for each hour of work in the warehouse? 
Figure 34-1 shows how a base wage rate of $7.50 per hour is 
converted into a total cost per employee of $11.00 per hour. Note 
that allowances are estimated for time lost to vacations, paid holi
days, and paid sick days. Fringe benefits are shown as a lump sum. 
Another allowance is for the cost of supervision. 

As you examine labor budgeting, you should look critically at 
several factors. Is the supervision burden realistic? If you use part
time workers who do not receive fringe benefits, has this saving 
been calculated in developing a total cost? 

Sometimes the accounting people who develop a standard labor 
cost have scant familiarity with warehouse operations. As a manager, 
you should question the standard costs in the light of current experi
ence. In this situation, the standard cost is 147% of the base labor 
cost. Does this ratio seem realistic as compared to those used in 
other operations? 

If your internal warehouse labor cost is higher than hourly 
prices charged by third-party providers of contract warehousing 
services, you might ask why your company is charged warehousing 
costs that are higher than those of services available from outside 
suppliers.21 

Justifying Purchase of Equipment 

For most equipment purchases, the price is only a part of the 
total cost of ownership. In the case of a lift truck, maintenance over 
the life of the equipment may be greater than the cost of the vehicle. 
Also, be sure to include the cost of training people to use a piece 
of equipment, particularly one that is substantially different from 
anything now used in your facility. While people are learning, there 
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Figure 34-1 
Total Cost of an Employee 

Hours/ Wage Annual 
Cost area Days Day Rate Cost 

Days on job 223 8 $7.50 $13,380 
Plus: Paid vacations 10 8 7.50 600 

Paid holidays 10 8 7.50 600 
Paid sick days (avg) 7 8 7.50 420 

Total days paid 250 8 $7.50 $15,000 

Fringes $2,500 

Supervision 
Cost $17,000 per year 
Span of control 8 people 
Total supervision per employee $2,125 

Total Annual Cost $19,625 

Actual Rate of Pay 

Effective cost Total Annual Cost/Hours on Job 
$19,625/1784 hours = $11.00 per hour 

Courtesy of Joseph L. Cavinato 

will be waste or damage. In many companies, management overhead 
must be factored into the cost of any new asset. 

Against these costs, you must measure the benefit. 

• What benefit will you realize from purchasing another lift 
truck? Additional equipment may reduce overtime, and the 
overtime savings should be calculated. 

• Perhaps the new truck will operate in narrower aisles than 
an old one, allowing you to change the warehouse layout to 
place an additional number of pallets in the same amount of 
space. What is the value of this increased storage as compared 
to the cost of the new truck? 

• If the new truck is faster than an old one and will therefore 
save time, how much time? What is the value of that time? 

As you perform this analysis, look at the danger points. If the 
proposed new lift truck breaks down, how will you operate the 
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warehouse until it is repaired? Does the selling dealer have the 
ability to keep the new lift truck running? What is the financial 
stability and service reputation of the dealer? 

As you review an appropriation request, beware of common 
pitfalls. If you omit costs, you may delay the project. Try to think 
of every cost related to owning the new asset. Be sure the cause-and
effect relationships that you describe are accurate. Avoid creating 
detailed tables that represent a degree of measurement that does not 
exist in your warehouse operation. 

In any capital commitment, there are at least three common 
risks. These are the chances that: 

1. The business environment might change. 
2. Operating situations might change. 
3. Project estimates might be wrong. 

If anyone of these should occur, the need for the equipment could 
disappear. What is the resale value of the equipment on the open 

market if this happens? 

Establishing a Value of Inventory 

While some warehouse managers have no control over the 
inventory they store, others have some degree of influence-possibly 
even total control. Even if you do not have full control of the 
inventory, you can be a better warehouse manager if you understand 
the real and hidden costs of inventory. 

The purpose of a finished-goods inventory is to afford an oppor
tunity to make a sale by having product in the right place at the 
right time. When inventories are in your warehouse and are not 
moving, it seems evident that they are not filling their purpose. 
There are four general costs of inventory: capital costs, opportunity 
costs, risk costs, and administrative costs. 

As a warehouse manager, how will knowledge of inventory 
costs affect your operation? First, you will get a better understanding 
of when the use of high-speed transportation is a good investment. 

Consider the situation illustrated in Figure 34-2. In this case, 
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management had the option of moving a shipment of machinery 
from the United States to Europe by air freight or by ship. Even 
though the line-haul costs more than doubled, the total cost by air 
is less. 

The air freight cost is less primarily because the shipment has 
a value of $50,000, and the inventory has a value of 13% per year, 
or nearly $18 per day. Saving 19 days by air, as opposed to marine 
transportation, represents a saving of $198 in the cost of inventory. 
This would be lost if the product cannot be used because it is sitting 
in the hold of a ship. 

This cost analysis presumes the merchandise will be put to use 
as soon as it arrives in Europe. If the inventory will be stored while 
awaiting a future sale, the assumptions about inventory value would 
be different. 

As you make decisions about transportation modes, as well as 
other warehousing decisions, your knowledge of the value of your 
inventory can and should play an important part in the process. 

Figure 34·2 
Total Cost Analysis 

Task: Transport machinery (rom Marietta, Georgia, to Rome, Italy 

Activity Air Ship 

Transit time 2 days 21 days 

Transportation 
Linehaul $2,200 $900 
Plant to terminal 0 260 
Terminal to customer 0 180 

Packaging/crating 100 350 

Insurance 220 650 

Documentation 110 150 

Inventory cost* 36 374 
-- --

Total $2,666 $2,864 

*$50,000 at 13% times days in transit Savings by air: $198 

Courtesy of Joseph L. Cavinato 
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Cost of Goods At Rest 

Most warehouse operators measure storage by using the cube 
of the item. In some operations, product cube is not the best way 
to make the allocation. Space required by the product is not always 
a function of the cube, but instead may be defined by the size of 
the storage rack space it occupies, or by the amount of floor space 
taken up by floor-stacked product. 22 

When product is stored in pallet rack, floor rack, shelving, or 
cantilever rack, the rack fixture itself is a constraint because you 
should not mix product in a fixture. Once the product occupies any 
part of the fixture, the entire space is unavailable for any other use 
until that product is gone. 

Because of this, the fixture opening is the space for which 
storage is charged. How the product fits into the fixture opening 
determines how efficiently the space can be used. The more units 
stored in the rack fixture, the lower the cost per individual unit stored. 

For floor-stacked product, the space is calculated based on the 
product's footprint-the amount of floor space used by a stack of 
product. Space is charged based on the number of square feet occu
pied. The higher you can stack the product, the lower the cost per 
individual unit stored. 

Storage might be thought of as charging rent for a square foot 
of floor space, or the use of a fixture. Then the cost allocated per 
unit of product is a measurement of how efficiently the product fills 
fixture or the floor space. 

The cost is also influenced by how much time the product 
spends in the fixture or on the floor. Therefore, product turn must 
be calculated. The faster the product turns, the less time it spends 
in the fixture or on the floor, and the lower its share of the annual rent. 

To start the calculation process, identify the type of storage 
fixture you will use for each item. Then calculate the number of 
units that can be stored in each fixture. In the case of floor-stacked 
product, determine the number of square feet that the stack will 
require and then how many units high the product can be stacked. 
Divide the total number of units in storage into the occupancy costs 
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to find the cost for each item presuming it remains in storage for 
an entire year. 

The figure you just calculated would be the storage cost if the 
inventory turns once or less per year. Use the actual turn rate of 
the item to calculate that portion of annual occupancy cost you 
should charge to each item. 

The Influence of Inventory Turns 

Storage costs may be calculated as a unit cost per month, or 
possibly per year. However, within that storage period, the same 
spot in a warehouse may be occupied by more than one unit of a 
very fast-turning inventory. Because of this, calculating the number 
of turns involved requires relating throughput inventory to aver
age inventory. 

An inventory that turns faster is less costly to store than one 
that turns slowly. 

Throughput is generally defined as the total of units received 
and units shipped divided by 2. The average inventory is defined 
as the total of beginning inventory plus ending inventory divided 
by 2. The relationship of throughput to average inventory indicates 
the speed of product turn. 

The Influence of Warehouse Layout 

Warehousing costs are influenced by factors that affect the 
ability to store and handle a product. These factors include stacking 
height, which is always limited by the clearance available in the 
building, and also by the strength of the product or the package 
being stored. If you have a 20-foot high building and you are storing 
product that can be stacked only 5 feet high, you must purchase 
storage racks to use all the space. In these cases, an amount must 
be allowed for the cost of pallet rack or other storage equipment.23 

The computation shown in Figure 34-3 illustrates a method of 
determining a cost per hundred weight for an inventory consisting 
of 115 SKU s, 50 of which are fast movers. The inventory is stored 
on pallets, with 100 small cases on each pallet. The warehouse 
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operator has selected a layout with deep rows on one side of a 12-
foot aisle, and shallow rows on the opposite side. 

The total square feet needed in this layout is increased to allow 
for a honeycomb factor, the lost space in front of partial stacks. 
There is an additional 20% added as an efficiency factor, which is 
actually the allowance for docks and staging area. 

Line 21 of Figure 34-3 shows the rate calculation that multiples 
square feet used by cost to develop a dollar cost for storage. Total 
storage cost is divided by tonnage throughput, which is shown in the 
computation as billing units. Note that product received is reduced by 
half to reflect the fact that goods flow in at a steady rate throughout 
the month. On average the inventory is in the warehouse only for 
half a month. 

This calculation is used by a third-party warehouse in develop
ing costs that are converted into storage fees. The same kind of 
calculation is valid for any warehouse operator who wishes to con
vert storage into a cost per unit. 

Cost of Goods in Motion 

Per-unit handling rates are simply an expression of item devoted 
to handling per unit multiplied by total labor cost. Observation of 
handling procedures will allow reasonable calculations of the time 
involved. Here are the results of some typical observations: 
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• In unloading, the time required depends on whether the prod
uct arrives floor-loaded, palletized, or slipsheeted. For each 
of these shipping methods, a different unloading time per 
pallet was created. For this and subsequent full-pallet activi
ties, the time required to handle a unit is calculated by divid
ing the handling time per pallet by the number of units stored 
on a pallet. 

• The time required for checking, identifying the product, and 
validating the quantity against the vendor's packing list is a 
flat rate per pallet. 

• The time for put-away and picking line replenishment will 
vary, depending upon the location of the product. This time 
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Volume/Criteria 

Figure 34-3 
Storage Computation 

1. Average inventory: 6 million pounds 
4 million pounds 

300,000 Cs 3,000 Pallets 
2. Monthly throughput: 200,000 Cs 2,000 Pallets 
3. 16 SKUs are fast movers 65 SKUs are slow movers 

Layout 
4. 3,000 pallets divided by 3-high stacking = 1,000 spots. 
5. 1,000 spots divided by 80% honeycomb factor = 1,250 storage spots. 
6. 1,250 storage spots times 80% fast movers = 1,000 deep-row spots. 

1,250 storage spots times 20% slow movers = 250 short-row spots. 
7. 1,000 deep spots = 3,000 pallets with 50 SKUs. 
8. 1,000 spots divided by 50 SKUs = 20 spots per SKU. (Fast movers.) 
9. 250 spots divided by 65 SKUs = 3.8 spots per SKU. (Slow movers.) 

10. 45 feet-12-foot aisle = 33 feet storage 
11. 33 feet divided by 4 feet per pallet = 8 pallet rows per bay 

Space calculations 
12. Deep facings = 167 
13. (6 pallets times 4 feet deep) times 4 feet wide = 96, plus 

(4 times 12-foot aisle divided by 2) = 120 square feet per facing 
14. 120 square feet per facing times 167 facings = 20,040 square feet 
15. Short-row facings = 125 
16. (2 pallets times 4 feet deep) times 4 feet wide plus 

(4 times 12-foot aisle divided by 2) = 56 square feet per facing 
17. 56 square feet per facing times 125 facings = 7,000 square feet 
18. 20,040 square feet plus 7,000 square feet = 27,040 square feet 
19. 27,040 square feet divided by 80% efficiency = 33,800 square feet 

Rate calculations 
20. 33,800 square feet times $0.195 per square foot per month = $6,591 

Beginning inventory = 60,000 cwt 
Product received = 40,000 cwt times .5 month (20,000 cwl) 
(mid-month) 
Total billing units = 80,000 cwt 

21. $6,591 divided by 80,000 cwt = $0.082 per cwt cost 

is determined by the travel time required to move the product 
from one area to another. 

• In picking, the total time is a function of both the travel 
through the picking line and the time to handle the product 
at the picking station. All products in the warehouse are 
assigned to a predetermined storage and picking type classi-
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Figure 34·4 
Root Vent Handling Time 

Driving Handling Units per Handling 
Activity characteristics per pallet pallet per unit 

Unloading Palletized 2.8 
Floor-loaded 5.7 +2 2.9 min 
51 i psheeted 3.8 

Checking Automated 0.4 +2 0.2 min 
Manual 1.2 

Strapping Unstrapped 0.0 
Automated 0.0 +2 0.0 min 
Manual 0.7 

Put-away Bin 5.2 
Cantilever 3.7 +2 3.1 min 
High bay 0.5 
Low bay 6.3 
Tier 3.7 

Picki ng line Bin 2.4 
replenishment Cantilever 6.3 +2 2.0 min 

High bay 0.5 
Low bay 4.0 
Tier 2.6 

Handling Cube of 
time product 

Order pick Fixed travel .11 0.1 min 
Pick/Rate/Cube .04 x 16.35 0.7 min 

Loading Handling/cube 
< 20/cube .17 x 16.35 2.8 min. 
Handling/cube 
> 20/cube .10 

Total handling time for seven activities: 11.8 minutes 

fication. The travel cycle is a constant for each classification 
of picking. The handling for a particular product is related 
to the product cube and reflects the time required to select 
and transfer the product onto a picking vehicle. 
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• Outbound trailer loading is a function of the cube of the 
product. The bulkier the item, the more time is needed to 
move it onto a trailer. This is true up to the point at which 
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the product should no longer be hand loaded, but instead 
would be loaded with a fork truck. At that point in time, a 
mechanical loading rate is applied . 

• If strapping is required, the time is based on the cost of 
moving the product through an automated or manual strap
ping process. 

Figure 34-4 shows a sample of times calculated for a roof 
vent. While the times calculated, or characteristics selected, will 
be different in your warehouse, the approach to develop them is 
the same.24 
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MANAGEMENT 
PRODUCTIVITY 

If managers are not productive, it is unlikely that productivity 
on the warehouse floor can be improved. In a company where senior 
managers look down on junior managers, or in a warehouse where 
supervisors show contempt for workers, even the best external tech
niques for improving productivity are likely to fail. Effective man
agement is a prerequisite for any warehousing improvement 
program. 

Defining Management 

Management has been defined as the process of getting things 
done through others. A critical difference between worker and man
ager is that the manager doesn't pick up his tools and do the job
he or she causes that job to be done by others. Therefore, a primary 
requisite to success in management is the ability to identify and hire 
good "others," the hourly people who will get things done as directed. 
Some managers are promoted from the hourly workforce into man
agement, and must make the transition from being an "other" to 
performing as a manager. Everyone finds this transition difficult, 
and some never quite accomplish it. Signs of failure to manage can 
be seen in the manager who intelTupts the day to do a task that 
should have been delegated to an hourly worker. Another sign of 
failure is the inability to find and keep good people. Still another 
sign is an inability to recognize the difference between having a 
job skill and having the ability to lead others in performing that 
same job. 
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Why Warehousing Is Different 

Warehousing creates its own peculiar problems for managers. 
In most warehouses, a high percentage of supervisors and managers 
are ex "others," former forklift operators or checkers. Therefore the 
problem of transition from an "other" to a manager is seen more 
frequently in warehousing than in most businesses. 

Entry level work in warehousing has an undeservedly low 
image. Some managers believe warehousing is a job for a strong 
back and a weak mind, and that pay scales can be lower than those 
for manufacturing. It is a false image. A warehouse employee often 
needs greater skills than those of the closely supervised assembly line 
worker. The very nature of warehousing defeats close supervision, so 
a warehouse worker must be a self-starter, a person who will deliver 
quality work at a highly productive level without someone looking 
over his shoulder. The problem is management's failure to build 
community respect for warehousing as an occupational specialty. In 
a community with labor shortages, the problem and the opportunity 
become apparent. 

The Effective Manager 

Have you taken an inventory of your own strengths and weak
nesses as a manager?25 

A first step in managing is getting to know yourself. It isn't 
easy for most of us to engage in critical self-appraisal. One way to 
learn objectively about strengths and weaknesses is by working 
with a consulting industrial psychologist. The psychologist usually 
provides no real surprises, but the interview will give you an objec
tive appraisal of your own strengths and shortcomings as a manager. 

If your organization uses an industrial psychologist you should 
welcome the chance for an interview. You'll find out a few things 
you may not have been aware of before. This can give you a chance 
to compensate for shortcomings by trying to change your behavior 
or by hiring others in your organization whose skills complement 
your own limitations in those areas. 

If you have no access to an industrial psychologist, run through 
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the self-appraisal checklist shown in Figure 35-1. And, of course, 
you probably already have a pretty good idea of the things you do 
well and where you may have a weakness. The next step is to figure 
out what to do about it. 

Measurement Tools for the Manager 

Nothing can be managed well without being measured. In busi
ness, the ultimate measurement for every organization is the balance 
sheet with the profit and loss statement. The expression "the bottom 
line" is overworked, but its meaning is still important; the last line 
on a financial statement, the profit or loss of your organization, is 
still the vital statistic. 

Depending on your rank in the managerial organization, and 
the size of your company, your ability to affect your company's 
bottom line may be great-or it may be nearly insignificant. Yet 
there are many things you can do to measure managerial progress. 

The first of these is productivity. In the warehouse, you can 
measure productivity in many different ways. Your measurements 
must be simple, readily understood, and relevant to the tasks per
formed. They might include percentage of damage, frequency and 
severity of customer complaints, frequency and quantity of overage 
or shortage, or frequency and quantity of customer returns. All can 
be valid measurements of effectiveness. 

What you measure is important, but it is equally important that 
the measurements be consistent. And if no action is taken, the 
measurements are meaningless. 

Consider the following example of how measurement affects 
managerial skills in warehousing. As a warehouse supervisor, you 
are giving out assignments at the beginning of the day. You have 
given a two-man crew the task of unloading a box car of merchandise. 
A vailable work standards indicate that two men will take four hours 
to complete the job. 

When you give the assignment, you describe the job to be done 
and indicate to the lead man that you will expect to see him at lunch 
time ready for a second assignment. In making the work assignment 
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Administration 

Job knowledge 

Planning 

Innovation 

Communication 
initiative 

Resoonsibilitv 

Team player 

Sales person 

Decision maker 

leader 

Selector and 
developer of 
personnel 

12 Factors to Rate Yourself 
as a Manager 

Excellent Average 

Figure 35-1 

Needs 
Development 

this way, you communicate your expectations. You also communi
cate your knowledge of your operation. If the job can really be done 
in three hours, for example, your communication of a four-hour 
expectation can be seen as an invitation to slow down. The opposite 
is true if the job would normally take five hours. 

Workers will typically accept and conform to standards that 
are perceived as fair, Above all, use of standards such as these 
shows that you as a manager have measured and will continue to 
measure the output of your work crew, and that you have communi
cated your expectations and they are reachable. 
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The Critical Tasks of a Manager 

Since management involves getting things done through others, 
how do you find those other people who make your job a success? 
Some managers have little experience or training in attracting and 
selecting the people they need for their team. A first step is to set 
the specifications for the kind of people you need to work in your 
warehouse. If the work is strenuous, you need people in good health, 
free of ailments such as back injury that could be aggravated by 
warehouse work. Substance abuse is another problem that must be 
recognized. You need people who are honest and unlikely to fall 
prey to temptations to steal. You need people who will be content 
with the work in your warehouse and who are not anxious to change 
the existing situation. Some feel that it is desirable to find workers 
who have past experience in the kind of work done in your ware
house, though others feel that training of an inexperienced person 
will quickly produce a quality worker who does not need to "unlearn" 
bad habits from a previous job. The job specifications of the people 
you are seeking should be placed in priority. Some may be absolutely 
essential, and others could be subordinated if the essential talents 
were relatively strong. As you set priorities, remember that it is 
easier to teach new skills than it is to change attitudes. 

The interview process is a key step in selection. Entire books 
have been written about interviewing, and courses are available to 
enhance this skill. A successful interview is one in which the appli
cant does 80% to 90% of the talking. The best questions asked are 
nondirective ones which typically cannot be answered in few words. 
The goal of the interview is to learn as much as possible about the 
attitudes as well as the experience of the applicant. Not all successful 
managers are good interviewers, but they should appoint someone 
to do this job who is good at it. The checking of references is equally 
critical to successful selection. Use of a probationary period for new 
employees is essential to be sure that any mistakes made in the 
selection process are corrected during probation. 

The development of people begins with employee "indoctrina
tion" that starts with the first day on the job. The impressions of 
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your company that are gained on that first day of work are usually 
the strongest impressions the individual gains of your company. 
Every worker will be motivated and oriented by somebody-if you 
have no program, the job will no doubt be done by a leader of the 
work crew. If you want the image of the company to be a good one 
in the minds of its employees, then it is necessary for management 
to have a well-designed program. 

New employees, hourly workers or managers, are "socialized" 
through several processes. The new worker develops skills and 
learns the tasks involved in the job. At the same time, that new 
person learns what behavior is acceptable or unacceptable within 
the company. Often these things are learned from fellow workers 
rather than from management. If the socialization of the new worker 
comes from other workers, the new employee is likely to be exposed 
to conflicting demands. The supervisor may provide one set of 
demands, the union steward another, and the informal leader of the 
work group still another. 

Training is a critical part of the development process. Some
times the training given is not relevant. In other cases training is 
given only to new employees and is not available to older workers. 
If this happens, an older employee who is given a new task may 
fail at the new job because training was not provided. This is one 
valid reason why many workers resist the chance to change jobs. 

Part of the development task is to provide up-to-date procedures 
manuals. Such a manual is effective only if kept up-to-date. 

Appraisal is perhaps the most critical part of a manager's task 
in developing people. Many managers don't know how well they 
are doing, because their performance is kept in the dark. Many 
managers are "too busy" to provide appraisals, which usually means 
that they are not comfortable in giving them. Others lack a format 
or training in conducting appraisal interviews. One format is shown 
as Figure 35-2. A successful appraisal emphasizes performance. It 
provides both positive and negative feedback, recognizing that no
body is perfect and everyone has a few good traits. The appraisal 
interview should include discussion of a step-by-step approach for 
achieving improvement in future performance. 
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How Effective A Manager Are You? 

1. How productive are you? Do you spend your time putting out fires or 
do you concentrate on managerial tasks? 

2. Are your work habits ones you would want your employes to adopt? 
3. Do you allow employes room to grow? 
4. Do you have any employes you should have fired, but haven't? 
5. Do you have a formal training program for new employes? 
6. Do you have a continuing education program or does formal training 

stop at the entry level? 
7. Are long-time employes continually challenged, given new tasks, 

rotated in other jobs? 
8. Do you have written procedures? When was the last time they were 

updated? 
9. Are your supervisors trained to manage others? Do they teach em

ployes to think, rather than simply tell them what to do? 
10. Do your supervisors regularly recognize performance of workers? 
11. Does your company make an effort to recognize slJperior per-

formance? 
12. Do your fellow workers recognize good performance? 
13. Is there a performance rating system? Is it fair? 
14. Do you have a work measurement standard? Is it understandable? Can 

you influence the standard? 15 it easy to follow? Does it measure in positive 
terms? 

15. Do your managers/supervisors look down their noses at the workers? 
16. Do managers/supervisors further their own education? 
17. How often do you ask, "What are my firm's distinctive traits? Where 

are we ahead of-behind-the competition? Where will our corporation be 
in five years?" Answering these questions-planning-is what management 
is all about. 

18. Do you tackle the tough decisions first? 
19. Are you happy to tell outsiders good things about your company? 
20. Can you easily defend your company if it is criticized? 
21. Do you frequently produce creative new ideas for improving the job? 
22. Are you willing to do everything that is necessary to get a job done? 
23. Do you challenge others if a job is not being done correctly? 

SOURCE: Vol. 17, No.2, Warehousing and Physical Distribution Productivity Report. ~ 
Marketing Publications, Inc., Silver Spring, MD. 

Figure 35-2 
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Coaching and counseling is another aspect of developing the 
people who report to you. Much of this coaching and counseling is 
providing feedback, and an equally important part is the role of 
being a good listener. 

The result of your efforts in developing people is the promotion 
to greater responsibilities and/or the awarding of pay increases for 
those who have met or surpassed management's expectations. After 
you have communicated your expectations on job performance, you 
should reward those who meet or exceed them. 

The Manager's Hardest Job 

Terminating incompetent subordinates is probably the most 
emotionally demanding task required of managers. Many hesitate 
to fire employees because they like them, or feel sorry for them, or 
are afraid to fire them, or shy away from the unpleasant task. Firing 
an employee is often considered a personally hostile act. Whatever 
the reason, many managers have a difficult time terminating an 
unsatisfactory worker. No matter what the circumstances, firing an 
employee is never pleasant. The following steps are suggested to 
make it as easy as possible for both you and the employee.26 

1. Never surprise the employee. Be deliberate and take the 
necessary time. Never do it in haste. 

2. Never fire an employee in anger. You must establish that 
the employee cannot be salvaged, that there is no chance for improve
ment, and that all the responsibilities have been clearly understood. 

3. The employee has to know in advance that the company is 
dissatisfied because the expected standards of performance have not 
been met. Make it clear that termination will follow if there is no 
improvement. 

4. Conduct the termination interview on neutral territory. Allow 
the employee to leave without an audience. Be sure to have ready 
a paycheck for everything due the employee and deliver it at the 
end of the interview. 

5. Don't drag it out or make a lengthy recitation of the employ
ee's mistakes. Just do what has to be done. 
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6. Later, try to find out what went wrong in the hiring process 
that eventually led to this individual's dismissal. 

The Buck Stops Here 

Another problem for the warehouse manger is the intensity and 
the nature of the business pressure that builds up at the warehouse 
level. The shipping dock is the place where "the buck stops" in the 
corporate shell game which begins with salesmen's promises and 
ends with the question of whether or not the order has been deliv
ered-which must be answered with either a yes or a no. If the 
answer. is no, senior management often displays scant interest in 
the reasons why, and this creates a unique pressure seldom found 
elsewhere. With this pressure come risks of failure that are peculiar 
to warehousing. A late shipment is a failure, but so is a shipping 
error. Failure of a common carrier is often blamed on the warehouse, 
even when warehouse management had no authority to select that 
carrier. Damage, whether caused by the carrier or warehousing 
people, is a cause of failure, particularly if the damage is not discov
ered promptly. Theft, from whatever cause, is generally regarded 
as something that good management should have been able to con
trol. Even casualty losses from fire or wind storm are sometimes 
considered as events that might have been prevented with better 
management. It is neither accurate nor fair to blame these failures 
on warehouse management, but that's the way it happens in many 
companies. Managers in other businesses face their risks of failure, 
but warehouse managers have more risks to cope with. 

How Good Are Your Warehouse Supervisors? 

One of the hallmarks of any good supervisor is skill and effec
tiveness in delegating. Those who do not know how to delegate are 
doomed to failure. In many cases, supervisors receive little training 
in delegating the job to be done. And too many supervisors show 
this lack of training. Here are some points you should caution your 
supervisors about: 

1. Be careful to whom you delegate a task. Particularly if your 
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supervisors are new to delegating, caution them to pick carefully 
their first choice for the job at hand. It's essential that the first efforts 
be met with success. Not everyone is right for every job. And not 
everyone wants added responsibility. So it's important that the right 
person be chosen for the job. 

2. Be sure instructions are given clearly. The effective supervi
sor gives instructions clearly and explicitly and then checks to be 
sure those instructions were received and understood. Poor initial 
communications often cause things to go wrong. It's particularly 
important that both the supervisor and worker understand precisely 
what is to be done, how it is to be done, and when. 

3. Ask someone to do a task, rather than order that it be done. 
One of the responsibilities of a supervisor is to motivate workers. 
Ordering someone to do something is apt to have the opposite effect. 
Unfortunately, many improperly trained supervisors don't realize 
the power of asking rather than ordering. Emphasize this point to 
supervisors in their training sessions. 

4. Remember that someone may do a job other than the way 
you would do it-but, of course, this doesn't necessarily mean it 
has not been done correctly. An effective supervisor allows for 
different approaches and methods-and, in fact, may be amazed by 
the freshness and perception of an employee's approach, even if it 
is different. 

5. Follow up. The supervisor needs to realize that delegating 
a task doesn't mean delegating responsibility for the success of the 
task. The old Army saying is true; you can delegate authority but 
you cannot delegate responsibility. So follow-up is crucial. The 
supervisor should check the employee's progress at specified inter
vals-and also on a spotcheck basis. Thus the supervisor is aware 
of the potential for a problem situation in time to take steps to 
prevent it. 

6. Give credit where it's due. When a task is completed, the 
supervisor should be sure to give credit to the worker. Similarly, 
when one of your supervisors delegates a job successfully, be sure 
to recognize appropriately both the supervisor and the individual 
who actually did the job. 
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The Supervisor Promoted from Within 

In warehousing it is not uncommon for supervisors to be pro
moted from the workforce. One of the most difficult tasks of supervi
sion is to forge a new constructive relationship with people who 
were once peers. Supervision requires a certain detachment and 
freedom from "cronyism." It requires a certain measure of discipline, 
and the ability to instill pride in performance. It demands a responsi
bility to management, and a responsibility to the workforce. And the 
worker who is promoted into supervision must make the transition 
without being a crony and at the same time without making enemies. 

This is a delicate balancing act, and requires sensitivity and 
tact on the part of the worker promoted from the ranks. It's important 
that warehouse management prepare the new supervisor for such 
problems, and suggest ways to handle them. 

The Importance of Clarifying Expectations 

Do the workers in your warehouse know what their supervisors 
expect of them? Expectations are best met when they are clearly 
stated-when both worker and supervisor know without question 
what is expected. Chances are good that your supervisor can tell 
the workers exactly what management expectations are. But it might 
be an interesting exercise to find out if workers have a clear under
standing of management expectations-and if their understanding 
agrees with their supervisor's. Not knowing what management ex
pects can be a major cause of worker dissatisfaction. 

An atmosphere of positive achievement, with praise given when 
it has been earned, is a big help. Positive discipline-constuctive 
criticism-involves keeping track of results, as well as acknowledg
ing success. Workers in any field of activity including warehousing 
will tolerate strict discipline as long as it is accompanied by posi
tive feedback. 

In one large operation, a straightforward system of recognition 
is used. When a supervisor sees a worker doing a superior job, the 
supervisor gives the worker a card with a comment about the work. 
Records are kept of the number of cards awarded, and a worker 
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who receives a certain number of cards is awarded a small prize, 
such as a ticket to a sports event or a dinner out. 

While incentive programs have strong supporters, they also 
have vocal critics. Whatever approach you choose to use, the basic 
underpinning is your supervisors. Do they understand the value and 
importance of positive feedback? Do they recognize progress or the 
opportunity for a better job? Or are they negative news carriers who 
recognize only failure? In some cases, there's a widespread feeling 
that it is impossible to please a particular supervisor. Yet, when 
counseled, the supervisor honestly believes that he or she is fair, 
and does use positive feedback properly. So part of management's 
responsibility is to make supervisors aware of the value and proper 
use of positive reinforcement. 

Effective management is much more than symbolic behavior. 
It is based on meaningful, fair measurement. This means more 
than simply establishing productivity standards. It means getting 
management commitment-throughout the department, throughout 
the company-to a productivity improvement program. It means 
evaluating the standards, giving workers feedback and giving recog
nition when a job is well done. 
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REDUCING ERRORS 

One of the best ways to improve productivity is to get every 
job done right the first timeY The cost of errors in warehousing is 
high; the cost of an order-picking error, for example, has been 
estimated as ranging from $30 to $70 for each OCCUlTence. These 
costs are derived by considering the writeoffs of undiscovered ware
house shortages caused by picking mistakes, the cost of handling 
returns, cost of supplemental shipment to replace shortages, cost 
of reversing errors caused by substitution of the wrong product, 
correspondence to handle credits and adjustments, and, finally, the 
almost unmeasurable cost of customer dissatisfaction or loss of con
fidence. 

In many warehouse operations, errors are the worst problem 
that management faces. Errors not only mean lost customers-in a 
few situations, an error can mean the loss of a life. Regardless of 
the consequences, as long as you have human beings in the ware
house, there will be some errors. Still, it is management's job to 
reduce them to the greatest possible extent. In most warehouse 
operations, a decrease in errors may be the best way to increase 
overall productivity. 

The Value of Order Checking 

There is little evidence that checking orders substantially re
duces order-filling errors. No amount of double checking or triple 
checking eliminates the errors; only a few of them will be caught. 
How few is evidenced by the fact that customer complaints about 
order errors continue despite all the checking. 
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The very fact that there is a checking department (or an order 
checker) seems to constitute management recognition that mistakes 
are inevitable. Thus, the checker becomes responsible for the accu
racy of order-filling, rather than that being the responsibility of the 
order filler himself. 

The fact that double-checking frequently turns up additional 
errors not caught by the original checker should signal management 
that order checking is futile and pointless-but apparently it does 
not do so. 

To illustrate the futility of order checking, in one company five 
full-time order checkers were required in a particular broken case 
order filling department. Even with these five order checkers, cus
tomer-reported errors averaged 25 per day. When the order checking 
department was eliminated, management saved five man-years of 
labor at a cost of (an increase in) only 10 additional reported order
filling errors per day. Since no effort was made to upgrade the 
caliber of work or worker, it seemed that 10 additional order errors 
per day was a small price to pay for a saving of five salaries. 

Order-Picking Errors 

Good order-filling includes not only error-free picking, but also 
reaching a standard picking speed. High work standards exist in 
any number of warehouses where management has been motivated 
to take some action. But it takes a concerted effort on the part of 
management and the worker to achieve even the minimal concentra
tion needed for reasonably error-free order-filling. If management 
refuses to accept substandard work performance for standard pay, an 
acceptable rate of order-filling accuracy is more likely to be reached. 

Between 10% and 12% of all errors are not due to poor perfor
mance in the warehouse, but occur because the order taker fails to 
take down completely what the customer wanted or had ordered. 
The remaining 90% of order errors are equally divided among 
wrong items, wrong quantities, and items completely missing from 
the order. 
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Order-Taking Errors 

A misunderstanding when the order is taken by telephone is a 
common source of errors. Consider the procedure used by a fast 
food company that makes home deliveries. This firm asks for the 
telephone number whenever a phone order for its products is taken. 
Then the operator phones back to the customer to repeat the order. 
This second phone call prevents a high percentage of errors. 

For error-free order-filling, it is important that the order sheet 
submitted to the warehouse for filling is correct or the customer is 
going to be dissatisfied-even if the warehouse is right. Clerical 
order-taking errors are easy to eliminate if the order taker takes the 
time to get it right. 

Error-free order-picking has four principal requirements: 

1. A good item location system 
2. Clear item identification 
3. A clear description of quantity required 
4. A good order-picking document 

A Good Item Location System 

The code system must be clear enough so that any order picker 
can quickly find any picking location in the warehouse. 

A six-digit locator system will accommodate the needs of all 
but the very largest of warehouses. The first two digits indicate the 
aisle or rack-row number. The next two digits refer to the shelf or 
rack "section" (ranging from 3 feet in width to 8 or 10 feet). A 
section is defined as the space between two adjacent uprights, so 
the system will work not only for shelving, but pallet racks as well. 
The fifth digit indicates the elevation of the shelf or the rack beam. 
The last, or sixth, digit indicates the item location on the shelf, from 
location one up to nine counting from left to right from the nearest 
shelf or rack upright on the shelf. 

Some warehouses have more than 100 aisles and in others the 
number of small parts on a shelf is too large for a single-digit "last-
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number" system. Accordingly, a larger system may have to be 
considered. In any event the shorter the location number the better. 

In the six-digit system, the digits are generally three, two-digit 
numbers as follows: 12-34-56. This indicates to the order filler 
that he should first go to aisle 12, section 34. This system normally 
has even numbers on the right-hand side and odd numbers on the 
left side of the aisle, as the order filler enters, so section 34 would 
be found on the right side of the aisle. The order filler now counts 
five levels of shelving up and six items over from the left-hand 
side of the shelf (the upright support) and comes up with item 
location 12-34-56. 

Clear Item Identification 

Items are normally identified first by trade name, then by size, 
color, or retail value, as for example, XYZ mouthwash 16 oz., or 
ABC toothpaste, giant size. Some industries require more precise 
item identification: "Hex head bolt, % x 2'/2 cad. plated" becomes 
"1- 6 - % X 2'12 c." 

Wherever a product can be concisely listed by its name or name 
and specifications, elTors are reduced. A void further complicating 
item identification by the use of in-house, computer, or manufactur
er's numbers, unless no other practical means of item identification is 
possible. Confusion is created by identification systems that include 
information that does not appear anywhere else but on the order 
document. Internal or "house numbers" that have been programmed 
into the computer for precise identification tend to create confusion 
unless they also appear on the product. 

Most important in item identification is that the product on the 
shelf, the description of the product on the order-picking document, 
and the description on the shelf label are all identical. If the product 
on the order says XYZ toothpaste, the label on the package says 
XYZ dental cream, and the shelf label says XYZ TP, the order filler 
will not know whether the location was wrong, the order was wrong, 
or the item on the shelf was wrong. 

One of the causes of item identification confusion is the use 
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of manufacturer's catalogs-particularly if the catalog sheet has not 
been prepared by the advertising or sales department. Make sure 
the item description on the catalog sheet is the same as the item 
identification on the package that is going to be picked off a shelf. 

The problem of item identification can be eliminated when the 
computer program used to produce shelf labels also produces the 
order-filling document. When the order filler arrives at a numbered 
location and checks the shelf label against the product description 
on the order document, they must correspond or else he's in trouble. 

Clear Description of Quantity Required 

Industries such as wholesale hardware, wholesale drugs, auto 
parts, and toys have a practice of shipping merchandise in shelf 
packs, overwraps, tray packs, and even reshippable containers within 
master cases. This creates confusion with respect to quantity, and 
many order-filling errors result. 

An example is a brand of hacksaw blade that comes 10 to a 
package and 10 envelopes to a carton. The outside cover is marked 
"10 units saw blades." We must assume that the manufacturer of 
this product did not deliberately design the package to induce the 
order filler to ship 1 0 times the quantity required. The proper way 
to describe the quantity required would be "one envelope containing 
10 hacksaw blades." A conscientious order filler, finding the cartons 
and hacksaw blades on the shelf and recognizing that the order did 
not call for a carton but an envelope, would either open the carton 
to determine the contents, or would check with his supervisor. 

An opposite example is wholesale drugs, where ampules are 
prepackaged in lots of 25 units. While a customer's order for 25 
ampules should not be a difficult problem to an order filler, one 
wholesale drug house described the product as XYZ ampules 25 x 
I cc, and in the quantity column "one each." Hopefully the order 
filler would know that "one each" meant one carton of 25, but the 
order did not say so. One package plainly marked in red letters, 
"Do not break this carton," was broken open and contained 24 
ampules. Evidently an unhappy customer had received one instead 
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of 25, with the remaining 24 on the shelf constituting an unsalable 
package that must go to the return goods room for a lot of handling 
to get the credit. This could probably have been avoided by indicating 
clearly in the item description that XYZ ampules come 25 per box, 
and, in the quantity column, indicate "one box of 25 ampules." 

Order Identification 

It is easier to control order numbers if they are reduced to the 
fewest possible number of digits. The order number system has to 
be workable within the framework of the particular warehouse. The 
reuse of sequential numbers is best limited to a 10- or I5-day cycle. 
The order number is best listed on the top of a page on the right
hand side. 

Eliminate all unnecessary information on the order-filling docu
ment. Such items as "bill to" or "ship to" are not needed by the 
order filler. Likewise, credit terms, sales data, cost at retail, or 
cost at wholesale have nothing to do with order-picking efficiency 
or accuracy. 

Order entry systems should be designed to convey information 
of value to the order filler, rather than to the accounting or sales 
departments. The order filler's task is to proceed to the proper 
location, verify that this location is correct and the wanted product 
is stored, and then select the right number of pieces of that item. 
Superfluous, nonessential information only creates confusion. 

"Good" Order-Picking Document 

The order-picking document for selecting items should be spe
cifically designed for and used only by the order filler. Frequently, 
however, it is designed for so many other purposes that its original 
function (error-free order-picking) is forgotten, the order itself buried 
in other important information of little interest to the order filler. 
The best possible order-filling form is one that has only essential 
information on it, such as customer identification and an order 
number or date so orders can be filled sequentially. 
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In many warehousing operations the order-filling document is 
one part of a multipart form. Sometimes it is possible to remove 
the unnecessary information from the document by blocking it out 
on the order-filling copy only. 

The body of the order-filling document should have no more 
than four columns of information. The information should be sup
plied to the order filler in proper sequence, as follows: 

First column: Product Location 
Second column: Product Identification 
Third column: Check Marking 
Fourth column: Quantity Ordered 

The sequence of the columns must appear as indicated above, 
since the information needed by the order filler is in that order. If 
the picker can get to the right location, there is an excellent chance 
the correct product will be selected. A good order filler checks 
the order-picking document against the shelf label and against the 
merchandise on the shelf to verify that the correct product is selected. 
The order filler then counts the desired number of units or pieces 
of the product ordered. The order-filling document should be pre
pared in the logical sequence of these actions. 

If the quantity filled is not the same as the quantity ordered, 
the place to make changes is in the checking column-not in an 
additional column. (See Figure 36-1.) 

Importance of Uniform Procedures 

Frequently, warehouse management allows each worker to use 
his or her own method of indicating a line has been filled. One 
order filler will use a checkmark, another will circle the quantity 
ordered, and still another might circle the quantity when it was not 
filled. All order fillers should use the same means of identifying 
what work has been completed, what changes in quantity were made, 
or what items were omitted. 

Two other important factors in the preparation of a good order
picking document include: 
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ORDER NUMBER 123456 
DATE September 27. 19--

Smi th I S Hardware Store 
100 S. Main Street 
Glendale. CA 91436 

LOCATION ITEM QUANTITY 

11-08-34 Dixon Lumber Crayon #510 3 box 12 ea 

14-02-52 #350062 Hose Coupling 1/2" ,,-,0 1 box 10 ea 

16-11-44 Am. Tack.& H. Nail %" #29~34~"'o.!li ~ 12 box 

" " 24-04-23 Collins Latex W~ te #14 Gal)~n 2 case 

,,' ,. " " " The first and fourth ite~ were picked completely. 
Item number two was out of stock and check 
marked "0-::: The third ite~ was filled incompletely 
and was marked "1t-· in the check column. indicat-
ing the nUiber of boxes picked. 

Figure 36-1. Order-Filling Document for Error-Free Broken Case 
Order Filling 

• Using item location sequence: The order should list line items 
in order of location sequencing. Without this, order filling 
may be accurate, but the rate of order picking will be slower. 

• Clarity in spacing or ruling: Single-spaced order-picking 
documents should be avoided-double-spacing is an absolute 
minimum. It is even better to rule the pages horizontally and 
print the picking information within the rules. 

Illustrated in Figure 36-1 is an example of an order-filling 
document for error-free broken case (repack) order filling. There is 
no superfluous information on the form. It was designed specifically 
for use by the order filler and contains only information needed by 
that person. The "heading" is limited to basic requirements only, 
including an identifying order number, the date and the customer's 
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name and address. The customer's identification can be enhanced 
by the addition of a four-digit matrix-print number (Figure 36-2) 
indicating the route and stop number. 

The check column is placed to the left of the quantity column 
so that any changes in quantity or any omissions appear next to it. 

Other Factors to Consider 

Several other factors can help to reduce order-filling errors. 
These include: 

1. Sufficient illumination: When illumination in the order-fill
ing aisle drops below 20 foot-candles at 36-inch elevation, there 
are more errors of the wrong-item-pick type. This applies to both 
full-case picking and repack picking. When it comes to order-picking 
broken case or repack quantities, a minimum of 40 to 50 foot
candles of illumination at 36-inch elevation is recommended. 

2. Shelf locations: Merchandise not easily accessible tends to 
be "overlooked" or omitted from the order. Frequently, the items 
that cannot be found are located on the upper and/or lower shelves 
beyond easy reach. This includes shelves that exceed 6 feet in height, 
or less than 14 or 16 inches off the floor. The order filler may have 
to get down on hands and knees. So it's not surprising that he may 
"forget" to pick items located too high or too low. The answer to 
this sort of problem is no shelf picking below a 14 to 16-inch shelf, 
or above a shelf 5 feet 8 inches high. 

3. Item placement: Naturally, the owner of a trademark wants 
to make that trademark familiar to the public. But what works well 
in attracting the buyer works against the order filler. An order filler 
looking for a particular color of hair dye may find five or six dozen 
packages on a shelf, all with similar design, color, and decoration. 
The only difference may be an inconspicuous secondary identifica
tion. So the door is open for mistakes, by both the order filler and 
the stockman who replenishes the shelves. One way to prevent this 
type of order-filling error is to separate trademarks, so that no 
trademarked product constitutes a full shelf of merchandise. 
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.......... 
.... II 
... , II 

• II II ...... 

': •• 11 .. II ... . .... 
Smithis " .. t'~Te Store 

HlO $ ~ ~dn Street 
Glen4:al-e t CA 91436 

Figure 36-2. Label for Error-Free Case Filling 

4. Document clarity: If the order filler's document is one part 
of a multipart form, the warehouse copy should be the first or second 
copy of it and be clean and legible. In too many instances the order 
filler gets the copy on the bottom of the stack and sometimes has 
to guess what's written on it. 

Personnel Factors 

The way you deal with people can have a great deal to do with 
error reduction in your warehouse. 

Tell your people what you expect. Your expectations may be 
expressed in a written procedure, or meetings and other sessions 
dedicated to reduction of errors. 

The first and best place to communicate your expectations is 
with the training of new people. Your people should have a chance 
to review written procedures and discuss them in training meetings. 
When new order pickers are retained, there should be supervised 
dry runs to teach them to do the job right the first time. 

Order-filling training is too frequently neglected. Many order 
fillers graduate from the shipping room to stockroom, and from 
stockroom to order filler. Without actual training, a worker is likely 
to start with bad habits. And an order filler who is trained by a 
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worker on the order line may pick up any bad habits that worker 
may have. 

Identification with Work 

The worker who is identified by his work usually does it better. 
One method of doing this is for each order filler to sign each page 
of an order document as it is completed. If an entire page isn't 
completed, the picker initials those lines that he or she handled. 

Yet another means of encouraging worker identification is to 
have a picking ticket placed in every order filled. This ticket should 
include the picker's name, instead of a number (which is anony
mous). A particularly effective picker's ticket reads: "This order 
was picked by Thomas E. Jones. If you find any discrepancy between 
the p,acking ticket and your order, please call 123/45617890. Ask 
for the Claims Department, and give them my name when reporting 
the error." 

A further refinement is to put the order filler's name and photo
graph on the picker's ticket. This personalization has resulted in a 
great improvement in order accuracy. 

Posting Error Rates 

Using peer pressure to encourage order pickers to be more 
careful sometimes works by listing each worker's error rate in 
declining sequence on the warehouse bulletin board. The individual 
making the most errors has his name at the top of the list-those 
making fewer errors follow. Always be sure that workers are graded 
on errors as a percentage of total lines picked. The fastest order 
picker may appear to be the worst error maker, when this may not 
be the case. If you post an error-rate list, be sure also, however, to 
provide recognition and praise for those workers who made no errors. 

Using Case labels 

Most warehouses use the same document for case picking as 
for broken case or repack picking. But using a pressure-sensitive 
label for case picking will reduce picking errors. 
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The case label contains this information: 

1. Location of the product to be picked 
2. Product name, description, size, and number of units per case 
3. Customer's name and address 
4. Matrix print number identifying the customer (if possible) 
5. Delivery particulars (such as, "Do not deliver after 5:30 

p.m.," etc.) 

Case picking is usually done from a pallet in a rack, a pallet 
stacked on the floor, or from a multicase inventory. With a good 
location system, the order filler can go to the right location, verify 
that the item on the case label and the case on the pallet in that 
location are the same, and be reasonably sure that the proper item 
is being picked. The worker then peels the label and applies it to 
the case. 

Because of the high dollar value of case picking as compared 
with most broken case picking, the cost of a quick check can be 
justified. If the case labels have been computer-printed, the only 
checking necessary is to verify that the product description on the 
label and the product description on the case are identical. If they 
don't match, the case must be held back until appropriate decisions 
are made on its disposal. 

"Picking Rhythm" 

"Picking rhythm" describes a method by which the order filler 
performs the job while simultaneously checking each step of the 
order-filling procedure. 

Order-picking rhythm is somewhat like learning how to drive 
a car. When we learned to drive, we had to concentrate on each 
separate step. We had to start the car, learn to shift gears by depress
ing a clutch while applying pressure to the accelerator, and moving 
the gear shift lever. However, it wasn't long before we were able 
to drive automatically, with the individual steps performed almost 
as one. 

This same approach applies to learning order-picking rhythm. 
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The order filler goes to the proper location and checks the order 
document against the locator sign on the aisle, section, and shelf. 
The next step is to compare the product on the shelf with the shelf 
label and the order document. If everything tallies, the order filler 
checks the order for the required number of pieces, selects them, 
and makes the final check of verifying that the number of pieces 
picked is the number originally required. 

It will not take long before the order filler can perform each 
of these steps without thinking,just as he or she learned to drive a car. 

Order en-ors can be reduced, if not to absolute zero, at least to 
a few hundredths of a percentage point. This is done, first, by 
eliminating the clerical errors that occur before the warehouse ever 
gets the order. Then warehouse order-picking errors are controlled 
by improving the stock locator system; clarifying item identification; 
avoiding confusion regarding quantity of items to be picked; and 
using a clear, legible picking document. 

Improving several environmental factors also will cut errors. 
These include installing good lighting, providing convenient shelf 
locations, effective item placement, and restricting multiline order 
filling. Finally, it's up to management to hire competent order fillers, 
train them thoroughly, and recognize and reward error-free perfor
mance. 
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RECEIVING AT 
THE WAREHOUSE 

Receiving is a deceptively simple process in many ware
houses. 28 The conventional wisdom says that order picking and 
shipping are the most labor-intensive activities in warehouse opera
tions, and therefore they deserve and get far more attention than 
receiving. Yet a faulty receiving process can create as much trouble 
in a warehouse as poor order picking or shipping operations. This 
chapter could change your thinking about the importance of receiv
ing. It will detail the process and the physical flow with potential 
variations in both. The importance of scheduling will be demon
strated, as well as pitfalls that can and do create trouble in receiving. 

The Process: Eleven Steps 

There are eleven sequential steps involved in effective receipt 
of merchandise at a warehouse. Not all are needed in every situation, 
but all of them should be considered in the planning of receiving. 

Here are the eleven steps: 

1. Inbound trucker phones warehouse to get a delivery ap
pointment and provides information about the cargo. 

2. Warehouse receiving person verifies the Advance Shipping 
Notice (ASN) and conforms it to information received by phone 
from the inbound trucker. 

3. Trucker arrives and is assigned to a specific receiving door. 
4. Vehicle is safely secured at the dock. 
5. Seal is inspected and broken in the presence of the carrier 

representative. 
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6. Load is inspected and either accepted or refused. 
7. Unitized merchandise is unloaded. 
8. Floor loaded or loose merchandise is unloaded. 
9. All unloaded material is staged for count and final In

spection. 
10. Proper disposal is made of carrier damage. 
11. Merchandise is stored in assigned locations. 

How does this process work in detail? In step 1, receiving 
should be allowed only on a scheduled basis, with every trucker 
making an appointment and then assigned an unloading time. Many 
warehouse operators believe that they are unable to operate a sched
uled receiving dock. Yet most carriers appreciate the precision of 
a scheduled dock and will cooperate with any warehouse operator 
who insists upon establishing unloading appointments. While sched
uling has obvious advantages for the warehouse operator, it also 
represents an obligation. When the receiver promises to handle an 
inbound load at 10:00 a.m., he can expect to be penalized in the 
form of detention if he fails to keep the appointment that he set. 
Obviously, running a scheduled truck dock requires the ability to 
measure and predict flow of work to allow the warehouse to hold 
to the set timetable. 

With today's electronic capabilities, it is relatively easy to 
obtain a detailed manifest with every receipt of merchandise. The 
popular terminology is ASN, or Advance Shipping Notice. A grow
ing number of warehouses have established a policy that no receipt 
will be unloaded without the ASN. This document represents the 
best way to be sure that the correct product has been delivered to 
the correct place. There is little excuse for surprises with today's 
capabilities for information transmission. The ASN should include 
seal numbers to verify that the load was not tampered with. 

As the trucker arrives at the warehouse property, a receiving 
door is assigned for the vehicle. If the vehicle is a boxcar, instructions 
are given about correct dock placement. 

Before unloading, it is essential to be sure that the vehicle is 
safely secured. With a truck, this means that wheels are chocked 
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or an available dock locking device has been secured. This ensures 
that there is no danger that the trailer will move during unloading. 
In many warehouses, a supervisor is responsible for confirming that 
these safety checks are complete. 

When a trailer's seal is inspected and broken, the truck driver 
should be present and should initial the inspection form to verify 
that the seal number conforms with the one listed on the ASN. Any 
exceptions should be noted at this time. 

When the trailer or boxcar doors are opened, there is an initial 
inspection to determine whether the load will be accepted or refused. 
Sometimes there is a quality test made at this point to verify that 
the material on the inbound load meets the receiver's specification. 
For example, one hamburger chain runs a random test of the fat 
content of beef before unloading proceeds. If the product fails the 
test, the entire load is refused. 

Many loads contain both unitized or palletized material and 
loose or floor-loaded material. Depending on how the stock is ar
ranged in the vehicle, either the unitized material is unloaded first 
or the floor-loaded material is unloaded. In any case, both unitized 
and floor-loaded product must be counted and checked. 

In most cases, the entire load is held in a staging area for final 
inspection. If the warehouse has a buying department on site, the 
buyer may wish to examine the staged load before it is put away. 
However, in most cases the bill is signed and the vehicle is released 
once a final count of the staged merchandise has been completed. 

Before releasing the vehicle the next step is to account for 
any damage that was noted on the inbound load. Depending upon 
conditions negotiated between receiver and shipper, carrier damage 
may be immediately refused to a trucker, or it may be held for 
carrier inspection and recooperage. In either case, the number of 
damaged pieces on the load must be noted on the inbound bill of 
lading and acknowledged by the carrier representative (usually a 
truck driver). 

The eleventh and last step is to stow the merchandise in an 
assigned location. This is a critical process to achieve storage effi
ciency. In many warehouses, the decision about where to store the 
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merchandise is not made by management, but is left to the forklift 
operator who handles the inbound load. When this happens, the 
natural process is to find the quickest and easiest spot to place the 
merchandise. The result is a poor storage pattern that wastes space 
because no one made a management decision. It is common to find 
the same item stored in many different places within the warehouse 
because there was no storage planner responsible for choosing loca
tions and assigning new ones. 

Physical Flow 

The typical movement of merchandise is from carrier to receiv
ing dock to staging area to storage area. However, certain options 
in the process should be recognized. If there is more than one 
receiving dock door, which is the best one to use? In most cases, 
the best receiving dock door is the one that is closest to the area in 
which goods will eventually be stored. However, when the inbound 
load is to be cross-docked, the best location will be close to the 
shipping door where outbound flow will continue. 

While most warehouse receivers insist upon staging before 
storage, a growing number of operators recognize that staging repre
sents double handling and a waste of space and time. The option 
is to immediately assign a storage area and move the load directly 
from truck to storage area. If further inspection is needed, it can be 
performed in the storage area rather than in a staging area. Staging 
is necessary when material is to be cross-docked, and it may be 
highly desirable when a significant amount of merchandise is refused 
because of quality problems. When most receipts have no problems, 
a growing number of warehouse operators have recognized the 
economy of eliminating the inbound staging process. 

Variations in the Receiving Process 

There are several variations to the eleven-step process just 
described. One is blind receiving. When receipts are blind, the 
checker writes down the received quantity without reference to any 
paper that shows the expected quantity. Some believe that blind 
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receiving fosters accuracy, since the person receiving the freight 
has no idea of what should be there and therefore no temptation to 
approve a written quantity without proper checking. When goods 
are unloaded on a blind receipt, the receiving tally is completed 
before it is compared to the ASN. If the tallies do not agree, a 
second check is made to determine whether there is an actual error 
or whether there was a mistake in counting the inbound load. 

Another variation is the use of bar code technology for receipts. 
Each inbound package is scanned with a hand-held unit, and the 
result of the scanning is a tally that is compared to the ASN. 

A third variation is to move material directly from vehicle to 
storage bay without inbound staging. This variation will save both 
time and staging space, and it is a reasonable step when experience 
has shown that there are few problems with inbound loads. In some 
warehouses, loads from certain vendors are always staged because 
of a history of problems with those vendors. Goods from other 
vendors who have proven to be trouble free are moved directly to 
assigned storage locations. 

The fourth variation is cross-docking, which is described in 
Chapter 39. 

Another variation is damage. Once damage is identified, there 
are three ways to dispose of this material. One is to return every 
damaged carton to the vendor. The second is to salvage goods that 
are repairable by repacking the good merchandise and isolating that 
which is not saleable. Finally, it may be necessary to destroy material 
that is beyond repair. When scrapping takes place, it is necessary 
to confirm the fact that the material was actually destroyed. Unfortu
nately, there are a few dishonest people who will promise to destroy 
material and subsequently offer it for resale. 

The last receiving variation is the handling of customer returns. 
This is a very special kind of receipt, one that has many potential 
problems. Customers tend to be undisciplined, even to the point 
where some returns may be in reused boxes that are not even similar 
to the cartons that were used to ship the merchandise. Returns require 
immediate and detailed checking, since the returning party may be 
inexperienced in packaging goods for shipment. The first determina-
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tion is whether the returned merchandise is still saleable. The second 
is to determine what additional steps, such as reconditioning, might 
be taken to make the merchandise saleable. Obviously returns require 
considerably more care than other receipts, so the planning process 
for receiving must include time and space to adequately process 
customer returns. 

Equipment 

The equipment used on the receiving dock typically receives 
harder use than most other warehouse equipment. The power equip
ment makes short runs with frequent starting, stopping, and maneu
vering. Stationary equipment such as dock boards and dock shelters 
is subject to impact from highway vehicles and lift trucks. All of 
this equipment should be rugged in design and carefully maintained 
to stand continuing heavy use. 

Here are three special factors to be considered when lift trucks 
are selected for receiving dock work: 

1. Install the biggest, widest tires possible. Wider tires reduce 
damage to both warehouse and trailer floors. 

2. Lowered height for lift truck masts should not exceed 83 
inches. This height allows entry into the lowest of trailer doors. 
Specify a freelift upright for both unloading and loading of trailers. 
The freelift upright elevates the load without increasing the overall 
lowered height of the forklift mast, which allows you to remove 
double stack loads inside a trailer. 

3. Specify a sideshift attachment that allows you to hydraulic
ally move loads away from the wall of the trailer. This allows 
removal and storage of the load with less damage. It also allows 
more precise stacking. 

The specifications for stationary dock equipment should include 
the following features: 

1. Automatic dock levelers to provide adjustment for variances 
in truck heights. Dock levelers may include a hook to secure the 
leveler to the trailer and prevent movement. 
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2. Dock seals or shelters will shield inside dock area from 
outside weather, reduce heat loss, and prevent unauthorized entry 
into the warehouse. 

3. Dock lighting should illuminate the inside of the trailer to 
help avoid accidents. 

Locating the Receiving Function 

Tradition says that receiving docks should be at one end of a 
building and shipping docks at the other where a production process 
is involved. The receiving area takes raw material that moves through 
the production process within the building until it reaches the end 
of the production line. There it emerges as finished goods which 
move out through the shipping docks at the opposite side of the 
building. This pattern of dock separation is readily justified by the 
fact that it conforms to the flow of materials through the plant as 
goods are converted by production from raw material to finished 
products. 

However, for the warehouse that has no production function, 
a separation of receiving and shipping is not justified. When receiv
ing and shipping docks are close together, the dock space can be 
used flexibly to allow additional doors to be assigned to either 
receiving or shipping, according to demand. Furthermore, when 
some goods are received for the purpose of cross-docking, the 
amount of space that must be covered in the cross-dock has a major 
influence on cost of the operation. When goods can be moved in 
one door and out an adjacent door, there is an obvious saving in 
materials handling. Figure 37-1 shows a building with truck docks 
that are side-by-side and jointly dedicated to receiving and shipping. 

Another option is to use two sides of the building along one 
corner, thus minimizing the distance covered between one dock area 
and the other. Figure 37-2 shows this arrangement around a single 
corner of the warehouse. 

In other situations, storage may be decentralized with separate 
functional departments within the same warehouse. In this situation, 
receiving and shipping docks must also be decentralized to keep 
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them as close as possible to the storage locations for the material 
involved. When docks are scattered, careful scheduling can be used 
to minimize the distance for moving materials from a truck dock 
to a storage area. Of course the situation will be even further aggra
vated if, through poor scheduling, an inbound truck at one end of 
the building contains material that is to be stored in the opposite end. 

There are obviously a great many variations to dock locations. 
Frequently dock locations are absolutely dictated by the structural 
limitations of an existing building. In looking at the location chal
lenge, the important thing to remember is that there really is no 
reason to separate receiving docks from shipping unless there is a 
manufacturing process involved. Traditionalists will provide numer
ous objections to combining shipping and receiving areas, but every 
one of them can be resolved with proper scheduling and ware
house discipline. 

Scheduling of Warehouse Receiving 

There are two critical points in scheduling warehouse receiving. 
The first is that it should be possible to handle nearly all receipts 
on an appointment basis. Common carriers are accustomed to making 
an appointment for an inbound load. Scheduled truck docks are not 
new to any experienced common carrier. When appointments are 
made and ASNs are provided, there should be no surprises in the 
receiving function. 

Productivity gains may be available if scheduling is used to 
separate receiving and shipping. Assume that all warehouse receipts 
are handled on a first shift that operates from 6:00 a.m. until 2:30 
p.m. Receipts that are programmed for immediate reshipment (cross
dock) are staged in the dock area, while other goods are assigned 
to storage locations. Shipping is done on the second shift, which 
begins at 2:30 and operates until 11 :00 p.m. The second shift will 
reload merchandise that was cross-docked from the first shift, and 
it will handle all other shipments. Wherever possible, goods that 
were not put away on the first shift should be used for shipments 
on the second (unless strict FIFO rotation is mandatory). Separating 
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receiving and shipping by shift can overcome some of the objections 
of traditionalists who fear that there will be confusion if the same 
doors are used for both functions. By using time to separate the 
functions, the same doors are used, but not on the same shift. The 
warehouse operator gains the advantage of not hauling cross-dock 
receipts across the building, and the traditionalist gains the advantage 
of separating the receiving and shipping functions to prevent confu
sion. Where receiving and shipping functions are separated by time, 
it is preferable to have receiving on the first shift and shipping on 
the second, simply because some of the goods received will be 
immediately available to ship. Furthermore, improved customer ser
vice is offered when shipping operations can be handled late in the 
day. This provides time to include all of the available orders that 
came in during that day. 

Pitfalls of Receiving 

We observed earlier that receiving is deceptively simple. You 
should consider several situations where receiving can and does 
go wrong. 

The first is acceptance of damage. When a warehouse operator 
receives and stores damaged merchandise, his failure to note that 
goods were damaged may cause him to assume liability for that 
damage. When goods are received in damaged condition, the damage 
may have been caused by the transportation company, or they may 
actually have been shipped in a damaged condition. The receiver 
may not know which of these two cases is true, and the claim will 
be resolved between carrier and shipper. It is most important that 
the receiver either refuse or segregate any goods that arrive at the 
warehouse in less than saleable condition. A Polaroid camera is an 
excellent way to document the existence of damaged merchandise 
upon receipt, and such a camera should be available at every ware
house receiving dock. Disposition of damage will vary according to 
negotiated conditions with shippers, receivers, and carriers. Ideally, 
inbound damaged merchandise should be refused to the carrier 
and immediately removed from the warehouse. Where this is not 
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possible, the damage must then be held for inspection by a carrier 
representative or by the shipper. 

If the receiver is asked to recondition damaged merchandise, 
the warehouse area where this reconditioning is performed should 
be located convenient to the dock where such goods are received. 
Poor control of inbound damage can cause significant damage ex
penses to a warehouse which should be avoided by effective inspec
tion procedures. 

A second receiving pitfall is the presence of in-transit theft. 
Unfortunately, goods are sometimes stolen from common carriers 
and the result is a shortage on the inbound shipment. Without careful 
counting, such a shortage might not be discovered. When theft is 
involved, there may be unitized loads with open spaces or voids 
that are found in the interior of an apparently full pallet. When this 
kind of theft occurs, it may be necessary to break down all or at 
least a sample group of inbound unit loads. Failure to detect in
transit theft will only encourage those who are responsible for it. 

Certainly the most serious pitfall of warehouse receiving is 
collusion theft. Collusion theft is widely recognized in shipping. It 
exists when a dishonest truck driver and a dishonest shipping dock 
employee deliberately overload an outbound vehicle. Less recog
nized is the fact that exactly the same risks exist at the receiving 
dock. In this situation, goods are deliberately left on board the 
delivering vehicle, and a receipt for all of the merchandise is signed. 
It is just as easy, or even easier, to steal merchandise with collusion 
at the receiving dock as it is with collusion at the shipping dock. Yet 
many security programs ignore the theft exposure in the receiving 
function. One way to control this risk is through careful inspection 
of every inbound vehicle when the receipt has been completed. 

Another pitfall in receiving is the need to recycle pallets or other 
load unitizing devices such as cages or other returnable dunnage used 
by some shippers. One example is the automotive industry, where 
widespread use is made of cages and other wood or metal platforms 
designed to unitize materials moving to an auto plant. These unitizing 
devices are expensive and must be returned to the shipper. When 
a receiving process fails to properly recognize and recycle returnable 
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containers or other damage, there is the potential for both financial 
loss and considerable dissatisfaction from the shipper. A good receiv
ing procedure should include detailed instructions on the handling 
of any returnable materials. 

A common pitfall is improper handling of cross-docking. When 
certain goods are designated for cross-docking and the designation 
is ignored, that merchandise may be moved into storage and immedi
ately removed, with the result being a loss of time and a waste 
of labor. 

The last pitfall is a failure to balance the workload between 
receiving and other activities. An old army expression, "Hurry up 
and wait," describes the pervasive frustration of military life. It 
exists in warehouses too, even in the receiving function. If the 
warehouse is staffed to meet peak conditions, there may be too 
many people to handle the work available during other hours of the 
day. By scheduling the receiving function as well as other functions 
in the warehouse, the operator can ensure that there is a steady flow 
of work throughout the day, and avoid "Hurry up and wait," with 
its obvious waste of people and equipment. 

By avoiding these six pitfalls, you can improve the quality of 
receiving in your warehouse. When you look at reengineering the 
receiving function, consider the eleven steps of the process, and 
develop your own flow chart to stimulate receiving. Consider reason
able variations in the process that are necessary to fit the peculiarities 
of your own requirements. Be certain that you have the right equip
ment to get the job done. Consider the dock locations used and 
whether you have enough doors in the right places to handle receiv
ing effectively. Since scheduling is an important part of the process, 
look at creative ways to schedule receiving so that it blends smoothly 
with the rest of the warehouse work. Finally, consider the potential 
pitfalls and look at ways to avoid these danger points. 
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SHIPPING 

The ideal shipping routine is roughly the reverse of that just 
described for receiving. If an order destined for shipping is pulled 
from inventory by one employee and checked and loaded by another, 
the likelihood of discovering errors is greatly increased. Insisting 
on a shipping schedule will do a great deal to prevent unexpected 
peaks in workload or unpleasant surprises. A specified count of 
shipping labels or tags is a good way to create a double check of 
quantities in shipping. The shipping dock is also the last chance to 
discover mistakes made by order pickers. 

Unit Loads 

The grocery industry, through its trade associations, has contin
ued a diligent search for an option to the standard grocery pallet. 
Ability to load palletized units is one of the best ways to reduce 
shipping costs. 

Efforts to solve the unitizing problem in the grocery industry 

have centered on three options: 

1. Develop a radically new design for a permanent warehouse 
pallet that can be used internally and readily exchanged. 

2. Develop an economical one-way pallet that is designed to 
be shipped without exchange. 

3. Develop a pool of pallets owned by a third party. 

Perhaps the most significant design change for permanent pallets is 
a full four-way entry rather than the notched stringer used in the 
earlier standard pallet. 
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Doors Versus Time 

One of the most frequent complaints heard from operations 
managers is that the warehouse does not have enough doors. Have 
you considered the possibility that the shortage of doors may really 
be the symptom of other problems? 

If you do not schedule the arrival of trucks at your warehouse, 
many trucks will arrive at about the same time. The result is excessive 
waiting and needless pressure on your receivers and shippers. If 
your people say they don't have enough doors, is that true all day 
or just at peak periods? If scheduling were effective, wouldn't you 
then have enough doors? 

Another major issue is the time it takes to load or unload each 
truck. The grocery industry achieves only 20% to 30% within one 
hour. Warehousing professionals know about the steps they can take 
to improve loading and unloading time. Unitized loads have been 
around for years, and we are very nearly out of excuses for not 
using them. 

Is the problem that there are not enough doors, or have we 
failed to use the doors effectively? It is probably the latter, and you 
have the ability to correct that situation through improvements in 
scheduling of motor carriers and the unitization of cargo through 
pallet exchange or palletless handling systems. 

Dealing with Shippers' Load and Count (SL&C) 

As shipping and receiving agent for his customers (in the case 
of a public warehouse) or in his own freight (in the case of a private 
warehouse), the warehouse manager should know exactly what a 
shipper's load and count (SL&C) notation on the bill of lading 
(BIL) means. Such a notation can make it quite difficult to collect 
on in-transit loss and damage claims. On the other hand, a 
knowledgeable warehouse manager can take certain precautions 
which will either mitigate or remove entirely the effects of an 
SL&C notation. 

An SL&C notation means that the freight was loaded and 
counted without the customary assistance of the carrier's truck 
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driver. The notation is most commonly used when, for the shipper's 
convenience, the carrier drops or spots a vehicle at the shipper's 
dock and returns and picks it up (without inspecting or counting its 
contents) after it has been loaded and sealed. 

There is a certain truck driver mythology surrounding SL&C. 
Drivers often scrawl "SL&C" on the bill of lading in the belief that 
this will have the magical effect of relieving the carrier of liability 
for in-transit loss and damage. Regrettably, this myth has wide 
acceptance among uninformed shippers and many untrained ware
housemen. 

The fact of the matter is that SL&C has absolutely no effect 
on carrier liability for in-transit loss and damage. Even if a load is 
traveling under a valid SL&C, the carrier's liability for in-transit 
loss and damage remains the same as it would have been without 
such -a notation. What does change, however, is that the shipper or 
claimant's burden of proof is substantially increased. 

The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that although a carrier is 
not an absolute insurer, it is "liable if the shipper makes a prima 
facie case and the carrier does not meet its burden to show both its 
freedom from negligence and that the loss was due to one of the 
causes excepted by the common law rule." Exceptions have been 
expanded to include damage caused by (I) an act of God, (2) a 
public enemy, (3) inherent vice or nature of the product, (4) the 
public authority, and (5) the shipper's act of default. Making a prima 
facie case requires showing (I) the carrier received the goods in 
apparent good order (producing a carrier-executed bill of lading 
with a statement to that effect), (2) that the goods arrived in damaged 
condition, and (3) the amount of such damages. 

Once a shipper has proved a prima facie case, the burden of 
proof shifts to and remains with the carrier. However, in an SL&C 
movement the shipper will obviously be unable to produce a carrier
executed BIL stating the goods were received in apparent good 
order. He will be unable to establish a prima facie case, and therefore 
be unable to shift the burden of proof onto the carrier. The point 
to remember, however, is that the only difference is the burden of 
proof. Should the shipper be able to establish, through a preponder-
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ance of evidence that the shipment was in good order and complete 
as described when loaded, the normal laws of in-transit loss and 
damage would then apply, that is, the claim would be much the 
same as in a non-SL&C shipment. 

Here are some of the specific ways a warehouse manager can 
support shipper/claimant attempts to collect on claims for in-transit 
loss and damage in SL&C movements. 

1. Seals. In the case of shortages in an SL&C shipment the 
carrier must show that the load was sealed at all times except 
while the shipper/consignee (or their agents) were supervising the 
(un)loading. Correct handling of a sealed shipment means that the 
receiver physically removes the seal. It doesn't mean that he stands 
on the dock and watches while the driver cuts the seal. The tallyl 
warehouse receipt should show "seal intact" only if the receiver has 
removed the seal himself; otherwise, the load should be considered 
as received with "seals not intact." If the seal is not intact upon 
arrival, the carrier cannot claim SL&C protection against shortage 
claims. If the seal is intact and removed by the warehouseman, it 
must be saved complete. Should a shortage be uncovered, the seal 
should be returned to the shipper for verification that it is indeed 
the same one applied at time of shipment. 

2. Improper loading. If damages are caused by improper load
ing (in the case of an SL&C shipment), the carrier may not be 
held liable. The carrier must prove, however, that improper loading 
caused the damage. If, for example, an act of carrier negligence 
contributed to the damage, the shipper may still be able to recover. 
In addition, if the damage was caused by other than improper loading, 
the SL&C protection should be irrelevant. Therefore, when damage 
is discovered while unloading an SL&C shipment it is extremely 
important that the extent, nature, and circumstances be accurately 
and fully documented. Pictures should be taken and statements 
collected from the unloader and his foreman, and if possible, the 
driver. In other words, you ought not to assume that, since as it is 
an SL&C shipment, there is no point collecting documentation for 
a possible claim. 
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3. Loading. In those cases where, for the shipper's benefit, 
loading is done under SL&C there are certain precautions that may 
be taken to preclude a carrier's subsequent SL&C defense. Among 
them are: 

• Loading correctly. The best way to avoid losing an in-transit 
loss and damage claim is not to have the claim in the first 
place. However, if a trailer must be loaded for later pickup 
by the carrier, that is, as an SL&C load, extra attention 
should be given to loading it correctly. In addition, that extra 
attention should be fully documented, for example, a loading 
diagram may be prepared showing what, where, and how 
the goods were loaded. This can be supplemented with pic
tures and a statement by the actual loaders and the foreman 
who inspects the load before it's sealed. In the event damage 
is discovered at unloading, the carrier must prove-not 
merely allege-improper loading. Documentary evidence 
such as noted here might outweigh the carrier's claim of 
improper loading and thus remove his ability to invoke 
SL&C protection. 

• Having the load inspected by the carrier. If the load is 
sealed before being tendered to the carrier, the carrier has 
no obligation to break the seal and inspect the load-that is, 
unless the shipper (or his agent) specifically instructs the 
carrier to do so. Therefore, if possible, a notation should be 
placed on the bill of lading instructing the carrier, at pick
up time, to break the seal and inspect the trailer for proper 
loading. This should be sufficient to defeat the carrier's later 
claim that damage was due to shipper's improper loading. 

• Verifying SL&C notations. When receiving, do not proceed 
as if the shipment were SL&C just because it is indicated 
on the bill of lading. There is always the possibility the driver 
at the other end added the notation after pick-up. If there is 
damage or shortage when the doors are opened, treat the task 
of documentation the same as if the load were not SL&C. 
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Who or what caused the damage is a matter that should be 
decided later on the basis of the evidence provided when the 
claim is filed. The warehouse manager's job is to ensure the 
claimant has the most complete and accurate documentation 
package possible. 

4. Not allowing the carrier to mark the bill of lading as SL&C. 
If the carrier is present during loading but for whatever reason 
chooses not to observe the loading, do not allow him to later mark 
the bill of lading SL&C. DOT Safety Regulations require drivers 
to ensure, before moving a loaded vehicle, that the cargo is 
properly and safely stowed. The driver should be given an 
opportunity to check the load; if he refuses, both the refusal and 
the fact that an opportunity to inspect was available should be 
documented on the bill of lading. A note also should be made 
on warehouse records showing what the driver was doing while 
the trailer was being loaded. 

5. Reading the bill of lading correctly. There are certain pub
lished commodity rates that apply in shipments where shipper loads 
and/or consignee unloads. These are not necessarily the same as 
SL&C. The carrier may not have been precluded from counting and 
inspecting the load just because the shipper did the actual loading. 
Notations on the bill that the shipper performed the loading should 
not, therefore, be automatically construed as SL&C. 

It should be noted that all of the procedures described above 
apply primarily for shipments moving under common carrier rules. 
When your shipments are moving under a contract carrier arrange
ment, the rules might be quite different. Since deregulation, an 
increasing number of shipments are moving on something other 
than common carriers. When this happens, the shipper must carefully 
study the rules under which the freight was moved. 

Shippers' load and count makes the claimant's task more diffi
cult, but it does not make it impossible. A voidance of abuses of 
SL&C and careful documentation of shipments made in this manner 
can still make claims possible. 29 
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Controlling Damage Claims 

Claims of damage due to improper loading are often difficult 
to defend. A Polaroid camera to record the condition of a loaded 
trailer can provide evidence to use when the consignee or customer 
claims the load was not properly stowed. 

To be valid in a dispute, these photographs must be referenced. 
Therefore, it is wise to make a written notation on the reverse side 
of the photograph that shows the date the picture was taken and all 
details surrounding the shipment. If the carrier driver signs the 
photograph and acknowledges its authenticity, it's even stronger evi
dence. 

Careful inspection of the trailer or box car presented for the 
shipment will eliminate the possibility of loading a defective vehicle. 

Customer Pick-Ups 

An integral part of many shipping operations is the processing 
of customer pick-ups. This kind of shipping represents a special 
challenge, because the order is typically loaded into a vehicle driven 
by employees of the customer's company. If shipping service is 
poor, the inconvenience is not filtered through a common carrier, 
but it is felt directly by your customer. Therefore effective handling 
of customer pick-ups can be critical to the success of any ship
ping program. 

Certain elements are necessary for successful customer pick
ups. Ideally, no customer should come to the dock without an 
appointment. If the customer makes an appointment and provides 
advance notice of the goods to be delivered, the warehouse operator 
can and should pull and stage the complete order before the cus
tomer arrives. 

One shipper promises to begin loading within fifteen minutes 
after the customer's arrival, provided the proper advance notice has 
been given. 

Courtesy (or lack of it) as well as speed can make a lasting 
impression on most customers. Therefore, proper handling of this 
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kind of shipping achieves an importance that goes far beyond the 
actual volume involved. 

Perhaps the most important thing to remember about shipping 
is that it represents the last chance to avoid a warehouse error before 
goods reach the customer. In addition to watching for errors in 
picking, the warehouse manager should check on accidental ship
ment of damaged goods, errors in count, or shipping of goods not 
in first-class condition. One warehouse has this sign on the shipping 
dock: "The next inspector is our customer." 
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CROSS-DOCKING IN 
THE WAREHOUSE 

Much has been written in on the topic of cross-docking. It has 
become increasingly clear that cross-docking has almost as many 
flavors as ice cream, and the flavor you choose has a great deal to 
do with the cost of the operation. 

The equivalent of plain vanilla, and typically least costly for 
the cross-dock operator, is an inbound load that is marked and 
separated by outbound order. When received in this fashion, the 
operator simply maintains that separation as the goods are unloaded, 
then each order is staged for outbound shipment. 

A more expensive flavor is an inbound load that is sorted and 
marked according to the stockkeeping units in the load, but not 
segregated according to outbound order. In this situation, the cross
dock operator must receive and account for the entire load, and then 
make up outbound orders according to a separate order manifest 
which should be provided with the load. This requires more work 
than the plain vanilla flavor. 

A still more complex flavor is one in which the inbound material 
is labeled by outbound order, but not sorted or segregated. Here, 
the operator must unload the merchandise and perform the proper 
segregation by noting the destination labels and matching them with 
the shipping manifest. 

Another flavor is one that requires that the inbound load be 
handled in combination with other merchandise that is already in 
storage at the cross-dock warehouse. The operator must blend mer
chandise in storage with new merchandise on the inbound trailer, 
a still more difficult operation than the plain vanilla. 
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The most complex flavor of all is one in which goods are 
separated neither by SKU (stock keeping unit) nor by outbound 
order, but are loaded at random on the inbound truck. Now the 
operator must perform two sorting operations, one to segregate 
SKUs and a second to fill customer orders. This flavor is probably 
the most expensive option for the cross-dock operator, though it 
may have the lowest cost for the shipper. 

The flavor chosen has a great deal to do with the cost of the 
operation. Depending on how the freight is loaded, the shipper can 
either make cross-docking very easy or very difficult for the operator. 
Therefore, whether you are buying or selling cross-dock services, 
remember that you should be familiar with all five flavors and above 
all be certain that everyone involved know exactly which flavor will 
be tasted. 

Success Factors 

The most important success factor in cross-docking is the need 
to keep it simple. You can create a highly sophisticated and unprofit
able cross-docking operation if you get carried away. 

Since cross-docking is not storage, a third-party operator should 
charge an additional fee for any product that is in the facility for 
more than three days. Otherwise, the users would receive storage 
services without paying for them. 

The three important ingredients for success in cross-docking 
are time, communications, and accuracy. With respect to time, it is 
essential that the cross-dock operator receives the detailed informa
tion on the load before the freight arrives. Failure to submit informa
tion in a timely manner will usually wipe out the cost advantages 
of cross-docking. 

Quality of communications is as important as their timeliness. 
The cross-dock operator needs to know exactly what freight is 
scheduled to be received, when it is scheduled to arrive, and when 
the outbound load must be shipped. If the details are not accurate 
and complete, this will again destroy the advantages of the cross
dock operation. 
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Ample communications delivered on time are still useless if 
they are not accurate. Furthermore, the operator has an absolute 
obligation to provide equal accuracy in documenting the handling 
of both inbound and outbound moves. 

Ultimately, your success in managing a cross-dock operation 
depends on three essential elements: receiving, developing quality 
warehouse people, and the office staff. We will consider each in 
detail. 

Receiving 

Goods in a cross-dock operation are received by several modes: 
truck, box car, or marine container. 

The only efficient way to receive product for cross-docking is 
to make up the outbound orders as the inbound material is received. 
For example, let's say you receive products for nine different orders 
on one pallet, but as that pallet is handled, the goods are sorted onto 
nine outbound pallets, one for each order. When you are finished 
receiving, you should have all the product from that truck on individ
ual outbound pallets. When you have received the last of the inbound 
trucks, its completion should allow you to fill the last of the outbound 
pallets. If there are irregulariti~s in the form of over-shipment or 
orders canceled at the last minute, the excess stock is put into 
warehouse inventory. 

In an efficient operation, one worker is taking the product off 
of the inbound truck and counting it. A second worker separates 
that product into its outbound orders, putting each case on the 
appropriate outbound pallet or marrying that product with material 
on other pallets that are going to the same destination. In an operation 
with considerable volume (over 500,000 pounds per cross-dock 
receipt) a conveyor system and racking may be desirable to improve 
the materials handling process. 

Because cross-dock receiving takes a little longer than conven
tional warehouse receiving, it is important to widen the window for 
receiving operations, possibly handling receipts on multiple shifts 
in order to maintain customer service. 
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Warehouse Personnel 

Cross-docking is a more intricate operation than some other 
kinds of warehousing. Your effectiveness in cross-docking is en
hanced by minimizing the number of different times that product 
is handled. Accuracy is essential, and that depends upon people. 
Specific employees should be assigned to customers so that they 
can learn the details of each customer's needs. As the employee's 
know ledge of the product increases, both speed and accuracy will im
prove. 

There are certain types of people who we find are most likely 
to be successful in handling this work. The successful operator, 
male or female, is usually between the ages of 18 and 28, married, 
and living with spouse and children, with everyone trying to get 
ahead. This worker may have had two or three previous jobs that were 
unsatisfactory, and now he or she is trying to be worth something and 
to earn a decent dollar. Many of these people have no previous 
warehouse experience, so they do not bring any bad habits. They 
can be trained to. handle the cross-dock operation. They start off 
just one or two dollars over the minimum wage plus health and 
welfare benefits. Give them the incentive to learn, and they will to 
stay because the job is better than those they had before. 

Taking the time to get to know your workers is very important. 
You may have a college degree and be skilled in your field, but 
you do not do the actual labor. That hourly worker who struggles 
from paycheck to paycheck is the one who will make your profit 
or get you in trouble. You must believe, and you must make them 
believe, that they are a vital part of your structure, and that their 
work is very important to you. It is their suggestions that will allow 
you to improve the way you handle the operation, but you will get 
those suggestions only if they truly care. 

Try to know your people, to know names of spouses and chil
dren, their anniversary date, and their birthdates. Keep index cards 
that contain this information for quick reference. Each time you go 
into the warehouse, read one or two of these index cards and make 
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it a point to look up those people and say hello and ask about 
their families. 

You should expect your supervisors to listen as well as to give 
good directions. They are taught what the company expects them 
to do to accomplish our goals. Make sure they understand your 
company's philosophy. Be sure they will not mind being asked 
the same question one hundred times until a new employee feels 
comfortable. It is better to be asked questions than to let a new 
employee guess and do the wrong thing. Expect your supervisors 
to follow your example in taking steps to know the people in the 
warehouse. 

Particularly in these days of corporate restructuring, this type 
of caring is more important now than it has ever been in the past. 
From time to time, a pizza bought by the company and shared with 
your people at lunch break can have a big influence on productivity. 
This is done easily in a small warehouse. In a larger one, you may 
accomplish it section by section over a period of time to cover all 
of the employees. 

Office Staff 

Timely and accurate performance in the office is as important 
to cross-docking as the work that is done on the warehouse floor. 
One office person should be assigned to each customer or category of 
the cross-docking operation (but this is not their only responsibility). 
When one office worker is dedicated to a particular group of cross
docks, you have the opportunity to form a close-knit working rela
tionship between the office and the warehouse workers who handle 
that product. Aside from better teamwork, this relationship will 
enhance your staff's ability to solve new problems. Suggestions that 
may improve the cross-dock operation could come either from office 
or warehouse. Remember that your office people and your warehouse 
people probably know the customer's operation better than you do, 
and may well know it better than the customer's people do. There 
are certain details relating to cross-dock operations that do not 
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change from week to week. Others do change, and this teamwork 
gives you the opportunity to refine operations and ensure that your 
people don't work any harder than they really have to. Always be 
receptive to the suggestions they give. 

Pricing 
For the third-party operator, cross-docking can yield revenues 

per square foot and revenues per hour that are two to three times 
greater than for a normal public warehouse operation. The value 
added in cross-docking is greater, and the customer is willing to 
pay for it. The third-party operator must charge prices that relate 
to the amount of work needed for each customer's operation. 

It is dangerous to set prices across the board. Each customer 
must be priced according to the specific needs and volume associated 
with that operation. I suggest a ninety-day trial period with each 
new customer, with the ability to reevaluate both the system and 
the pricing at the end of the trial period. 

While ninety days is an appropriate time to readjust prices and 
procedures, it actually takes about six weeks to move from startup 
to a smooth-running operation. It takes that long for you and your 
employees to learn the product and the individual characteristics of 
each client's needs. It also takes your client that long to get used 
to your operation. Try to have a client representative on hand in 
the warehouse during the first ten days of operation. You' may 
negotiate a higher rate for the first six weeks with an agreed roll 
back for the second six. 

Here are a few examples. Client A sends you between 150,000 
and 200,000 pounds of product (7,500 to 10,000 cases) that is cross
docked over a 72-hour period. During that period, you need the full 
time of one office person, or 24 hours during the three days. You 
also need the time of two and one-half warehouse workers which 
will not exceed 50 hours in the warehouse. At the rates you charge, 
this total commitment of 74 hours will yield a profit between 18% 
and 30%. Your productivity is measured at between 2,027 and 2,703 
pounds per man-hour, but remember that includes office hours as 
well as warehouse labor. 
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Client B has double that tonnage, or a range of 300,000 to 
400,000 pounds (15,000 to 20,000 cases) on each cross-dock. In 
spite of the much greater volume, only 8 additional office hours are 
needed, for a total of 32. Instead of two and one-half warehouse 
employees, you now need four people for a maximum of 24 hours 
each. Total hours needed are 106, compared with 74 for Client A. 
With Client B, the profit ranges from 28% to 40%. The pounds per 
man-hour handled ranges from 2,830 at the low range of volume 
up to 3,774. 

Volume has a significant influence on costs and pricing. It takes 
a certain minimum number of people to handle a typical cross-dock, 
but those same people are capable of handling more product in the 
same period of time. 

Forms 

There are six forms that can be used to document and support 
a cross-dock operation. The two illustrated are the pick ticket and 
the loading tally. 

One pick ticket is prepared for each product code. It lists those 
customers receiving merchandise and the quantity going to each 
destination. The pick ticket is available as the inbound truck is 
received, and it is used to control the distribution of cases for 
outbound loads. A sample is shown in Figure 39-1. 

A loading tally accompanies each bill of lading and is used to 
control the outbound shipments. It is filled out by outbound truck 
to show where each order is located within the trailer, starting with 
the nose of the trailer and ending at the rear. Figure 39-2 shows 
a sample. 

The pallet record lists number and type of pallets received and 
shipped, and it warns that the customer will be invoiced at a specific 
price if comparable pallets are not returned. The purpose of this 
form is to police the pallet exchange function. 

The receiving tally verifies that the shipment was properly 
received. It describes each product and provides space to tally the 
quantity of each product code. 
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Pick Ticket 

Product Code 

Customer Case Qty 

Chain A 

Chain B 

Chain C 

Chain D 

Chain E 

Chain F 

Old Inv. Ttl Cs 

Amt. Rcvd New Inv 

Loading Tally 

Trailer No. Loaded 

For Delivery ______ _ 

Driver: This load must be checked by 
piece count and product code number, 
at time of unloading. Please report any 
discrepancies to the Dispatcher on 
OS&D form and return this tally to 
your office. 

B/L l I I I 
Pallet 

1. Store 

B/L I I I I 
Pallet 

2. Store 

B/L I I I I 
Pallet 

3. Store 

Special Instructions: 

Stop Offs 
Nose 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Figures 39-1 and 39-2 

A standard bill of lading controls each outbound shipment. 
Finally, an invoice is used to bill the customer and provides full 
references for inbound and outbound shipments and charges. 

Achieving the Goal 

An effective cross-dock operation provides timely and accurate 
redistribution of cargo without the need for storage. If everything 
is not done accurately and on time, the results will be disappointing. 
Information handling is as important as freight handling. In the last 
analysis, the whole operation depends upon the performance of well
motivated people. Everybody in warehousing will see more cross
docking in the next ten years than has ever been seen before. Ignoring 
cross-docking will not diminish its growth.30 
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Most warehouses are designed to store bulk merchandise for 
volume shipments at ambient temperatures. But there are also some 
highly specialized warehouses. In this chapter we will look at four 
that are growing in importance and complexity. 

The first is temperature-controlled warehousing, which has 
grown substantially in the past several decades with the growing 
popularity of frozen foods and fresh produce requiring temperature 
control. The use of temperature-controlled warehousing for nonfood 
products has grown with the increased distribution of chemicals that 
require refrigeration. 

Second is warehousing for hazardous products, which may not 
have grown in popularity, but has certainly grown in complexity. 
As public awareness of the dangers of hazardous chemicals has 
increased, those warehouse operations that must safely store such 
products have experienced growing regulation and risk-manage
ment problems. 

A new growth area in specialized warehousing is fulfillment, 
which is the handling of mail order and express shipments moving 
directly to the consumer. 

Household goods storage has some distinctive differences from 
merchandise warehousing. 

Let us examine these four special warehouses in detail. 

Temperature-Controlled Warehousing: 
The Essential Differences 

There are at least four kinds of cold warehouses. The standard 
freezer operates at 0 to -10°F; ice cream storage freezers operate 
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at -20 to -25°F; blast freezers combine extreme cold with rapid air 
circulation to quickly freeze freshly packed products; and chilled 
warehouses hold product at 35 to 45°F. If you are designing a 
cold storage building, consider potential future uses and the cost of 
conversion. For example, if you are building a large chilled ware
house, design the building to allow for future conversion of part of 
the space to a freezer warehouse. The lower the temperature one 
wants to maintain, the higher the cost of the building.3l 

"Temperature-controlled storage" is usually cold storage, and 
its prime use throughout history has been to preserve foods. Before 
the development of refrigeration machinery in the 1890s, products 
were frozen by blowing air over salt and ice. Many of the cold 
storage plants were branches of ice plants. The quality of this cold 
storage was questionable, and some state laws required retailers to 
warn their customers of goods that had been in cold storage. Early 
cold storage warehouses were used primarily for dairy products, 
meat, and poultry, and they were filled on a seasonal basis. In the 
early decades of this century, most temperature-controlled products 
were chilled rather than frozen. Consumer-sized packages of frozen 
foods were introduced in 1929 and did not become popular until 
the 1940s. By 1970, freezer space comprised more than 75% of 
the total public refrigerated warehouse space in the United States. 
"Cooler" space is used primarily for fresh fruits and vegetables, 
dairy products, and eggs. There is increasing use of chilled storage 
for nonfood products such as plastics, film, seeds, and adhesives. 32 

One significant difference between temperature-controlled and 
dry warehousing is the cost of the facility. A freezer warehouse will 
typically cost two to three times as much as a dry storage warehouse 
of similar size. The cost difference in utilities is even greater, with 
electricity costing as much as five times the amount per square 
foot. So the successful temperature-controlled warehouse operator 
depends on excellent conservation and building maintenance to 
control these energy costs. 

* 
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The freezer room should be monitored by temperature gauges, 
one at eye level showing the temperature as you walk into the room, 
and others of the same type in different corners of the room. In 
addition to this, a temperature recorder with a weekly disk should 
be used as a permanent record. A 24-hour monitoring system that 
gives a warning of temperature fluctuations of three degrees or 
more should be installed. This cuts down exposure to liability for 
temperature fluctuations and fire. Putting plastic curtains inside the 
permanent doors helps in controlling energy costS.33 

In a dry warehouse, walls may be thin steel panel, protected 
by a modest amount of insulation. In contrast, the walls of a freezer 
are an important part of the insulation system. A freezer may have 
six-inch foam insulation panels, clad by sheet steel both inside and 
out. The floor too is an important insulator in a frozen warehouse. 
A typical specification would be six inches of concrete poured on 
top of six inches of foam insulation. Below the insulation, to protect 
against heaving of the earth beneath the floor, heat is provided by 
piping warm ethylene glycol through a layer of sand. The insulation 
layer thus serves a dual purpose-keeping the cold in and the heat 
below out. 

The roof of a dry warehouse may consist of nothing more than 
a thin steel deck with a small amount of insulation. Most temperature
controlled warehouse roofs will start with a steel deck, but the 
structure must be designed to hold refrigeration equipment which 
either is mounted on top of the roof or hangs below the ceiling of 
the warehouse. Above the deck is a layer of %-inch fiberboard. 
Above that is an additional 10 to 12 inches of foam insulation, and 
then another layer of fiberboard. The weather seal is a single-ply 
rubber roof protected by a layer of stone ballast. 

The operation of lift trucks is affected by cold, especially the 
lower temperatures of a frozen-products warehouse. Because of tight 
insulation and recirculated air, internal combustion engines cannot 
be used. Electric trucks need modification to operate at zero degrees. 
Heaters are required for the electric contact points as well as heavier 
duty batteries to allow for a full shift use without recharge. The harsh 
conditions also produce additional wear and tear on the equipment. In 
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this environment, thorough preventive maintenance is even more 
critical than in dry storage warehousing. 

The batteries on electric equipment will last longer if they 
are charged every four to six hours rather than the eight hours 
recommended in normal temperatures. The warehouse that has both 
dry and cold space should have a plan to rotate fork trucks so that 
each truck spends only part of the time in the freezer. Stand-up lift 
trucks are somewhat easier than the sit-down types for people work
ing at below-zero temperatures. Some trucks are specifically de
signed for this environment, with an enclosed cab to allow the 
workers some relief from the cold temperatures. 

Workers should have a break-room where they can relax with 
coffee or soft drinks. A ten-minute break each hour will improve 
productivity for people working in the freezer. You should rotate 
workers from all areas of the warehouse so that each works for 
some of the time in the freezer. 

Most warehouse operators provide protective clothing for em
ployees. This includes insulated boots, gloves, and freezer suits. 
Working in a freezer results in a greater fatigue factor, since a 
significant portion of body energy is spent in keeping warm. In an 
ambient-temperature warehouse, a work crew is capable of handling 
an overtime or emergency assignment of well over 12 hours without 
significant loss of productivity or accuracy. Fatigue takes its toll in 
a much shorter time in a frozen warehouse. Most operators see a 
greater amount of sick leave among workers in a frozen environment. 

The task of supervision is more difficult in a temperature
control than in a dry-storage warehouse. A supervisor in, a dry 
warehouse can watch the loading dock and gain a good idea of what 
is going on throughout the warehouse. In a temperature-controlled 
warehouse, the dock is separated from storage areas by walls and 
doors to preserve the temperature in the storage rooms. A supervisor 
on the dock cannot see what is happening in the storage rooms. 
Effective supervision in the cold storage area requires additional 
foremen in the cold rooms. Supervisors have an even greater risk 
of health problems, because they may move in and out of cold 
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rooms more frequently than the workers, and because they are less 
physically active. * 

The nature of cold storage requires changes in the way work 
is scheduled. Because the cost of space is very high, staging of 
outbound orders may not be practical. Temperature-control ware
house operators tend to select most outbound orders as close as 
possible to the time of shipment in order to minimize space commit
ted to staging. Product quality considerations may prevent staging 
outside the freezer area. When freight cannot be preselected, the 
operator cannot use staging as a scheduling buffer and when staging 
is diffi~ult, performance of motor carriers is particularly critical. 
The cold storage operator must run a scheduled truck-dock. 

Housekeeping is another function that is affected by the harsh 
environment in a frozen warehouse. Spills that are not cleaned up 
quickly may freeze, cause accidents, and stain the floor. The method 
for scrubbing a freezer floor is far more expensive than in dry 
warehouses, because it requires the use of a nonfreezing solution. 
The lowest-cost solutions are banned by FDA rules. Sometimes the 
only way to clean a floor in a frozen environment is to scrape it. 
The cleaning equipment, like lift trucks, is restricted to electric 
power. The cold causes similar maintenance problems and shorter 
battery life. 

The temperature-controlled warehouse requires an extra mea
sure of precision because the consequences of failure are serious. 
Failure to maintain temperature control of the product can have very 
costly consequences for the owner of the merchandise. Therefore 
the warehouse operator must not only protect the product, but also 
provide ample proof that such protection was always provided. 

As the use of chilled and frozen products seems to be growing 
faster than the economy as a whole, it is likely that temperature
controlled warehousing will be a part of your future even if it has 
not been part of your past. 

* From Jesse Westburgh. Citrus World. Lake Wales, FL. 
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Hazardous Materials Warehousing 

Hazardous materials can be grouped generally into the follow
ing categories: flammables, explosives, corrosives, poisons, radioac
tive materials, and oxidizers. In addition, as the EPA's classification 
of materials continues to be expanded, those materials having "Re
portable Quantities" are likely to increase. 

For the warehouse operator who has never handled hazardous 
products, life suddenly becomes more complicated. The relationship 
changes between the warehouse operator and other concerned par
ties, forcing the operator to deal with agencies and individuals who 
would not be involved with other kinds of warehousing. Storage of 
hazardous materials creates increased responsibilities and liabil
ities. 34 

From an administrative standpoint, the distinguishing feature 
of hazardous material distribution is the regulation to which it is 
subject. There are several authorities who either have regulatory 
power over hazardous materials or with whom you should consult: 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
has regulatory power over warehousing hazardous materials with 
regard to protecting your employees from exposure to these products. 
OSHA's concerns are satisfied by taking the hazardous material 
information provided by the manufacturers on their container labels 
and Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) and conveying that infor
mation to your employees through an approved communication 
program. * 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates hazard
ous materials through its Superfund Amendments and Reauthoriza
tion Act (SARA) Title III Program dealing with Emergency Planning 
and Community Right to Know. Emergency planning is carried out 
through state and local Emergency Planning Councils, both of whom 
must be supplied with either the previously mentioned MSDSs, or 
an appropriate listing covering any hazardous materials you store. 
The local Emergency Planning Council could conceivably be repre-

* 
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sented by your local fire department. Any release of a hazardous 
substance must also be reported to both state and local councils. 

The Department of Transportation (DOT) regulates the move
ment of all materials including hazardous materials. It has established 
20 different classifications of hazardous materials, and it requires, 
among other things, that all materials be labeled properly. All trucks 
leaving your facility with hazardous materials must be appropriately 
placarded, and you must also properly annotate your bills of lading 
when hazardous materials are shipped. For the most part, warehouses 
accept the classifications provided by the manufacturer, but this is not 
always the case. For L TL (less than truckload) outbound shipments, 
special care must be taken. When combining products with different 
classifications, the quantities involved in the shipment may require 
a special "dangerous" placard to be placed on the truck. Overseas 
shipments come under regulation of several international agencies, 
some more stringent than DOT. 

While many agencies regulate hazardous materials, they have 
little to say about how the warehouse operator actually handles or 
stores product in his own facility. Therefore, the most important 
source of procedural advice is the supplier, the product manufacturer, 
or the product owner of goods in a third-party warehouse. These 
are the individuals who should know the most about the product 
involved, and should provide the warehouse operator with compre
hensive documented standards for safe storage and handling. The 
operator also has a responsibility to acquire a maximum amount of 
knowledge and experience with the hazardous product. The possibil
ity arises that other product owners who share the use of the ware
house will be concerned about storage and handling practices that 
increase the risk to their products-storing plutonium near baby 
food, for example. 

If you lease your space, your property owner will also take an 
interest in hazardous materials storage. While your lease will proba
bly not prohibit this business, you will need to address such issues 
as indemnification, the adequacy of your sprinkler system, increased 
insurance costs, and your ability to return the building in usable 
condition at the end of the lease. "Reasonable wear and tear" does 
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not contemplate a building left contaminated with methyl-ethyl-bad
stuff. 

Most manufacturers, even if they self-insure, may use some or 
all the guidelines for storage developed by the National Fire Protec
tion Association. NFPA membership represents both the manufactur
ing and insurance industries, with standards sensitive to the needs 
of the latter. Your insurance carrier conceivably uses NFPA stan
dards as well, with the noted exception of the Factory Mutual Compa
nies, and some others who have developed their own standards. You 
will need to establish a close working relationship with both your 
insurance agent and carrieres) to help you evaluate the costs and 
risks of hazardous material storage, to determine that you can insure 
those risks and the price of the coverage. 

State and Local Building Inspectors 

If you plan new construction or are remodeling your facility 
to equip it for hazardous material storage, you may also need the 
approval of your local building inspectors to ensure that you conform 
to the requirements of a local or municipal building code. These 
codes mayor may not conform to NFPA guidelines. Local codes 
can be more restricti ve than state codes, but if they are less restrictive 
then state codes take precedence. 

Because a number of different authorities are involved, it is 
inevitable that there will be inconsistency or even conflicting regula
tion or instruction. Therefore, a key to functioning with these differ
ent agencies is to determine the authority having jurisdiction. 

Where public safety is primary, the "authority having jurisdic
tion" may be a Federal, state, local, or other regional department 
or individual such as a fire chief, fire marshall, chief of a fire 
prevention bureau, labor department, health department, building 
official, electrical inspector, or others having statutory authority. 
For insurance purposes, an insurance inspector, department, rating 
bureau, or other insurance company representative may be the "au
thority having jurisdiction." In many circumstances the property 
owner or his designated agent assumes the role of the "authority 
having jurisdiction."35 
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It is not unusual for the warehouse operator to find that the 
person responsible for regulation knows less about the product than 
the operator does. In such situations, it is wise to influence selection 
of the authority having jurisdiction, since this can have a dramatic 
effect on cost. Sometimes the warehouse operator becomes the 
authority by default, simply because no other authority is willing 
to make a decision. 

Unfortunately, it is not practical to provide a simple "how to" 
that encompasses all the product variables and provides the storer 
with instructions on safe procedures. So where does the operator 
go to learn the best way? 

If the storer is a third-party warehouseman, he will probably 
seek information from other third-party warehouse companies han
dling similar products. Storers of hazardous products typically indi
cate that they have this experience in their advertising or in ware
house and logistics directories. If you are a private warehouseman, 
you still might share information with third-party warehouse opera
tors and with other operators of private warehouses. Even storers 
of competitive products are willing to share information about safe 
warehousing practices, simply because everyone is anxious to learn 
from others in this field. 

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) is the leading 
authority on fire safety, and the cost of membership in this association 
is nominal. 

Because regulation in the field is changing rapidly, there is a 
danger that the information you have is now out of date. To be sure 
that your warehouse is in compliance with cun-ent standards, it is 
wise to use the services of an agency specializing in interpretation 
of the Federal register. 

Of all the information sources available, the best is the manufac
turer of the product who should have the most information available 
about the safe keeping of that product. 

Becoming a competent warehouser of hazardous materials re
quires a serious commitment in organization, manpower, and capital 
resources. The warehouse operator is exposed to increased risks, 
uncertain requirements, greater costs, and a potential regulatory 
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nightmare. Successful hazardous materials warehousing requires an 
increased discipline throughout the organization, since the conse
quences of failure can be most severe. 

For storers of hazardous materials, the first concern is safety, 
the second is service, and the third is cost. As the requirements 
become more stringent, only the most competent warehouse opera
tors will remain in this line of business. 

Fulfillment Warehousing 

Six special features make product fulfillment warehousing dif
ferent from public and private warehousing. These are the following: 

1. The warehouse operator has direct interface with consumers. 
2. Information requirements are instantaneous. 
3. Order size is much smaller than typical warehouse orders. 
4. The order-taking function at warehouse level is much more 

precise, particularly because it involves contact with the consumer. 
5. Customer service requirements are different and typically 

more demanding. 
6. The transportation function is more complex.36 

Storage and materials handling functions are quite different. 
Fulfillment warehousing involves more than simple storage. Because 
of fast turns and low volumes, gravity-flow rack and high-security 
areas are almost always needed. 

The handling function will also differ from that of the more 
conventional warehouse. While there may be some L TL shipments, 
there will be a much higher concentration of parcel service and 
mail movements and handling will include the metering of those 
shipments. The materials handling equipment investment will there
fore have more emphasis on scales and meters to control out
bound movements. 

Paper flow for a fulfillment warehouse is more complex than 
for most other warehouses. A large number of orders are received 
by telephone. A significant amount of time is spent in handling 
customer returns. Because a fulfillment operator is dealing directly 
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with individual consumers, the customer service function is particu
larly critical. 

Some users want the fulfillment center to create invoices or 
even dunning notices. Accounts-receivable aging reports are another 
service that can be a byproduct of the handling of invoices. Nearly 
every fulfillment center must handle the major credit cards. Credit 
card authorization systems become a necessity. Many fulfillment 
centers handle banking for their customers, and a smooth relationship 
with the center's bank is a necessity to handle these accounts. 

The best of fulfillment centers offer a 24-hour turnaround on 
orders. A few take two or three days to process and ship, but fast 
turnaround is becoming a standard. Because of this fast turnaround 
requirement, labor flexibility is needed to deal with seasonality and 
variance in work load. The best fulfillment centers maintain a pool 
of part-time workers who are available if a second shift must be 
added or if extra people are needed quickly. 

A fulfillment center can be a major headache in terms of claims 
and theft. Product shipped can be misdirected by a dishonest person 
who is running a postal machine. Operating the postal machine is 
a vulnerable position, and care should be taken in selecting the 
individual who takes on this job. Many fulfillment centers negotiate 
the inventory variance to be allowed in advance, based on the 
customer's own experience with errors. Some users will allow a 
predetermined formula for shrinkage that is in line with their inter
nal experience. 

Typically, the fulfillment center must absorb the dollar conse
quences of all of its mistakes-the public warehouseman's usual 
limitations do not apply in this service. The fulfillment center nor
mally needs more equipment for communications than for shipping. 
This includes the ability to handle credit cards and toll-free phone 
lines. Compared to the conventional warehouse, the order volume 
is extremely high. The ability to do a great many things with a 
computer is far more critical in the fulfillment center than in the 
conventional warehouse. Finally, the number of stock keeping units 
controlled is usually relatively high in a fulfillment center. 

As companies constantly seek new ways to market their prod-
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ucts, fulfillment is a warehousing service that is destined to increase 
in popularity. 

Household Goods Storage 

Although there are many similarities between the warehousing 
of household goods (HHG) and other merchandise, there are three 
essential differences that define the activities and the way they are 
managed. First, merchandise warehousing typically deals with new 
products. In contrast, the warehousing of household goods and per
sonal effects typically involves used furniture. Second, HHG storage 
is almost always a part of the transportation contract, rather than a 
separately defined warehousing activity. Third, the ownership of the 
goods handled has passed to the end consumer, which personalizes 
the activity to a degree that does not exist in other types of ware
housing.* 

Because the HHG warehouseman is required to provide trans
portation, he always has a trucking capability; but this is not always 
the case in merchandise warehousing. The transportation contract 
often calls for movement over a long distance so the furniture 
warehouseman needs state and Federal authority. To make a profit 
on a long distance run, the HHG warehouseman also needs to find 
back haul loads for the return trip. To solve the back haul problem, 
HHG warehouse operators banded together in agency relationships, 
and many of these have evolved into national van lines. These 
associations provide the means of controlling equipment, and they 
also offer a division of revenue for services performed. HHG van 
lines have offered a closer bond and a more formalized sharing of 
information than any of the voluntary merchandise warehouse 
groups. 

Modernization 

Mechanization and unitization have changed household goods 
storage in ways similar to merchandise warehousing. With general 

* From an article by Frederick S. Schorr, management consultant, Hilton Head, Sc. 
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merchandise, materials handling evolved from case handling to the 
movement of palletized unit loads. With household goods, containers 
called vaults are used to eliminate the piece by piece handling of 
furniture and personal effects. 

Because of the specialized storage requirements of household 
goods, the multistory buildings have retained their economic viabil
ity much longer. Some operators developed creative programs to 
produce revenue, including customer self-storage and record storage. 
There is a significant liability problem in handling used furniture, 
so self-storage is particularly attractive to the HHG firm. 

Preparation of HHG for storage is typically labor intensive. 
Also because of the weight and configuration of many items, more 
than one person is required to perform the service. Thus costs for 
handling are a much larger part of the contract than they are for 
merchandise storage. 

Household goods are more vulnerable to damage than most 
general merchandise. Furthermore, because the products are not 
new, the question of where the damage occurred is al ways a potential 
problem. The frequency and cost of claims is greater for HHG than 
for general merchandise. HHG warehousemen typically offer a cargo 
insurance which is available to the customer at extra cost. Many 
HHG operators provide a claim service to provide expeditious repair 
or adjustment for damage to the customer's goods. The best HHG 
operators have been leaders in the quality process. They seek cus
tomer feedback and work to offset negative perceptions of the HHG 
industry. Obviously, improvement of quality also translates into 
profit improvement. 

Diversification 

The large growth in types of services offered was driven by 
two forces. The first is the seasonality of the HHG business. Most 
moves take place during the summer months, which forces compa
nies to scramble to find alternate sources of revenue the rest of the 
year. The annual fixed cost of buildings and equipment necessary 
to provide service during the peak months, as well as the desire to 
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retain trained and experienced employees, has to be met. Second, 
since each HHG move is an individual transaction, requiring the 
services of a salesman or estimator, the HHG warehouseman was 
philosophically prepared to expand or contract his business on de
mand. Merchandise warehousemen typically are more concerned 
with occupancy in the large warehouses they have constructed. 

Further diversification brings HHG warehousemen into receiv
ing, storing, and delivery of products other than used household 
goods. These commodities fall into two categories: 

1. High value products: items such as computers, office prod
ucts, medical diagnostic equipment, and exhibits for trade shows 

2. New products: furniture, fixtures, and appliances 

Because HHG movers are skilled at providing a large variety 
of labor-intensive handling and storage services, it is natural that 
they diversified beyond the basic moving of furniture by expanding 
into new markets that require the same type of services. The move
ment of museums, libraries, offices, and plants often results in the 
storage of both used and new equipment. One of the fastest growing 
HHG segments is the temporary warehousing, consolidation, deliv
ery, and installation of inbound shipments of furniture and furnish
ings for hotels, offices, and hospitals. Most of the major hotel chains 
contract directly with moving companies to receive and store their 
products, including everything from furnishings and carpeting to 
wall hangings, drapes, kitchen equipment, silverware, and china. 
Upon delivery these items are placed in the rooms and installed ready 
for use. This of course requires effective planning, coordination, and 
control between the builders, decorators, and warehousemen. The 
period between the completion of construction and the grand opening 
is usually "just in time." 

Those HHG operators who diversified found it necessary to 
acquire expertise in a wide range of endeavors, greatly increasing 
the management skills required to get the job done. 

However, no requirement places as much demand on manage
ment as the fact that in the movement and storage of HHG, you 
are dealing with consumers rather than managers. Although the 
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arrangements may be made by a corporate manager, the goods 
are usually moved under the watchful eye of the owner. Both the 
beginning and end of the transaction take place away from the 
premises of the HHG storage company. Add to that the usual stressful 
nature of uprooting a family and it is easy to visualize the communi
cations problems which can complicate the moving of household 
goods. Rather than a series of repetitious movements, each HHG 
transaction is uniqueY Thus managing the exception often seems 
to be the rule! 

Summary 

The four specialized types of warehousing described here have 
grown in popularity and complexity. Continued growth of cold 
storage is promised by changes in our food consumption and cooking 
patterns. As public concern about dangerous chemicals grows, haz
ardous materials warehousing will continue to be in demand. The 
popularity of credit cards and marketing by catalogue and television 
will continue to create a growing need for fulfillment centers. Finally, 
household goods operators fill a unique niche which is gradually di
versifying. 
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ORDER-PICKING 

Accurate order-picking is typically the most important ware
house operating responsibility. Actual costs of an incorrectly picked 
order are estimated at thirty to seventy dollars per bad pick, not 
counting the customer dissatisfaction. 

In many warehouses, order-picking is the largest single expense 
category in the operation. Good order-picking demands high levels 
of management in planning, supervising, checking, and dealing with 
personnel. The order-picking operation is not easily or economically 
automated. Even with all of our automation advances, order-picking 
often remains a manual operation because brain, eye, and hand 
coordination have not yet been equaled by any machine. 

Because of its high labor content, order-picking presents the 
greatest opportunity for error reduction. A good order-picking docu
ment is the first step for accurate and efficient picking. 

Seldom do warehouses receive goods in the same quantities or 
packaging required for shipping. Shipments from the warehouse 
must be orders assembled from stock, since economic order quanti
ties to the warehouse are seldom the same quantities that customers 
actually purchase. 

Four Methods of Picking Orders 

The job of selecting orders can be divided into at least four 
categories: single-order-picking, batch picking, zone picking, and 
wave picking. 

Single-order-picking is the most common means of selecting 
an order. One order picker takes a single order and fills it from start 
to finish. 
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In batch picking the order picker takes a group of orders, 
perhaps a dozen. A batch list is prepared that contains the total 
quantity of each stock-keeping unit (SKU) found in the whole group. 
The order picker then collects the batch and takes it to a staging 
area where it is separated into single orders. 

Zone picking is the assignment of each order selector to a given 
zone of the warehouse. Under a zone picking plan, one order picker 
selects all parts of the order that are found, for example, in aisle 
12, and the order is then passed to another picker who selects all 
of the items in aisle 13. Under this system, the order is always 
handled by more than one individual. 

Wave picking is the division of shipments by a given character
istic, such as common carrier. For example, all of the orders for 
UPS might be grouped together into a single wave. A second wave 
would pull all of the orders destined for parcel post, and still other 
waves would select shipments routed by other carriers. 

Quality in Order-Picking 

Quality means performance to standards and nothing more. 
Warehouse management must design, implement (through training), 
and then insist upon standards of order-picking that are error-free. 
Those managers who know there are going to be errors because 
there always have been errors will always have errors. 

On the other hand, error-free order-picking is done by those 
who believe in zero error and plan for it to happen. Any order
picking error could be a customer lost, never to be regained. 

Order-Picking Forms 

A good order-picking form is one that has only essential infor
mation on it, that is, customer identification, order number or date, 
location of items to be picked, item description, and a specific 
quantity to be picked. 

Newer order-picking systems based on computer assistance 
should have the built-in elements of a good manual system. When 
you implement automation, choose a system that will accomplish 
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your objectives. Consider these principles of automation: define 
your needs in detail, get the software that meets those needs, and 
then look for hardware. 

The use of color coding in the order-picking operation will 
reduce errors. Color coding should be used in any operation where 
it can be applied. 

To reduce errors, be sure that the same terminology is used for 
the same items throughout the system in the warehouse. 

Systems for Order-Picking 

When setting up your order-picking system, plan on generating 
data that will allow you to measure performance once the system 
is operating. Some common performance ratios used for order pick
ing are the following: 

o d h Total number of orders picked 
r ers per our = Total labor hours used 

1. If orders are uniform, this is a valid measure, but if the 
number of items or quantities varies greatly from order to order, 
the following ratio will be more indicative of performance: 

L' h Total number of lines picked 
lI1es per our = Total labor hours used 

2. This ratio is a more accurate measure of the work performed 
by the picker as each line represents a task. Lines picked per hour 
is probably the most commonly used measurement ratio. 

The order-picking system consists of pick slots (locations) 
where the product is available for selection in the quantity called 
for on the picking document. The location of the pick slots depends 
on the system, but they must always provide the necessary picking 
identification and be physically conducive to low fatigue and error
free picking. In other words, put the most popular items between 
waist and eye level. 

Order-picking is seldom done by only one method. Variances 
in package size and configuration, picking quantities, stocking quan-
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tities, and inventory requirements often necessitate more than one 
system. Most order-picking operations are hybrids of three order
picking methods, listed here in order of system complexity: 

1. Unit-load picking is done when a pallet load of product is 
pulled from stock. An example of unit-load picking is a major 
appliance warehouse. 

2. Case-lot picking is the selection of full cases of a product. 
However, the order is less than a full-pallet unit-load. Case-lot 
picking is best done by staging a unit load in a pick line and pulling 
case quantities until the unit load is depleted. 

3. Broken-case picking is done when less than full cases are 
called for by the customer's order. This kind of picking may be 
done from shelving or flow rack, depending on the size and volume 
of orders. 

Fixed versus Floating Slots 

Where do you locate the stock? The shortest travel route in 
order-assembly sequence will yield the lowest picking cost. 

Fixed locations are assigned to each product and the product 
is always located in the same place. Simplicity and elimination of 
errors are the greatest advantages of this system. The disadvantage 
is the waste of space that occurs when a slot is reserved for un stored 
product. A fixed-slot system can be combined with a preprinted 
order form to produce a simple order-picking system that uses the 
stock numbers as locations. This system is ideal where the order 
quantities are small. 

Floating slot systems use the next available location in the 
warehouse for storage instead of reserving an assigned area. This 
random location system requires that a precise locator system be 
instantly available for fast moving items. 

Floating slots are likely to increase picking travel and thereby 
erode order-picking efficiency. Travel will be reduced if random 
storage is arranged by zones of activity. Keeping fast movers together 
in short-travel locations will help control travel. 
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Order-Picking Methods 

Order-picking can be manual, power-assisted, automatic, or it 
may be a combination of these methods. 

A manual system uses two- or four-wheel hand trucks or carts 
pushed through the pick line and hand-loaded. 

A powered system uses unguided or guided vehicles to transport 
and/or elevate the warehouse worker through the pick line. Pallets, 
carts, or other containers are manually loaded by the order picker. 

An automatic system uses the computer to guide the picker to 
the pick location, elevate him to the proper pick height, instruct 
him as to the pick location, and indicate the proper pick quantity. 
Automated picking may be any combination of these, accomplished 
through computer control. 

Single-Order versus Batch Picking 

Single-order picking requires the picker to assemble the total 
order before moving on to another one-in other words a complete 
pass through the order-picking area for each order to be picked. 
Single-order picking has these advantages: 

• Maintains single-order integrity. 

• Simplifies the picker's job. 

• A voids rehandling or repacking. 

• Provides fast customer service. 

• Allows for direct error checking and establishes direct error 
responsibility. 

• Is highly efficient when the number of SKUs per order is 
small. 

Single-order picking has these disadvantages. 

• Requires full order-picking route travel for all orders. 

• Doesn't allow for speed-picking of large quantities of an 
individual item. 

• Requires the highest number of picking personnel for a given 
number of orders. 
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Batch picking is selecting of the total quantity of each item for 
a group of orders. In a breakout area, batches are resorted into the 
quantities for each order. Batch picking has these advantages: 

• Reduces travel to pick the total quantities of a group of 
orders. Picking travel time can be reduced as much as 50%. 

• Minimizes picking time for quantities of an item. 

• Permits volume picking from large quantity or bulk storage, 
thus reducing the need for constant restocking of the pick 
lines. 

• Provides a second check of the quantity picked by comparing 
the batch picked against the individual quantities in each 
order. 

• Improves supervision by concentrating the final order-assem
bly in a smaller area. 

Batch picking has these disadvantages: 

• A second pick, or a distribution of the picked quantity, is 
required to fill individual order requirements. 

• Space is required for the distribution and order-assembly 
operation. Additional equipment may be required depending 
on the size of the batch-pick area. 

• Individual orders are open until the entire batch of orders 
is complete. 

• Counting is done twice and differences in count will require 
reconciliation time. 

A variation of batch picking is to have the picker first pull the 
total item quantity and then place the proper quantity in separate 
slots or tote bins for each order. The order picker is now doing single
order-picking in a batch-picking mode. When combining these two 
methods of picking, higher skill is needed since the potential for 
error is increased. A prepack check may be desirable if a pattern 
of errors develops. This picking method should be done only with 
well-trained and experienced personnel. 
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Zone System of Picking 

Zone picking is accomplished by arranging pick lines in zones 
that handle similar types of items. For example, a "family" series 
such as carburetor parts may be located in one zone. 

The arrangement of the zones can provide for an order-assem
bling system in which each zone is used to build each order. Three 
zone arrangements may be used: 

1. Serial zones are arranged in sequential order. The order 
picker must always go from zone A to zone B, then to zone C, etc. 

2. Parallel zones are an arrangement of independent pick lines, 
perhaps with one on each side of the aisle. The picker need not take 
them in any particular sequence. 

3. Serial/parallel zones are those where a number of serial 
zones are arranged in a parallel configuration. 

Zones have the advantage of bringing together similar products 
in family groups. Where an order may be pulled from one family, 
this system arrangement expedites the picking process. Zones are 
very adaptable to use of flow-rack systems. 

Designing Your Order-Picking System 

In designing your system, consider how restocking will be 
accomplished. A minimum of one day's picking requirements is 
usually kept in the pick area. When restocking volume begins to 
equal the picking volume, it may be time to pick from the bulk 
supply area. 

Scheduling of order-picking depends on the necessary lead time 
to produce the picking documents. Order-picking systems work best 
when documentation is done on the day preceding the scheduled 
pick date. 

Consider "reverse engineering" your system. Take the finished 
orders that are to be shipped and start walking from the shipping 
point back through the flow process. As you move "upstream," see 
if the step just completed or the one before it could be eliminated. 
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Equipment selection is easier to determine when approached from 
the output need rather than the input possibilities. 

The following outline will help you develop your order pick
ing operation: 

1. Define your objectives by listing the customer's expectations 
and requirements. 

2. Define your objectives in terms of: 
A. Cubic displacement of loads received, stored, picked, 

and shipped. 
B. Volume of packages stored, picked, and shipped. 
C. Flow rate of receipts, stored and picked, and shipped 

material in each classification. 
3. Find out the state-of-the-art by requesting literature, specifi

cations, and installed project reports from equipment suppliers. 
4. Establish a set of operating specifications that say what you 

want to accomplish, not how you want to accomplish it. Operating 
specifications should encourage ideas and alternatives. 

5. Ask two or three suppliers to review and bid on your objec
tives, giving them access to all of your information. 

6. Evaluate the system's total economics for its life cycle. Be 
sure to place a fair value on flexibility and resale value, since you 
can seldom be sure that your product or needs will not change. 

7. Purchase at the value price, not at the best price. All equip
ment needs service and supplier support. If you deal with the lowest 
bidder, it is wise to add something for the risk you run. 

8. Implementation programming for a new order-picking sys
tem should be a part of the entire process and should start with the 
beginning of the project. Planning implementation with the entire 
warehouse staff involved will ensure a successful operating system. 

Hardware 

Effective order-picking involves a combination of both storage 
and materials handling equipment. The order-pick function essen
tially has two options: either move the picker to the stock or move 
the stock to the picker. The most common means of doing the latter 
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is through a carousel or a computer-controlled stacker crane. To 
some extent, a gravity-flow rack also moves stock to the picker, 
since it allows merchandise to slide from the back to the face of 
the rack. 

When the picker must move to the stock, the storage layout 
should be arranged so that this movement is minimized. In a high
cube warehouse this is something done by establishing pick mezza
nines that allow some order pickers to stand on an elevated platform 
and pick from racks at a higher level. 

Ergonomics 

Defining ergonomics is a little like defining an accordion. 38 If 
you ask somebody what an accordion is, they will make some hand 
signs to describe it without telling you how it really works. We 
often do the same thing with ergonomics. Consider three definitions. 
Ergonomics is the study of job demands from the perspective of 
what tasks workers can safely perform. It is also the science of 
designing machines, tools, furniture, and work methods for maxi
mum human comfort and efficiency. Third, good ergonomics is the 
business of helping people work smarter and not harder, and arrang
ing the work so that people will minimize the possibility of excess 
fatigue and/or personal injury. 

Unfortunately, many managers today look at ergonomics as a 
way to stay out of trouble with the Federal government. In our 
opinion, a more important motivator should be the improvement of 
your company's accident and safety record and a reduction in health 
benefit costs. On-the-job injuries are expensive, and one trade group 
reports that the average medical cost for a back injury is $30,000. 
If good ergonomics can significantly reduce your injury record, that 
should be a stronger motivation than fear of Federal regulators. 

Perhaps the most important motivator is a gain in productivity. 
When people work smarter, they are more productive. When man
agement arranges the workplace to reduce fatigue, your people can 
do the same amount of work with less effort and therefore move 
more pounds of freight every day. Good ergonomics can and should 
have a payback in improved productivity. 
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How to Improve Ergonomics 

The most obvious step to improve ergonomics in the warehouse 
is to avoid conditions that cause an awkward or strained situation 
in manual handling of merchandise. Perhaps the worst strain can 
be caused by twisting. (Referred to by NIOSH as the asymmetric 
mUltiplier.) A void any situation that requires that the worker engage 
in a twisting motion, particularly if it is done while lifting or handling 
cartons. A void or at least minimize the situations that require the 
worker to stoop to the floor or to reach overhead, particularly when 
lifting heavy cases. A void walking by placing merchandise in a 
position where the number of steps taken in manual handling is at 
least minimized. Reduce repetitive motions that can cause injury, 
commonly referred to as cumulative trauma disorder (CTD). Even 
in the office, certain motions repeated often enough can cause an 
injury such as carpal tunnel syndrome. What can you do to avoid 
these awkward motions? The most important step is arrangement 
of stock in the warehouse. Those items that move the fastest or that 
are the most difficult to handle should always be placed in the 
"golden zone" which is between belt height and shoulder height of 
the average individual. This allows the stock picker to grab and move 
the case without stretching or bending. It is obviously impossible to 
place all merchandise within the golden zone, but at least that which 
moves fastest should be in this area. 

There are several practical steps that can improve ergonomic 
conditions. Some grocery warehouse people place two extra pallets 
on the floor beneath the first loaded pallet. This puts the lowest case 
on the floor eight to twelve inches higher than it would be if the 
two extra pallets were not used, and it therefore reduces the risk of 
strain from leaning down to the floor to pick up the lowest case. 
Use a case hook when an order selector must pick cases from the 
back of second level slots. The hook allows the selector to move 
cases to a safe position without standing on equipment or product. 

Common sense can reduce walking. If order-picking is done 
in a "Z" pattern, the picker selects from one side of the aisle and 
then immediately selects merchandise directly across the aisle. When 
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a pallet jack is used for order selection, position the pallet so that 
it is two to three feet away from the merchandise to be picked. If 
it is farther away, unnecessary steps are needed. If it is closer, the 
picker will have to twist while moving merchandise from the storage 
pallet to the selection pallet. 

Rotating jobs every few hours has several advantages. Obvi
ously job rotation will allow workers to do different tasks and 
minimize the possibility that a repetitive lifting situation could cause 
injury. It also has other advantages such as the ability to cross-train 
and develop new skills, and to avoid job boredom. 

In some warehouse situations, injury is closely related to fatigue. 
Uncontrolled overtime can therefore contribute to injuries and acci
dents. Improved scheduling and judicious use of part-time workers 
can enable management to reduce the amount of overtime. 

Jobs should be designed for micro-breaks, and workers should 
be trained to use these breaks to avoid undue fatigue and to plan 
ahead. Workers should be encouraged to stop moving periodically 
and to study the remaining work and consider the best way to get 
the job done. In other words, they should be taught to work smarter 
and not harder. 

Training and job review are absolutely essential. Have all of 
your order pickers been taught the best way to select orders without 
undue fatigue or wasted motion? Are your supervisors properly 
trained on ergonomics so that they know how to teach workers the 
best way to get the job done? 

Documentation is equally important. One company designed a 
methods checklist for order-picking. This checklist is not only a 
good training tool, but also an excellent piece of defense evidence 
if that company should face inspection by Federal regulators. 

Proper slotting is an essential key to improved ergonomics. 
How do you ensure that the right merchandise remains in the golden 
zone? Unless management controls the putaway function and keeps 
the right materials in the golden zone, there can be no assurance 
that an ergonomically proper stock arrangement will remain that 
way. Control of inbound putaway is an essential aspect of good ergo
nomics. 
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Exercise can be as important as training to keep your people 
in shape to avoid injuries. Some warehouses start the day with 
aerobic exercises done as a group by everyone in the workforce. In 
one situation, management as well as workers go to the exercise 
session each morning to set the example. While the exercise program 
is not mandatory, most users find 100% participation. 

Summary 

Order-picking efficiency is dependent on planned storage of 
material to be picked. This planning minimizes the distance traveled 
and the pick time involved. Labor content for order-picking is usually 
the highest for this job compared to all the others in the warehouse. 
Therefore, picking offers the greatest opportunity for cost reduction 
through improved layout, better methods, and faster equipment. 
Nothing is more important than improving picking accuracy. The 
importance that accurate order-picking has on customer relations 
makes it a concern of senior management. 

Accurate order-picking should be recognized as a major cost 
but also as a valuable sales asset. 
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STORAGE EQUIPMENT 

A warehouse is more than a storage building. To handle cargo, 
it needs equipment. And it is the selection and use of that equipment 
that may spell the difference between profit and loss. 

The operator may choose from a vast array of machinery and 
hardware designed to improve the efficiency of both handling and 
storage. The equipment choice is usually governed by the follow
ing criteria: 

• Degree of flexibility desired for different uses 

• Nature of the warehouse building 

• Nature of the handling job-bulk, unit load, individual pack-
age, or broken package distribution 

• Volume to be handled by the warehouse 

• Reliability 

• Total system cost 

Defining the Job 

It is easy to overlook the lowest-cost space in any warehouse
that which is close to the roof. Most contemporary buildings are 
high enough to allow at least a 20-foot stack height, and some allow 
substantially more. Fire regulations typically require that high stacks 
be at least 18 inches below sprinkler heads, but with this knowledge 
you can and should calculate the highest feasible stack height in 
the building. Then determine whether or not it is being used. 

Saving space usually also saves time, since storage in a more 
compact area allows picking travel to be reduced. The prime justifi
cation for storage equipment is to increase cube utilization. Such 
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equipment ranges from the simplest pallet rack or shelving to a 
rack-supported building designed for a stacker crane. 

"Live storage" equipment not only increases the use of cube 
but also moves material when a movement is needed. One example 
is gravity flow rack, which both provides storage for merchandise 
and allows it to move from the rear of the rack to the picking face. 

Improving Storage with Racks 

Because the storage rack is relatively simple, it is easy to 
overlook ways in which storage capacity can be greatly increased 
by using a rack. The most common storage rack found in warehouses 
is the three-high rack system. Installed throughout a warehouse of 
100,800 square feet, this rack will allow up to 6,930 pallet positions 
as shown in Figure 42-1. Yet, in many warehouses, there is enough 
cube to permit this system to go higher, so the rack can be replaced 
with a higher one or rack extensions fitted as shown in Figure 42-2 . 
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Figure 42-2 

Once the rack is extended, it also is possible to bridge it over 
with cross aisles and further increase storage capacity. If this is 
done, the storage capacity shown in Figure 42-2 is increased 39%, 
from 6,930 pallet positions to 9,600. 

Reducing Number of Aisles 

One way to reduce the number of aisles is a rack system 
designed for double deep storage. The only disadvantage is the 
possibility that overcrowding and insufficient volume may cause 
one item to be blocked behind another. As shown in Figure 42-3, 
this will increase the total pallet positions to 12,560, nearly double 
the amount shown in Figure 42-1. However, because the double
deep rack denies access to the inside pallets, the total number of 
stock-keeping unit (SKU) facings available is less than the plan 
shown in Figure 42-2. Therefore, the double-deep system would 
be used only when storage capacities must be increased without 
increasing the number of SKU facings. 39 
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Figure 42-3 

Another means of improving space use is movable storage 
racks. There are roller-mounted racks which can be shifted sideways 
to create an aisle whenever needed. This equipment is costly, but 
it is justified by the space it saves. It may be impractical for a very 
fast-moving warehouse, because access to some facings must be 
blocked while the rack is rolled to create an aisle on the opposite 
facing. Mobile racks can be moved to close and open different 
aisles. A warehouse that is busy enough to require all aisles to be 
open at once should not use the mobile rack. 

Other Types of Pallet Rack 

Greater storage density can be achieved by using a "drive-in" 
rack in which each load is supported by a flange that grips the edge 
of the pallet. While the drive-in rack achieves maximum density, it 
may do so at a sacrifice in handling efficiency as the driver guides 
his lift truck through the narrow alley between rows. 
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Tier rack is a self-supporting framework that covers the unit 
load and permits freestanding high stacks supported by the rack 
structure rather than the merchandise. Tier rack is frequently used 
for stacking auto tires or other products having no packaging or 
structural strength. 

Some storage racks use gravity to move stored loads from the 
back of the row to the face of the rack, permitting retrieval from 
the aisle. This is known as live storage. 

Stacker-crane installations have been designed to heights of 
over 100 feet. A stacker crane can be adapted to either bulk or 
small-lot storage. A computer-controlled crane is particularly useful 
where random-lot storage or order-picking is required. In such a 
system the computer memory stores each item's location and the 
device is programmed to pick merchandise with minimum travel. 

Live Storage-Gravity Flow Rack 

Gravity flow racks, unlike conventional static shelving, slope 
from the back (feed-in side) toward the front (picking side). The 
flow rack will vary in depth (front-to-back) from as little as four or 
five feet to as much as 10, 12, or even 20 feet. 40 

Gravity flow racks are made in several different styles for ease 
of flow from back to front. The original flow racks were made from 
fairly conventional shelving with sufficient tilt so that the products 
fed into the back would slide through to the front. Guide rods were 
sometimes used. 

Subsequently, gravity flow racks were made with small nylon 
wheels, then with wheel tracks. The use of wheels enhances the 
"flow" characteristics of the rack and thus reduces the required angle 
of declination. Reduced decline is desirable because it allows the 
elevation of the feed-in side of the rack to be lower. 

You can achieve higher order-filling rates using gravity flow 
racks because of two factors: (1) If the backup or reserve cases can 
be located behind the pick location instead of to the side or on top 
of it, then the actual pick surface can be greatly reduced; (2) flow 
rack allows you to consolidate a greater number of pick facings 
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within a limited number of running feet of aisle. Thus, an order 
filler standing in front of the rack can select a greater number of 
items without walking further down the aisle, so travel between 
picks is minimized. 

Here is an example of how gravity flow racks work. Assume 
a particular product has a case dimension of 12 inches wide by 24 
inches deep by 12 inches high. The broken-case (less than full-case) 
demand for this product ranges from three-and-a-half to four cases. 
If four cases are put on conventional shelving (no more than 24 
inches deep) two lineal feet of shelving and at least 27 inches of 
shelf height (allowing for working clearance) are needed to accom
modate the four cases. 

With gravity flow racks, however, a single facing, 12 inches 
by 15 inches high, provides access to the first case. The additional 
three cases are lined up behind the front case, thus saving about 
75% of the rack's facing area. If the "layback" type of gravity flow 
rack is used, reaching into the open case is simplified and less 
overhead clearance is required. 

When to Use Flow Racks 

Gravity flow racks are best for fast-moving products, and when 
the order-filling requirements allow the order filler to pull from a 
number of pick positions with little walking. Properly designed, 
with intelligent item placement and careful item selection, flow 
racks should increase order-picking speed considerably. 

Since order-picking speed depends not only on the number of 
lines ("picks" or "hits"), but also the space between lines, the speed 
of order-filling is improved by reducing the facing of each line. 
Thus, all facings should be made with the short side of the carton 
forward rather than the wide side. It is important to use the left-to
right span of each rack shelf to the utmost, and this requires careful 
initial arrangement of cartons. 

Vertical space between shelves also is important. To waste as 
little space as possible, cartons of similar height should occupy the 
same shelf. For ease of picking, it's best to put tall cartons (packages) 
on the lower two shelves, and shorter packages on the upper shelves. 
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Order size also is a primary factor. Small orders that require a 
long walk between lines can reduce the effectiveness of a gravity 
flow rack. 

What Flow Racks will Not Do for You 

Flow racks are not the answer to all problems. Sometimes flow
rack installations do nothing to increase order-filling speed or save 
labor cost. On the contrary, they cost the warehouse operator more 
money and take up more space than conventional static shelving. 

What's the difference between an effective flow-rack installa
tion and one that wastes money and space? Typically, flow racks 
will provide little-if any-benefit unless the orders to be picked 
have enough lines in them to make the flow-rack technique work. 
For example, you frequently find ineffective flow racks in security 
areas where items in the small, confined area simply aren't fast
moving enough to warrant flow racks. Generally speaking, items 
picked less than 20 times per month should not be in flow racks. 

Two or three sections of flow rack with one hit every four or 
five feet-three or four hits for the whole flow-rack system-will 
be picked at about the same speed as if the merchandise were 
placed in static shelving. While flow-rack picking can enhance order
picking speed, the flow-rack benefits depend on minimizing the 
space between hits, and having enough lines so the order filler can 
establish a fast pick rate. 

You must also consider an additional, though small, cost-the 
difference in shelf-loading time (and labor). Flow racks take more 
time to load than shelves. 

Any operator who installs a system to hold 100% of the items 
in the warehouse will have a cosmetically beautiful system with 
marginal utility. The best order-picking system is a hybrid, using 
flow racks for those items having high activity, and shelving or 
other systems for those with less activity or uncommon sizes. 

The Carousel-It's More Than a Merry-Go-Round 

There are two options for selecting merchandise in a warehouse. 
The most popular is for the worker to move to the merchandise. 
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The second option is offered by the carousel: the worker stands or 
sits and the product moves to that worker. 41 

Carousels are simply mobile storage units. They will not magi
cally provide you with operational improvements. What is required 
is a thorough analysis of your application needs versus expected 
carousel solutions. While carousels can yield significant productivity 
improvements, they are not ideal for everybody. 

If your application involves the storage and retrieval of a prod
uct, then you should evaluate carousels. Consider the nature of the 
product, its size and weight, how and in what quantity it is to be 
picked, pick cycle versus replenishment needs, available pick time, 
storage space available versus storage space needed, security require
ments, and hazardous material requirements. Some common carou
sel applications are: 

• Distribution order picking 

• Manufacturing in process storage 

• Progressive assembly 

• Pallet pick 

Distribution order-picking is the most popular use of such 
equipment. It is the selection of items to fill customer orders. 

Some factories will use the carousel as a space savings means 
of holding parts that are in process. Manufacturing in process storage 
is then retrieved from the carousel as needed for the final assembly 
process. Computers and other electronic equipment must sometimes 
be tested before being approved for shipment. The carousel provides 
a test storage space for each unit without requiring aisles to access 
each tested item. 

Some progressive assembly processes require minor variations 
for each assembled unit. Because the carousel allows individual 
items to be called in a varied pattern, it can permit greater work 
flexibility and higher throughput in less floor space. 

A larger carousel designed to hold entire pallets will facilitate 
pallet picking and or pallet load building. 
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Three Kinds of Carousel 

Horizontal. A horizontal carousel is a series of storage bins 
linked together in a closed loop. These bins commonly are con
structed of wire with adjustable shelf levels. The bins can be of 
almost any size but the most common are 24 inches or 36 inches 
in width, 18 inches or 20 inches in depth, and 7 feet to 10 feet in 
height with carrying capacities of 800 to 1,500 pounds per bin. 
Greater capacities are available if needed. Normal rotation speed 
design is in the range of 60 to 80 feet per minute. 

Horizontal carousels normally range in lengths from 20 to 80 
feet. The desired length is most often determined by the available 
space and the pick-rate requirements. 

Controls range from manual to fully computer-controlled sys
tems that can be integrated into the complete manufacturing or 
distribution control system. 

Horizontal Rotary Racks. These are simply one-level horizontal 
carousels stacked on top of each other. Each level can rotate indepen
dent of any other level to potentially produce extremely high pick 
and replenishment rates. Very few applications need or can justify 
the cost of this type of carousel. These units can match standard 
horizontal carousels in the range of product sizes and weights that 
can be handled. Normally only upper level integrated computer 
systems are used to control this type equipment. 

Vertical. Think of a standard horizontal carousel turned so that 
it rotates perpendicular to the floor. Enclose this in a sheet metal 
housing and you have the concept of a vertical carousel. These units 
normally are approximately 8.5 feet to 10 feet in width, 4 feet to 6 
feet in depth, and 8 feet to 35 feet in height. The selected size is 
determined by space and pick-rate requirements. Capacities vary 
but are available up to 1,200 pounds per level and 25,000 pounds 
per unit. 

Benefits of Carousels 

The improvements you can expect from a carousel system 
compared to a shelf, rack, and/or floor storage system are: 
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• Better space utilization: No aisles are needed with carousels, 
since the merchandise moves to the staging area. This elimi
nation of aisles can create a dramatic improvement in the 
amount of space needed for each item that is stored. 

• Improved pick accuracy: Newer carousels have computer 
control to greatly reduce the likelihood that the wrong item 
will be selected. 

• Increased productivity: Maximum productivity can be 
achieved by assigning two or three carousels to a single 
operator. While one carousel is spinning, the operator selects 
material from another. 

• Improved inventory control and security: Picking and re
stocking accuracy increases because the carousel presents 
either the correct item to be picked or the correct bin for 
restocking. Since the carousel system records where product 
is picked and who picked it, shrinkage tends to decrease. Also, 
the system will have access only by authorized personnel. 

• Better management: All workers have specific work stations 
and job functions are readily understood and measured. 

• Improved morale and image: Operators take pride in having 
a system to manage. This carousel can also be a marketing 
tool to show customers the commitment the company has 
made to accurate product shipment. 

Conveyor Systems 

Conveyor systems are employed in manufacturing and are fre
quently used to handle the interface between a production plant and 
a plant warehouse. There are seven factors that should be taken into 
account when selecting a conveyor: 

1. Product or material to be handled 
2. Its outside measurements and physical characteristics 
3. How many and what flow rates are involved? 
4. What is the conveyor to accomplish specifically? 
5. How large an expenditure is justified? 
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6. Is the product fragile, or is noise a problem? 
7. Are there any other restrictive factors involved, such as 

space available or atmospheric conditions? 

Types of Conveyors 

The hand-pushed monorail consists of a single overhead rail 
that may be a standard I-beam or a rail incorporating a contoured, 
hardened lower flange on which a trolley runs. The load is carried 
on one or more trolleys. A similar unit with power can be adapted 
with dispatching controls, block systems, and other automatic fea
tures. 

The power-and-free conveyor consists of a trolley conveyor 
from which is hung a second set of rails to carry the free trolleys 
and the loads. A chain engages and pushes the free trolleys below. 
Several different types of mechanisms are available that permit the 
power chain and free trolleys to be coupled together. These allow 
stop-start control of one load independently of all other trolleys 
and loads on the conveyor. This important feature makes it possible 
to change horizontal and vertical direction easily so the free trolleys 
may be switched into alternate paths, and also allows the use of 
drop or lift sections. Power-and-free conveyors can be used to sort 
and provide live and in-process storage. 

The dragline conveyor, or tow conveyor, is a power-and-free 
system turned upside down. The power chain under the floor is 
engaged by dropping pins mounted on the front of four-wheeled 
carts through the chain slot. Track switches allow alternate routes 
or destination spurs. 

Skate-wheel conveyors are gravity conveyors of two or more 
rails with cross-shafts on which skate wheels are mounted. Skate
wheel conveyors can be set up on portable stands with power boost
ers (belt conveyors) at intervals. 

Gravity roller conveyors have tube-type rollers mounted on the 
fixed-axle shafts instead of skate wheels. Though the roller conveyor 
is more expensive, it also is more flexible for handling many types 
of packages. Some are powered and are then called live rollers. 
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The difference between the belt conveyor and the belt-driven 
roller conveyor is that the belt runs on top of the rollers. Belt 
conveyors are widely used in order-assembly operations. Because 
they provide a continuous moving, flat surface, they are more suitable 
for order-assembly when small or odd-shaped packages are to be 
handled. 

Chain-on-edge conveyors are used for handling four-wheel dol
lies. This type of conveyor is usually found transporting dollies 
and loads through manufacturing operations. The two-strand chain 
conveyor is vertically flexible and often is used for dipping loads, 
going up into ovens, or other process operations. 

The slat conveyor has steel or wooden slats fixed between the 
strands generally at every pitch. These are used mainly to handle 
heavier loads, or in cases where the unit load could cause damage 
to a belt due to projections on the bottom of the load. 

By putting tilting slats on a single or double-strand chain con
veyor, it is possible to sort at fast speeds. The tilting slats tilt on 
command, dumping the load into specific slides, chutes, runout 
conveyors, bins, or wherever it is required. 

The Automatic Guided Vehicle Systems 
(AGVS) Alternative 

As the price and availability of automatic guided vehicle. sys
tems improve, such systems will replace many existing conveyors. 
AGVS, described in Chapter 43, combine the automation of a con
veyor with the flexibility of a mobile vehicle. While the route the 
vehicle follows is a fixed path, it is easier to change that path with 
an AGVS than with a conveyor. 

Summary 

The equipment just described is capable of both improving 
cube utilization for storage and in some systems moving that stored 
material to a more convenient spot. Much of it is justified by savings 
in both space and labor. 
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Widespread use of the forklift truck had revolutionized ware
housing practices before the middle of the 20th century, enabling 
warehouse operators to justify erecting sprawling one-floor buildings 
to replace the more compact multistory structures used in the past. 
Many kinds of mobile equipment are used in warehouses today, but 
most are variants of the common forklift truck. 

Choosing Lift Trucks 

A few years ago a national hamburger chain advertised that its 
sandwiches could be prepared in 256 different ways. Lift trucks are 
far more complex than sandwiches. If you calculate all the options 
of power source, operator location, lift attachments, vehicle charac
teristics, and brand options, thousands of different choices are avail
able. Within this confusing scene, how can you reach an orderly 
decision in selecting equipment? By examining each of the options 
in order, you can arrive at a format for selecting the lift truck that 
will work best in your warehouse. 

The most readily available materials handling cost source of 
power source is the human body. Some low-lift pallet trucks provide 
lift from a hand operated hydraulic pump with the push and pull 
provided by the operator. 

However, external power is required for most materials han
dling machines, and the two major options are internal combustion 
engines and electric motors. 

Figure 43-1 illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of 
each power source. 

There are four fuel sources for internal combustion engines: 
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ELECTRIC 

INTERNAL 
COMBUSTION 

Advantages 

*Better indoor air quality 
*Less maintenance 
*Lower power source cost 
*More frequently the power 
source for narrow aisle trucks 

*Lower initial equipment cost 
*Better suited to multi-shift 
operations 
*Easier to refuel 
*Better for long runs, high 
speed, ramps and rough terrain 
*Higher horsepower 
*Higher load/lift capability 

Figure 43-1 

Disadvantages 

*Lower load/lift capability 
*More complicated refueling 
*Lower horsepower 
*Poor training or negligence 
can ruin batteries 
*Higher initial equipment cost 

*Requires good ventilation 
due to C02 emmisions 
*Higb maintenance 
*Potential high fuel costs 

propane, gasoline, diesel fuel, and compressed natural gas. Propane 
has constantly grown in popularity because it generates very little 
exhaust and therefore is safer and cleaner to operate within a ware
house. Gasoline and diesel engines emit significantly greater 
amounts of exhaust and odor, and they are therefore preferred for 
outdoor operation. Compressed natural gas is cleaner, safer and 
cheaper than propane, and is available through the same gas lines 
used to heat your warehouses. Fuel availability is likely to influence 
the choice between the four alternate internal combustion engines. 

Operator Location 

There are three options in operator location: walkie (also re
ferred to as operator-walking), rider, or man-up. 

Walkie trucks are the most economical lift trucks to buy or to 
operate. These vehicles are often referred to as "pallet jacks." They 
are designed to facilitate horizontal travel of pallets or unitized loads 
of product. They are also used for order-picking from floor locations. 
These trucks elevate the load only a few inches above the floor. 
Since fork spread is fixed, the pallet size must be standardized in 
order to avoid pallet and product damage. Electric walkie trucks 
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reduce fatigue and are frequently used where loads are heavy or 
distances to be covered are longer. One type of walkie truck offers 
higher lift, permitting the operator to raise the forks up to 13 feet 
for stacking or placement in storage racks. Some models have ex
tended forks to handle two pallets instead of one. A few will handle 
four pallets, two deep and two high. 

The rider truck is the most commonly used lift truck. This 
vehicle allows the operator to ride along with the vehicle. While 
more costly than the walkie truck, the rider truck provides greater 
speed and comfort. Within the rider category, there is the option of 
a seated vehicle or a stand-up vehicle. Mounting and dismounting 
is typically easier in a stand-up vehicle, but of course there is greater 
fatigue since there is no seat. 

The man-up truck has operating controls on a platform adjacent 
to the fork carriage, allowing the operator to move up and down 
with the forks. Most man-up trucks have a guidance system so the 
operator controls only the up-and-down movement. not the steering. 
Because the operator can pull a few cases from a pallet without 
removing the entire pallet from a storage rack, the man-up vehicle 
will save significant time in selecting small orders. Further, the order 
picker has significantly better visibility because he or she can move 
up close to the item being selected. Some models have two sets of 
controls which allow the order picker to operate the truck either 
from a loading platform or from the truck chassis. 

Types of Lift Attachments 

Lift attachments represent the widest range of choices in lift
truck specifications. Forks remain the fastest and simplest means of 
moving product. 

Most of the options to forks are designed to eliminate the use 
of pallets. The most common of these is a device to handle slipsheets, 
sometimes referred to as a push-pull attachment. This attachment 
is designed to grasp the extended lip of a slipsheet and use it to 
pull the load onto a set of wide platens or forks that support the 
slipsheet in transit. A push device then reverses the process to 
remove the slipsheet from the truck carriage. 
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Palletless handling is also achieved with carton or roll clamps. 
These are vertical paddles designed to grasp the sides of cartons or 
paper rolls and lift them without any pallet or loading platform. 

Some highly specialized attachments grab and lift cargo with 
a vacuum cup, a magnet, a top-lift device, a boom, or a revolving 
can-iage. Each of these alternates is more costly and more difficult 
to use than the fork attachment, but for many products the specialized 
attachment may be faster, safer, or more versatile. Most importantly, 
these devices allow handling of unitized loads without a pallet. 

In selecting between the options, the truck buyer should learn 
whether or not the attachment has been used successfully by other 
warehouse operators handling the same or similar products. There 
have been cases where significant damage was done through misuse 
of specialized attachments. 

Conventional or Narrow Aisle Trucks 

The common lift truck with a 3,000 pound capacity is the most 
popular vehicle found in warehouses, and it typically requires a 12-
foot aisle. A few very nan-ow aisle trucks will operate in an aisle 
only a few inches wider than the truck itself. These trucks are 
designed to eliminate the need to turn the entire vehicle to place 
merchandise in stacks. Figure 43-2 outlines the advantages and 
disadvantages of selecting nan-ow aisle lift trucks. 

Brand Selection 

Industrial vehicles are available from a wide range of manufac
turers and the proliferation of brands can cause confusion for the 
buyer. It is useful to review the annual equipment directories pub
lished by two magazines, Modern Materials Handling and Materials 
Handling Engineering. Each of these directories provides a guide 
to alternate brands for each type of truck and attachment. 

In making a brand selection decision for your warehouse, at 
least five priorities should be considered. 

Priority one is the quality of the local dealer. This quality is 
measured in both quantitative and subjective terms. On the quantita-
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Advantages 
Aisle Width Capacity 

Disadvantages 

Industry standard truck. Requires 12-foot aisle. 

Easily transferrable to various Decreases available storage space. 
tasks. 

Greater load stabil ity. 

Greater load capability 

Reduces need for counterbalance Less flexible for various tasks. 
trucks. 

Lower load capabilities. 
Decreases required aisle width. 

Less load stability. 
Increases available storage space. 

May require "super flat" floor. 

Figure 43-2 

tive side, consider the financial stability, parts inventory, and service 
record of the dealer being considered. Even the best of equipment 
will malfunction occasionally, and your dealer's ability to correct 
the malfunction quickly is of prime importance. Don't hesitate to 
talk to that dealer's other customers to be sure that the service record 
is as good as advertised. 

There is a qualitative measure involved in attitude. Are you 
convinced that key people in the dealership are truly dedicated to 
providing quality service for the equipment they sell? Attitude can 
often be detected without making a customer survey, and the buyer 
should visit the service department ofthe dealership and form careful 
judgments about the performance of the people who work there. 

A second priority is standardization and the ability to substitute 
vehicles. If there are three lift truck brands in your warehouse, there 
are three different dealers to be called. Furthermore, each truck has 
operating characteristics slightly different from those of a competi
tive brand, and an operator who is accustomed to one brand may 
be more accident prone when using a truck with different controls. 
Therefore it usually makes sense to standardize on one brand of truck. 

Reliability is the third priority. In most operations, the cost of 
down time is far more significant than the price differences between 
competitive equipment. A cheaper lift truck that is unreliable is 
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always a bad bargain. There are two measures of reliability-your 
own past experience with a brand and the testimony of other compa
nies using the same kind of truck. 

The fourth priority is ease of training the operator as well as 
the operator's satisfaction. This does not mean that a warehouse 
manager should let the workers make the brand decision for forklift 
trucks. However, it does mean that if every worker in the warehouse 
tries to avoid using one particular machine, there may be some 
problems in connection with operator satisfaction that simply cannot 
be ignored. Nearly all materials handling dealers offer training 
courses, but some are better than others. Training quality should 
also be examined when making a dealer decision. 

The last priority is cost. The initial cost of the lift truck is 
always less than the labor and maintenance costs connected with 
the vehicle during its useful life. Therefore, choosing on the basis 
of initial price is probably the worst possible way to make the 
brand decision. 

The marketing of handling equipment is fiercely competitive, 
and trade magazines must be influenced by advertising budgets. 
Few magazine writers could point out weaknesses of a lift truck 
featured in ads. While lift truck technology has changed slowly, 
any article written five years ago about selecting equipment would 
have significant differences from one written today. Changes in 
technology and engineering will create some new options and some 
new points of emphasis in the selection decision. Fundamentally, 
the buyer is purchasing a tool, and the design and value of that tool 
must be related to the warehousing job to be done. 

Justifying Narrow-Aisle Equipment 

As operators have sought ways to save space in warehouses, 
lift-truck manufacturers have produced variations on the truck that 
allow it to operate in narrower aisles. The oldest and still most 
commonly used mobile lift truck found in warehouses is the "sit
down" counterbalanced forklift truck, referred to here as the common 
lift truck. Two variations are stand-up trucks which gain stability 
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by using two outriggers extending in front of the driver to provide 
balance in handling a load. Three other variations have a mechanism 
that allows the load to be turned without turning the entire vehicle. 

Each of the variations costs more than the common lift truck. 
How do you justify paying a premium for equipment? Here are the 
five types of mobile lifts to consider: 

1. Common lift truck 
2. Single-reach truck 
3. Double-reach truck 
4. Turret truck 
5 .. The Drexel truck 

1. A 3,000-pound capacity common lift truck is the most popular 
type found in warehouses. This truck, which costs about $20,000 
with battery and charger, requires a 12-foot aisle to allow a right
angle turn to stack merchandise in rows facing the aisle. It is very 
versatile. In addition to stacking goods in storage, it is used for 
unloading from vehicles, hauling loads from staging areas to storage 
bays, picking orders, and loading vehicles. Many operators use this 
truck for virtually all the work done in the warehouse. It is relatively 
easy to learn to operate, and because it is so commonly used, it can 
be readily bought or rented from a wide variety of lift-truck dealers. 

2. A first step in saving space is the single-reach truck, which 
can be operated in an 8-foot aisle, or 4 feet less than the aisle 
required for the counterbalanced type. The single-reach truck is 
priced in the neighborhood of $25,000.00, or about $5,000.00 more 
than the common lift truck. The truck uses a scissors-reach mecha
nism which moves the fork carriage forward into the storage pile, 
and somewhat greater skill is needed for the operator. Because the 
single-reach truck is used in many grocery distribution warehouses, 
it is usually easy to find replacements in dealers' rental fleets. 
However, the truck is less versatile than a common lift truck, because 
its smaller outrigger front wheels are not designed for crossing dock 
plates. The user must therefore have other equipment for loading 
and unloading trucks and rail cars. Unlike the common lift truck, 
the single-reach truck is available only with electric power. 
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3. The double-reach truck has a scissors-reach mechanism 
which extends twice as far as that of the single-reach truck. This 
allows a warehouse operator to store two pallets deep. The two
deep rack configuration allows twice as much product to be retrieved 
from the same aisle, but it is effective only where nearly every item 
in storage has a volume of at least two pallets. If fewer than two 
pallets are stored then the operator must either waste space or time 
by blocking one pallet with another pallet containing a different 
item. Eventually, the rear pallet must be unburied for shipping. The 
double-reach truck requires an aisle of 8.5 feet or about 6 inches 
more than the single-reach truck. It costs about $5,000.00 more than 
the single-reach or about one and one-half times the price of the 
common lift truck. 

4. The turret truck has a fork carriage that rotates and eliminates 
the need to tum the entire truck. Turret trucks are available either 
with a conventional cab or with a "man-aboard" cab which allows 
the operator to ride up with the load. Turret trucks usually require 
a guidance system for safe operation in narrow aisles, and with the 
guidance system, the equipment cost is $65,000 to $80,000 per unit, 
depending on lift height. The design of the turret prevents the use 
of a tilt mechanism for the mast. Therefore in high stacking (over 
22 feet) the truck cannot be effectively operated unless the warehouse 
has a "super-flat" floor with variances of not more than 1/16 inch. It 
is difficult, expensive, and sometimes impossible to change conven
tional floors to "super-flat" floors. The turret operates in an aisle of 
about 5.5 feet, or 6.5 feet less than the aisle in which the common 
lift truck operates. 

5. One competitive alternative to the turret truck is produced 
by Drexel. The Drexel swivels the entire mast rather than the fork 
carriage, and it swivels only to the right. Therefore the operator 
must turn the truck around to select from the opposite side of the 
aisle. Unlike the turret truck, the Drexel has a tilt mechanism to 
compensate for imperfections in the floor. This truck can be acquired 
for about $60,000. It can be used without a guidance system, though 
it is more productive with the guidance system because aisle widths 
can be minimized and the driver can operate without the need to steer. 
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With a price range of $20,000 to over $80,000, a buyer must 
justify paying a premium for narrow-aisle trucks. If you operate a 
200,000-square-foot warehouse with 40,000 square feet devoted to 
work aisles, the use of the very narrow aisle equipment might reduce 
the aisle space by half, or save an additional 20,000 feet. Assuming 
that you need at least two narrow aisle trucks, this means that you 
would be spending up to $60,000 extra per truck (the cost of the 
guided turret truck versus the common lift truck) or an extra $120,000 
to save 20,000 square feet of space. This equals $6.00 per square 
foot, which is certainly less than the construction cost of additional 
warehouse space today. On the other hand, consider the fact that 
the turret truck is usually not used for loading and unloading trucks, 
which means that you need extra trucks for this task. Also, the turret 
may not be as fast to operate as the common lift truck. If the turret 
is slower, the space saved in the warehouse must be balanced against 
the extra time used to operate the truck. 

Also consider the possibility that a super-flat floor may not be 
available. If stack heights are over 22 feet, conventional floors may 
prevent the use of the turret truck, regardless of cost. The Drexel, 
because it operates in a similar aisle width without the need for a 
super-flat floor, appears to be most easily justified. Unlike the turret, 
these trucks can be used for the full variety of warehouse tasks. 

Automatic Guided Vehicle Systems 

Automatic guided vehicle systems (AGVS) have been used in 
manufacturing plants for decades, but their use in warehouses is 
much more recent. AGVS have moved into the warehouse thanks 
to their improved technology and relatively lower cost. Further, 
when the cost of new real estate is far higher than the cost of some 
"used" real estate, AGVS are justified by their capability of making 
an obsolescent building practica1.42 

There are two kinds of automatic guidance systems: a vertical 
system which automatically places stock selectors at the right spot 
to move into high-rack positions; and the more common AGVS, 
which is a horizontal system with path selection following a wire 
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buried in the warehouse floor. It is the horizontal system that will 
be described here. 

A signal transmitted by the wire buried in the floor activates 
the electronics in the AGV. 

Centralized computer systems can program the AGV to follow 
a specific path by deactivating certain wires and activating others. 
Sometimes the same vehicle can be steered automatically-follow
ing the wire path-or manually-off the path. One guided vehicle 
may carry one unit load, or a whole train of trailers may be attached 
to an automatically guided tractor. By using the tractor-trailer sys
tem, up to 50,000 pounds of cargo can be horizontally transported 
behind the guided vehicle. 

There are four main types of AGVs: 

1. A towing vehicle designed to haul a string of pallet trucks 
or trailers 

2. A unit-load transporter designed to carry one individual load 
of up to 12,000 pounds. These vehicles are designed to accept loads 
delivered from a guided fork truck or from a powered or nonpowered 
conveyor or load stand. 

3. An automatic guided pallet truck, similar in appearance to 
the conventional jack used for order selection in grocery chains. 
These pallet trucks can handle up to four pallet loads or a total of 
6,000 pounds. 

4. A light-load transporter, a smaller vehicle designed to handle 
lighter loads such as parts or mail 

The heart of the AGVS is an onboard microcomputer that 
controls and monitors vehicle functions, giving each vehicle the 
ability to travel independently and automatically to a pro
grammed destination. 

Typically, the guide path is a wire loop that is embedded in a 
groove cut into the concrete floor. When the system is installed, the 
groove, 1/8 inch wide by 3jg inch deep, is cut with a diamond concrete 
saw; the wire is placed in this small trench, the groove is filled with 
epoxy resin which dries to the same color and hardness as the 
original concrete. In one facility, a 1,500 to 2,000-foot path was 
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installed in less than a week. Installation can be done either by the 
vendor or the user, and does not need to affect the day-to-day 
operations of the warehouse. 

If layout changes occur in the warehouse, the paths can be 
altered. When a path is changed, the wire from the old path does 
not have to be removed. 

In operating the system, a warehouse worker takes a load from 
the home area, places it on the guided vehicle, moves the vehicle 
onto the guide path, keys in the destination address, and pushes a 
start button. Once this is done, the computer takes over. The vehicle 
moves to the designated drop location, deposits the load at a specific 
address, and the returns to the home area for a new assignment. 

The chief advantage of an AGVS to a warehouse is that the 
guidance system eliminates travel time by warehouse workers. A 
value can be put on this travel time through the use of generally 
accepted warehouse standards. In a warehouse standard developed 
originally by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, a time of 7.7 
minutes is needed for each 1,000 feet of travel. If one assumes that 
the fully burdened cost of a warehouse worker is $25.00 per hour 
or $.42 per minute, this means that each 1,000-foot trip costs $3.23. 
If the $35,000 microprocessor is to be paid back in three years, it 
will have to eliminate 684 miles of travel per year in order to be 
justified. Larger warehouse operations will find it possible to elimi
nate at least this amount of travel. For example, if there is a 300-
foot travel from storage rack to loading dock, the elimination of 27 
round trips per day will cut somewhat more than 684 miles of travel 
per year. 

Another advantage of AGVs is their flexible use in different 
warehouse layouts. There are buildings available today at bargain 
prices because their layout makes them of marginal value for conven
tional warehousing. In some cases, these are older buildings with 
docks that are not convenient to storage areas. Others may be multi
story buildings that cannot be operated economically with conven
tional equipment. Through the use of AGVs, possibly in combination 
with vertical conveyors, inbound loads can be automatically dis
patched to a storage address without intervention by people. In such 
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cases, the use of AGVs will allow the economical use of a building 
that would be quite uneconomical with conventional handling 
equipment. 

In addition, a benefit that is frequently overlooked is the ability 
of AGV s to save space. Because tracking of the vehicle is so precise, 
lanes between loads can have as little as 4-inch clearance between 
passing vehicles. 

What to Look for in Mobile Equipment 

The critical element in making a purchase decision for mobile 
equipment is economics, but a cost study is not limited to the 
purchase price. 

One forklift truck advertisement shows how the cost of fuel, 
maintenance, and operator's salary in six years (10,000 hours) will 
exceed the purchase price of the truck by more than 1,000%. It is 
false economy to purchase materials handling equipment on the 
basis of lowest initial price. Reliability must be measured both in 
terms of maintenance cost and risk of down-time. The conventional 
lift truck's greatest "reliability" is that it can be easily replaced by 
another lift truck. Some conveyors and cranes cannot. What will 
you do when the equipment breaks down? The time to consider this 
question is before the equipment is ordered-not after the operation 
is running at capacity. 

In choosing mobile equipment, you must also anticipate future 
requirements and whether the equipment can be adapted or profitably 
resold when market conditions change your product or the way in 
which you handle it. 
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APPROACHING WAREHOUSE 
AUTOMATION 

Making a profit from investment involves taking risks. Experi
ence enables these risks to be evaluated and the benefits assessed. 
The main problem with investment in warehouse automation is that 
it is frequently a once-in-a-lifetime experience and it is easy to make 
a mistake. The secret of success is meticulous planning and the 
use of an appropriate level of technology, taking into account the 
difficulty of predicting what the various operations within the ware
house may be required to do. 

One mistake is not considering the possible changes in through
put and thus failing to justify the cost. High technology carries a 
greater initial cost and lower variable cost than low technology. 
This means that although the unit throughput cost may be favorable 
to advanced technology at the planned volume, that cost rises rapidly 
if the throughput is reduced. Confidence that planned volume levels 
will be maintained is a necessary prerequisite for the use of ad
vanced technology. 

Another frequent mistake is to compare the cost of a high
technology operation with one using existing methods, without con
sidering ways the methods could be improved by simpler and more 
flexible techniques. A project advocate can play an important role 
in generating awareness and enthusiasm, but may overzealously 
pursue automation without considering the alternatives. 

To make radical changes in methods as a response to an immedi-

This chapter was written by John Williams, a materials handling consultant from 
Hampshire, England. 
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ate problem is a recipe for disaster. Technology changes should be 
included in the corporate strategy plan and playa part in achieving 
your objectives. Properly planned and implemented, and with meth
ods chosen to match future strategy, technology will enhance modern 
warehouse operation. With an increasing tendency toward inventory 
consolidation in larger and higher throughput warehouses, there is 
increasing opportunity to use automated techniques. 

The Relevance of Technology to 
Warehouse Operations 

Two basic warehouse operations are storage and sorting. When 
the storage operations are virtually nonexistent, we have a cross
dock warehouse in which sortation systems are almost mandatory, 
particularly for small packages. 

For now, let's consider the operation in a more conventional 
warehouse that receives and stores goods on pallets, selects orders 
in carton or broken-carton quantities, and ships to multiple locations. 

Receiving 

Vehicle unloading is almost certainly by lift or pallet truck. 
The main uncertainties are fluctuating throughput volumes and the 
degree of control that can be achieved over inbound deliveries. The 
extent of standardization of pallet type, unit load size, extent of 
overhang, and degree of pallet damage will all be factors in determin
ing whether unit loads can enter an automatic system without repal
letization. 

Depending on the distance to be moved and throughput, it may 
be feasible to convey unit loads from the unloading dock to storage 
zones. The more flexible automated guided vehicle system (AGVS) 
is likely to be a better solution in many applications. 

Common to all methods will be pallet identification by bar
coded label. The greatest flexibility is achieved by using bar-coded 
labels in conjunction with onboard radio frequency terminals and 
scanners, which communicate with a warehouse management com-
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puter. This proven method is the benchmark against which the 
benefits and costs of more advanced technology should be measured. 

Reserve Storage 

Reserve storage is comparatively easy to automate with reliabil
ity because it is normally a pallet-inlpallet-out operation. The advan
tages are very narrow aisle (VNA) operation combined with the 
cheaper space obtained by use of height. Because 80% of a building'S 
cost is in the floor slab and roof, higher buildings reduce the cost 
per cubic foot in general. 

But beyond certain heights and depending on building codes 
and wind loads, costs increase. Rack-supported buildings are an 
attractive alternative to conventional structures, but rack-supported 
warehouses must be built with some care because the stress normally 
carried by the building structure must be carried by the racks. Rack 
distortion may be sufficient to make a stacker crane system inop
erable. 

A reduced number of storage locations is one of the benefits 
of computer-controlled reserve storage. For example, quarantine 
items may be secured and their removal barred to those who haven't 
the necessary password to operate the computer procedure. In a 
similar manner, reserved merchandise may be accumulated and held 
until released. 

With complete automation (high racks and stacker cranes) 
allowing stacking heights up to 120 feet, there is a safety problem 
if order picking operators work at the same time in the same area. 
One solution is to handle manned order-picking on the day shift 
and allow crane operation only at night. High-stacking cranes have 
problems of aisle transfer. Below 40 feet the flexibility of the VNA 
lift truck and its complementary order-picking truck must be con
sidered. 

Order Selection 

For a long time to come human order pickers are unlikely to 
be replaced by more automated methods. However, the increased 
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emphasis on preventing back injuries will stimulate redesign of 
some warehousing systems, leading to reduced-weight cartons or 
to cartons being presented to the operator in a manner that eliminates 
excessive bending, stretching, or body twisting. This may involve 
mechanized carton lifting devices or increased use of goods-to
picker systems rather than conventional selection from racks. 

There are two basic types of order selection systems using the 
human operator. The first and most common is the picker-to-goods 
system. The operator on a man-up lift truck or crane can be automati
cally moved to the next picking location. In a goods-to-picker sys
tem, the operator remains at a workstation and pallets or cases are 
moved to and away from the workstation under computer control. 

Completely automatic picking systems are used for very high 
throughput picking. In these systems, cartons are loaded into gravity 
lanes and fed on to a conveyor by computer-controlled gate mecha
nisms. 

Staging for Shipping 

There are variations in the ways cartons are moved from the 
order-picking area to be sorted into outbound loads. In the simplest 
systems, the order picker moves the accumulated order in a bin or 
on a pallet to be deposited at a staging area. At a higher level of 
technology, tow conveyors, automatic guided vehicles, or sorting 
conveyors can be used. In some applications, order pickers accumu
late a group of orders by walking through one warehouse zone, 
which stores a portion of the stock-keeping units (SKUs). in the 
warehouse. Simultaneously, pickers in zones are selecting merchan
dise from the same group of orders, all identified by bar-code labels 
that specify the staging location. Some systems use a carton conveyor 
that is built into the order selection crane. 

It is not difficult to see some of the problems that can arise in 
balancing workload between zone pickers and the effect that these 
imbalances can have on shipping operations. Matching the through
put volume with product mix, order size variations, and picking 
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zones is the toughest part of the balancing act. You may require 
computer simulation to get the design right. 

The Benefits of Automation 

If you expect to justify warehouse automation solely by the 
reduction in the cost of handling and storage, you are likely to 
be disappointed. The justification for advanced technology often 
lies elsewhere. 

One of the most frequent justifications for the use of automatic 
storage and retrieval systems (ASRS) in high-rise buildings is the 
reduced warehouse footprint, which permits higher storage volume 
on a restricted but strategically located site. It is not difficult to see 
the investment justification when the costs of site change or increased 
transport costs are taken into account. Another benefit of automation 
can be better resource use. The machines work at their own tempo, 
without fatigue. Multishift operations become more feasible, and 
this can be an important element in the cost justification. 

Another often-mentioned justification is freedom from indus
trial relations problems. The lower skill levels required for conven
tional warehousing contribute to high personnel turnover or militant 
unions with restrictive practices. With fewer hourly workers, and 
with the increased use of engineering and process control skills, 
higher wages can be paid and recruitment policy can be more selec
tive. Selection and training costs may be higher per person, but the 
number of people is reduced. 

The use of human operators becomes subject to the law of 
diminishing returns with increasing warehouse size. Put quite sim
ply, workers get in each other's way; yet restricting workers' zones 
produces the problem of work balance and load scheduling. Many 
warehouses see dramatic savings in the number of operators and 
lift trucks as a consequence of introducing automation. Compare 
these savings with a higher hourly wage and higher maintenance 
cost for automation equipment. It may also be necessary to pay 
separation costs for those who lose their jobs as a result of auto
mation. 
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People cause errors and one of the benefits of automation is 
improved data capture which results in improved inventory control, 
greater customer satisfaction, and reduced inventories. However, 
the same savings can be obtained at lower capital cost by the use 
of radio frequency terminals in conjunction with bar-code readers. 

People are often the cause of fires. The fewer people working 
in an area, the lower the risk of fire. However, fire insurance under
writers are concerned about the chimney effect of high stacks and 
narrow aisles. Storage racks often require a higher level of fire 
protection. Energy costs are increased to power additional equip
ment; but to offset this, heating and lighting costs can be minimal. 

Some argue that the use of advanced technology improves a 
company's image. The creation of a high-tech image may be attrac
tive to investors or to the manager who wants to work in a progres
sive company. 

The Risks of Automation 

Getting It Completely Wrong 

The biggest risk is that the system will not do what you want 
it to do. Why should this be? It is extremely unlikely to be bad 
technology because, for the most part, equipment is reliable and 
well proven. It is most likely to be because you have failed to predict 
what you require the system to do. 

Warehousing is subject to many variables. Throughput can 
fluctuate seasonally, daily, or hourly. Order size can vary, as can 
the number of lines per order. The number of SKUs and size of 
packages can change. In selecting equipment, omission of a factor 
from a performance specification is likely to cause failure. High
technology systems are inflexible and you can't adjust for your 
errors or omissions by increasing personnel or adding a few more 
lengths of conveyor. 

It is important to get the specifications right. You can get help 
from outside- consultants and the equipment suppliers will be only 
too pleased to advise. However, it is important that your operations 
managers should be responsible for planning. After all, no one 
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understands your business better, and they have the best possible 
incentive to ensure that the systems work. 

There can be no hiding behind the excuse, "Don't blame us 
because it doesn't work; we had nothing to do with it." If they are 
to be given the responsibility, operations managers should learn 
from the experience of others who have undertaken the same task 
by visiting similar warehouses. 

They also need time. Experience shows that nearly everyone 
regrets that they did not allocate more time to the planning stage. 
System suppliers complain that they are pushed into contracts with 
earlier implementation dates than they consider desirable, only to 
find that the schedule cannot be met because the customer changes 
the specification. This is a clear case of haste makes waste. 

Be sure that a task force structure considers the operational 
requirements and views of all the departments. Line managers sel
dom have the ability to carry out this work, even if they have the 
time. Inevitably it will be carried out by a group working in a staff 
relationship. A task force with representatives from each department 
and reporting to a committee chaired by the chief executive can 
ensure that the essential integration of views takes place. It also 
demonstrates the on-going commitment of the chief executive and 
heads of departments to the project. 

Failing to Contract Successfully 

Once you know what you want, you are ready to choose your 
contractor. During the earlier stages of the investigation, you will 
evaluate various equipment suppliers, making visits to installations 
and discussing their performance. A number of specialist subcontrac
tors provide the building, the racking, lift trucks or stacker cranes, 
conveyors, computers, and controls. Resist the temptation to coordi
nate these yourself. Instead, choose a prime contractor with a clear 
legal responsibility to fulfill all your specifications. 

Check all references and investigate the prospective contractor's 
financial status to be sure the company can complete the project. 
Contractors have been known to go bankrupt as the project sinks 
into difficulties. 
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Be sure the contract stipulates the maximum down-time that 
you are prepared to accept over a period of time. System reliability 
must be a matter of legal definition, including a rated throughput 
per hour, per shift, and per week. 

Because the project must be completed and handed over on 
time, a time schedule should be written into the contract, including 
penalty payments in the event of failure. 

It is at this stage that the additional time spent on the specifica
tion and preplanning stage pays dividends. Preplanning avoids last
minute alterations that can lead to contractual amendments and 
disputes. There is considerable opportunity for misunderstanding in 
the complicated exchange of information in major automation proj
ects and some projects do end with litigation. To prevent misunder
standing, all communication links should be made formal and de
tailed records carefully maintained. 

Overestimating Your Organization's Ability to 
Cope with Change 

This applies not only to the acquisition of new skills, but 
also to enabling managers to understand the issues involved and to 
make decisions. 

Skills that may not exist in the organization are certain to 
be required. These include architectural specifications, mechanical 
system design, project management, computer systems, and process 
control. In addition, experience will be necessary in dealing with 
human relations problems resulting from change. These skills can 
be obtained by training or recruitment. Consultants may provide 
specialist advice and knowledge based on their wider experience, 
but they should never be used to impose a solution on the organiza
tion. These consultants should be members of the project team, and 
in no way should their presence usurp the ultimate authority of the 
operational managers. 

Many operators are apprehensive of changes and some will be 
unable to make the transition to meet the challenge of using new 
techniques. This at least necessitates a planned communication and 
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training program, and it might even suggest including a human 
relations specialist on the project team. Some organizations have 
completely rotated their personnel or organized retirement programs 
for older workers. A system can only be as effective as the skills 
of people allow it to be. 

In Conclusion 

There is a large range of available technology for warehouse 
automation. The availability of technology is not an issue nor, for 
the most part, is the ability to design reliable systems. The problem 
is that business requirements and people are not completely predict
able. Move with caution if you want to reduce the risk of failure. 
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PALLETS AND UNIT LOADS 

Some attempts to unitize marine freight go back to very ancient 
history. Unitized handling as we know it today really had its impetus 
with the technologies developed to supply the military during World 
War II. At that time, the industrial truck was still in its earliest 
development stages. A wood platform or pallet was recognized as 
the best way to allow the industrial forklift truck to transport a 
number of small pieces of freight. The first such platforms were 
skids, consisting of a deck of wide boards nailed across two or more 
runner boards which raised the platform enough to allow the forks 
to move underneath and pick it up. Because of the need for stability 
in high stacking, the skid evolved into today's warehouse pallet 
when additional boards were nailed across the bottom of the runner 
boards to provide stability. Pallets were and are primarily made of 
wood, simply because wood is the lowest cost construction commod
ity available in most countries. 

Standardization 

Skids and pallets came in a wide variety of sizes, with the most 
common ones measuring as little as 3 by 3 feet for low-volume 
grocery products up to 4 by 8 feet for stevedore pallets used in 
marine transportation. Early in the 1960s, one warehouse operator 
made a survey of grocery chains in his community to explore the 
possibility of exchanging pallets. At that time, each food chain 
had a storage rack system based upon a different size pallet, and 
standardization seemed impossible. 

The 1960s saw the acceptance of a standard pallet specification 
in the United States. Overseas, such standardization had come much 
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earlier. The United States military had primarily used a standard 
pallet, and huge quantities of these pallets were war surplus in 
1945. The Australian government had a particularly large supply of 
materials handling equipment left over after the war. The Australian 
government formed a Commonwealth Handling and Equipment 
Pool, later abbreviated as CHEP. When CHEP adopted a standard 
size pallet, Australia became the first place in the world to achieve 
a standardization of pallet sizes as a legacy of its military surplus. 

Within the United States, General Foods deserves prime credit 
for the pressure it created in the early 1960s for a standard pallet. 
This standard (Figure 45-1) specified the size and spacing of the 
boards on the top and bottom deck as well as the size of the runner 
boards or stringers. The General Foods pallet was to be made of 
hard wood with a specified weight per unit of approximately 80 
pounds. Notches on the stringer boards allowed the pallet to be 

~,JJ Note: '8" 
This paHet may be ,« ~ 
handled by a fork fift 1;: I 
truck or a paHet jack .. ' I 

TOP DeCK 

on the 40" side and 
only by a fork lift 
truck on the 48" side, 

figure 45-1 
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entered from all four sides, though it is handled most easily from 
the 40-inch face with its larger openings. 

Because of its influence on both suppliers and its customers, 
General Foods had achieved growing acceptance of a standard pallet 
when the program was transferred to Grocery Manufacturers of 
America (GMA). Through the cooperation of its members, GMA 
finished the job of establishing the General Foods specification as 
an industry standard. Wholesalers and chains adapted their materials 
handling and storage rack systems to the new standard pallet. Subse
quently, the program was transferred to a Grocery Pallet Council, 
and then efforts to maintain standards disintegrated. The hardwoods 
specified in the original General Foods design became scarce and 
expensive, because up to half of America's hardwood lumber was 
being consumed by the pallet industry. To cut costs, many pallet 
users found cheaper types of wood. Others made changes in thickness 
and spacing of deckboards. Eventually the Grocery Pallet Council 
disbanded, and today the only pallet standard that is preserved is 
the length and width dimensions. The 48-inch by 40-inch pallet 
remains the most common size used, and the predominant size used 
in the grocery products industry. Most storage rack systems are 
designed to accommodate the 48-inch by 40-inch pallet. 

The Problem with Pallets 

Wooden pallets have always been the primary method ofunitiz
ing freight for mechanical handling. Thanks to the standardization 
move initiated three decades ago by General Foods, about half the 
pallets used in the United States conform to the 48-inch by 40-inch 
0.2 by I m) dimensions. 

Unfortunately, there is little other good news with respect to 
pallets. Efforts to enforce a standard specification for pallet design 
disintegrated years ago, and pallets used today are seldom uniform 
in construction quality. 

While users are creative in developing pallet patterns, unit load 
footprints do not always conform to the size of the pallet. Significant 
overhang or underhang is likely to be a source of damage. 
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Many pallet users prefer to use lowlift trucks (pallet jacks) for 
order selection, but such equipment is capable of damaging pallets 
if the bottom deckboards are not aligned with the wheels of the 
truck. Product overhang may be the cause of such misalignment. 

There are six significant problems with the wood pallet used 
today: 

1. It is too heavy to be handled safely. OSHA regulations state 
that one person should not lift over 50 pounds, but most wood 
pallets weight 65 to 80 pounds. 

2. Pallets create a space problem. When space is critical in a 
trailer or container, the 9-inch thickness of conventional pallets 
causes capacity reduction. 

3. Pallet storage is a safety problem. High piled stacks of 
empty pallets will create an intense fire which will defeat some 
sprinkler systems. 

4. Pallets are a sanitation problem. If stored outdoors, they are 
likely to be infested by insects, birds, and rodents. Wood pallets 
cannot be steam cleaned. 

5. Quality control of pallets is difficult. Only an expert can 
determine by visual inspection whether pallet lumber is properly 
dry and of specified type and quality. 

6. Pallets are typically not in good repair. If repairs are not 
made as damage occurs, broken pallets will remain in use and cause 
both personal injury and product damage. 

New Kinds of Pallets 

In recent years, recycling has become a growing concern in 
industry. A few pallet manufacturers are experimenting with materi
als considered to be superior to wood in their recyclability. 

Presswood pallets are recyclable and are produced from low
grade timber stands which are normally not economical for other 
commercial purposes. They use nearly 100% of the tree's biomass, 
compared with less than 30% biomass usage in producing conven
tional wood pallets. Plastic molders use injection molding technol-
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ogy to manufacture pallets that are recyclable and can be made 
using recycled plastic. 

Presswood and plastic pallets meet these Grocery Manufactur
ers of America's design requirements: true four-way entry capacity, 
48-inch by 40-inch dimensions, weight of less than 50 pounds, 
sufficient deck coverage to prevent damage, constructed of reusable 
or recyclable materials, and sanitation and drainage capabilities to 
handle meat and produce. 

One plastic pallet is similar to a conventional pallet (top and 
bottom decks with rails between), but the pallet has several advan
tages. The pallet has a nonslip surface, molded banding slots which 
eliminate the need for banding clips, and a tongue and groove system 
for easier stretch film wrapping. Plastic pallets are especially cost 
effective in closed-loop systems because they are more durable and 
are also safer, having no protruding nails or splinters. Because they 
are plastic, these pallets are weather and moisture resistant. The 
pallets interlock for ease of stacking and storage. 

Presswood pallets are molded as one continuous unit from a 
mixture of wood fiber and synthetic resins. The design is unlike 
conventional wood pallets in that it has no bottom deck boards. 
Instead, it has a single solid deck from which legs protrude. This 
design makes the pallet nestable, requiring one-fourth the storage 
space of conventional wood pallets. The nestable feature does more 
than save storage space-it decreases fire risk because it eliminates 
the air space between conventional pallets. Similarly, the design 
improves handling efficiency because one forklift can hold up to 
60 nested pallets (three times the number of typical wood pallets 
that can be carried per load). The solid deck has drainage grooves 
and the legs have drain hole plugs to prevent product contamination. 
These pallets meet quarantine regulations for overseas shipping. 
The solid deck with its rounded edges eliminates product sag. It 
minimizes the likelihood of worker injuries because there are no 
nails or splinters. Presswood pallets have been compression tested to 
25,000 pounds and are available in a range of load-bearing capacities. 
Those pallets that have sufficient strength to support themselves in 
pallet rack or drive-through rack are in the higher price range. 
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Presswood and the plastic pallets are just two examples of the 
innovative pallets being produced today. For warehouse managers 
seeking a new pallet system, the choices are numerous and varied. 
But with some effort, the search can yield durable, easy-to-use pallets 
both business managers and environmentalists will find acceptable. 

Alternatives to Pallets 

While the wood pallet is the oldest and easiest method of 
handling unitized loads, it is not the only method available. The 
first developments of substitutes for pallets began as early as the 
1940s, when materials handling manufacturers cooperated with pa
per companies in developing a thin and disposable shipping platform 
known as a slipsheet. Constructed of high-tensile laminated paper, 
the sheet is much thinner than a wood pallet. However, it cannot be 
lifted with conventional forks without damage. Handling equipment 
manufacturers developed a special device known as a "push-pull" 
attachment. The device is designed to grip a protruding tab of the 
slip sheet and pull the entire sheet with its load onto flat metal plates 
that support the load while it is being transported. At destination, 
a plate pushes the loaded slip sheet onto the floor of a trailer or onto 
the floor of the warehouse. Figure 45-2 shows the slipsheet and 
push-pull attachment in use. 

Another special device which has been in use for over several 
decades is the carton clamp or grab truck. Figure 45-3 shows a 
clamp truck with a load. This truck has paddles that squeeze sides 
of the load enough to allow it to be lifted. This device was originally 
designed for cotton bales and rolls of paper, and some clamps are 
designed to rotate the load so that it can be inverted or placed on 
its side. The clamp truck works best with relatively large and sturdy 
packages. Because it requires side pressure to lift the unit, improper 
pressure adjustment or packaging that is not designed for clamp use 
can cause the clamp to damage the product. In the early days of 
clamp truck use, extensive damage to home laundry appliances 
occurred when a warehouse operator used improperly adjusted 
clamps that dented each unit as it was lifted. The device must be 
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Photo courtesy of Cascade Corporation 

Figure 45-2 

carefully maintained, since it can also be damaged by operator 
abuse. Some warehousemen have used clamp attachments to pick 
up everything from bicycles to bailing wire, causing damage to both 
the clamp attachment and the merchandise handled. Because of the 
way it functions, the clamp truck does not require any loading 
platform. It can pick up a load and transfer it from one loading 
platform to another. There is some space loss in both storage and 
freight vehicles because a few inches of side void are left to allow 
access by the arms of the clamp attachment. 
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Photo courtesy of Cascade Corporation 

Figure 45-3 

Tradeoffs in Unit Handling 

As you consider the various options in unitized handling, it is 
well to consider the advantages and disadvantages of each. 

The wood pallet is the fastest and simplest way to store and 
transfer unitized loads. It is easier to operate an industrial truck 
equipped with forks than with any other kind of loading attachment. 
The generous sized openings in standard pallets allow them to be 
safely stowed and retrieved even when they are in a high stack. 
However, if the pallet is to achieve full savings in materials handling, 
it should be transported with the load from origin to destination. 

If the material is hand stacked from a warehouse pallet to the 
floor of the truck, or if the process is reversed, the loading or 
unloading process will take more than six times as long as unitized 
loading. One time study of the process showed that manual loading 
of 22-pound cases will be done at a rate of eight pallets or 480 
cases per man-hour. The loading of full pallets can be accomplished 
at the rate of 50 pallets per man-hour or 3,000 cases per hour. 
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If full pallets are loaded, the shipper has the option of donating 
them or taking other pallets in exchange. Pallets are costly, and 
most users of them are reluctant to donate a platform that costs 
between $6.00 and $10.00. However, if they exchange pallets with 
the trucker, vendor, or supplier, they run the risk of trading a high
quality pallet for a cheap pallet. Very few people can recognize the 
difference between the durable and expensive species of wood and 
the cheap ones, or well cured versus green wood. Few operators 
have the time or the ability to be sure that the thickness and spacing 
of deck boards and bottom boards conform to a standard specifica
tion. As a result, there is no practical way to enforce the design 
standard on warehouse shipping and receiving docks. Industry frus
tration with "junk" pallets increased after efforts to police a standard 
system collapsed. 

Fire protection is another significant problem. Underwriters 
consider high stacks of wood pallets to be one of the worst hazards 
in a warehouse, since the spaces between boards allow combustion 
to create a "flue effect" which can result in a very dangerous fire. 
Therefore, preferred risk underwriters typically restrict the height 
of stacks of empty pallets in a warehouse. To avoid wasting valuable 
storage space, warehouse operators may move empty pallets out
doors. But when they are outdoors, pallets are subject to contamina
tion and deterioration by birds and rodents. They are exposed to 
the elements and are further deteriorated by rain, snow, or ice. 
Finally, wood does not lend itself to steam cleaning or other effecti ve 
cleaning methods. 

Slipsheets or are more compact and less costly than wood 
pallets. Their compactness allows them to be stored in a much 
smaller space, and because of their construction they do not present 
the fire hazard of a wood pallet. However there are not standard 
specifications for these devices either. Slipsheets can be made of 
everything from paper to plastic. One major brewing company uses 
plastic slip sheets and recycles and remanufactures the sheets at 
its own facility. Slipsheets require special equipment and special 
handling. They cannot be handled by the conventional low lift pallet 
truck which is designed specifically for wood pallets. Therefore 
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when slipsheets loads are received at a company that uses conven
tional forklift and low lift equipment, they must be transferred to a 
wooden pallet. 

Carton clamps don't work well on every kind of load. Unitized 
loads of very small boxes are not practical for clamp loading, since 
the smaller cartons are more likely to drop out of the center of the 
unitized load. 

New Ways to Use Pallets 

Pallet leasing has made slow but steady progress in the past 
several years. One leasing company has introduced a block pallet 
to replace the original design. This pallet is more easily handled 
from all four sides. Figure 45-4 shows the difference between the 
two designs. 

The leasing company assumes the responsibility for repair and 
standardization, thus relieving the user of two major headaches. 
Unfortunately, some users simply dislike the concept of leasing 
equipment, so pallet leasing is unlikely to ever achieve full accep
tance. 

A different approach is offered by one company which has a 
pallet management service to handle inspection, sorting, repairing, 
cleaning, and inventory control for large users of pallets. The service 
company maintains the pallets without owning them. 

As the options of pallet leasing or disposable shipping platforms 
are considered, the user must also balance the advantages and disad
vantages. Empty wood pallets, whether leased or owned, are still a 
fire risk when stored in quantity indoors. If outdoor storage is used, 
the contamination and deterioration problems remain. The lessor 
may assume much of this burden by keeping idle pallets at its 
own depots. 

A leased pallet made of some material other than wood could 
be an attractive alternative, particularly if this would allow indoor 
storage and steam cleaning. However, this alternative has not sur
faced yet. 

Most of the national publicity about the unit handling problem 
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EXHIBIT 1 

GMA PALLET 

BOTTOM 

EXHIBIT 2 

BLOCK PALLET 

TOP 

Figure 45-4 

has focused on the grocery industry . Yet many other industries use 
unitized loads and have similar problems and interests. It seems 
clear that the challenge of unitized loads will be resolved in the 
next few years, simply because there is so much attention being 
given to it. The eventual result is likely to significantly change many 
warehousing operations. 
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DEALING WITH DAMAGE 

Losses from accidental damage, casualty, or pilferage are not 
only costly to industry, but can also easily wipe out the productivity 
gains made elsewhere in the company. Loss and damage in the 
distribution system are a major source of waste in American industry 
today. And there is no indication that this waste is declining. 

Causes of Damage in Physical Distribution 

Product damage in distribution usually results from three 
sources: failure of packaging, mishandling in transportation, or dam
age done in the warehouse. Even in the best of warehouses there 
will be some damage. 

The packaging engineer usually develops a compromise be
tween the lowest cost carton and one that is so strong as to be 
completely damage-proof. If the compromise moves too far toward 
low price, the resulting package will not protect against the normal 
warehouse. The warehouse operator has a unique opportunity to 
report on the results of the packaging engineer's work. 

The warehouse operator ultimately has two concerns: control
ling the damage caused within the facility, and identifying and 
controlling that which occurs outside. Warehouse workers must 
understand that external damage not identified at the receiving dock 
will subsequently be charged to the operators of the warehouse. In 
some warehouse operations, all damage found on receipt is rejected 
to the delivering carrier, but in most the warehouse operator takes 
damaged goods in for repacking or repair. 

Since most external damage occurs in transportation, we list 
six typical causes of transportation damage: 
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1. Faulty loading practices 
2. Abrasion from shifting within the vehicle 
3. Shock damage from bouncing or sudden starts and stops 

in transit 
4. Leaks in the cargo van or boxcar 
5. Transfer handling damage 
6. Improper blocking and bracing in a rail car 

Disposal of Carrier Damage 

When goods are damaged by common carrier, the warehouse 
operator's damage-control procedure might include these seven 
steps. 

1. Segregate all products in which damage is evident or sus
pected, including both damaged merchandise and damaged packag
ing. On those inbound loads where a carrier representative is not 
present (rail cars or unattended trucks), take photographs of the 
damage while the freight is still in place on the carrier vehicle. 

2. The carrier's bill of lading should be noted with the quantity 
and nature of suspected damage. If a carrier representative is avail
able, he initials this notation as his acknowledgment of it. 

3. Warehouse receiving tallies should contain similar notations. 
4. In a public warehouse, the owner of the goods should be no

tified. 
5. After it is tagged for identification, each piece of damaged 

merchandise should be moved to a segregated area. 
6. After inspection, merchandise that has suffered damage to 

packaging only should be recartoned and returned to stock. In some 
cases minor repairs to merchandise can be made at the warehouse; 
more severely damaged merchandise should be shipped to a repair 
center or scrapped. 

7. Finally, the total cost of dealing with the damage should be 
calculated and reported. This cost includes handling, storing, and 
processing damaged merchandise. 
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Concealed Damage 

Certainly the most vexing problem in controlling damage in 
transportation and distribution is concealed damage. No one learns 
that the product is damaged until it gets to destination and the 
packaging is removed. Frequently, this is after the product has moved 
through all the distribution channels and is in the hands of the 
ultimate consumer. 

The damage is concealed because the outside of the container 
offered no hint that its contents had been damaged. When this 
happens, the party discovering the concealed damage returns it for 
credit, and a claim to recover this loss goes back through the system. 
The delivering carrier, after determining that damage did not take 
place in the consignee's own handling operation, may attempt to 
involve prior carriers or prior warehouse operators in a sharing of 
the claim. Sometimes, a compromise is adopted to spread the claim 
cost among the several parties who might have caused the damage. 

Three kinds of evidence are helpful in dealing with a concealed 
damage claim: the delivering can'ier's bill of lading, photographic 
evidence of the damage, and an invoice indicating the value of the 
item or the cost of its repair. 

Warehouse Damage 

Warehouse damage is inevitable. Any warehouseman who 
claims to be running a "damage-free" facility is either suffering 
from delusion or is untruthful. The forklift driver who never damages 
anything is probably working below optimum speed. Normal han
dling and storage functions will cause a certain amount of damage 
in any operation. 

U.S. Department of Agriculture officials studied warehouse 
damage and found 66 causes. Of these, six accounted for 50% of 
the damage. These six are listed below, with the damage rate per 
100,000 cases shipped: * 

* Total 82.1 cases per 100,000. Distribution Warehouse Cost Digest, Vol. 15, No. 
1. © Alexander Research and Communications Inc, New York. 
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Dropping cases in aisles 
Protruding nails in pallets 
Damage by forks of lift trucks 
Damaged during storage 
Damaged in filling racks 
Damaged in removing from second level rack slot 

(order picking) 

16.1 cases 
15.8 cases 
14.4 cases 
14.4 cases 
12.8 cases 
8.6 cases 

Warehouse damage is most prevalent at comers of stacks, in 
narrow aisles, or at the face of a load (through a collision in stacking). 
Faulty palletizing or dropped packages may also cause warehouse 
damage. If merchandise is piled above its packaging limitations, the 
stack will collapse. Shifting may cause the comers of boxes in a 
unit load to be misaligned; this in tum reduces the stack strength 
and may cause the pile to collapse. High humidity also is a frequent 
cause of package failure, since most corrugated materials will be 
weakened by moisture. Roof or sprinkler leakage may soak packages 
and cause them to fail. Occasionally, cross-contamination of stored 
goods can be caused either by odor transfer or by chemical reaction. 

By definition, warehouse damage is the result of human failure. 
Such damage is minimized through training, proper maintenance of 
handling equipment, communication of correct storage and handling 
practices, and knowledge of the sources of chemical reaction or 
cross contamination. 

Reducing Warehouse Damage 

Following these seven steps will reduce damage in most ware
house operations: 

1. Use storage racks for bagged materials to eliminate damage 
caused by leaning stacks. 

2. Prevent nail damage by covering pallet faces with light 
material such as a sheet of plywood. 

3. Buy pallets with high nail retention. 
4. Don't use forks that are too long and protrude on other side 

of a pallet. 
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5. Maintain warehouse training programs. 
6. Remove damage as soon as it is discovered. 
7. Maintain proper aisle widths. 

A great deal of the damage found in most warehouses is ulti
mately caused by carelessness. Greater concern can be developed 
through keeping score on the results of damage control and commu
nicating those results to warehouse employees. Highlighting your 
damage ratio is a vital part of developing this concern. Results 
should be publicized at employee meetings, or used as the basis for 
contests, with prizes awarded for the best record in controlling 
damage. 

Recooperage and Repair 

When cases of packaged goods are damaged, it is frequently 
possible to salvage much of the damaged shipment by removing 
the inner cartons that are broken and replacing them. This process is 
frequently referred to as recooperage and must be done meticulously. 
Damaged food products are likely to attract insects or rodents. 
Products that are stained, but otherwise undamaged, are still consid
ered unsalable. Fumes or odors from damaged products could cause 
contamination to good merchandise stored near them. Liquids can 
spill and stain other containers. For this reason, any repackaging 
operation must be designed to handle the product cleanly and sepa
rate good stock from bad. 

Some product damage in a warehouse can be repaired so per
fectly that it is undetectable. Major appliances, such as refrigerators 
or washing machines, sometimes suffer minor dents or scratches 
that can be repaired by using processes similar to automotive body 
work. Metal office furniture can be repaired with equal ease. Again, 
quality control in such repair is absolutely essential, since the con
sumer who receives an apparently new product that is actually 
damaged will be an extremely unhappy customer. 

At times it is more economical to sell damaged goods to a 
salvage firm than to engage in either recooperage or damage repair. 
However, damage disposal must conform to your marketing policy. 
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If slightly damaged product is allowed to be sold at a discount to 
salvage firms, the ability to market that same product at list price 
might be impaired. For this reason, many manufacturers strictly 
control the salvage and disposal of all damage, even products judged 
to be a total loss. 

Protecting Damaged Merchandise 

One of the toughest problems in any warehouse storing damage
prone products is to be sure that powders or liquids do not leak 
from damaged containers and stain or spoil other merchandise in 
the warehouse. With many products, the consequences of leakage 
can cause a great deal of additional damage. 

Some warehouse operators have been very innovative in devel
oping systems to control secondary damage. When damage of sensi
tive materials is discovered, it is important that the damaged cases 
immediately be removed and segregated from good stock. At times, 
this removal is not easy, because it could involve depaUetizing for 
which there is no labor available. One answer is the development 
of a drip pan, a piece of sheet metal a little larger than a pallet with 
comers turned up and sealed to hold powder or fluid. In this way, 
leakage from the damaged pallet is held in the drip pan and not 
allowed to migrate through the warehouse. Another answer is the 
use of fiber or metal drums as a temporary repository for damaged 
cases or bags. Like the pan, the drum keeps the spillage from causing 
further damage. 

One showcase warehouse handles nothing but carbon black, 
one of the most sensitive products from a standpoint of secondary 
damage. Carbon black is the same material used as a toner in 
photocopy machines, and bags of this material, when broken, can 
cause substantial discoloration of goods stored nearby. In this ware
house, every lift truck is equipped with a portable vacuum as well 
as broom and dust pan. When a leaker is discovered, cleaning 
and controlling the leakage has higher priority than completing the 
shipment. By placing the emphasis on damage control, the carbon 
black warehouse maintains superior housekeeping with a very 
dirty product. 
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Storage of Damaged Products 

Damaged products stored in a warehouse are an embanassment, 
so most warehouse operators keep their damage storage where it's 
not seen by visitors. Unfortunately, however, management doesn't 
see it either, and the accumulation of damaged goods is overlooked. 

The best way to control the cost of storing damage is to keep 
down the quantity in the warehouse. And the best way to control 
the quantity is to store it in a conspicuous spot. 

Loss and Damage Guidelines 

The primary method of measuring loss-control performance is 
by conducting a warehouse operations audit. But before making an 
audit, be sure that the following conditions exist: 

1. Aisles are clear. well-marked, and sufficiently wide to allow 
equipment to maneuver. 

2. Special guards are used to protect racks and columns, and 
guided aisles have guide rail entries. 

3. Block stacking is not leading to load crushing or leaning 
stacks, and loads do not overhang the pallet. 

4. Floor-loading, rack-loading, and structure load limits have 
not been exceeded by recent changes in material or equipment. 

5. Equipment is not being overloaded or operated at exces
sive speeds. 

6. Front-to-back members are installed in selective pallet 
racks to prevent loads from falling through openings. 

7. Masts on industrial trucks fit easily through doorways and 
passageways. 

8. Safety screens are located beneath overhead conveyors. 
9. Hazardous and flammable materials are well marked and 

are stored, handled, and transported according to regulations. 
10. No sagging load beams and no bent upright trusses are 

present in the storage racks. 
11. Materials handlers have undergone formal training in the 

use of handling equipment. 
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12. Preventive maintenance programs are used for all han
dling equipment. 

Damage Control Ratios 

Using damage-control ratios is a useful damage consciousness
raising exercise. Here are some examples: 

D d I d . _ Number of damaged loads 
am age oa s ratIO - N b if 1 d um er 0 oa s 

I h . k . Inventory investment verified 
nventory s rm age ratIO = . 

Inventory Investment expected 

Other statistics that can be used are "Percentage of Accident
Free Operators," and "Number of Accidents per Industrial Truck
Operating Hours." 

Damaged Loads Ratio 

The damaged loads ratio provides a measure of the loss due 
to poor handling. The ratio should be computed at each stage of 
flow throughout the system, beginning with receiving and ending 
with shipping. A load is defined as damaged if there are any damages 
to it. 

It is not likely that individual equipment operators will maintain 
accurate damage reports, even if they are not at fault. The time 
required to prepare the reports and a lack of interest in the task 
combine to create an atmosphere that is not conducive to reliable 
reporting of damaged loads. 

Random samples should be made periodically to ascertain the 
damage percentage on loads being staged in receiving, inbound 
inspection, packing, and shipping. In addition, when perpetual inven
tory audits are performed, a damage report should be repaired. 

For example, in a receiving department pallet loads are staged 
awaiting movement to storage. An audit of the loads is performed 
with the following results: 
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Number of loads 64 
Number of damaged loads 4 
Number of cases 670 
Number of damaged cases 12 

Preventing Warehouse Damage: A Questionnaire 

As you work to reduce damage in your warehouse, the checklist 
below may provide some loss prevention ideas: 

1. Is some of the "warehouse damage" actually unreported 
carrier damage? If so, what steps can be taken to stop the acceptance 
of damaged freight? 

2. Has some damage been caused by splintered or damaged 
pallets? What steps are being taken to control pallet quality? 

3. Is damage concentrated in certain items? If so, is there a 
packaging problem with those items which might be corrected? 

4. Have maintenance problems in lift trucks caused damage, 
such as protruding forks, improperly adjusted clamp attachments, 
or defective slipsheet attachments? If so, what can be done to im
prove lift truck maintenance? 

5. Are warehouse workers providing prompt reporting and 
feedback about the existence and cause of warehouse damage? 

6. Has damage been caused by narrow aisles and over
crowding? 

7. Has the percentage of product suffering damage moved up 
or down since last year? 

8. What other changes in warehousing practices might reduce 
warehouse damage? 

Because damage is unpleasant, management as well as ware
house workers sometimes may try to sweep it under the rug. Yet, 
dealing with damage is part of good warehouse discipline-and 
remember that the warehouse operator now has a golden opportunity 
to submit his diagnosis of its cause. Because damage always repre
sents waste, improved control represents a primary way to improve 
overall warehouse productivity. 
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REVERSE LOGISTICS 
IN THE WAREHOUSE 

The traditional management of logistics systems, including 
warehouses, has emphasized the movement of materials from 
sources of supply to points of consumption. Warehouses are part 
of the flow process, but we usually assume that the flow goes only 
from source to consumer. 

Until the past few years, concerns about the flow of materials 
from consumer back to source were almost unheard of. However, 
recent years have brought new challenges, including the need for 
reversing the traditional logistics flow. Hence we here spotlight the 
challenge of returns. 

Three Reasons for Returns 

The first of these new challenges was improvement of consumer 
protection through quick and accurate product recalls. A production 
error, a design failure, or even a case of deliberate sabotage may 
cause the need to isolate and return all units of a given production 
lot to ensure the safety of the consumer. 

Perhaps the best-known example was the case of deliberate 
poisoning of a popular pain killer several years ago. Similar incidents 
have taken place with contaminated food items, faulty automobiles, 
and chemicals that have a production defect. When the fault or 
defect is discovered, the manufacturer usually isolates the problem 
to given production lots and limits the recall to those lots instead 
of recalling the entire production item. Some food manufacturers 
make test recalls to verify the capabilities of warehousing and truck-
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ing supplies to handle a recall correctly. The need for speed and 
precision in the process is obvious, particularly when the defect 
could threaten the lives of consumers. In this situation, the prime 
stimulus for product recall is consumer safety. 

A second major motivator for returns is avoiding the degrada
tion of the environment. This seems particularly popular for widely 
used chemical products, such as plastic packaging. There is concern 
about the depletion of landfill sites and the consequent rising cost 
of solid-waste disposal. 

A proven way of reducing the volume of waste is to recycle 
and reuse certain packaging materials. This may involve the sorting 
of recyclable material by product type: plastic, ferrous metals, other 
metals, and paper. Once sorted, the recyclable material moves via 
various routes until it is returned to a manufacturing point where it 
can be remanufactured into new packaging or other similar products. 
Precision may be less critical in this kind of return, since consumer 
safety is not involved. However, the concerns of environmentalists 
have created almost as much public pressure for recycling of packag
ing as we have always had for the recall of defective consumer 
goods. In some cities today, laws require that a vendor of a major 
appliance return the appliance carton to relieve the consumer of the 
substantial disposal problem of the shipping container. The problem 
of course is not eliminated, but only transferred from consumer 
to vendor. 

The third motive for returns is conservation of assets. For 
years before we had environmental concerns, pallets were exchanged 
rather than donated to the buyer. The exchange reflected the fact 
that the vendor simply couldn't afford to give away an expensive 
pallet with each unitized load. Similar motives caused the develop
ment of refillable beverage bottles decades before anyone was wor
ried about landfills. The bottles were expensive and, in fact, there 
was a time when a popular soft drink came in a bottle that had a 
higher value than the fluid inside. The consumer was not forced to 
return the bottle, but was simply penalized for failure to do so. 

The auto industry has reusable packing techniques, such as 
steel racks to hold engines, metal bins and cages to hold a wide 
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variety of small auto parts, and several devices to unitize tires. In 
each case, the warehouse, the trucker, or any other party in the 
logistics process has an obligation to return this permanent packaging 
material so that it can be used again. The auto industry has been 
notably successful in imposing the discipline needed to protect 
reusable packaging so that it can be used many times before be
ing discarded. 

The Role of the Warehouse Operator in Returns 

Warehouse managers, both third-party and private, are key 
players in the return process. 

Consider first the safety recall. The speed and accuracy of the 
warehouse manager in identifying, isolating, and returning the lots 
that are potentially dangerous is of critical importance. The ware
house manager who fails in the process is likely to be severely 
disciplined, even if the failure is only in a test recall. Manufacturers 
who face this kind of safety risk have little tolerance for lack of 
accuracy in a product recall. When faced with a recall, the warehouse 
manager must approach it with all the seriousness and concentration 
of a fire or disaster drill. Done wrong, the consequences could be 
just as grave. 

The warehouse operator can be particularly creative in the case 
of environmental returns, since some warehouses are able to provide 
value-added services such as compacting, bailing, shredding, grind
ing, or other processes. These will lower the cost of storing and 
transporting the material that is to be recycled. The economy of 
performing such services as close as possible to the origin of the 
material flow is obvious. Therefore, we can anticipate that a growing 
number of warehouses will have equipment designed to compact 
material being returned for recycling. 

The most important thing the warehouse can do in handling 
conservation returns is to perfonn the function at the lowest possible 
cost. Since the motive for the return is conservation, the manufacturer 
seeks to minimize costs in all phases of the return process. Sometimes 
the material could be stored outdoors at a lower cost, but outdoor 
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storage is an eyesore, and such storage also exposes the materials 
to contamination. The best way to reduce costs may be not to store 
the material at all, but to be sure that it is promptly moved in an 
otherwise empty vehicle that is returning to the recycle point. 

Reconfiguring the Warehouse for Returns 

New layouts and new equipment are likely to appear in ware
houses that are involved in handling returns. 

In some cases, returns will involve disposal of waste materials 
by burning. Then the warehouse operator will need to acquire and 
operate incinerators. Layout planning must include finding the best 
location for the incinerator and developing a pattern of flow to 
that machine. 

Other types of equipment may be needed to process or to 
temporarily store recyclables and waste materials. These include 
bailers, shredders, and compactors. The arrangement of this equip
ment within the warehouse or on the warehouse grounds must be 
carefully considered to avoid problems of odor contamination, spill
age, or other housekeeping problems. The layout should also be 
designed to provide optimal layout and flow of materials to and 
from the machines. This flow should include adequate areas for 
segregation and sorting of waste materials. 

Dissimilar materials must be isolated for recycling purposes, 
and the facility should be designed to facilitate the sorting process. 
In some cases, warehouse facilities will be redesigned or reconfig
ured to handle recycling and waste management in the receiving 
areas. 

Security Issues 

Sometimes a product return is required for stock balancing or 
to allow minor repairs. One small-appliance manufacturer allows 
dealers to return unsold merchandise to a central warehouse on a 
periodic basis. This good-will gesture is done to remove some of 
the inventory risk and encourage dealers to adequately stock the 
product line. In other cases, slightly damaged merchandise is moved 
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to a central collection point for refurbishing or repair. Stock balanc
ing and repair returns may involve costly merchandise, and some
times the merchandise is not returned in original containers. When 
this happens, it is not easy to obtain an accurate count and pre
vent pilferage. 

Therefore, a warehouse handling such returns must be config
ured to provide maximum security for the returned products. Goods 
in makeshift packages should be reconditioned immediately so 
proper count of the merchandise can be maintained. The handling 
of valuable returns represents a significant security risk, but it can 
be controlled through careful storage practices. 

Reconditioning and Repackaging 

One of the consequences of handling returns is the frequent 
necessity to repair, clean, recondition, or repackage the returned 
merchandise. Accomplishing this may require the establishment 
of a small assembly operation within the warehouse. Packaging, 
cleaning, or repair may be accomplished by moving the product 
down an assembly line that contains the appropriate materials. This 
may require significant reconfiguration of warehouse design. 

Running a Warehouse in Reverse 

One third-party warehousing company has developed an un
usual and effective specialty-the handling of returns. This unusual 
process can best be described as an order-picking distribution opera
tion running backwards. 

One operation is dedicated to a major retail chain. Destination 
shipments move to 2,100 different vendors, though usually only 
850 of these are active at anyone time. 

The process starts when a consumer takes a purchase back to 
the retail store and claims that it is defective. The retail store ships 
pallet loads of returned goods to the return center. For security 
reasons, these pallet loads are unitized and sealed with a specially 
printed stretch wrap that is designed to provide evidence of pilferage 
if it exists. Before shipping, the retail store attaches a bar-coded 
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"license plate" to identify each item. As the loaded pallets are 
received at the return center, they move down a conveyor lane where 
operators examine each item, scan the license tag, and attach a 
special sort label that provides additional information in alphanu
meric codes. 

Returned goods are separated into three types. Type I merchan
dise is that which fits in normal warehouse plastic tote bins. Type 
2 is boxes that are too big for totes and weigh up to 40 pounds. 
Type 3 is product over 40 pounds and requiring a "team lift." Once 
put in categories, products then move to a "home slot" or staging 
area until a full pallet load has been accumulated. Products that are 
improperly packaged are repackaged at the return center to be sure 
that the product will be protected from handling or transportation 
damage. Irregularities fall into three categories. Red tag items are 
those that should be destroyed. Green tag items are those that should 
have been salvaged at the store. Research items are those that require 
further checking and verification in a special research department. 
Once a full pallet is accumulated, it is placed in storage rack to wait 
for a "vendor cut," which is permission to ship product back to the 
original source. The vendor cut depends on a minimum quantity by 
weight, dollars, or time which is specified by the vendor. Pallets 
awaiting vendor cut have a pallet identification tag which is color 
coded to show the month. A precise locator system allows the 
operator to know exactly where every item is staged. 

Outbound movements to the vendors are in full pallets, again 
sealed with the special security stretchwrap. The carrier is required 
to sign only for the total number of pallets, with the presumption 
that a sealed pallet has an accurate count. 

To ensure accuracy, an audit group does a recheck of ten 
outbound orders out of a total of 90 to 200 orders that move each 
day. The operation experiences an error rate of less than I %, and 
a significant portion of this is errors that originate at the retail store. 

The inventory in this warehouse turns more than 50 times per 
year. An on-site representative of the retailer is available primarily 
to handle problems of communicating with the stores that originate 
the movements to the distribution center. 
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In another city, the client is a manufacturer. Their returns center 
accepts merchandise from all retailers handling cosmetic products. 
The center is tied in with central information systems, one controlled 
by the client and the other by the warehouse. One role of the return 
center is to prevent abuses of the return pri vi lege by retailers. Another 
is to inspect and check the quality of returned goods. When saleable 
stock is isolated, an automatic count device puts the prescribed 
number of units in a tote bin which is subsequently repacked into 
a box. Some merchandise is consigned to a secondary retailer who 
specializes in selling off-price items. This product still contains price 
labels from other stores, and it is packed in generic boxes for 
shipment to the secondary retailer. Other merchandise may be desig
nated first quality, and it is repacked in original factory boxes for 
shipment to primary retailers. 

Before the center was established, the client destroyed every 
product that was returned. Today, the return center puts value back 
in the product, either by restoring some to the primary market at 
regular prices, or by consigning other products to a secondary market 
at reduced prices. A portion of the product must be destroyed, and 
the return center contains a shredding machine that pulverizes the 
product before it is hauled to a landfill. 

Another task handled by the center is the correction of promo
tional errors. This typically involves repackaging when the carton, 
literature, or product contains inaccurate or unsuccessful ad mes
sages. The product is in good condition, but the existing packaging 
is not usable. 

Product returns have always been considered as a warehouse
man's nightmare. Yet a specialist can turn the process into an orderly 
activity that restores value to products that previously could only 
be destroyed. 

Keeping It Simple 

A valuable series of scholarly works deals with the concept of 
reverse logistics. Some of this writing makes the process appear 
more complicated than it is. Logistics people have handled certain 
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kinds of returns, such as beverage bottles, for many decades, so 
there need be no mystery about the process. 

In essence, returns are primarily common sense. Worries about 
the environment and consumer safety have created a new degree of 
urgency about the process, often because of the involvement of 
government and consumer protection agencies. Despite this, the 
essential components of the process have changed remarkably little. 
The next time you see some ponderous writing about reverse logis
tics, just think about the return of soft-drink and milk bottles. 
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CLERICAL PROCEDURES 

The clerical section of a distribution center is frequently the 
most undervalued part of the system. It often receives an inordinately 
small amount of attention from management. While entire maga
zines, books, and trade shows inform management about stacker 
cranes, storage racks, and other hardware associated with the storage 
and handling functions, relatively little attention is given to the most 
critical function of all-the clerical operation. 

Most warehouse operations that are in trouble can trace the 
difficulty to malfunctions in the clerical operation. This is especially 
important because of the "middle-man" role of warehousing in the 
typical distribution system. Prompt and accurate communication for 
both shippers and consignees using the warehouse is critical to the 
success of any warehouse operation. 

While major improvements in warehouse materials handling 
methods have occurred during the past several decades, the techno
logical change in office procedures has been even more pronounced. 
The prime cause was the introduction of electronic data processing 
equipment, followed by its miniaturization and substantial cost re
duction. 

The emphasis on computer-oriented information systems has 
placed greater responsibilities on the clerical personnel at the ware
house. The interface between the warehouse and the user's computer 
has become increasingly important. Since clerks now routinely feed 
information directly into warehouse users' computers, the potential 
for disruption through clerical error is greatly increased. 

Any warehouse clerical system should be designed around a 
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REVERSE LOGISTICS 
IN THE WAREHOUSE 

The traditional management of logistics systems, including 
warehouses, has emphasized the movement of materials from 
sources of supply to points of consumption. Warehouses are part 
of the flow process, but we usually assume that the flow goes only 
from source to consumer. 

Until the past few years, concerns about the flow of materials 
from consumer back to source were almost unheard of. However, 
recent years have brought new challenges, including the need for 
reversing the traditional logistics flow. Hence we here spotlight the 
challenge of returns. 

Three Reasons for Returns 

The first of these new challenges was improvement of consumer 
protection through quick and accurate product recalls. A production 
error, a design failure, or even a case of deliberate sabotage may 
cause the need to isolate and return all units of a given production 
lot to ensure the safety of the consumer. 

Perhaps the best-known example was the case of deliberate 
poisoning of a popular pain killer several years ago. Similar incidents 
have taken place with contaminated food items, faulty automobiles, 
and chemicals that have a production defect. When the fault or 
defect is discovered, the manufacturer usually isolates the problem 
to given production lots and limits the recall to those lots instead 
of recalling the entire production item. Some food manufacturers 
make test recalls to verify the capabilities of warehousing and truck-
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profile of the user's needs. The operator must know what kinds of 
information are needed, and when. 

Customer Service Standards 

Order-response time is the most important customer service 
requirement that influences clerical operations. This is the time lapse 
between the moment when the warehouse is notified to ship and 
the time when the goods must be physically out the door, or the 
time when they must be in the hands of the consignee. Order
response time is the most critical service factor at most distribution 
centers. Yet, the allowable time may vary substantially in different 
industries, or even between different customers in the same industry. 
Customer service standards in a distribution center for pharmaceuti
cals, for example, will be different from those of a furniture ware
house. 

In third-party warehousing, it is common to establish a standard 
order-response time. A typical standard in this industry is the fol
lowing: 

1. All orders received by noon are shipped on the same day. 
2. All orders received after noon are shipped on the follow

ing day. 

Location of Clerical Center 

The clerical function need not be handled at the warehouse, 
since today's data communications equipment provides almost un
limited location options. Clerical work can be performed at a remote 
location, with bills of lading sent to the shipping dock or via facsimile 
transmission. Receiving information can be reported via the same 
means of transmission and perpetual inventories can be maintained 
at a location outside the warehouse. 

With today's capabilities in processing and transmission of 
information, a warehouse can be controlled from a clerical center 
that is miles away from the storage building. Yet, most managers 
want the clerical function under the same roof, primarily since 
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clerical personnel frequently participate in inventory checks and 
other activities that involve the cooperation of both the office and 
materials-handling employees. 

Office Environment 

The atmosphere and appearance of an office playa vital role 
in its effectiveness. When the office is isolated from the warehouse, 
an insular attitude may develop among the clerical personnel. Since 
effective customer service requires complete cooperation between 
the clerical and materials handling personnel, poor office location 
can deter teamwork. 

Security for the office area is frequently overlooked. Today's 
office contains electronic equipment small enough to be easily car
ried out. Few warehouse offices handle cash or negotiable securities, 
but they do handle documents and records that are difficult or 
impossible to replace. Backup systems stored separately should be 
available to replace records that may be lost or destroyed. 

Since the warehouse office is usually the first place customers 
are received, it should be a showcase for the entire distribution 
operation. A pleasant work environment also will payoff in improv
ing office morale and efficiency. Ample lighting, effective use of 
colors, and control of temperature and noise levels must all be 
considered in developing an effective work environment. 

Computer printers create noise problems unknown in offices a 
few years ago. These machines should be isolated or surrounded 
with sound-dampening enclosures. A carefully planned office layout 
is the best means of controlling noise levels. As more computers 
use the quiet laser printers, noise promises to become less of a 
problem in the future. 

Organizing the Clerical Function 

There are two methods of organizing work in a warehouse 
office-either by clerical function or by customer account. 

In the clerically oriented system certain individuals perform 
specific tasks for every user of the warehouse. For example, one 
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individual might be in charge of preparing receiving reports. Another 
prepares all the bills of lading, and still another has duties limited 
to inventory record-keeping. The clerically oriented system permits 
a person with limited skills to be employed in repetitive work. In 
effect, it is a variation of a manufacturing assembly line. Just as 
one assembly line worker may do nothing but install wheels, the 
receiving clerk will do nothing but prepare receiving reports. As in 
an assembly line, such repetition can be tedious, but the boredom 
can be relieved by rotating responsibilities and cross-training person
nel on different jobs. 

In public warehousing individual users or customers are some
times referred to as "accounts." Most public warehouses will assign 
certain clerks to handle one or a group of accounts. That clerk will 
perform all of the clerical functions in connection with specific 
accounts. These may include receiving reports, bills of lading, and 
supervision of inventory records. When the customer calls, there is 
one person in the office who maintains a hands-on familiarity with 
all the clerical functions of that account. The same practice can be 
used in a private warehouse, though in this case the "account" 
is the outbound shipment consignee. The account-oriented system 
requires greater versatility and skill on the part of each clerk in the 
system. On the other hand, it affords a more personalized approach 
to a customer who wants to talk with someone who has total familiar
ity with that customer's transactions. 

Interaction with Marketing 

One activity of the clerical department in most warehouses is 
interacting with the users' sales staff. Most warehouse users have 
recognized the desirability of separating warehouse workers from 
sales personnel in order to maintain maximum efficiency of both. 
Yet, the demands of sales personnel must be balanced with the 
shipping capacity of the warehouse to develop a customer service 
system that is both predictable and realistic. 

For example, if warehouse shipping capacity is 20 truckloads 
per day and shipment requests for 25 truckloads are received for 
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a given day, some compromises must be made. So the clerical 
coordinator's job is to merge the demands of salesmen with the 
capabilities of the warehouse. When releases exceed capacity, the 
coordinator will develop a schedule approved by the user to designate 
which orders will be shipped and which will be deferred. This avoids 
friction and the time lost if sales personnel communicate directly 
with the warehouse personnel. 

Manual and Electronic Data Processing 
In the pre-computer era warehouse inventory control systems 

consisted of hand-posted ledgers and manually prepared shipping 
and receiving documents. Visible record card files were developed 
to make it fast and easy to use inventory records. These well
designed systems allowed the user to see low stock or low activity 
at a glance. 

With today's array of computers, a wide degree of automation is 
available for inventory control, word processing, or communication. 
One important advantage of computers is their ability to speed 
order-response time. Nonetheless, there have been faulty computer 
installations in which order-response time has been slowed rather 
than expedited. 

Batch processing is a means of increasing data processing effi
ciency by first accumulating a group of orders and then processing 
all of them at one time. Batch processing uses the computer more 
efficiently, but it will do so at a sacrifice in order-response time 
unless the batches are processed frequently. 

JIT (just-in-time) systems and faster response times have sub
stantially reduced the popularity of batch processing. 

The need to increase clerical capacity is a frequent motive for 
changing to an automated system. Some automated systems can 
handle far more line items and orders per day than manual systems. 

A fringe benefit of an automated system is the requirement for 
rigid standardization of clerical procedures. Enforcing the discipline 
necessary to operate computers has side benefits in most warehous
ing operations, if an adequate level of standardization can be main
tained. 
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Control of Automation 

Automated systems are never as automated as they first appear. 
Correcting the system when it develops trouble is one drawback. 
When incorrect information is produced, someone must be able to 
quickly diagnose and correct the problem. This is not easy to do in 
a complex system, and failure to do so can have disastrous results 
in a warehouse operation. Keeping backup data is a necessity for 
reconstructing the pieces when the system goes awry. 

Loss of inventory control is a disaster in any warehouse clerical 
system. This could occur if inventory records are destroyed and no 
backup records are available. Under such circumstances, the only 
recourse would be a physical count of the inventory. Such failures 
might be caused by deliberate tampering with data processing sys
tems. Effective computer security is therefore very important. 

Measuring Clerical Costs 

The best standard for comparison between various clerical sys
tems is a cost per unit. This may be expressed as a cost per bill of 
lading, a cost per billing line, or a clerical cost per unit shipped. 
By developing a clerical unit cost for both existing and proposed 
systems, it is easy to determine whether a new system is justified. 

Though more sophisticated systems may be installed for non
cost reasons, such as improved response time or accuracy, a true 
cost of these should still be determined. In this way management 
can establish tradeoffs between a proposed new system and an 
existing one. 

Management Information 

A bonus benefit of computerized clerical operations in the 
warehouse is the development of management information that can 
aid in controlling warehouse operations. The operations manager 
can gain information on productivity and labor expended for each 
warehouse account. Payroll reports help to control overtime and 
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measure materials handling productivity. In a public warehouse, cash 
flow is controlled through reporting on aging of accounts receivable. 

Clerical systems have changed as much as, or more than, any 
other aspects of warehousing. Regardless of the proliferation of 
equipment, ultimately the system depends on well-motivated per
sonnel. 
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COMPUTERS AND 
WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT 

The use of computers in warehouse management is taken for 
granted so often that we fail to recognize the countless instances 
where no system exists, or the one that does exist does not func
tion well. 

Some Definitions 

Hardware is the computer equipment itself, the central process
ing unit, and its peripheral devices. 

Software is the general term to describe all written instructions 
used to control the hardware. 

Application software is a set of programs that enable a computer 
to carry out a specific function for an end user. Examples of applica
tion software are inventory systems, order processing systems, and 
locator systems. 

Operating system software is a set of software programs to 
control the computer and allocate computer resources as required. 
The operating system controls and directs input from the user and 
output from the application software. Commonly used operating 
systems include MS-DOSlWindows®, Windows® 95 (and its suc
cessors), and UNIX®. 

Program development software is used by programmers to 
translate the instructions (sometimes called source codes) into the 
object code required by the computer. Examples are Progress, 
BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, and COBOL. Programs executed 
by computers are written in binary code, a series of ones and zeros. 
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Firmware describes software that is integrated with the hard
ware and is always present whenever the computer is used. Some 
firmware is implemented into the electronic circuitry of the com
puter. Other firmware is located in memory chips that can be changed 
to update the instructions. One example of firmware is the program 
that activates when a computer is first turned on and manages the 
system startup. 

The warehouse management system is a computer-based pro
gram that allows goods to be physically controlled, identified, and 
monitored from the time they arrive at the receiving dock until they 
are loaded onto a delivery truck. One of the most important features 
of such a system is its ability to locate and trace every item. 

Hardware versus Software-Then and Now 

In the early days of the computer industry, there were a few 
major vendors of hardware. All sold proprietary software systems 
along with the hardware. Not only the hardware, but also the operat
ing systems and even the programming languages and development 
tools, were unique to each manufacturer. Application software writ
ten for one computer system typically would not run on another 
brand of computer without an expensive conversion. There were 
often incompatibilities among computer models, even within a single 
manufacturer's product line. A programmer who had developed 
skills on a particular system could not cope with another system 
without considerable retraining. 

The cost of even a modest computer system was vastly greater 
than it is today. Hardware systems alone ran into six figures and 
frequently into a seven-figure purchase price. Indeed, monthly rental 
costs for most computers were typically higher than the purchase 
price of many business computers today. Most managers felt that 
the cost of a wrong decision in the choice of hardware could spell 
financial disaster. 

Therefore, in the first two decades of computer use in business, 
hardware received primary emphasis. Many companies bought com
puters and then had to find software that was compatible with 
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the hardware. This meant that choices were very limited after the 
hardware was selected. The amount of packaged software was very 
small, and finding a software program specifically designed for 
warehousing was usually impossible. For a user who did not have 
application software and could not find a suitable package, the choice 
of computer systems was based upon which hardware vendor offered 
the best product and the best software development tools and ser
vices. The salesperson was often poorly informed or otherwise moti
vated to sell a particular application package that was less than 
ideal for warehousing. The choice frequently depended upon other 
software, operating systems, program development software, and 
database management systems. 

In 1980, the distinction between micros, minis, and mainframes 
was clear. Micros were small desktop units limited to a single 
user. Mainframes were large, expensive units capable of supporting 
dozens to hundreds of users. Minis were mid-range systems, capable 
of supporting from a few to a few dozen users. 

Today, the micro is steadily pushing the mini out of the market
place. Most people are familiar with the single-user micro, the 
desktop "personal computer," an indispensable business tool. But 
today's higher end micros are capable of supporting dozens, or even 
a hundred users with the proper operating system. Most warehouses 
today do not need a mainframe or even a mini, but can satisfy their 
needs with a micro. The opportunity for cost savings and increased 
productivity is staggering. 

Which Comes First-Hardware or Software? 

While hardware may have been emphasized in the early days 
of computers, without any question today the software comes first. 
However, while ten years ago the focus was on application software, 
today the emphasis is on operating systems and program develop
ment software. 

There are occasional exceptions. A company with a substantial 
investment in application software may upgrade its hardware by 
choosing a computer that is compatible with its existing software. 
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In absence of strong reasons to the contrary, the typical user 
today chooses an industry standard operating system, along with 
program development software compatible with that system. The 
hardware can be any brand that will function with the software 
system. 

Choosing Warehousing Software 

If your warehouse does not have acceptable software and if 
you do not wish to spend the time and money to develop a proprietary 
system, you have many choices of software systems. The problem 
is to find everything that might be applied and then to evaluate 
the alternatives. 

Sadly, even today some managers rely on a hardware salesper
son to tell them what application packages are available. There are 
many information resources, but the most complete is an annual 
guide to logistics software published by Arthur Andersen and 
Company. 

The first step in evaluating application software is to define the 
functions you need performed. Then evaluate available packages 
based on their ability to deliver the functions you need. This process 
should reduce the number of software packages that you consider. 

When an apparently suitable application package is selected, 
the next step is to check references. The references are to current 
users, and at least some of these should have an operation similar 
to yours. This user check should include on-site visits to some of 
the companies given as references. Observe the package in a real 
world environment, meet the people who use it and learn first-hand 
what experiences others have had in applying the new system. 

In checking references, a key point is the quality and availability 
of systems support. No matter how well the system works on the 
day it is installed, changing conditions in your warehouse will require 
appropriate changes in the information system. How you will be 
able to adapt to those changes depends on how much help you can 
get from the software company that sold you the system. 

Consider where your company will be if the software supplier 
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should go out of business. Do you have access to the source code 
to protect yourself in the event that the software supplier is not 
available at some future date? A number of successful systems have 
met disaster because of lack of support after the system was installed. 

Barriers to Implementation 

Although state-of-the-art for both hardware and software would 
permit one or a network of personal computers and packaged soft
ware to be used to support a fairly sophisticated warehouse manage
ment system, a distressing number of warehouses do not have such 
a system because other departments have demanded that the ware
house management system be integrated into information systems 
covering procurement, inventory control, production, sales, or other 
general business functions. Therefore, because the MIS (manage
ment information services) department has not had time to plug the 
warehouse into the larger control system, many warehouses have 
no management system or one which is primitive compared to 
today's state-of-the-art.43 

Choosing a Warehouse Management System 

Before you investigate further use of computers, it is important 
that you make certain your operation is functioning well now. Why? 
Because if you try to add computer-assisted processing to a sloppy 
or disorganized warehouse, the end result will be much less than 
you can achieve otherwise. 

It might take only a few days to review your current operation. 
This can be done by your own team or in conjunction with a 
logistics consultant who has experience in doing these reviews. 
Work practices should be standardized and work flow streamlined 
as much as possible within current capabilities. Storage practices 
should also be looked at and "honeycombing" (unused empty space) 
reduced to the minimum. A thorough review will improve your 
operation today by weeding out inefficient practices. The review 
will ensure that your new system is based on using best practices 
in operating your warehouse. It helps you avoid the trap of changing 
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your business to accommodate the method of operation described 
in a particular software package. 

Be sure you allow ample time to select, modify, and install a 
new system-it usually takes 9 to 18 months. But start to upgrade 
warehouse practices immediately, so that you can gain productivity 
while you are going through the process of installing a new com
puter system. 

Selecting a New System 

When you have completed the diagnostic operations review 
and upgraded your current warehouse practice, you will be ready 
to start the selection process. The intent of your search should be 
to find a system that enables you to operate your warehouse the 
way you want to conduct your business, but in a more efficient 
manner with higher service levels and lower costs. 

An effective approach to the selection process is to establish 
a task force that is responsible for selecting the system of choice. 
The team should be made up of at least one person from operations, 
a representative from your MIS or Data Processing area, and a 
financial person. If you want a larger group, select another member 
or two from other areas of the company. 

To ensure that your team stays on track, you should identify 
and describe your current customer service practices. For example, 
most stated customer service policies include criteria for product 
quality, order fill rate, accuracy, and order cycle times. 

A statement of requirements is the central reference point for 
your software search. Writing this statement can be a very slow 
process for a group whose members are working less than full time 
at the effort. Allow three to four months to complete this statement. 
The time spent will be well worth the effort if the end result covers 
all of your requirements and details the specifics of each area listed 
below. The statement must provide a clear description of the system 
you expect to eventually install, and it should specify efficiency 
level, accuracy level, and the customer service standards you must 
have to remain competitive. 
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The components of the Statement of Requirements should in
clude: 

• Interface requirements: This should detail the data that will 
need to be exchanged between other existing systems in your 
company as well as systems that you are planning to add in 
the future. 

• Transaction volume: You should identify in detail the type 
and number of transactions that you expect the new system 
to process on a daily basis. Include the range of volume from 
low to high and the number of warehouses involved if more 
than one. A projection of volume for the next five years will 
give you room for growth. 

• Hardware criteria: If your company prefers or already owns 
a hardware platform and peripheral equipment, this should 
be stated. If not, acceptable alternatives should be identified. 

• General requirements: This should be a summary of the 
breadth of the system expected to be implemented and should 
describe an outline of the final system. Such areas as geo
graphic coverage, functions included, material handling 
equipment to be utilized, and reporting requirements should 
be stated in this general section. Detailed requirements can 
be specified in the following sections. 

• Inventory location and management requirements: In this 
section there should be a description of the system require
ments for inventory practice, physical inventories, cycle 
counting, storage locations, tracking, reporting, and other 
company needs relating to inventory. 

• Receiving requirements: All needs of the receiving function 
should be detailed here and should describe the products, 
advanced notice of delivery, types of receipts, exception 
receiving, use of bar-code labels, and other specific needs 
for your company. 

• Put-a-way requirements: The project team will need to decide 
what requirements are appropriate for this section and could 
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include direct put-a-way, exception handling, inventory up
dating, cross-docking capability, and confirmation of put
a-way. 

• Order management requirements: Depending upon the make 
up of your customer orders, you will want to specify the 
type of order groupings, order statistics, reporting, and track
ing needs for your ultimate system. 

• Replenishment requirements: Most warehouses will have 
some type of replenishment needs, and this section should 
describe such requirements as replenishment based on FIFO 
(first in, first out), or on current demand as well as confirma
tion of replenishment. 

• Picking requirements: Your particular type of business, prod
uct, and order mix will determine your picking method needs. 
This section should include requirements for such methods as 
sequential, wave, and/or batCh picking. It could also include 
provisions for segregating orders, staging by order type or 
loading sequences. Confirmation of pick can be identified as 
a need. 

• Labor and work flow management: With the data captured, 
there will be opportunities to track and report on labor require
ments as well as work flow through the warehouse. This is one 
of the most important capabilities of the computer-assisted 
systems, since it can enable management to control the re
sources of the facility on a timely basis and adjust quickly 
as conditions change. 

• Shipping requirements: This section should identify your 
needs for such techniques as sequential loading, order stag
ing, exception reporting, trailer load closing, and interfaces 
with document preparation. 

How Do You locate the Right Software Company 
or Package? 

Once you have completed the Statement of Requirements and 
have approval to proceed, you must identify software companies that 
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provide a system that meets your specific needs. Many companies 
provide "package" systems. There are also companies that provide 
"custom" systems. Other software houses supply "semicustom" sys
tems, which are modular and can be modified to meet your particular 
needs. Generally, the package systems are least expensive and the 
custom systems are the most expensive. Unless your system needs 
are very unusual, one of these systems should meet your require
ments at an affordable cost. 

By reviewing the advertisements found in most distribution or 
computer literature and by talking to your counterparts in other 
warehouses and companies you will be able to identify software 
vendors that are capable of meeting your particular requirements. 
If you seek a logistics consultant to assist you in this process, sources 
can be identified through professional associations such as the Coun
cil of Logistics Management or the Warehousing Education and 
Research Council. 

When the potential suppliers have been identified, you should 
interview several of them, using your Statement of Requirements 
as the basis for discussion. Usually four to six interviews will give 
you enough information to prepare a project proposal. Try to find 
a system that can meet your requirements with 15% to 20% modifi
cation or less. 

How long Does Implementation Take? 

When final approval has been given, the design, modification, 
and installation process can take nine or more months depending 
upon the extent of the changes to be made and the number of 
facilities involved. 

If you follow this process, you will have installed a computer
assisted warehouse management system that will provide a more 
efficient, more cost-effective warehouse with high customer service 
levels. Many companies experience productivity improvement as 
high as 30% to 40% above current levels along with comparable 
cost reduction levels. 

The model shown on Figure 49-1 provides the topics that should 
be included in a typical Statement of Requirements. 44 
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Figure 49-1 

THE XYZ COMPANY 
A Model Warehouse Management System-System Requirements Outline 

1.0 General Requirements 4.7 Purchase Order Reconciliation 
1 .1 Support Multiple Geographic Loca- 4.8 Receipt Inspections 

tions, Warehouses And Sections 5.0 Put-A-Way Requirements 
Within Each Warehouse 5.1 Direct Put-A-Way 

1.2 Support Item Definitions As Well As 5.2 Exception Handling 
Single Item & Mixed Item Quan- 5.3 Inventory Updating 
tity Locations 5.4 Confirmation of Put-A-Way 

1.3 Support Definitions of Equipment, 5.5 Cross Docking 
Storage And Human Resources 5.6 Combined Processing 

1.4 Support Work Measurement Criteria 6.0 Order Management Requirements 
And Track Performance Against 6.1 Order Groupings 
Those Criteria 6.2 Order Statistics 

1.5 Support Random Location of Inven- 6.3 Reporting 
tory, FIFO Processing and Multi- 6.4 Tracking 
pie Items Per Location 7.0 Replenishment Requirements 

1.6 Provide Management Reporting Capa- 7.1 Replenishment on FIFO Basis 
bility 7.2 Replenishment Based on Current 

1.7 Provide Ability to Track Orders by Demand 
Status 7.3 Replenishment Confirmation 

1.8 Provide Inquiry Capability 8.0 Picking Requirements 
1.9 Ability to Handle Exceptions and Un- 8.1 Sequential Picking 

usual Situations 8.2 Other Than Wave Picking 
1.10 Support Interfaces to Material Han- 8.3 Segregation of Picks 

dling EqlJipment And Radio Fre- 8.4 Confirmation of Picking 
quency Devices 8.5 Use of RF Equipment 

1.11 Support Use of Bar Code Labels 8.6 Plan Warehouseman Work 
2.0 Inventory Location/Management Re- 8.7 Order Integrity 

quirements 8.8 Exceptions 
2.1 Item Identification and Tracking 8.9 Efficient Picking 
2.2 Physical Inventories 9.0 Labor Management Requirements 
2.3 Support Cycle Counting 9.1 Identify Resource Requirements 
2.4 Inventory Accuracy 9.2 Work Flow Monitoring 
2.5 Item History 9.3 Operating Levels 
2.6 Product Profile Analysis (ABC Analysis) 9.4 Management Reports 
2.7 Allocated and Available Inventory 10.0 Shipping Requirements 
2.8 Quarantine or "On Hold" Inventory 10.1 Fluid Loading 
2.9 Storage Locations 10.2 Order Stagi ng 
2.10 Storage Location Definitions 10.3 Confirm Complete OrderslTrailers 
2.11 Storage Location Control 10.4 Identify Exceptions/Shortages 
2.12 Storage Fill Rate 10.5 Print Manifests and Other Required 
2.13 FIFO Control Documents For A Trailer Load 
2.14 Support Conta iner Sizes and 10.6 Interface With Inventory And In-

Equipment voice Systems 
2.15 Reporting Capability 10.7 EDI To Intended Designations 
3.0 Inventory Location/Management Re- 10.8 Transfer of Loads 

quirements Assumptions 10.9 De-assign Product or Orders 
4.0 Receiving Requirements 10.10 Picking Status 
4.1 Advanced Notice of Delivery 10.11 Verification of Orders/Items 
4.2 Different Types of Receipts 11.0 Work Flow Management 
4.3 Availability of Items 11.1 Daily/Shift Workload 
4.4 Exception Status, Handling And Re- 11.2 Exceptions 

porting 11.3 Work-In-Progress 
4.5 Bar Code Labels 11.4 Interfaces 
4.6 Multiple Receipts 11.5 Future Workload 
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Summary 

Warehousing has enjoyed some remarkable success through 
effective use of information systems, but also from shocking failures. 
In March, 1996, Information Week described a warehouse disaster 
in an article titled "Melt Down." Fortunately, the successes have 
outnumbered the failures. The careful warehouse operator should 
be able to improve the odds that a system will be successful. 
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ELECTRONIC 
IDENTIFICATION 

In the entire field of warehousing, perhaps no technical develop
ment has shown greater potential than electronic identification. There 
is more than one way to "machine-read" information from a package, 
but today the most common method is bar coding. The concept of 
bar coding has been around for decades, but it is just in recent years 
that its full potential in warehousing has been realized. 

Electronically reading and copying a symbol from bar coding is 
faster and more accurate than any manual processing. A government 
study showed that scanning bar-code systems was 75% faster than 
entering the information through typing, and 33% faster than entering 
the information on a ten-key data board. Keypunchers had an accu
racy of 98.2%, but in a study of over 1.25 million lines of bar code 
symbol data an accuracy level of 99.9997% was achieved. 

Bar Codes-What They Are and 
How They Work 

Bar codes are a grouping of lines, bars, and spaces in a special 
pattern. This pattern can be read by a machine, which communicates 
with people or other machines. The bar code itself can be applied 
when the carton or package is manufactured and printed. The cost 
of applying or printing the code at that stage is virtually nil, since 
package lettering has to be printed anyway. The code can also be 
applied on-site, perhaps at the receiving dock of the warehouse, by 
a small printing machine. 
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Once applied, the code can later be read or "captured" by a 
bar-code reader or scanner. Scanners of various sizes are available. 
Used in the warehouse, this method of electronic identification offers 
many advantages, and there seems little doubt that new applications 
will be developed in the years to come. At the receiving dock, a 
code can be read and the identification used accurately to update 
the inventory. Since many inventory errors occur because of mistakes 
in receiving, this application has great potential for improving accu
racy. As the product is identified, a determination can be made as 
to its best storage location, and immediate instructions relayed back 
to the receiver to indicate the best storage address for the inbound 
item. When a physical inventory or a location check is made, elec
tronic identification will ensure that items are identified correctly 
as they are counted or located. When it is time to ship, automatic 
identification drastically reduces the possibility of shipping error 
through misidentification of goods. Further, if every item is scanned 
as it moves past a loading conveyor, count can be verified. In those 
operations where broken case order-picking is involved, bar-code 
identification can be particularly valuable in verifying that the right 
number and assortment of inner packages are included in each master 
carton. Finally, electronic identification can be used as input for 
automated sorting or picking equipment. As the identification of 
each package is determined, instructions can be given to the sort
ing equipment. 

The most common bar codes in use are: Code 3 of 9, Interleaved 
2 of 5, Code 128, Code 93, Codabar, UPC (The Universal Product 
Code), and the Plessy Code. (See Figure 50-1 for an analysis of 
Code 3 of 9.) 

Scanners 

Machines that read or "capture" the data contained in a bar 
code are called bar-code readers or scanners. They are classified 
as follows: 

• Portable scanners 

• Laser scanning guns 
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• Fixed-beam stationary scanners 

• Moving-beam stationary scanners 

Scanners are mobile and can be carried to a receiving area, a 
racking operation, or a bulk storage area. They can be used on a 
lift truck anywhere in the facility. A clerk can communicate with 
someone who is out of the office through a visual display termi
nal (VDT). 

The bar codes are read by shining a beam of light on the code. 
A hand-held terminal can have a pen-type wand for contact reading 
(to read, the wand must touch the bar code), or can be equipped 
with a laser gun for distance reading. Scanners use either a moving 
or fixed beam. Portable scanners are lightweight (two to three 
pounds), are programmable, and have visual display capability. Their 
principal use is for capturing data on packages not moving on a 
conveyor. Portable scanners can be used for order selection, inven
tory counting, cycle counting, location product verification, and 
stock replenishment. 

Stationary scanners can be positioned on the side of conveyors 
to scan bar codes of passing cartons and transmit the information 
to a computer. Stationary scanners can also be positioned above 
conveyors. Whatever their fixed position, these scanners use grid 
patterns of light to pick up bar code· signals and transmit the data 
to any point for decoding. 

Stationary scanners can accurately read bar codes on objects 
traveling at high speeds. For variable carton heights, the overhead 
scanner is equipped with a lens that adjusts to the various carton 
heights. 

One advantage of stationary scanners is that they can read bar 
codes without someone having to feed the material through a given 
point. This is also done through the flip-lens photo eye, which 
consists of two overhead scanners. One is a single-line laser; the 
other sends a multidirectional pattern of laser light in the form of 
"Xs" that scan the carton. No specific placement of the carton is 
required, because with the cross-weave pattern the bar-code symbol 
can be read in any position. 
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Contact and Noncontact Readers 

Contact readers can be portable or stationary. Both types come 
with a variety of options, including keypads and displays. The 
aperture size (opening) of a wand determines how much reflected 
light the reader will "see." Take care to match the wand resolution 
to the code density. A high-resolution wand being used to read a 
low-density symbol might "see" an ink spot as a bar or a void as 
a space. Alternatively, a low-resolution wand may not be able to 
recognize a narrow bar in a high-density code. 

The angle at which the wand is positioned to the surface of 
the bar code symbol (45 to 90 degrees) and the speed at which the 
wand is moved across the symbol (3 to 6 inches per second) are 
also key parameters affecting the first-pass read rate. 

The major benefits of contact readers are reductions in the 
number of clerical errors in reading data, reductions in the labor 
and paperwork required to process data, faster and more accurate 
inventory taking, and enhanced efficiency of forms and document
tracking control. 

A drawback of contact readers is that the surface that the pen 
or wand is reading must be very clean. A dust particle can miscue 
the reading being transmitted to the computer. Labeled products 
positioned in warehouse racks or shelves tend to accumulate dust. 

Noncontact readers include fixed- and moving-beam scanners 
as well as portable laser guns. Fixed-beam scanners are usually 
stationary and use a fixed beam of light to read bar-code symbols. 
Moving-beam scanners are also usually stationary but use a moving 
beam of light to scan and decode the bar-code symbols. 

Moving-beam scanners can read bar codes without the interven
tion of human operators. The material-a carton, tote pan, pallet, 
container, or drum-is transported past the scanner on a conveyor 
belt. Scanners mounted on conveyors can read passing bar-code 
symbols at speeds in excess of 1,400 scans per second by using a 
light spot. A simple movement of the beam over the bar code 
constitutes a "scan." 

An advantage of using moving-beam scanners is that bar code 
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placement is not critical as long as the location is within its field 
of view (scanning height). 

Through the use of moving-beam scanners, management can 
optimize storage utilization, deliver material when needed to the 
approximate shipping point, speed up order-processing, and provide 
accurate and prompt billing. 

Printing Bar Codes 

The key to an automatic identification system is the bar code 
printing. If the printing is erratic, or the lines are not within a 
tolerance level of the scanners, the entire identification system may 
be worthless. 

When you see automatic identification systems demonstrated 
at trade shows, you see how nicely the scanners work-but with 
label images that are perfect for recognition. Take those same labels 
and test them in a dirty environment, and you'll get a different 
reading or no reading at all. 

A User's View of Bar Coding 

A trip to your supermarket will demonstrate the effectiveness 
of bar coding.45 The clerk passes each item rapidly past a fixed 
scanner that reads the code. Information is held in the cash register 
until the last item is scanned, at which time the clerk presses a button 
to create a shipping document-your grocery bill. Occasionally that 
clerk must override the system to key enter an item that could not 
be scanned, but for the most part the bar code reading activity goes 
smoothly and you leave the market satisfied that your purchases 
were totaled accurately. 

Some say bar coding costs too much, yet the grocery industry 
lives on lower profit margins than warehouse companies. One ware
housing company achieved the following benefits of bar coding in 
its distribution centers: 

• Improved accuracy 

• Improved productivity 
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• Increased space utilization 

• Quick return on investment 

Use of bar coding will not eliminate confusion in a poorly run 
warehouse. A company that purchases bar code equipment to achieve 
discipline in the warehouse will most likely achieve a new kind of 
chaos, further confused by new technology. Bar coding works best 
in situations where systems are already documented, good warehouse 
discipline is present, and employees understand their respective 
responsibilities as well as the overall mission of their company. 
Further, it will be impossible to justify the purchase of such a system 
until statistics are developed to monitor productivity and accuracy. 

A basic data collection type of system may be purchased for 
about the price of a new forklift. Data collection allows the ware
house employee to scan a series of codes, then "plug" his scanner 
into a PC to download information. 

For example, one large manufacturer uses a public warehouse 
to cross-dock materials coming from many different origins each 
day. Each origin ships the total quantity of materials to be used by 
its customer that day. The customer uses the same material at more 
than one manufacturing location and the warehouse ships to all his 
manufacturing locations. The warehouse operator guarantees the 
arrival of a consolidated shipment to each manufacturing location 
to meet a predetermined appointment; however, materials are contin
uously arriving during the previous 24-hour period. These materials 
must be received, repacked, staged, and shipped-all within a very 
short period of time. Accountability is critical and there is no margin 
for error. Old methods of paper pushing would retard product flow 
and require more inventory as a buffer or safety valve. In this case, 
bar coding is not only affordable, but it also provides measurable 
economies. 

Management often delays a decision to acquire bar coding by 
trying to justify an overly sophisticated system whose capabilities 
are beyond the needs of the warehouse. Going overboard on "high
tech" is usually not necessary. 
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What Will Bar Coding Do for Me? 

Bar coding will reduce the amount of time required to process 
information in your warehouse. Consider the receiving process as 
an example. Without bar coding, the warehouseman writes up a 
receiving report while unloading each inbound shipment, then he 
carries that report and the accompanying packing list to the office 
for entry into the inventory system. A clerk compares both docu
ments for discrepancies and then enters the information on the 
receiving report. After entry the clerk might obtain the appropriate 
storage locations for the merchandise and write those locations on 
the receiving report. The report is then returned to the warehouseman 
for stock putaway. The warehouseman puts the stock away in the 
assigned locations. 

With bar coding, the work performed by the clerk is eliminated. 
The warehouseman scans a label on each item received and then 
downloads the information to the computer system. The system 
verifies discrepancies by comparing what was scanned to the advance 
information transmitted by the client to the warehouse. A screen 
then displays to the warehouseman the appropriate storage location 
for each unit scanned. After downloading, the entire process takes 
just seconds; further, the warehouseman was more productive and 
more accurate because he did no handwriting. 

One client reported that use of bar coding and EDI (electronic 
data interchange) improved accounts receivable from his customer 
by two days and reduced the need for one clerk. These productivity 
improvements were the result of the ability to send an electronic 
message containing current inventory levels within minutes after 
making a shipment. In a traditional warehouse, most of this informa
tion would not have been available quickly. 

The bar coding process also can keep track of each individual 
worker's productivity. Each transaction can be associated with an 
employee's clock number. Recording the time spent on each activity, 
the system can generate a daily report that shows productivity levels 
by employee, by customer, by function, or any other measurement 
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depending upon the information received during the bar code scan
ning process. 

Many operators have always recorded productivity in their 
warehouses. Before bar coding, employees were required to itemize 
on worksheets the tasks typically performed in different areas. This 
information was keyed into a computer the next day for analysis 
and the results were produced on paper, too late to take any corrective 
action. As a byproduct of bar coding, productivity information is 
available in real time, enabling a supervisor to monitor individual 
productivity and spot potential bottlenecks as they are happening. 

The Pitfalls 

The worst pitfall is resistance from those who will be using 
the system-the workers. Far too often bar coding systems are 
forced upon workers with little input from them. Many people feel 
threatened by change. The introduction of a bar code system can 
be upsetting to workers if it is not introduced properly. 

The proper way to change the work environment to bar coding 
is to involve the workers in the decision. What works on paper may 
not work in practice. Warehouse workers generally know more about 
the workplace than the systems department and management. For 
this reason these workers should be part of an evaluation team that 
plans bar code implementation. Each worker should feel that his 
input is important as the company gradually builds a constituency 
in favor of the change. 

A bar coding system should be a practical operating tool rather 
than one that was designed for the benefit of the systems department. 
In one warehouse, a forklift operator was criticized for "experi
menting" with his scanner terminal to see if he could make the 
system fail. It did, and he and his supervisor were reprimanded. 
They should have been rewarded, since such experimentation only 
identifies the failsafes that should have been built into the system 
in the first place. 

Another pitfall is the quality of the label to be scanned. Label 
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quality may be inadequate. When this happens the warehouseman 
needs to replace or reproduce the label at the receiving dock to 
avoid interrupting the receipts process. It is usually unproductive 
to label or scan each carton of a pallet of identical stock-keeping 
units (SKUs). A popular alternative is to apply a pallet label that 
displays a part number and perhaps a unique lot or serial number; 
the warehouse worker then key enters on the scanner unit the number 
of pieces on the pallet. 

One operator has designed a special pallets label for carton 
handling operations. Most manufacturers do not send product with 
usable bar code labels. (Usable is defined as a bar code whose 
characteristics are such that no software modifications are needed.) 

One third-party client manufactures an electrical product in 
small cartons weighing about 20 pounds per carton. Cartons are 
shipped in full pallets and are shipped to customers after case picking 
approximately twenty line items per order. None of the product is 
bar coded. The client sends an EDI transmission containing SKU 
number, quantity, and other information. 

The warehouse begins the receipts process by obtaining a pallet 
label from a bar code printer on the receiving dock. The worker 
attaches the label to the pallet, scans the bar code, and then key 
enters the quantity of cartons on the pallet. In less than two seconds, 
the system tells if there is a discrepancy and the location where the 
pallet should be taken. 

When picking, the worker obtains a master picking label with 
header information displaying "ship to" address. He scans the bar 
code and the system displays the first location to pick from and the 
number of cases of the first SKU to be picked. He travels to that 
location and scans the master pallet label. As the picking process 
continues, the computer follows five rules to improve efficiency: 

1. It minimizes the warehouseman's travel distance through 
the warehouse. 

2. The client's selection priorities (FIFO-LIFO, or lot number) 
are followed. 
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3. It picks like case configurations together for pallet stacka
bility. 

4. It automatically reduces the quantity of cases picked from 
each pallet. 

S. It associates the bar code label on each case with the bar 
code on the picking label and warns if they do not agree. 

This system has allowed the warehouse to utilize bar coding 
on products that arrive with ordinary labels. Through special bar 
coded serial numbers, they keep track of every pallet or carton in 
the facility. 

A third common pitfall is frequently seen in public warehousing. 
Each customer, certainly each industry, uses different bar code 
methodologies and different characters in bar-coded label fields. For 
example, automotive, paper, forms, chemical and grocery manufac
turers all use different bar coded labels, none of which are compatible 
with each other. No manufacturer will change his label for a single 
public warehouse. The warehouse operator must then ignore the 
client's label and affix his own pallet label to be scanned in the ware
house. 

When the business expands beyond the capabilities of the hard
ware or software, system response time falls off rapidly, causing 
long waits and frustration for system users. Planning for growth 
when purchasing a bar code system is time well spent and over 
specifying system components is sometimes a good investment. 

The Training Challenge 

Proper training is critical for the successful implementation of 
a barcode system. Vendors of hardware and software usually provide 
some orientation; however, few vendors will provide sufficient train
ing on an ongoing basis. You should designate a facilitator, prefera
ble an operations person, to provide ongoing training to workers 
using the bar code system. The facilitator is often the focus of 
improvement suggestions by warehouse workers as the new system 
matures in the warehouse workplace. 
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Experienced workers are the best trainers. In startup situations, 
senior people are temporarily assigned to work with new hires to 
explain the system. New workers may well have more difficulty 
learning to operate a forklift than learning to operate the scanning 
equipment. This "buddy system" method of training lasts about a 
week. Thereafter, refresher training information as well as informa
tion about system updates should be introduced in weekly team 
meetings. 

Bar Coding and Luddites 

One of the phenomena of 19th century England was a movement 
of people called Luddites. In an effort to stop the mechanization of 
the industrial revolution, these marauding groups smashed machin
ery to try to stop industrialization and supposedly save jobs. The 
Luddite movement didn't get very far in England, but unfortunately 
similar things have occasionally been observed elsewhere, even in 
warehouses in the United States. 

Are there people who really want bar code technology to dis
appear? 

Two warehouses handled an identical product. One is a third
party warehouse, and the other is a plant warehouse. Both are 
warehousing major appliances containing a serial number ticket that 
is bar coded. At the public warehouse, the lift driver scans the 
serial number tickets as the product is handled, and the scanning 
information is used to create a loading manifest. At the plant ware
house, a specialist worker pulls one of the detachable serial tickets. 
After they are detached, the tickets are carried into the office where 
a clerk scans each of them to create the load manifest. The result 
is that a job classification has grown up for the pulling of tickets, 
and two people in that warehouse do nothing else but this job. 

Why doesn't the plant warehouse use the more modem tech
nique adopted by the public warehouse? There is no sensible answer, 
just the tendency of people to do things as they were always done 
in the past. 
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Code 49 

Figure 50-3 

The Future of Electronic Identification 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of bar coding as an elec
tronic identification system is that the cost of equipment has steadily 
come down, primarily because usage has gone up and thus created 
economies of scale. Today, bar coding is the commonly used method 
of electronic identification. However, there are alternatives that could 
become popular at a later date. 

Figure 50-3 is a two-dimensional (2-D) bar code that because 
of its design can pack much more information into the same space 
than the linear bar codes. At this point, the 2-D bar code is still 
experimental. Bar code scanners must be tailored to read this new 
symbology. Like much new electronic technology, there are now 
at least six different varieties, only two of which can be read with 
a wand scanner. Because the 2-D bar code can hold so much more 
information than the conventional one, it seems inevitable that this 
format will be part of the future in automatic identification in ware
housing. 

As costs continue to fall, we are likely to see the day when 
electronic identification at a warehouse receiving dock is as common 
as lift trucks and dock plates. The dividend to every user of ware
houses will be faster handling, fewer errors, and faster and more 
accurate transmission of inventory information. 
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